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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Constitution and terms of reference of the
Committee

1. The Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation was established by the General As
sembly at its tenth session on 3 December 1955, under
resolution 913 (X), as a result of debates held in the
First Committee from 31 October to 10 November 1955.
The terms of reference of the Committee were set out
in paragraph 2 of the above-mentioned resolution by
which the General Assembly requested the Cornmirtee :

"( a) To receive and assemble in an appropriate
and useful form the following radiological informa
tion furnished by States Members of the United
Nations or members of the specialized agencies:

"( i) Reports on observed levels of ionizing radia
tion and radio-activity in the environment;

({ (ii) Reports on scientific observations and ex
periments relevant to the effects of. ionizing
radiation upon man and his environment
already under way or later undertaken by
national scientific bodies or by authorities
of national Governments;

"(b) To recommend uniform stan?ards wi.th re
spect to procedures for sample collection and instru
mentation, and radiation counting procedures to be
used in analyses of samples;

"(c) To compile and assemble in an integrated
manner the various reports, referred to in sub
paragraph (a) (i) above, on observed radiological
levels;

"(d) To review and collate national reports, re
ferred to in sub-paragraph (a) (ii) above, evaluat
ing each report to determine its usefulness for the
purposes of the Committee;

"(e) To make yearly progress reports and to
develop by 1 July 1958, or earlier if the assembled
facts warrant, a summary of the reports received
on radiation levels and radiation effects on man and
his environment together with the evaluations pro
vided foe in sub-paragraph (d) above and indica
cations of research projects which might require
further study;

"(1) To transmit from time to time, as it deems
appr-opriate, the documents and evaluations n:fer~ed

to above to the Secretary-General for publication
and dissemination to States Members of the United
Nations or members of the specialized agencies."

2. The Committee is composed of Argentina, Aus
tralia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czechosl~vakia,

France, India, Japan, Mexico, Sweden, the Union .of
Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Arab Republic,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain ~l.l1d Northern
Ireland and the United States of America.
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Activities of the Committee

3. Since its establishment, the Committee has held
sixteen sessions. Its activities during the first fourteen
sessions were surveyed in the introductions to the re
ports that the Committee submitted to the General
Assembly in 1958, 1962 and 1964. 1

4. The Committee held its fifteenth session at the
European Office of the United Nations in Geneva from
15 to 23 November 1965. During that session the Com
mittee discussed new information on natural radiation
sources and on radio-active contamination of the en
vironment as wen as on certain biological effects of
ionizing radiation on the basis of reviews prepared in
the Secretariat.

5. The Committee also adopted its annual progress
report to the General Assembly (A/6123). In that
report the Committee expressed its intention of pre
paring for submission to the General Assembly at its
twenty-first session a substantive report dealing with
such estimates of risk as might result from considera
tion of the subjects mentioned in paragraph 4 of this
chapter.

6. The General Assembly considered both the 1964
and 1965 reports of the Committee during its twentieth
session. By resolution 2078 (XX) of 18 December
1965, the General Assembly: (1) took note of the
reports of the United Nations Scientific Committee
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation on the work of its
thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth sessions; (2) corn
mended the Scientific Committee for its valuable
contributions to wider knowledge and understanding
of the effects and levels of atomic radiation during the
ten vears of the Committee's existence ; (3) requested
the 'Scientific Committee to continue its programme,
including its co-ordinating activities, to increase the
knowledge of the levels and effects of atomic radiation
from al1 sources; (4) cornmended the World Meteoro
logical Organization for its work in carrying forward
the scheme for monitoring and reporting levels of
atmospheric radio-activity; (5) acknowledged with
appreciation the assistance rendered to the Scientific
Committee by the World Meteorological Organization,
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations and the International Atomic Energy Agency;
(6) recommended that all parties concerned continue
their co-operation with the Scientific Committee: (7)
noted the intention of the Scientific Committee to submit
a report to the General Assembly at its twenty-first
session; (8) requested the Secretary-General to con
tinue to provide the Scientific Committee with the
assistance necessary for the conduct of its work and
the dissemination of its findings to the public.

1 Official ReC01'ds of the General Asscmbl», Thirteenth Ses
s-iOll, Supplemellt No. 11 (Aj3838); ibid., Seventeenth Session,
Supplement No. 16 (Aj5216); -ibid., N-ineteenth SessiOll, Sl.rpple
meJ1.t No. 14 (Aj5814). Hereafter these documents will be
referred to as the 1958, 1962 and 1964 reports, respectively.



7. The sixteenth session of the Committee was held
at Headquarters from 6 to 17 June 1966. At that ses
sion the Committee adopted the present report to the
General Assembly. It also considered the problem of
the effects of ionizing radiation 011 the central nervous
system. The Committee decided that it should at its
future meetings consider in detail the effects of ionizing
radiation on the nervous system, biological indicators
of irradiation of man, ancl (he principles, procedures
and parameters used by it in estimatins- doses to the
population from global radio-active co~tmllination of
the environment. In its consideration of the last topic,
the Committee proposed to review the requests it had
made in the past to States Members of the Unitecl
Nations or members of the specialized agencies and
of the IAEA for data on levels of environmental con
tamination. The above subjects, together with a further
review of reported levels of environmental glob,\1 con
tamination, might form the substance of a report or
reports to the General Assembly. The Committee also
decided to request that arrangements be made for a
session to be held in 1967.

Organization of the work of the Committee

8. As in the past, most of the technical discussions
were held during informal meetings of groups of spe
cialists whose conclusions were eventually reviewed by
the full Committee. According to the Committee's estab
lished practice, no detailed record of its technical delibe
rations was taken.

9. M:r. D. T. Stevcns of Australia and Dr. A. R.
Gopal-Ayenga; of India served as Chairman and Vice
Chairman, respectively, during the fifteenth session of
the Committee. At the fifteenth session, Dr. A. R. Gopal
Ayengar of India and Dr. G. C. Butler of Canada were
elected Chairman and Vice-Chairman, respectively, to
serve during the sixteenth and seventeenth sessions.
The names of those scientists who attended the fifteenth
and/or the sixteenth sessions of the Committee as mem
bers of national delegations are listed in appendix 1.

Sources of information

10. The reports received by the Committee from
States Members of the United Nations and members
of the specialized agencies and of the International
Atomic Energy Agency, as well as from these agencies
themselves, between 15 June 1964 and 7 June 1966,
are listed in annex D. Reports received prior to 15
June 1964 were listed in earlier reports of the Com
mittee to the General Assembly. The information re
ceived officially by the Committee was supplemented
by, and interpreted in the light of, information avail
able in the current scientific literature or obtained from
unpublished private communications from individual
scientists.

Scientific assistance

11. As in the past, the 'Committee was assisted by
Cl small scientific staff and by consultants appointed by
the Secretary-General. Scientific staff and consultants
were responsible for preliminary review and evaluation
of the scientific information received by the Committee
or published in the technical literature.

12. \Vhile the responsibility for the report rests
entirely with the Committee, the Committee wishes to
acknowledge the help and advice received from those
scientists whose names are listed in appendix 11. The
Committee owes much to their co-operation and
goodwill.

Relations with United Nations agencies and other
ovganizatfons

13. Sessions of the Committee were attended by
observers from the International Labour Organisation
(lLO) , the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), the World Health Organiza
tion (V/1-10), the 'World Meteorological Organization
(\i\/MO), and from the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) , as well as from the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) and
the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements (JCRU). The Committee wishes to
record its appreciation for their contribution to the
discussions.

Scope and p urpose of the report

14. Like the 1964 report, the present report is not
intended to cover comprehensively the whole field of
interest of the Committee; in particular, the report will
not deal with medical irradiation nor with somatic
radiation effects. The report is limited to a discussion
of environmental radiation, both natural and artificial,
and of the genetic risks arising from exposure to
ionizing radiation. The Committee has surveyed espe
cially those aspects of both subjects in which new
advances may require et revision of its earlier assess
ments of radiation risks. The present report, being
neither comprehensive nor self-contained, must be read
in the context of the earlier reviews made by the Com
mittee in its 1962 and 1964 reports.

15. The main text of the report is followed by
technical annexes where the scientific information 011

which the Committee rests its conclusions is discussed
in detail. The Committee wishes to emphasize, as it
did in the past, that its conclusions, being based on
the scientific evidence presently available, cannot be
considered as final and will require revision as scien
tific knowledge progresses.



Chapter n

ENVIRONMENTAL RADIATION

Radiation from natural sources

1. The interest of the Committee in radiation from
natural sources arises from the fact that living beings
have been exposed to it for a very long time at a rela
tively constant rate. Because of this constancy of the
average dose rate from natural radiation to which
human populations have been exposed, these dose rates
aloe used by the Committee as a standard against which
population doses from other sources are compared for
the purpose of risk estimation. It is of importance,
therefore, that the estimates of dose rates from natural
radiation should be kept under review.

2. Natural radiation owes its origin to interactions
of primary cosmic rays from outer space with the
atmosphere, and to the radio-active decay of naturally
occurring radio-isotopes.

COSMIC RAYS

3. The interactions of primary cosmic rays with
the atmosphere give rise to secondary rays which con
tribute about one-third of the external natural radia
tion reaching the human body. Higher contributions
from both primary and secondary cosmic rays apply
at very high altitudes; the resulting dose rates have
been studied in connexion with the planning of super
sonic transport and of space flights, but they will not
be considered in the present report.

4. The major advances in the study of cosmic rays
as contributors to the natural radiation to which man
is exposed have been made with regard to their neutron
component. Recent data on cosmic-ray neutron flux
densities show that the dose-rate estimate of about two
millirads per year to the world population made in the
1962 report needs revision. The Committee now be
lieves the dose rate due to neutrons at sea level to lie
between 0.3 and 1.1 millirads per year. This range
reflects the uncertainties involved in measurements and
the variation of neutron flux densities with latitude,

S. No change is called for in the estimate of the
dose rates due to the other (so-called ionizing) com
ponents of cosmic rays-28 millirads per year-that
was accepted in the 1962 report, As was mentioned in
that report. dose rates approximately double every
I,SOG-metre increase in altitude for the first few
kilometres.

6. It must be mentioned that neutron doses are
more effective than doses of ionizing radiation in bring
ing about biological effects. To obtain estimates of risk
from cosmic-ray neutrons, allowance must be made for
their relative biological effectiveness. However, the
necessary weighting factors applying to neutrons as
compared to the other components are not known at
low dose rates, although they are frequently assumed
to have a value of ten. Even with such a high weighting
factor, the contribution from neutrons would still be
small compared to the total dose rate from natural
sources.
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RADIATION FROM THE EARTH'S CRUST

. 7. ,T.er~estrial radio-activlty contributes both to natu
Iai, radiation rea.ch~ng the human body from outside,
OW1l1g to the ~1:l1Ss1.on of penetrating gamma radiation,
an~ to that an~m~ mternally from radio-active nuclides
which decay within the organism with the emission of
alpha, beta or gamma rays.

EXTERNAL IRRADIATION

8. The Committe- has reviewed the dose rates from
naturally-occurrll1g external radiation and idtl th . consr ers
. lat ere IS no reason to change its view as expressed
111 the. 1962 :e12ort, namely that, subject to wide to-
graphical variations the average external dos t fg

t '] . '.. e ra e rorn
na ura: y-occurrmg radio-active nuclides to I' h h

Id I
" W lie t e

wor ,popu. atron IS exposed. is about 50 millirads er
year, allowing for the fraction of time spent indoo
and outdoors. rs

.9- In some ar~as, however, the soil and the under
Iyu;tg rocks c,ontall1 abnormally high amounts of radio
a~tlve matenal. In some high radiation areas where
sizable J?opulations live, external dose rates up to twenty
times higher than average have been reported.

INTERNAL IRRADIATION

10. Radio-active material in soil may either be ab
sorbed by plants or I~ched into water, and so may enter
the hUl~lan food cha~n an? eventually be ingested by
man, h,,:don,. ': radio-.actIve gas resulting from the
radlO-ac~lve dls~ntegratIOn of nuclides of the uranium
and thorium serres, escapes from soils and rocks into the
atm.osph~re, and can thus be inhaled together with its
radio-active daughters.

11. The major natural sources of internal radiation
are potassium-40, which delivers relatively uniform
dose rates to the whole body, and members of the
~rani~111 and thorium series which predominantly
Irradiate the bone and bone marrow. Carbon-14 and
rubidium-87 are among other nuclides which deliver
much smaller dose rates.

12. The estimates of dose rates to gonads and to bone
and blood-forming cells from internally deposited radio
nuclides, e.xp'ressed in millirads per year, are essentially
the same as 111 the 1962 report. In that report, however
dose rates were expressed in different units to take into
account the higher efficiency of alpha particles in pro
duci.ng biological effects .""'hen compared to gamma rays.
As In the case of cosmic-ray neutrons, it seems more
appropriate. to eXpI"eSS dose ~ates !n millirads per year,
since allowing for the relative biological effectiveness
of alpha particles would require information that is
not available now and would therefore involve laro-ely
arbitrary assumptions. b

13. The Committee has re-evaluated the dose rates
from naturally-occurring radio-active material to the



lung tissues. Such material reaches the lungs mainly
through inhalation of the daughter products of radon.
These daughter products are inhaled in particulate form
and therefore tend to be deposited on the walls of
alveoli and bronchi and to remain there long enough
for significant doses to be delivered. The dose rates to
the cells lining these cavities seem to be of the order
of some hundreds of millirads per year, although no
exact figure can, at present, be given. These are the
highest tissue dose rates received from natural radia
tion. Any biological significance that these dose rates
may have, however, is still unknown.

DOSE-RATE ESTIMATES

14. Dose rates from natural radiation are sum
marized in table I. They have been computed for the
gonads, irradiation of which gives rise to genetic effects,
for cells lining the inner surface of bone from which
bone tumours may arise, and for blood-formius cells,
the irradiation of which may result in leukaemias. The
average dose rate in the whole body is taken as equal
to that to the gonads.

15. The figures in the table must be considered as
average dose rates received by the world population.
It has not been possible to assess accurately the vari
il;bility of the dose rates received by different popula
tion groups. Those limited populations, however, which
live in subarctic regions and consume large amounts
of caribou and reindeer meat or of fresh-water fish may
receive somewhat higher doses to blood-forming cells
and to cells lining the internal surface of bone. Simi
larly, populations living in the high-radiation areas of
Brazil and India receive higher dose rates of external
radiation from the soil.

Radiation from. man-made sources

16. Nuclear tests are the main source of present
world-wide radio-active contamination of the environ
ment. Low activity wastes released from facilities using
nuclear technologies for industrial, medical and research
purposes contribute a negligible fraction of the doses
received by human populations from artificial sources,
though their significance may increase in the future
~s a conseque.n~e of the. increased use of nuclear energy
111 human activrty. ACCidents at nuclear establishments
have been only of local importance.

17. The unplanned re-entry into the atmosphere in
April 1964 of a spacecraft carrying a power source
containing plutonium.-238 resulted in the dispersion of
this radio-active material. This material is slowly
descending towards the ground and has now been de
tected in surface air at some sampling stations in the
southern hemisphere. It is expected that the aver-
age .alllount~ of plutonium from this source that may
~e inhaled 111 the coming years will remain exceed
mgly small, and will give rise to negligible radiation
exposures,

18. The atmospheric tests that were carried out in
central Asia in 1964 and 1965, and those underground
tests from which leakage of radio-active material into
the atmosphere has taken place, have not contributed
significantly to world-wide mean doses. A further
atmospheric test took place in May 1966; although no
detailed evaluation is yet possible, it appears that the
quantity of fission products released was very small
c<;>mpared with the total quantity produced by all pre
VlOUS tests.
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19. Results of measurements of radio-activity in the
stratosphere, which constitutes the main reservoir of
radio-active debris still available for world-wide depo
sition, and estimates of the total amount of artificial
radio-activity so far deposited over the surface of the
globe lead to estimates of current and expected con
tamination of land areas which are the same as, or only
slightly lower than, those made by the Committee in
its 1964 report.

20. Increasing but conflicting evidence indicates that
higher amounts of radio-active debris fall into the
oceans than were assumed in the past. However, this
does not influence greatly the prediction of future
land deposition, since only relatively small amounts of
radio-active material still remain in. the stratosphere.
The estimate of sea deposition relative to land deposi
tion is, in fact, mainly of interest for predictions of
the fate of material located in the stratosphere. The
somewhat higher radio-activity deposition over the
oceans does not affect the estimates of doses due to in
take of seafood, since the previous estimates were based
upon direct measurements of radio-activity in food.

21. The Committee has reviewed the current infor
mation on body contents of strontium-90 and caesium
137 in the world population and on dietary levels of
these radio-active nuclides, and has concluded that no
change in the method of calculation of dose commit
ments from strontium-90 appears warranted at this
time. There are, of course, still considerable uncertain
ties in the numerical factors used in the calculation of
dose commitments.

22. New evidence indicates that the factors used to
calculate the long-term contamination of diets by stron
tium-90 contained in the soil are probably too high and
hence the dose commitments from strontium-90 listed
in table II may be over-estimates. The numerical fac
tors used in the calculation of the internal dose CO(11

mitments from caesium-137 have been somewhat in
creased taking into account new information. As a
consequence, these dose commitments are slightly
higher than those given in the 1964 report.

23. With regard to external doses from artificial
radio-activity deposited on to the ground, the Com
mittee has modified its methods of calculating the ex
ternal dose commitment from gamma emitters. There
is no significant change in the numerical values ob
tained, but the new methods follow the actual processes
more closely.

24. Estimates of the average dose commitments
already received and to be received by the world popu
lation by the year 2000 from all tests carried out to
the end of 1965 are summarized in table 11. These
estimates differ little from those made in 1964. The
fraction of the total dose commitment which is at
tributable to external sources ranges from about two
thirds for gonads to one-fifth for cells lining bone
surfaces.

25. Appreciable variations of dose are found in dif
ferent parts of the world. A particular situation is that
prevailing in the arctic and subarctic regions of Alaska
(United States), Canada, the Scandinavian countries
and the Soviet Union, where sizable populations con
sume large amounts of caribou and reindeer meat. As
these animals graze over land areas and feed on lichens
that derive their nutrients mainly from atmospheric
dusts, their meat contains high concentrations of radio
active nuclides, particularly caesium-137. As mentioned



in paragraph 15, a similar food chain mechanism ex
plains that these same populations are also exposed to
higher levels of internal natural radiation.

Conclusions

26. The Committee has re-evaluated the contribu
tions to the exposure of human populations from natural
radiation (annex A) and from radio-active contami
nation of the environment by past nuclear weapon tests
(annex B). Estimates of comparative risks have also
been reviewed. Comparative risks are expressed, as in
the 1964 report, in terms of the periods of time during
which natural radiation would have to be doubled to

give a dose increase equalrto the total doses expected
by the year 2000 from the current contamination of the
environment due to past nuclear weapon tests.

27. These periods do not differ appreciably from
those given in the 1964 report. Present estimates are
approximately three-quarters of a year for the gonads,
two and a half years for the cells lining bone surfaces
and one year and a half for the bone marrow. These
values present a certain degree of approximation since
they are based on assumptions and measurements which
may not be entirely representative of the whole world
situation. They are more likely to be over- rather than
under-estimates.

TABLE 1. DOSE RATES DUE TO EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL IRRADIATION FROM NATURAL SOURCES
IN "NORMAL" AREAS

a The dose rates under this heading were actually calculated for the Haversian canals
of bone. Doses to cells lining bone surfaces may be somewhat lower than those quoted here.

b Totals have been rounded off to two significant figures.

Cosmic rays

Ionizing component . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 28 28 48
Neutrons ............... 0.7 0.7 0.7 49

Terrestrial radiation (including air) 50 50 50 58

Infernal irradia Ii O,t

KW ............. . ........ - .... 20 15 15 136
Rb87 ............. . .............. 0.3 < 0.3 <0.3 136
CH ........ , 0.7 1.6 1.6 136
Ra22 6 ........................ 0.6 0.03 135-139
Ra22 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 0.03 135-139
P 0 2 10 ................ 0.3 2.1 0.3 135-139
Rn 2 22 (dissolved in tissues) 0.3 0.3 0.3 135-139

TOTALb 100 99 96

Percentages from alpha particles and
neutrons .... . ............... 1.3 4.4 1.4

SOl/rei! of 1'yradiatio1t

External irradiation

G011ads

Dose rates (mradl)')

Cells lini~o

bonc snriaces«
Bone

111ayT'O'W

Paragraph.;
in

aftneX A

TABLE l I. DOSE COMMlTMENTS FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Gonads

Source of radiaticm:

External, short-lived

Cs 131

Internal, Cs131
eBb

Dose cOinrniimf'11ts [rnrad ]
for pen'od of tCStl~l1..o

1954-1965'

2S

15
13

Para.prapJu
Ht

aJHUX B

137
135
145
147

Cells lining bone surfaces External, short-lived ..

CSIB7 .

Internal, Sr\lO
CsIB1

C14b

Srs~ .. '

23
25

156
15
20
0.3

137
135
143
145
147
146

TOTAL" 240

5



TABLE IT. DOSE COMMITMENTS FROM NUCI.E,IR EXPLOSIONS (continued)

Source of '"adiatiOtl

DOSI1 C0U11J1.1lmcuts {mrad)
for inr'riod of fastiHg

195</-1965'

p{WOaf"aJ1hr
.:u

QnHe.t:B

Bone marrow External, short-lived
Cs 137 .

Internal, Srll O .. _ ..••......

Cs137 _ .

CUI> .

Sr89

23
25
78
15
13

0.15

137
135
143
145
147

146

'fOTALC ISO

u As in its 1962 and 1964 reports, the Committee has based its evaluation of comparative
risks due to past nuclear tests on dose commitments to the gonads, to the cells lining bone
surfaces and to the bone marrow. The dose commitment is the tota.l dose that will be delivered,
as a world population average, to the relevant tissues during the complete decay of radio
active material introduced into the environment. Some of the doses included in the dose com
mitments may be delivered over a very long period of time.

I>As in the 1964 report, only the doses accumulated up to the year 2000 are given for
carbon-14; at that time, the doses from the other nuclidcs will have essentially been delivered
in full. The total dose commitment to the gonads due to carbon-Id from tests up to the
end of 1965 is' about 180 rnillirads.

C Totals have been rounded off to two significant figures.



Chapter III

THE GENETIC RISKS OF IONIZING RADIATION

1. Radiation damage to the genetic material may
take two forms: gene mutations and chromosome
anomalies. Gene mutations result in an alteration of
the elementary units of information that make up the
genetic message received by the progeny from their
parents, whereas chromosome anomalies involve the
loss, duplication or rearrangement of minor or major
parts of the same message, It will be recalled from the
1962 report that the elementary units of genetic infor
mation are called genes and that they are linearly
arrayed along nuclear structures called chromosomes.

2. Both gene mutations and chromosome anomalies
occur for reasons nsually not ascertainable in popula
tions not unduly exposed to radiation. As in the past,
the Committee has reviewed information on both the
spontaneous incidence of genetic changes in the genel"al
population and on the induction of those changes by
radiation. The advances in genetics and cytology made
in the last few years have made it possible for the Com
mittee not only to review its earlier estimates of the risk
of induction of gene mutations, but also to reconsider
the risk of induction of a few chromosome anomalies.

Natural incidence of rnutations in man

GENE MUTATIONS

3. Gene mutations are believed to occur at a rate
of approximately one in seven gametes (mature germ
cells) per generation in males and possibly at a lower
rate in females (C23).2 The great majori ty of these
continually arising mutations are harmful in various
degrees and, by failing sooner or later to be transmitted
to the following generations, are eliminated from the
population at a rate related to their harmfulness. Failure
of transmission may occur through death of the cell
carrying the mutation, through lack of fertilization, or
lack of implantation of the fertilized egg in the maternal
organism, all events that pass practically unnoticed. It
may also occur throug-h processes involving hardship,
such as miscarriages or peri-natal mortality, as well as
reduction of fertility associated with physical or mental
defects of all shades 01 severity. There is no way to tell
at present whether the elimination of mutants occurs
predominantly through events of limited social con
sequence or by processes associated with major
sufferings.

4. It is, however, possible to estimate the frequency
of those mutations that give rise to various severe and
well-known disabilities and which, being- dominant,
become manifest in the generation immediately follow
ing the one in which they have arisen. The total rate
of mutations responsible for these disabilities appears
to be between one and two mutations per 10,000
gametes per generation (C9), Therefore, of all the

2 Throughout this chapter, references to paragraphs of anr:ex
C are indicated by the letter C followed by the corresponding
number.
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spontaneous mutations, only one in 1,000 is a dominant
mutation associated with a clearly identified hereditary
disability recognizable at birth. Many more, not neces
sarily dominant, mutations are probably associated with
disabilities less easily identifiable as genetic in origin.

CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES

5. Chromosome anomalies consist of changes in the
number or in the structure of chromosomes. Two cate
gories of chromosomes are recognized-autosomes and
sex-chromosomes. With the exception of mature germ
cells, human cells contain twenty-two pairs of auto
sornes and one pair of sex-chromosomes. The two
members of each of the twenty-two autosomal pairs
are morphologically identical regardless of the sex of
the subject to which the cell belongs; the sex-chromo
somes in each pair, on the other hand, are identical in
females but 110t in males.

6. The first anomaly that was described in man
involved the presence of a specific extra autosome. This
anomaly is associated with a severe clinical condition
called Down's syndrome (mongolism). Other extra
chromosomes were described subsequently. These
anomalies have always been associated with grave dis
abilities. The frequency of children with extra auto
sornes is about two per 1,000 live-born children (C42).

7. Changes in the number of sex-chromosomes, in
cluding loss of a chromosome, are also known. The
syndromes associated with these changes are detected
in about three per 1,000 live-born children (C51).
Though less severe in their effects than extra auto
somes, changes in the number of sex-chromosomes are
responsible for serious clinical syndromes and are
usually associated with sterility.

8. Alterations of structure and numbers of chromo
somes appear to occur with equal frequency, hut small
structural rearrangements probably escape detection
because they may affect the individual only slightly
and may be difficult to recognize cytologically. Two
types of structural rearrangements can be easily de
tected in man-s-translocations and deletions. Both auto
somes and sex-chromosomes can be affected.

9. Translocations consist of exchanges of fragments
between non-identical chromosomes. One survey gave
a frequency of translocations of five per 1,000 adults
(C46). When the whole of the chromosomal material is
present in the cell, even though arranged in a different
order as a consequence of a translocation, the anomaly
is called balanced, and the individual that carries it is
usually normal. During the reshuffling of the chromo
somes that takes place in the course of the maturation
of germ cells, unbalanced translocations, characterized
by deficiency or excess of chomosome material, may
arise. Individuals with unbalanced translocations may
live, but only with severe handicaps.

10. Deletions are losses of part of a chromosome.
Those that have been identified are associated with



severe syndromes. Their total frequency in the popula
tion cannot yet be estimated. One type of deletion
appears to occur with frequency of at least two per
10,000 live-born children (C45).

SUlILMARY

11. Between 2 and 3 per cent of all live-born chil
dren are affected by one of the disabilities mentioned
in paragraph 4 or by detectable chromosome anomalies.
In addition, about 4 per cent of all pregnancies ter
minate in miscarriage associated with a chromosome
anomaly (C53). Genetic changes occurring naturally
must aiso be responsible for a number of other detri
mental consequences, but, in the present state of our
knowledge, we are unable to identify them as being
genetic in origin, and their frequency is therefore dif
ficult to estimate.

Risk of In duction of genetic changes by radiation

12. Gene mutations can be induced by ionizing radia
tion. This has been shown experimentally in so many
animal and plant species that there is no reason to
doubt that they can be induced in man. On the other
hand, chromosome changes have been proved to arise
following irradiation in human somatic cells. The great
majority of the radiation-induced genetic changes are
harmful, but the damage that they entail extends over
a wide range of severity. Some changes have scarcely
noticeable consequences; others may be incompatible
with reproduction or survival.

13. Clear evidence of genetic damage in the offspring
of irradiated human subjects is, however, meagre. The
only effect that has been reported is a change of the
sex-ratio in the offspring of irradiated individuals. Such
an effect, though probably genetic in origin, is difficult
to interpret, and the observations are of little use in
predicting other genetic consequences of radiation
damage.

14. There is no alternative therefore to using results
obtained with experimental animals in estimating rates
of induction in man. The limitations of such a procedure
are obvious when it is realized that animal species
differ from each other in their susceptibility to the in
duction of genetic changes by radiation and that there
is no evidence indicating whether the genetic material of
man is more or less sensitive to radiation than that of
other animal species. The only mammal which has been
studied in some detail with respect to radiation genetics
is the mouse. Results of mouse experiments must there
fore form the main basis for the assessment of .genetic
risks in man.

15. Most of the experimental data were obtained
with immature germ cells, which are also the cells that
accumulate most of the genetic damage induced in
germ cells. The estimates given in paragraphs 16-23
apply to acute single doses of x or gamma rays. For
each of them it will be indicated whether the numerical
values refer to mature germ cells (gametes) or to im
mature ones.

RISK OF GENE MUTATIONS

16. The over-all risk of induction of gene mutations,
as based on rates of induction in the mouse at acute
high doses, is estimated by the Committee to be two
mutations per 1,000 male gametes per rad (C256).
As discussed later, the rate of induction of mutations
is much less when radiation is delivered at a lower dose
ate. It may be recalled from chapter II that man re-
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ccivcs from natural sources about one-tenth of a rad
per year to the gonads or about three rads in a repro
ductive lifetime.

17. Induced mutations are similar in nature to those
discussed in paragraph 3. Generally harrnful, .they are
eliminated from the population at a rate depending upon
their harmfulness, but we are unable at present to de
termine to what extent the elimination takes place
through practically unnoticed events rather t1~an
through events that involve individual or collective
hardship.

18. It would be desirable to know the risk of induc
tion of that part of the total induced damage that. is
expressed through those disabilities which are e.asily
detected and are known to occur spontaneously with a
measurable frequency in human populations (paragraph
4). To obtain such an estimate it is necessary to l1~ake

certain assumptions. Depending on the assumptions
made, the resulting estimates differ by several orders
of magnitude (C264). Observations in. 1:1ice show tl~at
a number of serious skeletal abnormalities can be 1Il

duced in the offspring of animals irradiated at high
doses. The yield of abnormalities is not known a~ low
doses, but the observations may in the future glv: a
clue to a more precise estimation of risks of induction
of dominant traits in man.

19. The particular importance of dominant muta
tions lies in the fact that, once induced, they become
apparent in the offspring of the irradiated individuals,
and each of these mutations will persist for a number
of generations depending 011 the detriment to which it
gives rise. It must be emphasized, however, that this
category of induced mutations represents only part of
the total damage due to induced gene mutations and
that the elimination of perhaps a large fraction of the
rest may also involve considerable hardship.

RISK OF CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES

20. Data on the induction of chromosome anomalies
in mice are scantier than on the induction of gene
mutations but can be supplemented by data obtained
from the irradiation of human somatic cells grown out
side the organism. The limitations of this latter 1'11a
terial as a basis for estimating rates of induction in
man arise from the fact that the anomalies induced in
these cells may not be transmitted at cell division in
the same way as if they had been induced in immature
germ cells within the body.

21. Loss of a sex-chromosome can be induced in the
mouse at a rate of one to four losses for 100,000 im
mature male germ cells per rad (C278). In man, loss
of a sex-chromosome is known to be one of the most
frequent among the chromosome anomalies that are
associated with spontaneous miscarriages. There is no
way to assess at present the rate of induction of extra
sex-chromosomes or au tosomes. Preliminary inforrna
tion indicating an increased incidence of Down's syn
drome in the offspring of irradiated individuals needs
to be confirmed.

22. Estimates of rates of induction of transloca
tions in man can be obtained on the basis of experi
ments both with mice and with human somatic cells
grown in vitro, The rise of the frequency of transloca
tions is not expected to be proportional to the dose
but to depend on it in a complicated manner that does
not permit a simple expression of risks. It may, how
ever, be said that the rate of induction after one rad is
of the order of one translocation in every 200,000 irn-



mature male germ cells (C286). At higher doses, the
number of translocations induced is higher than would
be expected if the frequency of induction was linearly
related to the dose increase.

23. The rate of induction of those deletions that
have so far been observed to occur spontaneously in
man can be estimated on the basis of in vitro experi
ments on human somatic cells. The estimates, however,
depend so much on the assumptions about the me
chanism that brings about deletions that the figures
obtained differ widely according to the particular
theory which is adopted (C293, 294).

Conclusions

24. The Committee has considered genetic effects of
radiation, with particular regard to recent data, and
has tried to derive from them information as to the
importance of genetic effects of ~rradiation of man.

25. A new estimate has been obtained for the spon
taneous frequency of gene mutations over the whole
of the hereditary material of man. An estimate has
also been made of the rate of induction of gene muta
tions per unit of radiation dose. From these it would
appear that a dose of one rad per generation would
add something like one-seventieth to the total number
of mutations arising spontaneously in a generation.
Taking into account the various uncertainties, .the range
of that estimate would be very wide, but it is probably
not in disagreement with the limits set in the 1962
report of between one-tenth and one one-hundredth.
It is known that the great majority of all harmful muta
tions are expressed as small reductions of viability
over intra-uterine and post-natal life, and their effects
on health are detectable with difficulty in man. How
ever, it is known that the cumulative effect of these
small changes causes the major part of the damage
from induced mutations. Furthermore, these changes
will be expressed over many generations.

26. The proportion of one-seventieth above might
also apply to hereditary diseases of man which are
known to be important and which can be transmitted
directly from parent to offspring, but it should be em
phasized once more that these diseases contribute only
a small proportion of the damage from gene mutations.
There is evidence that complexly inherited character
istics, such as stature and intelligence, may be affected
by induced gene mutations and that the effects would
probably be adverse.

27. One-quarter of all abortions are caused by, and
1 per cent of all live-born infants suffer from, severe
effects of chromosomal anomalies which arise spon
taneously. It is, in our present state of knowledge, only
possible to give estimates of rates of induction by high
doses of radiation of chromosomal damage of types
which include not more than a small proportion of
the anomalies that occur naturally. The number of these
that would arise after exposure to high doses can be
estimated, but it is not known how many would occur
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following low doses, although the yield per unit dose
would be much less .than that expected if the yield were
directly proportional to the dose. It should be noted
that a large part of this type of genetic damage is not
expected to persist in a population for more than one
generation.

28. Part of -the total impairment in the first genera
tion offspring of irradiated parents has been studied
in mice, namely, certain skeletal defects. From experi
ments using high doses, it is known that malformations
of the skeleton do occur fairly frequently in these off
spring. 'Whether proportional numbers of such defects
would result from low doses to parents is not known.

29. The estimates arrived at in this report relate
to the genetic effects of acute exposures, at high doses,
of male reproductive cells in the stage (spermatogonia)
that is most important in human hazards. Lower num
bers of these mutations per unit dose will occur where
the radiation dose is low or is spread out over a long
time. It is also known that the reproductive cells of
the two sexes differ in sensitivity; fewer mutations, on
the average, will occur when the reproductive cells of
females (oocytes) are exposed to radiation.

30. The Committee is of the opinion that these esti
mates, because they are subject to many uncertainties,
should not be applied in a simple and direct fashion
.to radiation protection. Any practical application of
these numerical estimates must be made with full
recognition of the qualifications set out in the above
paragraphs and discussed in detail in annex C.

31. Although there are insufficient data for making
satisfactory estimates of risk, it is clear that, with any
increase of radiation levels on earth, the amount of
genetic damage will increase with the accumulated dose.
While any irradiation of the human population is
genetically undesirable because of its implications for
future generations, it should be pointed out that the
proper use of radiation in medicine and in industry
is important for the health of the individual and for
the welfare of the community.

32. The limited number of estimates made, the
many uncertainties as to their accuracy and the r eser
vations which have to be attached to each of them may
seem disappointing. The reasons will be clear to readers
of annex C where the complications of establishing
meaningful estimates are fully discussed. Although ab
solute measures of risk are still very uncertain and will
probably remain so for some time, major advances have
been made in our knowledge of the relative risks under
various conditions of radiation exposure and for dif
ferent biological variables such as the reproductive-cell
stage. These findings are of considerable practical value.
Thus, it is useful to know that the genetic hazard will
be less per unit dose of radiation when the exposure
is spread out in time, is delivered in small dosage, or
when a long interval occurs between irradiation of the
female D'erm cell and conception. These factors must be
clearly borne in mind when making comparative risk
estimates.
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I. Introduction

1. Radiation from natural sources was examined
both in the 19581 and in the 1962 2 reports of the Com
mittee. Its importance lies in the fact that the human
species has always been exposed to natural radiation
at relatively stable average levels and that doses from
natural radiation are being used by the Committee as
a standard of comparison with those received from
other, man-made, sources.

2. The present review is essentially an updating of
the earlier ones and should be read in conjunction 'with
them. The relative emphasis here given to individual
topics-as, for instance. neutron doses and radio-activity
in air-thus reflects the amount of new information
which has become available since 1962 rather than their
actual importance in the over-all study of natural
radio-activity. Much of the new information has been
the result of improvements in instrumentation 'which
have been stimulated by the study of environmental
contamination.

3. Natural radiation arises from two sources: cosmic
rays. entering the atmosphere from outer space, and
radio-active materials in the earth's crust. These ma
terials were already present when the earth was formed,
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or, in the case of shorter-lived radio-isotopes, they are
continually being produced by radio-active decay or
nuclear reactions. Some radio-isotopes are produced by
the interactions of secondary cosmic rays, mainly neu
trons, with atmospheric gases and, to a small extent,
by the interactions of the cosmic rays that reach the
earth's surface.

4. Owing to the varying content of natural radio
active elements in the soil and the underlying rock, the
intensity of external radiation and the levels of radio
active intake by man vary from place to place. Because
of limited geographical representation and of the ob
v-ious limitation of sampling, the arithmetic means
calculated from the most frequent values were accepted,
but they may not be strictly representative for the
whole world population.

5. It is obvious that arbitrary criteria are used to
separate typical situations from those where background
radiation is considered elevated either because of local
abundance of radio-active material or because of special
food chain mechanisms. In the present review, only
those situations will be described as non-typical in
which at least one of the factors contributing to the
natural irradiation of man is higher than typical by
one order of magnitude or more.



n. Cosmic rays

INTIWDUCTlON

6. Cosmic radiation consists of primary radiation
entering the atmosphere from outer space and. of
secondary cosmic radiation produced by interactions
of the primary radiation with nuclei in the atmosphere.
Most measurements of the primary component have
been carried out at atmospheric depths of 15 g/cm 2 or
more (up to about 30 km), but extrapolations to outer
space as well as direct measurements indicate that the
primary component consists of bighly energetic, posi
tively charged nuclei, with protons constituting 83-89
per cent of the primary radiation, alpha particles 10-15
per cent, leaving 1-2 per cent for nuclei having Z;;:;: 3
and for some energetic electrons, About one positively
charged particle/cm- X second with an average energy
of 2 X IOS MeV arrives at the top of the atmosphere.vP

7. This primary radiation is incident from all direc
tions. The major portion of the primary cosmic radia
tion is of galactic origin. Low energy particles of solar
origin in the 10 MeV range may reach the earth during
large sunfiares. The contribution of solar particles to
the total cosmic-ray intensity in the lower atmosphere
is negligible, however, if averaged over long periods.
Slight annual modulations of cosmic-ray flux densities,
as well as variations during magnetic solar storms,
have been observed.P?"

8. TIle secondary cosmic-ray component comprises
many types of radiation produced by nuclear collisions
of the primary particles with nitrogen, oxygen or argon
nuclei mainly in the upper atmosphere. At about sea
level, this secondary radiation is usually divided into
three separate grOU])s: the muon, the nucleon, and the
electron component. Some properties of the main
secondary particles in cosmic radiation are summarized
in table I.

9. The muon component. Muons (previously called
fL-mesons) are the daughters of short-lived pions. The
pions result from the interaction of high energy protons
with atmospheric nuclei. The maximum muon flux
density occurs at an atmospheric depth of about 150
g/cm2 (usually at a height of about 12 km). Ionization
due to cosmic rays detected at low altitudes is mainly
due to the penetrating muons (about 70 per cent) .18. 19

The rnuon component still contributes about 50 per cent
to the ionization from cosmic rays at an altitude of
3 km, and its relative share continues to decrease
with altitude.

10. The nucleon component. The nucleon component
consists of nuclear fragments, mainly neutrons and
protons,"- 12. 20,21 It multiplies by cascade processes in
volving nuclear spallation in the atmosphere, whereby
the secondary fragments knocked out of atomic nuclei
possess high enough energy to produce still further
fragments in subsequent nuclear interactions. As ni
trogen and oxygen consist of an equal number of protons
and neutrons, the initial nucleonic cascade in air consists
of approximately equal numbers of protons and
neutrons with high energies. Below about 500 Me V,
however, ionization losses of protons in the air start
competing with nuclear absorption; protons are there
fore progressively removed from the cascade which,
below a few hundred MeV, consists mainly of neutrons.

11. As neutron emission is the most probable de
excitation reaction when nitrogen and oxygen are
excited to energies of about 8 MeV, neutrons in the
range of a few MeV will be evaporated isotropically
during the terminal process in nucleonic cascades.>- 22

14

About 20 per cent of the energy from the incident
primary radiation is transferred to nucleonic c~scades.

Most of it however is absorbed before reaching' the
earth's surface. Slow j)rotons are stopped by ionizations,
and slow neutrons are captured mainly in nitrogen,
forming CH.

12. The electron-photon component. The electron
photon component includes electrons, positrons and
photons. They originate mainly from the electron
positron-photon cascade resulting from the decay of
the extremely short-lived neutral ToO meson produced
when high energy primary radiation interacts with
atmospheric nuclei. The spontaneous decay of muons
also contributes some high energy electrons to this
component.

13. When cosmic rays are measured, the neutrons
are usually dealt with separately from the other com
ponents. The latter, including gammR rays, are further
subdivided according to their penetration power. The
"soft" component consists of the radiations that are
completely absorbed in about 15 cm of lead. At low
altitudes, this component includes the bulk of the
electrons, gammas, and protons, as well as a few slow
muons. The "hard" component, some of which is only
slightly attenuated by 15 C111 of lead, may be able to
penetrate much thicker layers. The "hard" component
at sea level consists mainly of muons and of high energy
protons.

GEOMAGNETlC EFFECTS

14. An approximation to the external geomagnetic
field is obtained by assuming a magnetic dipole located
340 km off the centre of the earth, with poles pointing
towards 80.1 ON, 82,JOW, and 76.3°S, 121.2°E. This
terrestrial magnetic field acts as a momentum selector
for tile primary charged particles. Consequently, the
cosmic ray flux entering the upper atmosphere is latitude
dependent as well as directional.":"

15. The net result of these effects is that particles
with the lowest energies reach the earth only in the
vicinity of the geomagnetic poles, whereas those with
energies in excess of about 6 X 104 MeV can reach
the earth anywhere. 23.28

16. The mirumum momentum that an incident
charged particle must possess in order to reach the
earth's atmosphere despite the deflecting influence of
Its magnetic field is called the threshold rigidity. It
varies with geomagnetic latitude as COS'lep and depends
on the angle of incidence of the charged particle.

17. The threshold rigidity for vertically incident
charged primaries at the geomagnetic equator is about
5.7 X 107 gauss X cm corresponding to a proton energy
of 1.7 X 104 MeV.7.27 However, the intensity of the
ionization due to cosmic rays measured at sea level is
only about 10 per cent higher near the geomagnetic
poles than the ionization recorded at the equator. Thus,
about 90 per cent of the ionization detected at sea level
results. from primaries which had enough momentum
to. arr~ve at the earth's geomagnetic equator. The
primaries of lower momentum are relatively ineffective
in producing penetrating rnuons.

. 18, The latitude variations are more pronounced
111 the case of the nucleonic component, as shown in
figure 1. This latitude effect of neutrons (and of
secondary protons) demonstrates tha t the nucleonic
component is mainly produced by low energy primaries
that are prevented by the earth's maznetic field from
reaching the earth between SOON and SODS but that
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COSMIC RAYS IN THE ATMOSPHERE

23. Figure 3 shows the altitude variations of the
main components of cosmic radiation in the atrnos
phere.":": 20, 29 Production of the secondary particles

therefore, most of the secondary rays will be produced.
The term, "very low energy radiation", is reserved for
primaries below 1.7 X lOz MeV, whose abundance un
dergoes seasonal changes correlated with solar events.
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EN}:RGY SPECTRUM OF PRIMARY RADIATION

22. Figure 2 represents the integral energy spectrum
of primary protonsO'12, 20. 29. 30 The integral energy
spectrum per nucleon or the total primary radiat!on is
similar within the experimental accuracy. The latltude
sensitive portion or cosmic radiation up to about
6 X 101 MeV-the threshold rigidity for positively
char-sed protons from the east at the magnetic
equa~or-is often referred to as "low energy radiation".
As low energy particles are much more abundant, most
of the cosmic-ray energy will reach polar regions where,

do reach the polar regions. Pion production, on the
other hand, predominates at higher energies (above
a few 101 MeV) and therefore is much less affected
by the geomagnetic field.

19. The apparent plateau region for the secondary
components at high geomagnetic latitudes has been
extensively studied.t- 11, 13·17 Atmospheric attenuation
due to ionization losses, and insufficient sensitivity of
some experimental equipment, might partially account
for it. However, there seems to be a real decline in
the fiux density of primary pal,ticles of galactic origin
for energies less than 2 X 10'1 MeV per nucleon. Low
energy primaries reaching the upper atmosphere are
mostly of solar origin.

20, As the geomagnetic poles do not coincide with
the earth poles and as the magnetic dipole rcpresenta
tion of the geomagnetic field itself is a rather crude
approximation which needs correction terms (higher
magnetic moments) to account for the actual energy
cut-off or primary cosmic rays, it is easy to explain
the slight longitudinal effect observed in the relative
intensities (up to 15 per cent) of cosmic radiation.
Temporal distortions of the geomagnetic field due to
solar activity are also observed.

21. It should be emphasized that the geomagnetic
latitude effect revealed by the secondary cosmic radia
tions should be wholly attributed to the primary com
ponent. Owing to their comparatively short trajectory
from the point of production in the atmosphere to
ground level, no appreciable geomagnetic deviation is
expected for the secondary charged particles.



Fiqurc 3. The vertical flux densities for tile main components
of cosmic radiation as a function of atmospheric depth (at

geomagnetic latitude of 45ON) 7

COSMIC-RAY NEUTRONS

29. As neutrons usually elude detection when ioniza
tion chambers are used, this nuclear component .of
cosmic radiation should be assessed separately. COS1111C

ray neutrons are produced by two kinds of r eac
tionsP- 23, 26. H-49 First, neutrons are knocked out of
nuclei as a result of nuclear collision of high energy
cosmic rays. These neutrons have energies from a few
MeV up to more than 1,000 MeV. A larger source of
neutrons in the atmosphere, however, is represe;nte.d
by evaporation neutrons which have an energy distr i
bution peaked at about 1 MeV.12. 21.23.43.50,52 The
evaporation process may account for about 80 pe.f cent
of the atmospheric neutron flux density accor ding to
estimates derived by Hess et al.H

30. Neutrons produced in the atrnospher-e will
eventually either leak out of the uppe: atmosphere in~o

space or disappear through absorption. Atmospheric
absorption occurs largely through N14(n, p)C14 capture
reactions after the neutrons have been slowed down by
elastic and inelastic col Iisions in some 150 glcm 2 of
air. A stationary condition in time is thus maintained
where the neutron flux density in the atmosphere 1S

proportional to the neutron production rate at a. some
what higher altitude.

Radio-nuclidcs produced by cosmic rays

26. Some of the nuclear fragments resulting frOl:n
spallation of atmospheric nuclei during the nucleonic
cascade process are radio-active. H1-

38 Abon~ 1.7 spal
lations/cnr' X second is the global ave~-age induced ?y
cosmic rays. They occur 111 atmosphenc gases III plO
portion to their relative abundance (nitrogen : oxyge~l :
argon v-> 76.5 : 22.5 : 1). The distribution of. nl1c.hde
production rates within the atmosphere, taking into
account the energy spectrum of the nucleon c.?n~ponent
of cosmic radiation, was calculated by LaLs-, su Most
radio-nuclides are produced in the strato.sphere. by low
enerzv neutrons, their rate of production being ~p

proxiillately proportional to the ~leutron flux density
and subject to its pronounced latitude dependence.

27. The main radio-nuclides produced by cosmic rays
are listed in table II with some of their nuclear prop
erties calculated production rates and activity con-, C14 ' • 1
centrations in the lower troposphere. I~ mall:' y
formed by the N1'J (n, p ) CH cap~ure reaction WIth
atmospheric nitrogen. About two-thirds of the neutro~s

produced by cosmic rays are removed through this
process from the atmosphere.

28. The production rates of radio-active spallation
fragments from oxygen and nitrogen (JP, Be7 and Be1O

)

exceed by far the production rate of fragments due ~o
argon spallation. Cosmic rays which. reacl; the ea~·th s
surface can interact and produce radio-active nuclides,
but these have extremely low activity. and are un
important in comparison with other nuclides of natural
origin.

pheric abso~'p~ion of seco~ldar'y .radiatio!l and muon
decay are minimal for vertical incidence. fhe. east-west
effect being small compared to the absorp~lO.n. effect
at various angles, the lower threshold nglchty of
panicles c~r:ling from th.e west does not :ol~lp~ns~te:
for the additional attenuation of the secondai y I adiation
in the atmosphere. For radiation from. the east, ~he
higher rigidity threshold and iltmosphe.nc attenLl~t~on

both operate to diminish the secondary flux arnvmg
at sea level.
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increases with atmospheric depth up to about 150 g/cm2

(down to about 12 km) where the maximum flux
density of cosmic rays is found. Below this altitude,
particle loss through capture, ionization and m.u0n
decay predominates over production, and the various
secondary cosmic-ray components decrease exponen
tia11y with decreasing altitude. The primary ra?iation
carries almost all the energy above 25 km, while the
muon component predominates below 3 km.

24. Atmospheric effects depending on barometric
pressure and temperature are known to affect somewhat
the cosmic-ray intensity at sea level, especially the muon
component. The muon flux density reaching sea level
depends on the thickness of the atmosphere below the
point of production, and, because some roUOHS decay
in flight, will also depend on their path length in the
atmosphere. These local changes are of the order of
a few per cent and will not be discussed any further.

25. The vertical component of cosmic radiation is
of relatively large significance at sea level, as atmos-
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Energy

Fiqure 1. The cquilibrium neutron flux density versus energy
at sea level (44°N)-14 (the assumed spectra of the two neutron

sources aloe also shown)

n The "tlo se" concept. The interaction between radiation and
matter results in a variety of processes that include absorption,
scattering and the production of secondary radiations, Hence.
when the human body is exposed to radiation, the distribution
of absorbed energy is usually not uniform. Although such
quantities as the surface dose, the maximum dose and the
average dose can therefore differ appreciably depending on the
nature, energy and direction of the incident radiation, it is
frequently desirable to utilize a single numerical index to specify
the degree of irradiation. This' is usually termed the "dose"
and expressed in the unit "rad" or its submultiples (mrad, etc.).
The usual meaning is the one that will be adopted here when
the term "dose" is employed without further specification. It
corresponds to .
(a) The kinetic energy of the secondary charged particles

produced per unit mass of soft tissue of approximate com
position (H40 C5 Os N)n' in the case of indirectly ionizing
radiations (neutrons, photons and other uncharged par
ticles) ;

(b) The energy deposited per unit mass in matter of the same
composition as given in (a.), in the case of directly ionizing
radiations (all charged particles).

These quantities are obtained when the absorbed energy is
computed from the appropriate interaction oross sections for the
incident radiation spectrum. They will also be obtained within
a few per cent, if the absorbed dose is determined in a small
tissue-equivalent detector having- a wall of sufficient thickness
to establish secondary charged particle cquilibr ium. In most
instances the "dose" thus determined will differ by less than
a factor 'of two from the maximum dose in a human phantom,

It is recognized that the above definitions do not conform
with recentlv recommended usage.09 In particular, (a) defines
tissue kerma. rather than the absorbed dose. us This departure
from rigorous terminology is necessitated by the fact that most
of the literature sources use this approach and by the absence
of an acceptable term for (b). . .

The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of any radiation
depends 110t only on its tyre and quality but also on the effect
under study and on other factors, such as dose, dose rate and
the value of physiological parameters. This is because: even
when equal amounts of di fferent radiations are absorbed ui any
tissue, their effect is usually different as a result of differences
in the microscopic distribution of the absorbed energy_U7

COSMIC-RAY DOSE RATES'

39. In the 1962 report.s the dose rate to soft tissue
due to the ionizing component of cosmic rays at sea
level at middle latitude was estimated as 28 mrad/year.
Recent reported values generally agree with this
figure. l B, 10. 02-60 Table III lists the reported values
in ion pairsycrrf X second as well as in mradjyear.

40. Recent surveys'" confirmed the altitude de
pendence of the ionizing component as discussed in the
1962 report. J\1 uons are the main contributors to ab
sorbed dose at low altitudes (some 80 per cent of the

36. Subsequent workers arrived at lower estimates
for the total neutron flux density.v'- 55-50 The lower
values might partly be due to the special care taken to
minimize neutron production in the instruments them
selves and in the surrounding materials. In particular,
lightweight detection equipment flown with balloons
was used instead of heavier aircraft-borne detectors,

37. Kastner et al.uo using a liquid scintillator,
reported a flux density of 4.5 X 10-3 n/cm2 X second
for neutrons with energies from 1 to 10 MeV as
measured directly at an altitude of 180 metres. They
suggested a total neutron flux density at sea level
(41°N) of about 1O-2 n/ cm2 X second, 15-25 per cent
of which are in the energy range 1 to 10 MeV, and
about 70 per cent have lower energies.

38. It seems reasonable to follow the suggestion
of Kastner et al.GO and to assume the value of
10-2 n/cm2 X second as the total neutron flux density
at sea level. A lower value of 0.54 X 10-2 n/cm2 X
second at sea level as given by Haynes.P" was recently
used as a basis for dose estimates.P'
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Flu» densities and energy spectra

32. A major limitation in comparing the results of
different experimenters is the interdependence between
the energy spectrum, which is assumed, and the absolute
neutron flux density that is derived from the measure
ments. Each detector is sensitive in a limited energy
range only, and its sensitivity is often energy de
pendent.:"' Thus, the interpretation of counting rates
obtained through detectors of different kinds presup
poses a detailed knowledge of the energy spectrum of
cosmic-ray neutrons.

33. Figure 4 shows the cosmic-ray neutron energy
spectrum in the equilibrium region as derived by Hess
et al.H , G2 They used a set of detectors sensitive to
different energy ranges from thermal energies up to
about 101 Me V. Their extrapolation to sea level
yielded a flux density of 4 X 10-2 n/cm2 X second, of
which 15 per cent were between 1 and 10 MeV, 75
per cent had lower energies, and about 10 per cent
were above 10 MeV.

34. Miyake et a1..13 obtained an energy spectrum
of cosmic-ray neutrons from 1 to 15 MeV by observing
recoil protons by means of a high pressure cloud
chamber filled with hydrogen. Their derived energy
spectrum for 1 eV to 104 MeV neutrons is in good
agreement with figure 4, especially above 10 MeV and
in the eV region.

35. Another calculation of the equilibrium spectrum
of neutrons in the atmosphere up to energies of 20 MeV
was performed by N ewkirk.v' This spectrum also differs
from Hess' spectrum mainly in the energy range of
0.1 to 4 Me V, and thus agrees better with other
measurements.P": M

31. Owing to the low flux density of neutrons
produced by cosmic rays at sea level, most measurements
concerning the neutron component were carried out at
various heights in the atmosphere within the equilibrium
region, below 150 g(cm2 (up to 12 km) where the
energy spectrum of neutrons is essentially con
stant. 28 , 1 1. 58 From these measurements, estimates of
neutron fluxes at sea level were obtained through ex
trapolations. It is, however, difficult in making such
extrapolations to allow for the actual situation that
obtains at sea level because of the presence of an in
terphase and of backscatter with a consequent break
down of the atmospheric equilibrium conditions.
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ioniz.ing component according to Lillicrap.t" 70 per
cent according to Lowder ancl Beck'").

N euiron dose rates

41. On the basis of Hess' energy spectrurnv': 52 and
the usual factor to convert flux densities to close
rates,Ol, 70, 71 1O-2n/ cm2 X second is assumed to cor
respond to a dose rate of 0.7 mrad/year. However, this
value is considered to be an over-estimate, since the
spectrum derived by Newkirk'" gives Cl lower dose rate
for the same total flux density of neutrons. As 1110st of
the other experimental values for flux densities range
from 0.4 to 1.5 X 10-2n/ cm X second."- 55, 57, 58,60 one
obtains a range from 0.3 mrady'year to 1.1 mrad/year
for the neutron dose rate at sea level.

42. Neutron flux densities, and to a lesser extent
the energy spectrum, are latitude dependent. Thus,
assuming; 0.7 mrad/year at 41°N, slightly higher dose
rates will be encountered near polar regions,57,61
whereas at the equator the neutron dose rate misht be
about 30 per cent lower or approximately 0.5 mr:HVyeuL

43. Correction factors. A number of factors need
to be considered when estimating radiation dose rates
to hU:l1an tissue (outdoors or in buildings) from an
establisher; neutron flux density in air with a known
energy distribu tion. Owing to the abundance of
~lydrogen atoms in the hUl~lan body, neutrons produced
111 the atmosphere lose their energy faster in traversing
1 g/cm2 of tissue than in traversing 1 g/cm2 of air. 72-76

.44. Prac~ically all neutrons entering the human body
wltb, ener~?es bel?'" 5 MeV lose their energies by
elastic collisions with hydrogen and are finally absorbed
by H (n, y) D or Nl-J (11, p) CH reactions. The neutron
dose decreases rapidly with increasing c1epth 71, 75 and at
10 cm beneath the surface the dose is about one-third
to ol1e-tentl~ of that at the skin, depending on the
energy and isotropy of the neutrons.

45. As neutrons lose on the avcraze about half of
their energy in the first collision \~th a hydrogen
nucleus, neutrons of higher energy (above 5 MeV)
lose significantly more of their energy in the human
body than 111 the same mass of air (or other non
hydrogenous m.aterials). ~Iowever, neu trons above 5
Me~ are rela~lv~l? rare. In the. ,equilibrium spectrum
of all', thus limiting this additional contribution to
human tissue dose to 20 per cent at most of the neutron
dose.

46. ~ eutron production in the human body must also
be considered. One may assume that the cross sections
per atom for the production of evaporation neutrons
In the. body (oxygen, carbon) are comparable with
those In a.lr (oxygen, nitrogen). The neutron com
ponent. which IS responsible for most of this terminal
stage 10 the nu~le::r cascade leading to evaporation
neutrons has a ~Igm~cantly shorter mean free path in
the body than 1Il air. More neutrons will therefore
reach this final stage of evaporation interactions in the
body. than in an eqL~ivalent mass of air, thus tending
to raise the average tissue dose received from neutrons.

47 .. As to the shielding by buildings and the eom
putall?n of. neutron dose indoors, tissue equivalent
material mlgl~t be as likely to add somewhat to the
dose as to shield par.t. of it, ?ecause of the scattering
effects and ~he possibility of higher production rates in
these :l1atenals as mentioned above, Heavy construction
materials, such as lead and iron, tend to add to the
neutron backgrou~d.2~,77·19 Thus, it seems unjustified
to allow for the shielding effect on neutron doses unless
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detailed knowledge on the composition of the building
materials is available.

CONCLUSIONS

48. The contribution of the ionizing component of
cosmic rays at sea level was estimated in the 1962
report as 28 mrndyyear at middle latitudes, which is
also the best value agreed upon lately.lB, OB, 65 This
dose rate of ionizing radiation is mainly delivered by
muons" and is subject to the slight variations due to
latitude effects which may lower the close rate by about
10 per cent near the equator. The total close rate ap
proximately doubles for every 1 SOD-metre increase
in altitude for the first few' kil~metres.2, IB, 04 The
relative importance of the nucleonic component as COI11

pared to the muon component increases with altitude.
These facts will be of importance in assessing doses
received at high altitudes, including space flights and
other high altitude flights."

49. Revised data on cosmic-ray neutron flux densities
indicate that, without allowing for shielding by building
structures and for screening by body tissues, the cor
responding absorbed dose is 0.7 mrady'year (range
0.3-1.1 mrad/year) in temperate and polar regions,
while in equatorial regions it is likely to be around
0.5 mrady'ycar. This value may be compared with the
dose rate of 2 mrady'ycar which can be inferred fr0111
the estimate given in the 1962 report.

ill. Terrestrial radio-activity

SOIL

50. Practically all the natural enviromental radiation
of terrestrial origin is due to radio-nuclides of the
uranium and thorium series and to K'10, Typical abun
dance figures for the accessible lithosphere are 2.8
parts 'p~r million of uranium and about eleven parts
per nllll~on of. thorium. The nuclides belonging to these
tw~ radlO-a.ctlve series and their more important prop
ernes are listed in tables IV and V. The U~35 series
!s of lesser importance but is listed for completeness
111 table VI. A schematic representation of these three
decay series is given in figure 5.

51. There are other primordial radio-nuclides in
the ear~h's crust. Of these, the greatest contributor to
terrestrial radiation is K40, which makes up about
0.01 per cel:t of natural potassium. Certain properties
of this .nucllde are listed in table VII, along with the
properties of selected primordial radio-nuclidcs which
are o~ lesser importance because of low abundance, long
half-Me or weak radia tions.

EXTERNAL RADIATrON

52. E.,'\:ternal natural radiation is produced mainly
by . the gamma emitters of the natu ral radio-active
senes. and by K40 in soils, rocks and construction
materials, by cosmic radiation as discussed in pan n,
and to a small. extent by atmospheric radio-activity.
Outdoor and indoor terrestrial gamma dose rates
measured before 1961 were summarized in tables IV \T
and VI of annex E of the 1962 report. '

53. Measurements of the total o-amma dose obtained
?y .me~ns of high pressure argon'" or tissue equivalent
ionization chambers,80'B~ were recently supplemented by
gamma. spectrcscopy .m order to assess separately
the varicus contnbutJons to the external radiation
dose 04, SI-SD, 91, 92 F' 6 I .. . . Igure s lOWS a typical gamma
spectrum 0!1 which the K40 photo-peak of 1.46 MeV
and .the. main peaks of the uranium and thorium series
are 111 dica ted.
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54. The contribution of each component to the air
dose, as derived from the evaluation of gamma spectra,
using the 2.62 MeV photo-peak of Tp08 to represent
the thorium series, the 1.46 MeV photo-peak for K10
and the 1.76 MeV photo-peak of B2H for the uranium
series, were often compared with doses estimated on the
basis of the measured abundance of Th232, K40 and U 23S
in underlying soils or rocks. so,ss In general, the two
methods gave results consistent within 5-10 per cent for
I{4D and Th2 32 , when soil density and moisture content
were taken into account.

SS. No such close correlation between the dose
determined from Bi214 and the U 23 8 concentrations in
underlying soils was found, however.Pv so, 93 Nor could
it be expected, since the movement of free radon out
of the upper layers of the soil into the atmosphere
generally reduces the contribution of the uranium series

20

to the external dose at ground level. Dose rates can be
correlated with the gamma-emitting daughters of the
radon retained in soil. The concentrations of the
daughters is only a fraction of the actual Ra220 con
centration in upper soils.oB• 0 1 Moreover, U238 is not
likely to be in equilibrium with Ra220 because of th.e
greater tendency of uranium to leach from upper SOlI

layers during soil formation and weathering processes.

56. An increase in water content of soil will in
crease the density and consequently the attenuation of
gamma rays from K10 and the radio-active series and
will thus cause temporal variations in the dose rate
correlated to soil moisture. The dose rates from the
uranium series may, however, be affected also in the
opposite direction, since clogging of the pores in the
soil impedes the escape of radon from soil air into the
atmosphere, thus resulting in an increased dose rate



from radon daughters. Furthermore, during rainfall,
the wash-out of short-lived gamma-emitting daughters
of radon from the atmosphere will temporarily increase
the external dose rate attributed to the uranium
series.Pv 85, 1l0, 0'1-07

57. The measured average external radiation dose
rates one metre above soil in populated areas fall mostly
in the range 30-65 mrad/year with a representative
value of about 50 mrad/year. 8·1. 112, 07-100 Potassium and
thorium each generally contribute more than one-third,
while the contribution from the uranium series is usually
somewhat less.

58. From the point of view of many human popula
tions, exposure levels out of doors are more relevant
than indoors. Indoor doses depend primarily on the
radio-active content of construction materials and on
the attenuation of outside radiation by roofs and walls.
There seems to be no reason for changing the value of
50 mrad/year adopted in the 1962 report, as the few
additional experimental r esults-?': 102 fall within the
ranges quoted earlier.

59. Unusually high natural radiation areas were
discussed in the 1962 report and the five major inhabited
areas with increased terrestrial radiation were tabulated
in table XX of annex E of that report. Further studies
concerning external dose rates to the populations in
these areas supplement and confirm previous data.103-107

60. The comments made in the 1962 report con
cerning the insignificance of external beta radiation to
gonad or bone marrow doses must still be accepted. The
external radiation dose rate from natural airborne radio
activity is usually of the order of 2 mrad /year. Since
it is small compared to the dose variations discussed in
paragraph 56, atmospheric radio-activity as an external
radiation source will not be dealt with separately.

Neutrons

61. Neutrons in the earth's crust may be produced
by interactions of soil elements with cosmic rays, by
spontaneous fission of U238, by (a, n) and possibly by
(y, n) reactions. \II,'hile of no significance as far as doses
are concerned, these neutrons, some of which escape
from soils and rocks, are of interest to geologists, and
may sometimes be confused with cosmic-ray neutrons.

62. An indirect estimate for the production rate of
neutrons due to the interactions of cosmic rays in upper
soils may be obtained by dividing the average neutron
flux density at sea level by the neutrons' mean free path
in air, thus neglecting the differences in atomic com
position of soil relative to air. A production rate of
7 X lO'''n/second X g soil at mid-latitudes (correspond
ing to about 2,000 n/year X g soil) is consistent with
the extrapolated cosmic ray neutron flux density of
10-2 rr/cm? X second at sea level and a mean free path
of 150 g/cm2 as discussed in paragraphs 29-38.

63. Soontaneous fission of U238 (half-life 8 X 1015

years, and 2.2 n/fission)108 gives rise to a production
rate of the order of only lA n/year X g soil (assuming
three parts per million'U/g soil).

64. Gorshkov et al. report the experimental yield
of 0.107-0.014 n/100 alphas for the (a, n) reaction of
P 0210 alphas on Si02, and a value of 0.238 n/lO° alphas
for rrranite.lO!J The conversion factor from the P 0210

alph~ yield to the alpha yield from the uranium series
in equilibrium should be at least .ei~ht and for. the
thorium series at least six. Upper limits were derived
from Curfinkel'sv" values for the (u, n) reaction on
0 18, taking into account the increase in yield with alpha
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energies. These upper limits are twelve and fourteen
for the uranium and thorium series, respectively.

65. Thus, taking three parts per million of uranium
and eleven parts per million of thorium as representative
of the upper earth's crust.P' an average production
rate of 13-24 n/year X g soil and of 20-50 n/year X g
granite is obtained. Assuming sixty parts per million of
uranium and 110 parts per million of thorium as possible
upper limits of concentrations in granite, one would
obtain a production rate of 450-800 n/year X g granite
from (a, n ) reactions which might add a few per cent to
the cosmic-ray neutrons observed at elevated altitudes.
The 28 n/year X g granite from spontaneous fission for
this case would still remain insignificant.

NATURAL ACTIVITY IN WATERS

Oceans
66. The natural radio-activity of sea water1l2 , 113 is

mainly due to K'1O (300 pCi/litre). Rb B7 and the
uranium series contribute about 3 pCijlitre each to
the total activity of oceans. Natural I-P in the upper
oceanic layers might range from 0.6 to 3 pCi/litre,
while all other radio-isotopes, including those of the
thorium series, contribute less than 0.2 pCi/litre to
sea water activity.

Fresh uniters

67. Natural radio-activity in fresh waters is due to
some activity transfer from soils and the atmosphere.
Thus the activity concentrations found in waters depend
on the concentrations encountered in the rocks with
which the waters are in contact. 3 G, 11 4 Members of a
radio-acti ve series in water are rarely in radio-active
equilibrium with each other because of differences in
chemical and physical properties such as solubility,
sorbability, etc. K40 is often the main contributor to
the beta activity in water.

68. As drinking water is one of the media by which
natural radio-isotopes are transferred to man, the con
centrations of specific nuclides, mainly belonging to
the Ran e chain, have been extensively measured for
many years. l O'l , 106, 115·128 Typical concentrations in con
tinental waters, as well as usual concentrations of Pb210

and P 0210 found in rain, are given in table VIII. Tables
VII and VIII in annex E of the 1962 report list some
earlier values of natural radio-activity in natural waters,
springs and public water supplies for various countries.
Recent information accumulated since 1962 is sum
marized in table IX.

69. Ra226 concentrations in drinking water vary by
orders of magnitude, though most waters show values
between less than 0.1 to about 1 pCi/litre. Surface
waters (lakes, rivers) usually show less activity than
those derived from deep wells, especially in areas where
the concentration of natural radio-active minerals in
the earth's crust is higher than usual.

70. Rn222 concentrations in fresh water may vary
from less than 1 pCiylitre up to the order of 106 pCij
litre.2.125-130 Levels less than 10 pei/litre are found
in lakes and rivers, and the highest concentrations ob
served have been reported for some spas and spring
waters.128, 128 Concentrations of 102-104 pG/litre have
been found in ground waters and even higher concentra
tions in deep wells (table VIII).

71. Pb210 in water is mainly derived from the decay
of radon in the air and the resulting deposition of this
nuclide with rain, for Pb210 concentrations in surface
water seem to exceed those in water from deep wells.P"
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Rn222 and its short-lived daughters is approached quite
closely a few metres above ground.

79. RnZ20 is virtually never in equilibrium wi~h its
radio-active decay products. The lO.6-hour half-bfe of
Pbz12 greatly exceeds that of Rn220 so that PbzI2 atoms
after their formation can diffuse to higher altitudes than
Rn220 (or ponG). A very low Pb212/Rn220 ratio, as
expected, was measured by Fontan et al.130 in ground
level air. An excess of Pb212 over Rn220 is expected at
somewhat higher altitudes. Owing to their short ha!f
lives, the concentrations of Rn220 and of any of Its
decay products become insignificant, when compared
to Rn222 concentrations, at some ten metres above
ground.

80. The concentrations of Pb210, the long-lived decay
product of Rn222, and its radio-active products Bi 21.O and
P 0210 must be extremely low in the troposphere owrng to
removal by precipitation. Their concentrations, however,
increase gradually in the upper troposphere, and actually
exceed those of their short-lived parents in the strato
sphere. Concentration ratios of P 0210 to Pb2JO dep.end
critically on the mean removal rate and increase rapidly
above 1 km. Observed Bi 2 10 /Pb2IO and P0 210/Pb210

ratios in air and precipitation have therefore been used
to determine the mean residence time of natural aerosols
in the troposphere.37, HO·145

H orieontal distribution and va?-jnbility

81. Local concentrations of the radon isotopes and
their radio-active daughter products depend not only
on the emanation rate of radon gases from the soil but
also on a variety of local meteorological conditions.
\iVind direction is of special importance in coastal sites,
on the sea and in the polar regions, as radon is mainly
carried by continental air masses.

82. Winds reduce Rn222 concentration in the upper
soil layers, thus enhancing the exhalation rate. All air
motions near the earth-atmosphere interphase are tur
bulent; they assist to some extent in the extraction of
radon gases from the upper soil air. These air motions,
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Pb210 concentrations in water do not fluctuate as
strongly as Ra220, and there is no correlation between
the t~\'o elements nor between Pb210 and the sulfate,
calcium or fluoride content of water. Typical concentra
tions are between 0.05 and 0.2 pCi/litre.

72. Information on Ra228 or 1'h228 concentrations in
water is extremely limited.s": 101,110 Turner et al,123
observed the presence of short-lived Th~series ~1Uclides
(Ra22'1) in water sampled in the Umted Kingdom.
Loner-lived elements, such as Th225 and Ra22S, were
pres~nt only in traces, Th2 28 cons~it~.ttir~g a very small
fraction of the long-lived alpha activity 111 water.

22

THE NATURAL RADIO-j\CTIVITY OF AIR

73. The natural radio-activity of the atmosphere. is
caused mainly by Rn222, .RI12.20 and tl"::ir ra~io-act:ve
decay products. The contribution of Rn-Ill or It~ radio
active daughters is negligible.a'i, 30, a7 Radio-active .nu
elides produced by cosmic rays (tal?le II! are .o~ m1110r
importance as sources of atmospheric radlO-actlvlty.; the
radio-activity in dust particles blown from the SOlI by
wind, or from K10 brought into the atmosphere by the
evaporation of sea-water spray is also ex;tremely low.
These sources will therefore not be discussed any
further.

74. A simple mathematical model to account for
radon exhalation rates from soils, and to estimate con
centration profiles of the radon isotope~ in the troQo
sphere was developed ~y Israel.!" HIS. model, with
some minor changes at times, has been Widely followed
by many authors.P": 132·131

75. The spreading out of Rn222 and Rn220 in the
atmosphere after their exhalation from the ground is
caused by turbulent diffusion and convection. The decay
products of the radop gases, being isotopes of h.eavy
metals become readily attached to aerosol particles.
At gr~und level, more than 99 per cent of the Pb214,

Bi214 and Pb212 atoms, and about 75 per cent of the
shorter-lived P 021S atoms are carried by aerosols.34,30,
37,131-137 The fraction of natural radio-activity not at
tached to aerosol particles increases with altitude. As
concentrations of aerosols in the atmosphere are about
lOG times hizher than the concentrations of radon
daughters, radio-active aerosol particles will usually
contain a single radio-active atom each.

76. The effective radius of aerosols which contain
the main portion of natural atmospheric radio-activity is
between 50 m/-, and 80 m/-,.37, 135 As aerosols are unstable
and tend to increase in size as a consequence of con
densation and coagulation processes, reported size dis
tributions of activity are only valid for short-lived
radio-active decay products. Long-lived isotopes like
Pb210 and daughters are therefore expected to be at
tached to larger aerosols.

77. The distribution of the radio-active decay prod
ucts of radon in the atmosphere is consequently con
trolled not only by radio-active decay and diffusion,
but also by sedimentation and wash-out related to the
removal of aerosols.

78. Figure 7 gives a vertical distribution of con
centrations for the radon isotopes and their radio
active decay products for "normal" conditions, as
sumine a half removal time of twenty days for all the
radon "'daughters.134.1SG Full radio-active equilibrium at
ground level air for Rn222 and its short-lived radio
active daughters is not reached because of the continu
ous elimination of radio-active aerosols by downward
diffusion and settling. However, equilibrium between



on the other hand, may enhance the removal rate of
radi?-activ~ daugl:ters formed in the lower atmosphere
by mcreasmg their Impact on the ground. They are
also removed by precipitation and dry settling of
aerosols.P": 131-]37. 115

83. Diurnal, seasonal or more irregular variations
of the radio-activity at a given site have been re
ported:135, H~-1[i1 During night hours, a temperature
mversrori usually develops near the ground, which
reduces the vertical mixing of the radon zases after
th~ir exhalatior: frOl~l. the p-ound, thus p;oducing a
build-up of radio-activity which reaches its maximum
concentrations in the early morning hours. The rising
tempe.rature. during day-time will break this tempera
ture inversion and facilitate turbulent mixing, thus
reducing radio-activity concentrations near the ground.
Minimum concentration values are usually found during
the afternoon. Diurnal variations may cause concentra
tions to change by a factor of two to three on the
average, but variations exceeding a factor of ten have
been reported.

84. In some locations, the average radon concentra
tions in the air during winter and early spring are
lower than those prevailing during sumrner.P'': or. 151.152
This may be due to the known seasonal variations in
escape of radon from the ground, the relatively low
winter and spring values being attributable to the
higher moisture content of the soil. Frozen ground
reduces escape considerably, and thick layers of snow
or ice stop it completely. In other locations, the maxi
mum radon concentrations are observed during autumn
and winter and minimum ones in spring and summer,
in accordance with V<J riations of atmospheric conditions,
e.g. the rate of vertical turbulent exchange. 13D• 153, 154

M ensured concentrations of na tural radio-actiuit-y

85. The release of Rn222 and Rn220 is considerably
greater from land than over water. Typical measured
levels in ground level air over continents range from
30 to 300 pCi Rn222/ m' and 0.5 to 10 pCi Pb212/ m3 ;140
rso, 152·157 over the oceans, the concentrations are be
tween one and two orders of magnitude 10wer.37. 131.
158. 159 Concentrations of the order of 2 pCi/m3 for
Rn222 and less than 0.3 pCi/m3 for Pb212 were measured
in Antarctica.F": 1Cl

86. Concentrations of Rn222 and Rn220 in ground
level air in various regions were summarized in table IX
of annex E of the 1962 report, and in some recent
pubficat ions.s"- 37. 135 Only a few deterrninations for
R n220 have been reported, based on the beta decay
of Pb:!12. The erroneous assumption of radio-active
cquiiibrium of the Pb212 with the short-lived Rn220 in
the air sampled is partly responsible for the low Rn220I
Rn22:! ratios reported"- 131, 162, 103

87. Radon concentrations indoors are generally
higher than outdoor concentrations, depending on the
construction materials, the degree of ventilation and the
escape from indoor water sources. Average values of
Rn222 concentrations indoors at various locations were
reviewed in annex E of the 1962 report and sum
marized there in table XI.

88. On theoretical grounds, it can be expected that
the concentration of radon in air in deep layers of
undisturbed soils can be of the order of 105 pCi/m3

air ;37. 131 therefore, such radon concentrations are to
be expected in the air of caves and unventilated under
ground mines. Measurements made in mines, particu
larly uranium Or thorium mines, give results consistent
with this expectation.170-173
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Lonq-liued decay products of radon-222

89. The general features of the circulations of Pb210

and P.o21.0 resemble the patterns of stratospheric fall-out
?f artificial nuclear debris. The concentrations of Pb210

lr: ground level air are dependent on latitude and on the
distribu tion of land masses and oceans. Lower values
were found in tropical and polar regions than in tem
perate <Jreas.1C4 Concentrations in the southern hemi
sphere are lower than those in the northern hemisphere,
because the land surfaces from which radon is exhaled
are smaller in the southern hemisphere. The observed
rang-e of the average continental Pb210 concentrations
vary: from 0.002 to 0.016 pCi/m3 air (excluding Ant
arctl~a). Data reported by other authors for selected
locations were of the same order of magnitude.P''- 142-
IH, HO, ics.rco 0 1 11 f . f I 2' •. . n y a sma r action 0 t le Po 10 111 equi-
libriurn with Pb210 is present in the lower troposphere.

90. Yearly deposition rates of 1.7 mCi Pb21°/km2
we~e measured for the United Kingdom.v'? and 2.4 mCi
P~_IO(011

2 ,:,~re reported from France. I OO Under equili
brium conditions, Pb210 and P 0210 activity in upper soil
layers could thus amount to some 60 mCi/km2 each.

IV. The transfer of envieonmental radio-activity
to man

INTRoDUCTION

91. Naturally-occurring radio-active nuclides enter
th~ body mainly through food and water, inhalation
being of secondary importance. The information 011 K·10
C14 and tritium transport through the food chain has
re:llaine? unaltered since the 1962 report was issued;
this subject, therefore, will not be discussed again here.
Rb87 accompanies potassium in metabolic processes, and
d?se~ to m~n due ~o this element, which is commonly
distributed 111 the biosphere, will be dealt with in para
graph 136.

92. As was pointed out earlier, the radio-active
elements of the uranium series in soil are seldom in
equilibrium because of their different chemical proper
ties which determine the varying behaviour of these
elements in the processes of weathcrinz soil formation
redistribution of minerals in the lithosphere, etc~
Uranium is taken up by plants; however, because of its
low specific activity and the low concentrations found in
the biosphere, its radio-activity may be disregarded.
Thorium is absorbed very poorly by the root sys
temsl 71 -177 Therefore, only radium isotopes (Ra22C,

Ra228), and possibly lead (Pb210) and polonium
(P0210), among the long-lived nuclides of both the
uranium and thorium series are taken up by plants to
a degree that may be important when further transfer
of radio-activitv to animals and to man is considered.
On the other hand, significant amounts of P 0210 and
Pb210 are deposited on plants from the atmosphere.

93. Ra22C and Ra228 decay, directly or indirectly, to
Rn 222 and Rn220, respectively. The latter are chemically
inactive gases. They leave the soil and, together with
their short- and long-lived daughter products, form the
most significant part of the natural radio-activity that
is inhaled by man.

94. Areas of "normot" activity. As reported in the
1962 report, the content of Ra226 in soil varies con
siderably with geological and geochemical conditions.
The levels reported from the United States, which are
possibly typical.F" are of the order of 0.09 to 0.8 pC-ijg
soil. No extensive measurements of Ra228, or Th228

have recently been reported. Because of the short half-



life of Ra22S, it may be assumed that its concentration
in soils is closely related to that of its parent, Th2a2.

From the data on the escape of radon from soil and on
deposition of Pb2HJ from the atmosphere it has been
postulated that equilibrium levels of this nuclide in the
few upper inches of soil should be about 60 mCijkm2

(paragraph 90).
95. Areas of Mgh natural rad£o-activity. Those areas

in the State of Kerala in India, and the States of Rio
de Janeiro and Espirito Santa in Brazil, where levels
of radio-activity in soil are high because of the presence
of monazite sands of high thorium content, were dis
cussed in the 1962 report. Since then, additional data
have been reported on the availability of radio-active
elements from these soils to plants?": 179. 180 and will
be discussed in paragraphs 110 and 111, together with
the data on accessibility to plants of Ra226 and Ra228 in
the high background area of volcanic intrusives in the
State of Minas Cerais, Brazil.

INTAKE BY MAN

96. In addition to K{O, Rb87 and 0\ which are
not considered in this section, radium (Ra226 and
Ra22B), radon (Rn222), radio-lead (Pb210) and polo
nium (P02JO) contribute appreciable doses to man
through food. When inhaled, radon (Rn222 and Rn220)

with their short-lived decay products, and possibly
radio-lead (Pb210), contribute to lung doses and must
also be considered.

vVa.ter

97. The relative importance of drinking water as a
source of natural radio-activity in human diet was
studied by numerous investisators.P": 120, 123, 12D. 105.
180.182 '"

98. Sanitary (usually chemical and physico-chemical)
treatment of water, as commonly applied in a majority
of urban centres in a number of countries, may remove
large proportions-up to 90 per cent--of Ra220 and
Pb210Y7.122 Water-softening procedures seem to be es
pecially effective in this respect. Chemical treatment
(e.g chlorination and subsequent aeration) and storage
may reduce the radon level in tap water, and boiling
may further remove radon from the water which is
actuaIly consumed.

Typical levels of natural radio-nuclides i1~ water

99. Water consumption contributes only a small per
centage to the total intake of the nuclide (of the order
of a few to 10 per cent-table X). As indicated in the
1962 report, the waters consumed by the majority of
the world population usually contain less than 0.1 pCij
litre Ra220.

100. Typical concentrations of Rn222 in waters de
rived from lakes, rivers and shallow wells, which are
consumed by the majority of the world's population
are indicated in table VIII. '

101. The contribution of drinkins water to the total
intake of Pb210 and P0 210 has been'"estimated to be of
the order of 1-10 per cent for the typical diet in the
United States.105

Areas with hiql: concentrations of radiuw: and rtuion
in drinking water

102. In some areas, where Ra220 concentrations in
water of several pCi/litre or even more are not un
common, water may be a significant or even a dominant
contributor to the total intake of Ra220. Thus, in rather
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exceptional situations, involving populations relatively
limited in size (less than 1 per cent of the population
of the country as a whole in the cases investigated so
far), the total intake of Ra22G may be twice as high as
the average for the country (CornwaJl in the United
Kingdom) ,123 or even higher by an order of magnitude
(some regions of the midwestern States of the United
States).!:.!:.!' 18:.!, 183 However, in the monazite area in
the State of Kerala, India, where elevated intakes of
radium were noted, the relative role of water as a con
tributor of radium was limited to about 10 pCI' cent,
because of higher concentrations of Ra220 both in water
and foodstuffs of plant origin Irom local sources.l'"

103. Consumption of water with high concentrations
of dissolved radon (deep wells in some areas, and spa
waters which show concentrations of about 20 to 200
nCi/litre, with the highest known value of 5,000 nCi/
litre) 120 is rather exceptional. In some areas, such as
those found in the States of Maine and New Hamphire
in the United States.l'" wel1 waters supplying a popula
tion of the order of 100,000130 contain radon at average
concentrations of about 16 and 30 nCi/litre. Average
concentrations of 1 to a few nCijlitl-e were found
in central Sweden12 D (population of about 300,000),
Cornwall'P" (population of about 300,000), the Federal
Republic of Germany and elsewhere (see also 1962
report}. Many factors discussed in paragraph 98 reduce
the intake considerably. The possible significance of
doses from radon taken in with water will be discussed
in paragraph 148.

Foodstuffs
Areas of typical "normal" levels of intal:«

104. The total intake of Ra220 and the contribution
of different food categories was studied in .the United
Kingdom,lS1, 185 the United States,I80.18D and India. I Bo

The average estimates reported for areas with ap
parently normal concentrations of Ra220 in drinking
water and foodstuffs vary between 0.7 and 5 pCi/day
(table X), while smaller variations in the values of
the Ra/Ca ratio have been reported.

105. In both the United States'"? and the United
Kingdom181, 1S~ the main sources of radium in the diet
are not the same as those from which the main pro
portion of calcium is derived (table X). In all the
circumstances investigated so far, foodstuffs of plant
origin (cereals and grain products, fruits and vege
tables) form a major source of dietary Ra226. The rela
tive availability for absorption in the gastro-intestinal
tract of radium from water and different foodstuffs is
unknown.

. 106. The daily intake in very low-income groups
111 Puerto Ric01DOis slightly less than 1 pCi/day. How
evel:' the calcium intake is also low, and thus the re
sultmg Ra22G/Ca ratio in the diet is similar to that in
other regions of the United States. It could be inferred
from the data of Chhabl-a180 that a similar picture may
obtain in India-at least for the area investigated
where the intakes of both radium and calcium seem to
be low."

107. The intake of Ra228 has not been studied on a
scale comparable to that of Ra226, but the data derived
from alpha-spectrometric measurements in different ma
terials, including water, foodstuffs and human tis
sues,1U1.1\)2 indicate that the intake of Ra22B is on the
average, about two to four times less than that of Ra 226.

1O~. The Pb210 intake has not been specifically de
terrnined, and only some indirect estimates are avail-



able1M which show that, on the average, the total intake
per day should be of the order of 1-10 pCi. This seems
to be typical for most regions, with the exceptions dis
cussed in paragraph 113. The contributions of different
foodstuffs are not known, but those of plant origin
probably play the dominant role.

109. The estimated usual intake of P 0210 is of the
order of several pCi per day,llJ3,1lJ4 in agreement with
the results of total dietary analyses.1SlJ The data are
consistent with a faecal excretion of 1.8 pCi/day as
determined by Holtzman-v'' or of 1.7-6.4 pCi/day as
found by Hil1.1D3 The data indicate that the main sources
are fresh leafy vegetables and, in some circumstances, a
few animal tissues (kidney, liver).

Special food chain mechanisms and areas of high natural
radio-activity

110. Information on the intake of natural radio
elements in areas of high radio-activity in the soil is
very limited. In Brazil, locally grown foodstuffs with
higher than normal radio-activity are found in some
localities near the towns of Araxa and Tapira, in the
State of Minas Gerais.F" In these areas, the concen
trations of Ra22G and Ra228 in edible plants are about
one to two orders of magnitude higher than normal.
However, estimates of intake in this area are not yet
available. Food from the monazite areas of Brazil con
tains only the normal amount of radio-activity from
both the uranium and the thorium series. This seems
to be due to the very low solubility of tile minerals of
which the monazite sands are composed.

111. In India, in the high activity area of Kerala
State, recent studies-'" have revealed that the radium
intake due to locally grown plant foodstuffs may be
higher by a factor of four to five than in the Bombay
area, and is still considered within the range of values
typical of other countries.

112. Brazil nuts are known to accumulate the
heavier alkaline earth elements, radium and barium, to
an unusual extent. This effect has been observed in
samples from Brazil, Malaya and Guyana ;181, ms, lOG

concentrations in kernals usually range from One to five
pG Ra22G/gramme. Thus the quantity of Ra22G in one
gramme of Brazil nuts is comparable to the estimated
average daily intake of the population shown in table X.
It is not known whether the radium from Brazil nuts
is absorbed in the gastro-intestinal tract of man to the
same extent as radium in other foods.

113. In the 1964 report (annex A, paragraphs 118,
128), a special food chain mechanism, transferring un
usually high activities of CS187 from lichens through
reindeer or caribou meat to man. was discussed. The
same applies to Pb210 and P0210 of natural origin, and
fragmentary data are available (table XV), showing
high concentrations of both Ph210 and P 0210 in lichens
and in the meat of reindeer and caribou, which graze
in arctic regi.onsl03.197 It was postulated that the
dietary Pb210 and P 0210 intakes of people subsisting on
large amounts of caribou or reindeer meat may be
elevated by an order of magnitude above the typical
values observed elsewhere.HI, This is supported by still
fragmentary evidence of Pb210 and P 0 2 lQ in human
tissues from northern Canadal 9 8 and Finnish Lapland'"?
(paragraph 133).

Air

114. Normal concentrations. The normal concentra
tions of radon and thoron in ground level atmospheric
air have been discussed in paragraphs 79, 85 and 86.
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The usual levels to which human populations are ex
posed, however, are heavily influenced by indoor con
centrations. Indoor concentrations are normally higher
than those found outside because of the accumulation
of radon and thoron from building materials in closed
or poorly ventilated premises. The problem was re
viewed in the 1962 report, and no recent data are avail
able which would warrant a change in the position
adopted therein. It will be maintained, therefore, that
the typical average effective concentration of Rn222 to
which the world population is exposed is about 500
pCi/ms. Daughter products, from P 0218 through Bi211,
are assumed to be present in concentrations between
100 and 500 pCi/m3. Corresponding average concen
trations of thoron daughter products (P0216, Pb212 and
P 0212) are based on an estimate by ]acobi20o and have
been assumed to equal about 600, 10 and 10 pCi/m3,
respectively.

115. High concentrations. It needs to be mentioned
here that, because of their occupation in underground
mines, some groups of workers are exposed to air con
centrations of Rn222 and daughter products higher than
usual (paragraph 88). The fraction of the population
subjected to this type of exposure, even in industrialized
countries, does not exceed a fraction of 1 per cent. The
importance of the problem and the health hazards in
volved were discussed in the 1964 report (annex B,
paragraphs 152-174) and elsewhere.s'"

116. The downward flow of cold air gives rise to
increased concentrations of radon at the bottom of
valleys. Rn222 values ten times higher than the night
concentrations over flat country have been observed in
valleys by Servant.202

LEVELS IN MAN

117. Our knowledge of concentrations of naturally
occurring radio-active potassium (KiO), carbon (CH),
tritium (Ha) and beryllium (Be') in human tissues
and of their distribution in different organs has re
mained essentially unchanged since the 1962 report was
issued, but substantial new information has become
available on radium isotopes and nuclides of the Pb210
_Bi21O_P0210 chain.

M etabolic data on R a£f 6 and the Pb!1D_BiUD_POUD chain.

118. Several investigators have shown recentlr03,
204 that about 80-85 per cent of radium in tile body is
contained in the skeleton, the remaining fraction being
distributed approximately uniformly in soft tissue as
shown in table XIII. The concentration of radium per
gramme of ash from soft tissues is similar to that in
the skeleton, but is lower by a factor of about twenty
when calculated on a fresh weight basis. 203

119. The concentration of Ra220 per gramme of
body ash of man is constant throughout the entire life
span, starting from the earliest period of foetal life
(four months) in which the deterrninations were pos
sible. 20o The rise of body calcium and radium in the
process of growth is apparently parallel, and no sig
nificant discrimination between the two elements seems
to take place at the placental barrier. The total body
burden becomes constant in adult age and displays the
organ distribution described in the foregoing paragraph.

120. Under steady-state conditions the ratio of ra
dium to calcium in the body contrasts markedly with
that in diet. The observed ratio (OR), defined as

Ra/Ca in bone
Ra/Ca in diet'



for adults is about 0.016.180.IIl0 This compares with
ratios of about 0.25 for strontium and 0.08 for
barium.i'" The consistency of the OR for radium under
different conditions of dietary composition sl~ggests th~t

the content in bone is determined by the dietary ratio
of the two elements.P'?

121. The content of Pb2lO in the human body has
been the subject of several studies in rec.ent years ;!he
results of measurements are collected 111 tables XII
and XIII. There is apparently little correlation of Pb210

with the content of l~a220 in bone from the same places.
122. Most of the total Pb210 present in the body is

in the skeleton.I05.IOO The distribution of Pb210 in the
skeleton appears to be uniform within a factor ?f tw~),

with slightly but significantly higher concen.tratt~ns 111

trabecular than in compact bone. Concentrations 111. the
bone tissue of males are somewhat (about onc-third )
hig-her than in that of fernales.l'"

123. The contributions of different sources of Pb210

to the total body burden are not known in detail. How
ever, inhaled air anr, dietary intake seem to be the
main contributors. The decay of radon in the body
(both the atmospheric radon and that formed in silt.
from the disintegration of Ra22Q) and the intake of
Pb210 with water seem to account for only a few per
cent of the activity present in the human body.105

124. The distribution of Pb210 in human soft tissues
is not known in detail. The ratio of P02LO to Pb210 is
less than unity in most of them with values close to
equilibrium in the liver, and with some excess P0210 in
the kidneys and ovaries.P" The origin of this excess
P 0210 is still open to question. However, as pointed out
by I-Ioltzman 208 there are kinetical reasons for SU])-

. ' h 1 f racti f P .210 .POS1l1g that by far t e argestractlon. 0 0 111

the body, including this so-called "unsupported
P 0210" comes mainly from the redistribution of that
P 0210 that is formed, by radio-active decay of Pb210 in
the body rather than from direct dietary intake.

125. Hunt et 0.1.20 9 showed that, despite mill-ked dif
ferences between individual teeth and observable varia
tions between trabecular and compact bone in the same
person, the average levels of Ra220 and Pb210 in bone
were closely correlated with those in teeth. The average
concentrations of radium in bone and teeth were equal,
whereas those for Pb2IOwere twice as high in bone. It
may be concluded, therefore, that teeth analyses for
Ra22Q may be used to study average population levels
in the skeleton when bone material is not available
and when no significant and prolonged changes in the
rate of intake are expected. On the other hand, as the
length of the physical half-life of Pb2 lO (T,/, = 19.4
years) is comparable with the human life span, and the
mineral turnover of the skeleton may significantly differ
from that of the teeth, the Pb210 concentration in teeth
as a measure of skeletal levels demands further study.

N ormal levels of nah-tra.l ra.rHo-activity in 71um

126. Ra220 has repeatedly been determined in human
tissues by several investigators. The results published
since 1962 are collected in tables XI and XIII,

127. The Ra220 values as reported in table XI indi
cate that bone levels in most areas of normal dietary
intake of this nuclide are similar, the most frequent
values clustering around 1-1.5 X 10-2 pCi/g ash, cor
responding to an average of about 30 to 40 pCi Ra220
in the skeleton of a standard man (assuming an average
of 2,800 grammes of ash in the skeleton). This value
is substantially lower than the value of 60 pCi accepted
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in the 1962 report. It seems appropriate therefore to
suzzest for the purpose of dose-rate calculation, a value
ot30 pCi Ra22 G as typical of the whole skeleton burden
in areas of normal rates of intake.

128. 1\3228 is the only important long-lived element
of the thorium series that is :1bsorbed to a significant

. .' 1 t - t I' 228 decavsdegree from the gastro-intestina 1aC·.:-..a . ~

through Ac228 to Th228 (T 'h = 1.9 y~ars), w 1~lch 111

turn decays t1nough (1 series of short-lIved.nuclides to
the stable isotope Pb208. Very small fractions of the
amounts of radio-active decay products of Th228 found
in hone leave the skeletal deposition site of Ra228 and
Th228.210 The latter nuclidehas recently been deter
ruined in bone toaether with Ra22G. In two studies, the
averaze ratio bet\~een activities of Th228 and, Ra22Q in
bone ~sh varied between 0.29 811 am: 0-"1-.2°3 These values
are consistent with results reported earlier,211 and it
seems appropriate to accept that the value of 0.3 to 0.4
is closer to the real situation than the figure of 0.7,
which was assumed in the 1962 report. Thus, Cl natural
skeletal burden of 10 pCi Th228 in a standard man
seems typical.

129. From table XII it follows that the typical Pb210

burden in the skeleton of an adult is about 270 pCi.
As only a small traction of P 0210 formed by the radio
active decay of Pb210 and BrU Q in bone is removed f:'om
its site of formation, the activities of all three nuchdes
in the skeleton are close to radio-active equilibrium. l G5

,

203.212·214 It seems that, in contrast to the 1962 report
where a ratio of ponojPb210 of 0.5 was assumed, a
value of about 0.9 is closer to reality.

Areas of high natural radio-activity and special food
chain mechanisms

130. In some areas of the midwestern States of the
United States, where concentrations of Ra22G in drink
in o' water of about 1 to 10 pCi/litre are not unC01111110n,
R~220 levels in bone are three to four times higher than
those typical elsewhere (table XI). The population of
the area concerned is about 1,000,000.122

131. Preliminary data2I5 from those areas of high
natural radio-activity in BI-azi1 where high activities of
radium in plants of local origin were foune! (towns of
Araxa and Tapira, State of Minas Gerais) show that
the concentrations of Ra220 in teeth collected from the
inhabitants are higher than in "normal" areas but only
by a factor of t\~O to three (table XIV). In view of
the fact that a significant correlation exists between
concentrations of Ra220 in bones and teeth209 (para
graph 125), these observations suggest that the skeletal
levels of Ra220 in this area of Brazil might be elevated
by a similar factor. The population living in the areas
of Araxa and Tapira is about 1.),000.

132. The data from the monazi tc area in Kerala
State in India are even more scanty. As shown in tahle
XI, in five samples of human bone analyzed so far, 180,
210 the concentrations of radium were on the average
higher than those typical for "normal" areas by one
order of magnitude. The population residing in the
monazite area of Kerala State amounts to about 00,000
people.

133. As discussed in paragraph 113, high concen
trations of Pb210 and P0210 in lichens and in caribou
and reindeer meat were found in arctic regions. Frag
mentary data available on Pb210 and P 0210 show that
human beings subsisting to a significant degree on
caribou meat display levels of both nuclides that differ
widely from those usually found in the northern tem
perate zone. Thus, Hill198 was able to demonstrate that



the average concentration of P 0210 in placentae of
Eskimo women from northern Canada who consumed
large amounts of caribou, reindeer or moose meat
amounted to 59 pCijkg fresh weight, whereas in women
subsisting on a diet normal for England and Canada
3.3 and 5.0 pCi/kg were found. Kauranen and Mier
tinen:100 reported levels of P 0210 in the blood of reindeer
breeding Lapps which were eight times higher than
those in the blood of southern Finns. A similar trend
was observed for Pb210 in Eskimo bones, as can be
inferred from table XII. The size of the populations
living in the arctic regions and subsisting on reindeer
or caribou meat as one of their main dietary items is
difficult to evaluate but may be as high as 1,000,000.

DOSES FROM INTERNAL IRRADIATION BY NATURAL

RADIO-ACTIVE. NUCLIDES

134. Dose rates in millirads per year from internal
sources of natural radiation to the gonads, to cells
lining Haversian canals, to osteocytes and to the bone
marrow contained in trabecular bone have been as
sembled in table XVI. The per cent contributions of
alpha radiation to the total dose rates are also indicated.

135. It is realized that for the purpose of comparing
risks, doses in rads ought to be weighted by appropriate
EBE values. In the case of alpha emitters, however,
the information on RBE is so uncertain and the values
proposed by various authors so widely different that
it is reasonable to consider them as still unknown,
although it is possible that they may be higher than
one.?" If this were so, and if unweighted dose rates
from natural sources as given in table XVI were used
as a standard for obtaining comparative risks from
other, man-made, sources, the comparative risks would
thus be over-estimated depending on the RBE values
applying to any given effect.

136. The estimates of doses from K40, CH and Rn222

and short-lived daughter products in soft tissues other
than the respiratory tract are the same as those given in
the 1962 report. Other values have been recalculated on
the basis of different estimates of tissue concentrations
and/or by introducing some changes in the method
of dose calculation. Doses to gonads from Rb87 amount
to about 0.3 mrad Zyear ; they are certainly less in
ostcocytes and in bone marrow.

137. The doses of alpha radiation to osteocytes
and Haversian canals from Ra226 and daughter prod
ucts, Ra228 and daughter products, and P0 210 have been
calculated by the method of Spiers."7 The assumed
diameters of the cavities were 5 p. for the osteocytic
lacunae and SO p. for the Haversian canals. The values
of the geometrical factors for Ra226 were those calcu
lated by Charlton and Cormack.F'" assuming one-third
retention of Rn222 and its short-lived daughter products
(through 1'0214). while those for Ra228 and daughters
in equilibrium and for P 0210 were those given by
Stahlhofen.r'" Doses to bone from beta emission of all
nuclides of these series were ignored because the per
centage of energy delivered from beta decay in bone
constitutes. under the conditions of equilibrium as
sumed, only about 2, 4 and 7 per cent of the total
energy of the Ra226, Ra228 and 1'b 21O chains, r espec
tively." The dose of beta radiation to bone marrow from

b Recent evidence indicates that it is the irradiation of the
endosteal cells lining the inner surface of bone. rather than
that of cstcocvtes or the cells of Haversian canals, which
is of relevance to the induction of bone tumours. The doses
delivered to endosteal cells will normally be less than those
quoted in this report fOT osteocytes and will often also be less
than those g-iven for cells of the Haversian canals.
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these series was also ignored as it amounted to approxi
mately 0.1 millirad per year.

138. The alpha dose rates in fresh bone from in
dividual nuclides that result from these calculations are
significantly higher than those obtained in 1962. The
dose~ from I3-a22G and Ra228 differ only slightly from
previous estimates, whereas those from P0 210 are
definitely higber, both because higher concentrations
have now been assumed and because a different method
of dose computation has been used.

139. In the present review, the dose rate to the
marrow contained in trabecular bone from P0 210 has
b.een assessed on the basis of the presumed concentra
t10l.1 of the nuclide in soft tissues (,.....,3 pCi/kg fresh
weight) rather than in the mineralized bone itself as
was done in the 1962 report.

140. If the total annual dose estimates from internal
sources presented in table XVI are compared with the
d~s~ estimates given in the 1962 report expressed in
millirads, very little difference is seen.
. 141. At..the time when the 1962 report was adopted,
it was realized that the irradiation of the respiratory
tract from natural sources exceeded that of any other
organ of the human body. On the other hand, only
approximate calculations of average doses to different
V?lllmeS of tissues in the respiratory tract were possible.
?1tlce then, however, significant progress has been made
111 better understanding the mechanisms by which
daughter products of Rn222 and Rn22 0 are deposited
and transported in the respiratory tract of man.

142. Thus, Altshuler et aU7 0 have calculated the
doses of alpha radiation from P 0 218 and P 0 214 . These
doses account for almost the whole of the dose to
alveolar, bronchiolar, bronchial and tracheal epithelia,
and, in estimating them, allowance was made for the
distribution of radio-activity (P0 218, Pb214, P0 214 ) be
tween free ions and natural aerosols of varying particle
size, for the deposition of ions and particles in different
parts of the respiratory tract, for the upward transport
of radio-activity in the bronchial tree with the flow
of mucus, and for the physical and anatomical factors
involved in the penetration of alpha particles through
the mucus and the bronchial epithelium.

143. A similar study has been made by Jacobi 20o

for both Rn222 and daughter products, and Rn22Q and
daughter products by applying somewhat different
physical and anatomical criteria. In both studies, it was
assumed that the critical irradiated tissue was the basal
layer of cells of the bronchial epithelium.

144. Both studies yielded similar results, pointing
to the fact that the dose rates from P 0218 and P02 14

alpha particles are highest in the epithelium of segmental
and lobar bronchi. With average concentrations of
P 0218 P 02H and Bi 214 each between 100 and 500
pCi/~13, the results of 'both studies indicate that the
dose rate in these parts of the respiratory system is
of the order of several hundreds of millirads-per year,
the doses to alveolar tissues and to bronchioli being
lower by two and to the trachea by one order of
magnitude. At average concentrations of P0 216, Pb2 12

and Bi 212 of 600, 10 and 10 pCi/m3, respectively, as
are assumed for the purpose of the present annex, the
irradiation from these nuc1ides adds only another few
per cent to the values given above for closes from
P0 218 and P0 214.2QO

145. The quantitative agreement between the results
of the two studies may be somewhat fortuitous, and
further studies are necessary to provide sounder infer-



mation on several of the critical parameters, especially
those of a physiological and anatomical nature.210. 220
It must be mentioned that higher doses may be received
if some uptake and retention of radio-activity by the
tissues of the respiratory tract is assumed, but such
a possibility is neglected at present for lack of relevant
inforrnation.l"?

146. On the other hand, rapid dissociation of P 02l8,

Pb 2H and Bi21 4 atoms (or ions) from aerosol particles
deposited in the respiratory tract with subsequent direct
transfer to the blood stream and other organs could re
duce the dose significiU1tly. That such a possibility exists
was demonstrated by Poh1.221 Even so, however, it is
still uncertain whether the demonstrated resorption of
radon decay products takes place predominantly from
the alveolar regions or from the bronchial tree, which
would be more significant from the dosimetric point
of view. In any case, the doses to the critical cells in
some areas of bronchial epithelium thus obtained seem
higher by at least one order of magnitude than those
to the whole respiratory organ that were accepted in
the 1962 report.

147. An additional exposure to natural polonium
may result from cigarette smoking.los.222-228 Average
alpha-radiation doses to the respiratory tract of smokers
from excess P 02IO deposition is not expected to ex
ceed about 1 mrad(year. In some areas of bronchial
epithelium where concentrations up to 0.3 pCi/gramme
have been detected.F" the alpha dose due to P 0210

might reach the level of some tens of millirads per
year. The biological significance of this irradiation is

unknown, but it appears most unlikely to be appreciable
in view of the low doses involved.

148. 111e metabolism of radon ingested with water
and the doses attributable to this source of radio-activity
were studied by von Dobeln and Lindeljl2D and by
Hursh et at.ISO The dose per unit of activity ingested
seems highest in the stomach (,....,20 mrad/I.iCi H.n222),

those to other organs being lower by two orders of
magnitude. At normal or typical concentrations of radon
in drinking water of surface origin, which are of the
order of a few picocuries per litre,123 the doses are
negligible. In those areas where concentration of Rn222

in drinking water is of the order of nanocuries per litre,
the doses to the stomach could be correspondingly
higher-s-of the order of a few millirads per year.

v. Recapitulation of dose r-ates

14-9. Estimates of dose rates to man from natural
sources are summarized in table XVII. For comparison,
the estimates given in the 1962 report but expressed
in millirads per year are also included. The differences
between the two sets of estimates are slight. The dose
rates to cells lining Haversian canals, however, include
a larger contribution from alpha particles, whereas those
to the gonads and bone marrow include a smaller con
tribution than the dose rates obtained in 1962. Dose
rates to the lung tissues are not given in the table
since no exact estimate is available, but those to the
epithelium of segmental and lobar bronchi are b~li.eved
to be of the order of several hundreds of rnill irads
per year (paragraph 144).

TAilLE 1. PROPERTIES OF THE MAIN SECONDARY PARTICLES IN COSMIC RADIATION

Rest mass

Electric
M can

Electron lifetime
Particle cJJO,'gi? Md? masses socon ds D'ccov prod flets

n 0 940 1,839 103 c-+ "+Jl
p +1 938 1,836 Stable
7i== :t:1 140 273 2.5 X 1D-8 J.L=-i-v
r,O 0 135 264 2 X io-» 2')'
11-= :t:l W6 20, 2.2 X 10--0 e' -+ 2 V

e" :t:l 0.5J1 1 Stable"

* A ,positron Ce+) is annihilated by combining with an electron, and two photons are
emitted.

TABLE n. SOME RADI0-NUCLlDES l'RODUCED BY COSMIC IV\.YSSI-40

Catculate d

.Maxlnlum L'HCJ'gy
Calculated concc>utJ'ctiol1

a!tn.:)Spharic iH tile lower

Radio-nuclide Half·/ife
of beta rcdt'ation lIfOtH mode of Production rate trooosotwrc

ill keV formation (atoms/cm 2 X )'ear) (pCI/",')

H-3 12.3y 18 Spallation of 8 X 10° 5 X 1O~2

N14 or Ole

Be-7 53d Electron Spallation of 2.5 X lOG 0.5
capture N14 or OIG

Be-lO 2.7 X lOGy 550 Spallation of 1.4-2.6 X 100 5 X 10-8
}.!14 or 0 10

C-14 .. , . 5,760y 165 NB (n, p) CH 50-65 X lOG 1.3-1.6

Na-22 2.6y 540 Spallation of 1.8 X 103 5 X 10- 5
A40

Si-32 700y 100 Spallat ion of 5-6 X 10-'1 8 X lD-7
A40
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TAllLE II. SOME IL~DIO-NUCLIDES PRODUCED BY COSMIC I<AYS31--40 (continued)

Calculated
Cct culatcd concenira tion

.h1a.dmutn ettergy atmospheric in the tourer

Radio-n uclide
of bcta radiation Main mode of prodwction rate troposphere

Hatf-liie in keV [orsnotiow (ato1J1s/cm2 X year) (pCi/",' )

P-32 14.3d 1,720 Spallation of 2.5 X 104 1.1 X 10--2
A40

P-33 25d 250 Spallation of 2.1 X 104 6 X 10-3
A40

S-35 87d 165 Spallation of 4.4 X 104 6 X 10-3

A40

CI-36 3.1 X 105y 710 Spallation of 3.5 X 104 1.2 X 10-8
A40

TABLE Ill. THE IONIZING COMPONENT OF COSMIC RAYS AT SEA LEVEL

v
* Energy absorbed in a water Cerenkov detector.

A1ithor

UNSCEAR2

Shamos and Liboff6 5

Hcrbst''!
Kastnervv

Lowdcr and Beck18

LillicraplO

Year

1962

1965

1963

1965

1965

1965

Ion pairs/cm! X second
(STP)

1.90 -- 1.96

2.2 ± 0.06

2.2 ±: 0.1

2.1 ± 0.1

28

28.5 ± 0.8

28

29 ± 1.3
27.6 ± 1.3
26 ±:1.5

TABLE IV. URANIUM SERIES·

Alph;] nnd/
OT beta ray

Atomic Historical energies
Jsot ope number 'la'llC Hati-liie (MeV)b

U-238 92 Uranium I 4.5 X 10[1 y et418(77),413(23)

Tb-234 90 Uranium Xl 24.1 d flO.19(65),0.10(35)

Pa-234 91 Uranium X z 1.l8min 132.31 (93),1.45(6),
0.55 Cl )

U-234 ... 92 Uranium II 2.50 X 105 y 1l4.77(72),4.72(28)

Tb-230 90 Ionium 8.0 X 104 y et468(76),4.62(24)

Ra-226 88 Radium 1,622 y et4.78(94), 4.59(6)

Rn-222 86 Radon 3.82 d et5.48( 100)

1'0-218 84 Radium Ac 3.05 min et6.00(100)

1'b-214 82 Radium Bc 26.8 min fl1.03(6) , 0.66(40)
0.46(50),OAO(4)

Bi-214 .. 83 Radium Cc 19.7 min 133.18(15),2.56(4),
1.79(8),1.33(33) ,
1.03(22),0.74(20)

1'0--214
Ph-210
Bi-210
P0--210
Pb-206

84
82
83
84
82

Radium Cc
Radium Dc
Radium Ec
Radium F
Radium G

160 X 1O--{; sec
19.4 y
5.0 d
138.4 d
Stable

<17.68(100)
130.06(17),0.02(83)
61.16( 100)
a530( 100)

Gamma rav eneroies
(MeV)b

0.09(15),0.06(7),
0.03 (7)
1.01 (2),0.77 (1),
0.04 (3)
0.05 (28)

0.19(4)

0.35(44),0.29(24),
0.24(11),0.05(2)
2.43(2),2.20(6),
2.12 ( 1), 1.85 (3),
1.76(19), 1.73 (2),
1.5J (3),1.42(4),
1.38 (7), 1.28 (2),
1.24(7), 1.16(2),
1.12(20),094(5),
o81 (2), 0.77 (7) ,
0.61 (45)

0.05 (4)

n Based on reference 230.
b Figures in parentheses indicate per cent yield per disintegration.
c Parallel decay branches of less than 1 per cent are not listed.
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TADLE V. THORIUM SERIES"

AlpJra ",od/
or beta. 1"0))

Ga.-1H1J10 1"0.1'cncroiosAto-fluOc Historical cn orcias
Isotope 'Jumoer ra,om-s Hoti-til» (MaV)" (MaV)"

Th-232 .. , 90 Thorium 1.41 X IOl\) y a4.01(76),3.95(24) 0.06(24)
Ra-228 .,. SS Mesothorium I 5.8 ye (30.05 (100)
Ac-228 ... 89 Mesothorium II 6.13 h ,62.18(10),1.85(9), 1.64( 13), 1.59(12),

1.72(7),1.13(53), 1.10, 1.04, 0.97(18),
0.64(8),0.45(13) 0.91(25),0.46(3),

0.41(2),0.34(11),
0.23,0.18(3),
0.13(6),0.11,0.10,
0.08

Th-228 .. 90 Radio-thorium 1.91y a5,42(72),5,34(28) 0.08(2)
Ra-224 .,. 88 Thorium X 3.64d a5,68(95),5.45(5) 0.24(5)
Rn-220 .. ' 86 Thoron 54.5 sec a6.28(99 +)
Po-216 .. ' 84 Thorium Ad 0.158 sec a6.78(100)
Pb-212 .. , 82 Thorium B 1O.64h ,60.58(14),0.34(80), 0.30( 5),0.24(82),

0.16(6) 0.18(1),0.12(2)
13i-212 " . 83 Thorium C 60.5 mill a(35%) 6.09(10), (35%) 0.04(1),

6.04(25) (65 %) 2.20(2),
,6(65%) 2.25(56), 1.81(1),1.61(3),

1.52(4),0.74(1), 1.34(2),1.04(2),
0.63(2) 0.83(8),0.73(10)

Po-212 84 Thorium C' 0.30 X 10-0 sec a8.78(100)
1'1-208 81 Thorium CIf 3.1mill ,62.37(2),1.79(47), 2.62(100),0.86(14),

1.52, 1.25 0.76(2),0.58(83) ,
0.51(25), 0.28(9),
0.25(2)

Pb-208 ... 82 Thorium D Stable

II Based on reference 230, except where otherwise indicated.
b Figures in parentheses indicate per cent yield per disintegration.
e From reference 231.
d Parallel decay branches of less than 1 per cent are not listed.

TABLE VI. ACTINIUM SERIESll

Alpha a/Hi!
Or' beta rev

Atomic Historical ctu.'rpil's· CalHUla ray eneroies
Isotope number "fame Hatt- life (MoV)" (MeV)"

U-235 .. , 92 Actinouranium 7.13 X lOBy a4.59(5),4.55(4), 0.204(6),0.185(54),
4.50(1),4.41(4), 0.164(5),0.143(11),
4.39(57),4.36(18), 0,110(3)
4.32(3),4,21 (6)

Th-2.31 90 Uranium Y 25.64 hr ,80.30(45),0.22(20), 0,095(2),0,084(7) ,
0.13(20),0.09(15) 0.026(12)

Pa-231 91 Protoactinium 3.47 X 104 y a5.05(11),5.02(23), 0.33(1),0.30(2),
5.00(25), 4.97(2), 0.10(2), O.06(13),
4.94(23),4.84(1), 0.04(15),0.029(90),
4.72(10), 4.68(3) 0.025 (11), 0.02(4),

0.0165(20)
Ac-227 .,. 89 Actinium 21.6y "(1.2'70) 4.94(1),

others (weak)
,6(98.8%) 0.046(100)

Fr-223 87 ActiniumK 21 nun ,81.15(100) 0.08(24), 0.05(40)
Th-227 90 Radio-actiniurn 18.17d <16.04(23),6.01 (3), 0.33(7),0,31(4),

5.98(24),5.96(4), 0.30(5),0.29(2) ,
5.87(3), 5.76(21), 0.28(2), 0.26(7),
5,70(19),5.67(2) 0.24(13),0.17(1),

0.11(4),0.10(1),
0.08(5),0.06(9),
0.05(16),0,03(39)

Ra-223 88 Actiniurn X 11.68d a5.87(1),5.75(10), 0.45(1),0.34(7),
5.71(52),5.61 (25), 0.27(13),0.15(11)
5.54(9),5.50(1),
5.43(2)

Rn-219 ... 86 Actinon" 3.92 sec a6.81 (80), 6.54( 13), 0.40(5),0.27(9)
6.42(7)
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TABLE VI. ACTINIUM SERIES" (colltinued)

AI!>ha and/

Atomic Historical
or beta :ray

Gamma ray enermescnerines
I sot ope uHmber Ilume Half-life (MeV)" (MeV)"

1"0-215 84 Actinium A 1.83 X 10-8 sec a7.37(100)

Pb-211 82 Actinium B 36.1 min ;31.36(92),0.95(1), 0.83(4),0.70(1),
0.53(6),0.25(1) 0.43(1),0.40(4)

Bi-211 83 Actinium Cc 2.16 mm a6.62(83),6.27(17) 0.35(14)

Tl-207 81 Actiniurn C" 4.76min ;31.47(100) 0.87(1)

Pb-207 82 Actinium D Stable

a Compiled by VV. M. Lowder from "Nuclear Data Sheets".
b Figures in parentheses indicate per cent yield per disintegration.
c Parallel decay branches of less than 1 per cent are not listed.

T ABLE VU. SOME NON-SERIES PRIMORDIAL RADIO-ISOTOPES2. 111, 229

I sotooc

K-40 .
V-50 .
Rb-87
In-1l5 ....
La-l3B
Sm-147
Lu-176

Abwn dance iH the
litos oh ere

(parts per 17Iilfi.o1l )

3
0.2

75
0.1
0.01
1
0.01

I-Iati-liic
(11ea rs)

1.3 X 109

5 X 1014

4.7 X 1010

6 X 1014

1.1 X 1011

1.2 X 1011

2.1 X 1010

Alpha or bet'a ra.l' enerines
(MeV)'

;31.32(89)
Electron capture
{:J0.27 (lOO)
{.l0.6(l00)
,eo. 20(30)
a2.24
;30.42(100)

Gamma raj' enernies
(MeV)'

1.46(11)
0.71, 1.59

0.81(30), 1.43(70)

0.088(100),0.202(100) ,
0.309(100)

0. Figures In parentheses indicate per cent yield per disintegration.

TABLE VIII. TYPICAL CONCENTRATIONS OF Ra 22 0 AND DAUGHTERS IN CONTINENTAL WATERS

(pCi/litre) 3B

Ra""" Rn""" Pb'''o PO=

Spa waters and
deep wells ..... 1-10 104-105 < 0.1" r-' 0.02

Ground water 0.1"-1 102-103 <O.l ll r-' 0.01.. , .

Surface water ... <1 10 <0.5

Rain-water 103-105 b 0.5-3 r-' 0.5

11 Below detection limits.
b As determined through presence of short-lived Rn 22 2 daughters.
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TAllLE IX. RECENT DATA (Rl':'POIlTED SlNCE 1962) ON CONCENTnATION 01' NATUIlAI. nADIO-ACTIVE NUCLlDES IN WATER

[Conceturatioti in pG/litre)

CO!ltEt,.,y or arl!a

AUSTH.ALIA

BRAZIL, high background
area of Morro cli Ferro r
(volcanic intrusives) .... ~

l
BRAZIl., mouaz ite area

INDIA, normal areas {

INDIA, monaz itc area
of Kerala State

ISRAEI.

J..\PAN

NEW ZEALAND

SWEDEN

UNITED STATES

SOl/tee of 'water-

Surface reservoirs

Di Fferent sources

Tap, wells and springs

Tap and wells

Tap water (Bombay)
Surface waters
Springs and wells

Shallow wells

Sur face waters
Springs, wells and

boreholcs
Dead Sea (lake)

Suriace waters (rivers)

Artesian wells
Surface waters

Tap water of varying
origin (deep bored
wells, inclusive)

0.1-0.2

11.9
(0.12-107)
0.3-1.6

0.8

0.02
0.05-0.6"
0.16-0.5"

0.14

<2

62
0.04-1.4

0.2-3.2

0.2-1.6

18-180

< 2-21, 300
20

~ 0-1,000
0.3

~ 1,000
(100-33,000)

Pb2I.O

232

233

104

104

180
106
106

180

128

128
128
119
234
234
129

Illinois .

Florida .,.

South Carolina ...

Utah, near
Great Salt Lake

Ground waters
Raw surface waters
Treated surface waters
l\aw well water

Thermal and mineral
springs

Wells

Artesian wells

0.3-3.3
1.4-2.8

0.1-2.0

30-300

400-1,800

0.127
0.019
0.05

117,165
15,81,117,165
15,81,117,165
15,81,117, 165

121
235

n Including Ra223 and Ra22·1.

T AllLE X. ESTIMATES OF TOTAL INTAKE OF Ra 22 C AND OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM DIFFERENT FOODSTUFF CATEGORIES

UNITED STATES
IJNITED

)(!NGDOAfl"" !NDIA'OO

Cal.gorJ' of foods
Chicono, SUH Frcnicisco, San JUQ1!,

I1IY7 Cal.'''' P.R.'OO

COtl.sI01JarS~ UHIOlJ
Fwc-city T'{!{!llag~

stfldylliS turewty-t too
city st'lIdyJOO

COIIHtrY·'(t'1·d(~ Kerata Stct e
stvdv Bomba.....:H owasvt o area

Cereals and grain
products ... 0.56 0.76 0.51 0.17 0.41 1.48

Meat, fish, eggs ... 0.38 0.37 0.28 0.38
Milk and dairy pro-

ducts 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.04 0.19
Green vegetables,

fruits and pulses 0.81 0.56 0.48 032 0.17 0.81
Root vegetables 0.40 0.22 0.26 0.10 0.020 0.07"Water ~ 0.02 ~ 0.03 ~0.Q1 0.07 0.06 0.29Total pCi/day .. ~2.3 ~ 2.1 ~1.7 ~ 0.7 '-'3 ~;) ~ 1.2 ~0.7 ~ 2.8

(2.2.....4.3) (2.5-65)
pCi [-<.a22 G/ g Ca .. 2.2 2.0 1.6 13 19 7- 1.1z.o

• Miscellaneous.
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TAllLE XI. Ra220 IN HUMAN BONE AS REPOItrED AFTER 1962

Locotiow of aroa /JCilo ash /JCilo Ca
Tot al» in the

sk eleron (j>Ci) References

CENTRAL AMERICA

United States
Puerto I:,ico ...

EUROPE

Federal Republic of Germany
Unitecl Kingdom

NORTH AMERICA

United States
Illinois .....
New England
New York, N.Y.
Roches ter, N.Y....
San Francisco, CaL

ASIA

India
State of Kcrala

{monaz ite area)

NORTH AMERICA

United States
Illinois
Illinois

NORMAL AREAS

0.006 0.017

0.013 0.040
0.008--0.02

0.0121>
0.014
0.012 0.032
0.010; 0.017
0.0096 0026

HtGH LEVEL AREAS

0.096
(0.03-D.14)

0.0370

O.028c

17

36

32
39
32
28,48
27

~270

~ 100
78

190

203

183
209
186
204
186

180, 216

165
183

a Skeleton of 7,000 g fresh weight yielding 2,800 g ash was assumed.
b In people consuming water with "normal" levels of I<a226.
c Jn people consuming water with elevated Ra228 concentration.

TABLE XII. Pb210 ,\ND P02 lO IN HUMAN BO:-lE

(Number of samples 11} brackets}

Pb Zl O PoZJO Po~'10 Total PfiZ10

."1 f,f'Q er location
;n the

pC,lg [roslv pCilDash pCil 9 [resb pCi/yash Pb Zl O sleclet on» Reier ences
bOllc bone (pCi)

NORMAL AREAS

FEDERAL I(EPUBUC .OF{ 0.032 0.11 0.031 0.13 290 213
GERMANY (20) (20) (20) (20)

0.037 0.030 0.8 210 203

POLAND 0.040 250 237
(20)

{
0.026 160 238

(5)

UNITED KINGDOM 0.017 120 239
(6)

0.017 120 214
(9)

UNITED STATES
l llinois (mostly) 0.150 410 165

(128)
Illinois 0.080 200 183

(32)
New England 0.140 360 209

(25)
Rochcstcr, N.Y. 0.015 95 212

(18)
San Juan, P.R 0.120 300 240

(28)

HIGH LEVEL AREAS

CAN ADA (Eskimos) 0.140 960 193

[0.0S-0.71]
(l0)

n Calculated directly ir om 1"0210 or from data on Pb21O. In the latter case, if no data
for P o210jPb210 ratio were reported the value of 0.9 wa.: assumed. Skeleton 01. 7,01)0 g fresh
weight yielding 2,800 g ash was further assumed. If the data were reported both tor fresh tissue
and tissue ash, the values in pCijg ash were used to estimate the tolal skeletal burden.
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TASLE XIII. NATURAL ALPHA E1UrrrNG RADIO-NUCUllES IN HUMAN SOI'1' TISSUES IN AREAS
OF NORMAL BACKGROUND RADIO-ACTIVITY

VALUES AllE GIVEN IN pCijkg FRESH WEIGHT

For P 0 210 the ronqes include the ouerooe volues reported by uarious outhors

TisS1le

Soft tissues in general
Liver , .
Kidney
Gonads .
Spken
Lung .
Skeletal muscle

~ 0.1203, 20G

~ 0.220,1

0.1204

0.0620,1

~ 0.04203

POlZ.10

~ 3203
11-17110, IU3, 108, 209,211, 2RO

5-17108, 108, 20~ 211, 230
3-4109, 108,214, 280

3203, 2313, 240

2_5108, 108, 2H, 223,280

1_61G5, 10R, 20B,230

TABLE XIV. Ra22 G IN HUMAN TF.ETH FROM DIFFERENT A]illAg

Values ill pCif9 ash; 1!llmber 0/ sombles ill panmtlreses

LOC{lJit~..

BRAZIL

Vitoria

Rio de Janeiro .

Pocos de Caldas

UNITED STATES
New England

0.030

0.037

0.015

0.016

RG-tl.oe

NORMAL AREAS

0.008--0.079
(14)

0.006--0.123
(13)

0.006-0.031
(13)

0.01-0.062
(25)

215

215

215

209

Remarks

AREAS OF HIGH TERRESTRIAL RADIO-ACTIVITY

BRAZIL

Cuarapari

Meaipe .

0.036

0.023

0.077

0.006-0.104
(23)

0.006-0.077
(15)

0.008-0.204
(52)

215

215

215

Monazitc sand areas

Monazitc sand areas

Areas of high radio
activity due to vol
canic intrus ives

TAllLE XV. P0210 CONTENT OF VEGETABLES AND ANBIAL TISSUES193

Prr10 s/h"cific Ph"" / Po'''. Po"· specific Pb'..'10/PO'lID
Number Df acti.tnOty act1"vity Number of activity activityAfaterials somotes (pCi/ko) yatt'o Motoriots scm olcs ("Ci/ko) ratio

Grass (dried) United Beef and lamb kidney
Kingdom . . ............. 24 400-16,000 1-5 (United Kingdom) 3 48-270 0.05-1

Dry lichen (Caloplflea Lamb kidney (north Wales ) 6 90-1,800 0.2
elegalls) United Kingdom 2 7,800; 10,000 Reindeer ( Lapland ) sum-

Dry lichen (Cladonia mer killed
alpesfris) Lapland 3 6,600-8,100 Muscle 6 15-50

Dry lichen (Cladollia Liver .. 5 350-750
alpestt'is) Canada .. 3,500 Kidney . ........... 4 110-490

Edible green vegetables Reindeer (Canada, N orth-
(United Kingdom) 5 6-90 1-3 west Territory) winter

Carrots and potatoes killed
(United Kingdom) 2 Muscle ........... 2 200; 210

Breads and cereals Liver . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2,400 ; 5,600
(United Kingdom) 4 1-7 Kidney 2 4,200 ; 2,300

Dried milk powder Spleen ............... " 1 980
(United Kingdom) 3 2--6 Cockles (United Kingdom,

Beef and lamb muscle east and west coasts) 3 400-900 0.1-0.2
(United Kingdom) 2 3;3 Crab (United Kingdom,

Beef and lamb liver south coast) ... 2 1,300 ; 1,400
(United Kingdom) 3 4--100 0,7 Plankton (south Paciiic) .. 1 2,000
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TABLE XVI. INTEl\NAL DOSES FROM NATURAL RADlO-ACTIVITY;" VALUES IN MILUIIADS PER YEAR

(Ln. parentheses, fraction ill per cent of total yearly dose deriued: from alpha radiation)

B011t!
BOlle

Hooersic« marrow
cmw's O.s!eocytts {trabecular

Nwctutc GOllads (SO Jj. diameter) (50/l. diameter) bone)
----
K'lO . . . . . . . . . 20 15 15 15
Rb87 0.3 < 0.3 <0.3 <0.3
CH 0.7 1.6 1.6 1.6
Ra22G _0 0.61, d l.4f, d 0.03f

Ra22B ........ . . . . . . . . . . _0 O.7f, b 1.1r, b 0.03f
P0210 0.3f 2.1r, c 4.2f, c 0.3f

Rn222 0.3f o Of 0.3£ 0.3f.,)

TOTAL 21.6 20.3 23.6 17.3
(3) (18) (30) (4)

(J)J italics, estimates given in the 1962 report)

TABLE XVII. DOSE RATES DUE TO EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL IRllADIATlON FROM NATURAL
SOURCES IN "NORMAL" ARI~AS

Poranrovhs
BOlH

111a rnnv
Hsiversiaw

ca-HQl

Dose rates (mrad/,j.')

e Doses of alpha radiation to tissues of respiratory tract are discussed in paragraphs 141-
148. The highest doses are most probably those delivered to basal layers of bronchial epithelium
in segmen tal and lobar bronchi. They may reach the level of some hundreds of millirads per
year at assumed average concentrations of P0218, Pb214 and P 02 14 .

b Accepted concentration of Ra228 (in equilibJ-ium with daughter products) of 1.4 X lO-3

pCi/g fresh bone.
c Accepted concentration of P0210 of 3.3 X 10-2 pCi/g fresh bone.
d Accepted concentration of Ra22G (plus' one-third of short-lived daughter products through

P 0214) of 4.3 X 10- 3 pCi/g fresh bone.
o Doses to gonads from Ra22G and daughter products and Ra228 and daughter products

could not be estimated with reasonable accuracy. The upper limits seem to be 0,02 and 0.03
mrad/vear, respectively.

f Doses of alpha radiation.

External irrodiation

Cosmic rays
Ionizing component

Neutrons

Terrestrial rad iati on
(including air)

Iwtrrnal irradiation
K40 .

Ra22B

Ra2 28

P 0 2JO

Hn2~2 (dissolved in tissues) ..

Percentage from alpha
particles and neutrons

28 28 28 4S
28 28 28

0.7 0.7 0.7 49
2.5 2.5 2.5

SO SO SO 58
SO SO 50

20 15 15 136

20 15 15
0.3 <0.3 < 0.3 136
0.7 1.6 1.6 136

0.7 1.6 1.6
0.6 0.03 135-139

0.05 0.54 0.06
0.7 0.0.1 135-139

0..08 0.86 0.1

0.3 2.1 0.3 135-139

0.03 036 0.04
0.3 0.3 0.3 135-U9

03 0.03 0.3
100 99 96
102 99 98

1.3 4.4 1.4
3 2.8 3

n Totals were rounded off to two significant figures,
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I. Airborne and deposited artificial radio-activity
INTRODUCTION

1. There have been no major weapons tests between
the end of 1962 and the date of the present report
(June 1966). The atmospheric tests in central Asia
in October 1964 and in May 1965 and the several
accidental releases from low-yield underground tests that
have occurred are known to have contributed neg-ligibly
to human exposure. Data on an additional Asian test
explosion in May 1966 are still not sufficient to permit
complete evaluation.

2. Fall-out, however, still provides the maj Or con
tribution to radio-active contamination of the environ
ment. The purpose of the present report is to update
the evaluations of fall-out from the earlier major series
of tests made by the Committee in 19641 and of the
doses to which man has been thereby committed.

3. The cessation of injections of fission products
into the stratosphere since the end of ]962 has facili
tated the study of the transport mechanisms of nuclear
debris and of the depletion process of the stratospheric
reservoir that the Committee had discussed at some
length in its 1962 and ]964 reports.': 2 The reader is
referred to these reports for a general outline of the
problems of transfer and distribution of radio-activity
injected into the atmosphere. -

4. There have been indications that fall-out over
the oceans may be greater than on equivalent land sur-
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faces. This is a new subject and is therefore treated 111

some detail in this report.
5. Space activities can also be a potential source of

accidental contamination, as shown by the unplanned
re-entry into the atmosphere of a spacecraft carrying
a power source containing PU238 . As a consequence of
the burning up of this device, Pu238 was released into
the atmosphere. Its distribution will be dealt with later.

6. Local contamination took place in Spain in Jan
uary 1966 when, as a result of an air collision between
an "aircraft carrying nuclear weapons and a refuelling:
plane, fissionable materials were scattered over a limited
area by the unexplcded devices."

7. Industrial, medical and research applications of
nuclear technology contribute only to a very limited
extent to environmental contamination and to the at
tendant exposure of populations, Some gaseous wastes
are discharged in limited amounts directly into the
atmosphere from reactors and fuel reprocessing plants,
while, as discussed in the 1962 report, some low activity
liquid wastes are diluted in sea and rivers during nor-
mal operations. .

8. Doses to the worlel population from either ac
cidental or controlled releases of wastes have been
negligible so far in comparison with those due to nuclear
explosions, particularly those carried out above ground.
While it is realized that, if large-scale atmospheric
testing is not resumed, other sources of contamination



Figure 1, Global atmospheric distribution of Pu23 8, September
November 19656 1 (pei/I,DOO kg air)

samples collected at an altitude of 33 km in January
19?5.47 By June 1965, it was found in samples from
altitudes exceeding 28 km, at 35 ON and higher northern
latitudes."?

15. By May 1965, the PU23 8 attributable to the
SNAP-9A power source had descended into the lower
stratosphere of the southern hemisphere. None was
detectable in the lower stratosphere of the northern
hemisphere by June 1965.17-5 0
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ATMOSPHERIC INJECTIONS

Tropospheric tests

9. Two fission devices were exploded above ground
in central Asia on 16 October 1964 and on 14 May
1965. The debris of the first device reached Japan two
days after the explosion, was detected in North America
and Europe about one week later and persisted in
some locations for about three weeks. Most of the
debris was limited to the band from 20 0N to 80 0 N by
the time it reached 80 0 W .4 -

2 1

10. Short-lived fission products such as Sr8ll , ZI,05,
pIll, Ba-La140 and CeH 1 were identified at several
sampling sites and 2-10 mCijkm:! of short-lived debris
were deposited in the United States of Amel'ica during
October-December 1964.22 Half removal times from the
troposphere of five to over twenty days were reported
for barium-140.4 , 17, 23 The first evidence of BaH o at
Gracefield, New Zealand (41°S 175°£), was found in
the monthly sample of December 1964, six to ten weeks
following the detonation.?"

11. According to preliminary data, debris of the
second nuclear device, detonated on 14 May 1965, fol
lowed tropospheric pathways similar to those followed
by debris from the first test and with comparable
activity concentrations. Traces of short-lived activity
were detected in the United States and elsewhere eight
to twelve days after the shot.l" 17,20, 2G·30 Relatively
high concentrations of N p23 ll and some activity due
to U 2 3 7 were observed a few days after each detona
tion in Japan19 , :H as well as in high altitude samples
collected by Indian aircraft.!"

12. These two explosions were estimated to have
contributed about 2 per cent of the long-lived activity
in the troposphere that was measured in the monthly
samples immediately following each explosion, The
contribution became practically insignificant thereafter.!"

from the peaceful uses of atomic energy may in the
future contribute comparatively more to environmental
contamination, the present review will mainly be de
voted to contamination from nuclear explosions.

Underground tests

13. Some accidental releases of fission products
into the troposphere occurred from at least three low
yield underground tests since March 19641~, 20, 31·38 A
relative enrichment of volatile radio-isotopes and their
radio-active daughters in surface air was expected.I":
so, 40 The contribution of these events to the radiation
doses received by the world population is negligible,
Doses in the proximity of the vented tests are not
known with any precision.

Strat ospheric il1jecti0l1 of plutonium-238

14. The only stratospheric injection or radio-active
material since December 1962 has consisted of the
17,000 Cl PU23 B (alpha emitter, half-life eighty-six
years) from a radio-isotope power source (SNAP-9A)
which burned up on 21 April 1964 above the Indian
Ocean upon re-entry of a spacecraft into the atmos
phere. The nuclide was probably released at an altitude
of about 50 km, mainly in the form of subrnicron
particlesy--\4 PU2 3S from this burn-up was first detected
in high altitude balloon samples collected at 33 km and
34"S in August 1964, and was also found at 28 km
and 34 0 S in September 1964. 4 5 , 46 In the northern
hemisphere (35"N) PU23 8 was first identified in

. 16. Figure 1 shows the global atmospheric distribu
tion of SNAP-9A PU23 S a year and a half after its
injection, in units of 1 X 10--3 pei/kg air.G4 Integrating
the concentration pattern obtaining one year after the
injection indicates that about lQ4 Ci PU23 8 (approxi
mately 60 per cent of the total) were then present in
the stratosphere between 22 and 36 km. 48 Part of the
unaccounted for 7 X 103 Ci were probably still above
36 km in the southern hemisphere. Data available so
far4-1, 47, rs, GO, GI confirm the general trend predicted
by Harley"? and Machtat'' concerning PU23 3 concentra
tions expected in the atmosphere. These predictions
were based on the information gathered from the
follow-up of the radio-active tracers Rh1 02 and Cd I 09

that were introduced into the stratosphere by high
altitude explosions at about 17"N and 43 km in
August 195R, and at 17"N and 400 km in July 1962,
respectively.v- 13, 48, 50, 52

17, Average concentrations of PU23B oxide of the
order of 10-5 pCi/m8 are expected to persist in surface
air during 1965 to 1968,uo corresponding to about one
alpha disintegration due to puns per month per 1113•

This is well below the detection limit of most sampling
stations; however, concentrations ten times as great
may be reached at some locations. Further predictions
should await additional data.
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Fiqure 3. Distribution of SrDO in the stratosphere, January
]96502 (dpm SrOO/1,000 SCF)u

• 1 dpm/l,OOO SCF = J 3 pG/I,OOO kg air.

INVENTORIES

Stratosphere

18. Stratospheric sampling by aircraft between the
tropopause and 21 km was continued during 196~· and
1965.4!l. 51, 5B·50 Hiaher altitllc1esup to 35 km were
sampled by balloo~s.57.QO Because of sampling li.l11ita
tions the inventories obtained from these data by inter
polation and integration may not be better than ± 2S
per cent.P!

19. Recent data refer mainly to CH, SrDO and CSI 37

which are relevant to population dose estimates, as well
as to certain tracer elements such as CCP09, IVrn5~ or
P1l28S, the movement and distribution of whicb l111gl~t

contribute to our understanding of stratosphenc
motions.

20. The distribution of SrDO in the stratosphere
during Janl1ar~ ~?64 and Janl1~ry 1?65. is. shown li~
fIgures 2 and o. 1he corresponding .dlstnbutJOn. of .C
is shown in figures 4 and S. Integratl.on of the distribu
tions 5hoW5I, 62 that the stratospheric burden of SrDO

decreased from about 4 ± 1 MCi in January 19M to
about 1.6 +- 0.4 MCi by January 1965, while the CH
excess in the stratosphere decreased from about 25 ±
5 X 1027 atoms to IS ± 3 X 1027 within the same
period.
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21. The mean residence time of particulate radio
active debris in the stratosphere, as derived by integra
tion of the results of the stratospheric sampling network
for SrDO, was approximately fourteen months during
1963 to 1964.111, 63 The mean residence time of C140 2

in the stratosphere was about twenty-five months dur
ing the same pcriod'" (about seventeen months for the
northern stratosphere alone). These differences in resi
dence times, as well as the different distributions of
these two nuclides in the stratosphere, may reflect the
facts that some settling of particulates may take place
in the atmosphere and that tropospheric air, rich in
C14 0 2 relative to Sroo, re-enters the stratosphere.P"

22. Provisional results since October 1964 of total
gamma counts on high altitude samples, when expressed
in activity per unit standard volume of air, suggested
some accumulation of nuclear debris above 20 km at
equatorial latitudes.P": 58 Balloon samples taken during
the period January-April 1965, at 9°N and 20 km also
contained activity per unit standard volume of air about
two to three times higher than samples collected at 31 0

,

45° and 65°N at similar altitudes.P? No final results
are available yet from the few samples taken by air
craft in the lower stratosphere at equatorial latitudes
during the first half of 1965.
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less pronounced. This type of presentation gives a
more direct picture of the activity distribution but does
not permit simple calculations of the movement and
mixing of air masses. Figure 7 is the corresponding
figure for CH concentrations in the stratosphere using
the same data as those in figure 5.

NORTH SOUTH

Figul'{? 7. Distribution of excess C14 . in the stratosphere,
January 196504 (10 5 atoms C14/0.8 litres ambient air)

Troposphere

25. Strontiu111-90. Figure 8 shows the average Sr90

concentrations in surface air at the United States
western hemisphere stations. I, <12, 61l Average Sr90 con
centrations for the fourteen stations sampled in the
northern hemisphere ranged from about 15 pG/I,GOO
m3 to 70 pCi/I,OOO m" in 1963, from about 7 pG/I,OOO
m3 to 50 pCi/1,OOO m 3 in 1964 and, continued to decline
in 1965. The decrease in SrDO concentrations in the
northern hemisphere during 1964 and 1965 is com
patible with a fourteen-month mean residence time in
the stratosphere.

26. The average concentrations in surface air at
seven stations of the southern hemisphere were lower
than those encountered in the northern hemisphere by
a factor of ten to twenty during 1963 and ranged from
about 1.5 to 4 pCi/1,OOO m". They ranged from about
2 pCi/I,ODO m3 to 5 pCi/I,OOO m" in 1964 and declined
during the first half of 1965. Air concentrations
throughout the first half of 1965 were about five times
lower than the values for the northern hernisphere.v"

27. An isopleth representation of SrDO concentrations
in surface air as a function of latitude is shown in figure
9, which was derived from results at twenty western
hemisphere stations for the years 1963-1965.6 7 The
data from Chacaltaya, Peru (16° S 68°W), were not
included, because the altitude of this station (5,200 m)
is such that the results cannot be considered as rep
resentative of the surface air concentrations at this lati
tude. An approach to symmetry between the concen
tration patterns in each hemisphere is evident when a
six-month shift is allowed for between hemispheres.
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23. These findings are summarized in figure 3,
which reveals two regions of 'high activity concentra
tions, one at about lOoN and the other at about 65°N,
some 7 km above the tropopause. However, the maxi
mum concentrations above equatorial regions as shown
in the figure. rather than reflecting the actual strato
spheric distribution of the nuclear debris, are an artifact
due to the unit chosen to express concentrations
(SCF-l).

24. Figure 6 depicts the same data as figure 3, but
expresses concentrations in terms of activity per actual
volume of space rather than per unit mass (standard
volume) of air.?' The concentration gradients become
steeper above altitudes where the maximum COncen
trations occur and less steep at lower altitudes. The
apparent piling up of activity over the equator is much

• I dpm/I,OOO cubic Iee r == 15.9 pCi/l,OGO m".
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28. Caesium-137. Figure 10 shows the average
monthly CS137 concentrations in surface air in N or
way6S. eo and Sweden": 71 since January 1962. CSI;l1

concentrations in the United Kingdom!": 12 and at
Argonne, Illinois, United States,23. 73. 14 are shown in
figure 11. The spring maxima and autumn minima
evident in figures 8 and 9 are also obvious in figures
10 and 11. CSI37 concentrations were highest at Argonne
and of comparable magnitude in Norway, Sweden and
the United Kingdom. A decrease in concentrations
during 1964 and 1965 as compared to 1963 levels is
evident. Measurements in India show similar trends.75. 70

29. Carbon-I-t, Excess Cl.! concentrations in the
troposphere for each hemisphere are shown in figure
12 for the years 1956-1965.62 Concentrations in both
hemispheres tend to equalize, and they follow closely
earlier predictioris.t- 77 Over-all average values of excess
CH concentration in the troposphere for 1963 were 60
per cent above the natural level of 74 X 105 atoms CH
per gramme of air7s that obtained before nuclear tests
were conducted. The excess of artificial CI-1 continued to
increase until mid-1964. Average excess values were
about 85 per cent for 1964 and 1965.62. 7B·81

Deposition 011 land

30. Samples of deposited activity have been collected
in the period under review at more than 200 sites scat-

tered throughout a large part of the lane! area of the
earth's surface.16·IU. 22. 31. 6H·70. 72. 7U. 82-105 Total beta
activities and deposition rates of SrIlO, CS187 and other
radio-nuclides have been systematically analysed.

31. Strontium-vt), The monthly Sr90 deposition in
New York City since 1954106 and in Buenos Aires
since 1959102 are given in figures 13 and 14, respec
tively, as examples of rates of deposition in the north
ern and southern hemispheres. As the rainfall throughout
1964 and 1965 was exceptionally low in the New York
area, deposited Sroo levels after August 1964 vvere
somewhat lower than predicted on the basis of a normal
precipitation pattern.107

32. An isopleth representation of global Sroo depo
sition rates per month from 60° S to 80° N for the
period 1963-1965 is shown in figure 15, based on the
sampling network operated b~ the United States
Atomic Energy Commission.F': 0 The deposition pat
tern follows closely the surface air concentrations
shown in figure 9. Sr90 peak deposition values were
encountered in the period April-July 1963 between
40 0 N and 60 0 N . Comparable values were encountered
during the period April-June 1964 at the same latitudes.

33. A general decrease in the yearly deposition
rates for the northern hemisphere has been evident since
1963, total Sr90 depositions being 2.32, 1.47 and 0.69

A SON 0NDJFMAMJJ F M A M
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Figure 9. Isopleth representation of 5r90 concentrations in surface air, 1963-196565 . 67 (dprn Sr90/ 1,000 m B )
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as to a shift in Cs1il7/5r90 ratios towards lower values
since 1963.

Deposition il1. the oceans

39. Deposition of Sroo in the oceans is mainly of
importance in relation to the inventory of 5rllO• The

dilution of Sroo and other fall-out products by the large
volume of the ocean at present suggests minimal doses
to man.

40. The oceans cover 70 per cent of the earth's
surface, and sampling them presents a different, and,
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1966196319621961

from some points of view, a more difficult problem than
sampling the continents. The depth of the oceans,
averaging almost 4,000 metres, and the movement of
water are major complicating factors.

41. The radio-chemical analysis of Srll O in ocean
water is difficult, particularly the analysis of samples
from great depths, since levels are low and large
amounts of reagents are required. Blank samples are
frequently found to show detectable levels, often of the
same order as the measured values.ll1-11 7 This in
creases the uncertainty of measurement and has cast
doubt on some of the results for deep water .

Concentrations of strontiu.m-yt) in surface water

42. The Sr;)O concentration of surface water in the
seas and oceans as reported by various investigators
has varied greatly as a function of both geography and
time. Figures 19 to 22 summarize most of the reported
surface water 5r9 0 results through 1961. The variation
of Sr90 concentrations with latitude in the oceans and
certain seas for 1960 and 1961 clearly illustrates that,
even under the best circumstances, as in the southern
Atlantic and Indian Oceans, the values have a variability
of at least a factor of two. Pacific Ocean values have
even greater variability, probably reflecting "hot spots"
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FigHre 15. Sr90 deposition integrated according to zonal belts as a function of time, 1963-196505 (mCi/km2 per month)

due to greater local fall-out. 32 5, 320, 338-341 FOl- inventory
purposes, however, only data from the north Atlantic
Ocean have been considered.

43. Fr-om the data used in these graphs, Popov and
Patin tabulated the average concentrations of Sr90 for
1960 and 1961 shown in table III. Very few measure
ments have been reported after 1961 except from the
north Atlantic Ocean.P''- 113, 115, 118 These (table IV)
indicate an increasing trend of SrDO concentrations in
surface water until the end of 1964. The data from
the first half of 1965 suggest that the level of Sr90 in
this region has started to decline.

44. For the western Pacific Ocean in the vicinity of
Japan, surface water in the years 1963 and 1964
averaged about 0.43 pCi/litre and ranged from 0.25
to 0.53,119 while, for the eastern region of the Pacific
Ocean, concentrations from about 0.04 pCi/litre1l2 in
1963 to 0.5 pCi/litre in 1965111 were reported.

45. The now well documented latitudinal variation
of deposition of Sro o on land (figure 15) is not ob
servable in surface ocean water. However, in table IH
and figures 19 to 21 the generally higher values for the
northern hemisphere presumably reflect the fact that

1110st nuclear tests have so far been carried out in the
northern hemisphere.120-128

Concentrations in deep water

46. Measurements of fission product concentrations
are consistent with more rapid contamination of deeper
water with strontium-90ll 1, 113, 117,110, 121-123, 120, 130
than some investigators believed possible.P'': 118. 131
Bowen et al.11 3 • 115, 120 found mid-depth (1,000 to 3,000
metres) concentrations of Sr!lO in the Atlantic Ocean
consistent with the flow rates of intermediate depth
currents derived from hydrographic considerations.
Be1yaev et al.130 used observed turbulent diffusion
coefficients and mean current velocities to solve the
complete transport equation. The calculated distribu
tion of Sr!lO with depth in the Atlantic Ocean was found
to be in agreement with observed data.325, 327, 338-341

47. Ozmidov and POpOV122 pointed out the slower
increase of Sro o concentration with time in the north
Atlantic Ocean surface water compared to that on
adjacent land and concluded that these data indicated
intense vertical turnover of ocean water above and
below the thermoc1ine.
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Figure 16. Hemispheric deposition rates of Sr90, 1958-196505,80
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48. In 1962, north Atlantic water samples at depths
from 1,000 to 3,000 metres or more had S1'oo concentra
tions averaging about 0.03 pCi/litre with values ranging
from 0.01 to 0.07.113 Equatorial Atlantic samples fr0111
similar depths averaged about 0.04 pCi/1itre in
1963. 113 Figure 23 illustrates average profiles of CS137

and Sr9 0 for the equatorial Atlantic Ocean in 1963 and
1964.

49. Broecker-F reported much lower values for
mid-1963, generally less than 0.01 pCi/litre, for deep
water fr0111 both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. This
lack of agreement in deep water samples probably
relates to the problem of corrections for blank samples.

50. The dating of deep water samples by natural
pre-test radio-carbon shows a very slow rate of ex
change between deep and surface water which is in
compatible with the appearance of 5roo in the deep
ocean. C5stlund,139 moreover, found water with little
or no tritium in certain areas of the deep Atlantic
Ocean where Bowen detected appreciable amounts
of Sroo.

51. Several investigators-U: 119. 120, 132 have also
reported measurements of other nuclides from atomic
explosions, such as CS1 3 7 , 2r95, Nb95, Ce144, RU103,
RU10il and Pm14.7, at considerable depths in the oceans.
It must be recognized, however, that the mechanism of
transport of some of these nuclides may be different
from that of Sroo.

Comparison of terrestrial and oceanic fall-out
52. Several investigators'P- 115. 120-124,129, 133·136 found

that deposition of Sroo in the oceans was higher than
on the adjacent land bodies, generally by a factor of
between 1.5 and 5 per unit area. Karo1 et al.,t24 studying

54

1960-1961 data in 100 latitude bands, found ocean/land
deposition ratios ranging from 1 to 8, with the average
for the entire 70 0N to 30 0 S region being about 2.

53. Integration of observed Sroo values in the mixed
layer down to the thermocline yields a value for ac
cumulated SrIJo deposited which is approximately the
same as that expected from observations on land. Ac
cordingly, in so far as the presence of SrDO in water
below the therrnocline can be demonstrated, the fall-out
over the oceans must be greater than that measured
over land.

54. Enhanced Sroo deposition over the ocean com
pared with land areas would help to explain the
disparity between the change in atmospheric content,
and that in land fall-out. The annual reduction in the
observed atmospheric content of Sroo is found to be
1.5 times the total world-wide deposition estimated
from land-based stations since 1963.° 3, 6 4 . 111,124,187

55. Calculation shows that this cor responds to a
deposition factor over the oceans, per unit area, of about
1.8 times that which has been estimated over land. It
must be remembered that our knowledge of deposition
over the entire land surface is far from complete, little
information being available. for example, regarding
heavily forested areas. Heavier deposition in such
regions could partially explain the apparent discrepancy.

56. Chesselet et a1.1 8 2 , 183 measured concentrations of
21'95 + NbV5, RU103 and Ru100 in waters of the western
Mediterranean and the Bay of Biscay in late 1963 by
in situ. gamma spectrornetry. Comparing the results of
these measurements with observations made simulta
neously at continental sea shore stations, they concluded
that the deposition had been two to seven times greater
over the oceans.
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Il Different symbols indicate results of different investigntol·s.11S. 3;2£)., 32(J

showed that, in almost all latitudes tested, the con
centration of artificial radioactivity is lower above the
sea than above the land.

Conclusions

60. The presence of Sr90 in the deep waters of the
oceans and seas appears to be confirmed by several
investigators, although the low levels of the radio
activity may in some cases preclude the accuracy in the
radio-chemical analyses that would be necessary for
unambiguous interpretation. Other information, such
as CH and H" measurements, is in conflict with this.

61. On balance, it appears that more SI'\)0 has been
deposited over oceans than over land per uni t area.
The precise amount of the excess has not yet been
determined but the average ratio of ocean deposition
per unit area to that measured on land may be between
].5 and 3. The mechanisms which bring about this
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enhanced oceanic deposition are not clear, but evidence
suggests that it is related to phenomena at sea-air in
terface rather than to precipitation.
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SUMMARY

62. Table V shows the changes 1I1 the global 5r90

inventory since 1960. The estimate of cumulative
deposition is based on the assumption that deposition
per unit area is the same over oceans as that measured
on land.

63. The observed stratospheric mean residence time
of fourteen months for particulate radio-activity in the
years 1963-1965 is shorter than the assumed value of
twenty-four months used in the 1964 report. No single

~ 0.2

S.
'6. 0.1

57. Broecker et al.134 utilized the Sr\)O concentration
of shallow water on the Banama Banks which was
also dated by its content of artificial CH. These para
meters permitted a comparison of fall-out in that region
with land sites. The data suggested that fall-out on the
Baharna Banks was not systematically higher than that
observed on land masses in the same latitude belt.
The sensitivity of this experiment, however, could not
distinguish differences of less than about a factor of two.

58. Machta et af. 14 0 studied the 5r90 distribution in
Lake Michigan and found that the deposition over this
large lake was not higher than that extrapolated from
nearby land stations. The relevance of this observation
will depend upon many factors such as absorption by
sediments and general similarity to ocean conditions.

59. Karol et 0,£.124 have shown that neither higher
concentration of 51'90 in oceanic rain342, 343 nor higher
precipitation are likely mechanisms of enhanced. QP.1)Clsi
tion over the ocean, since no increased deposition was
observed on island stations, confirming the conclusion
reported in the 1964 report. They suggest that the major
mechanism is related to the air-sea interface, and
consists of "scrubbing" of the surface air by sea-water
spray and salt particles, and of irreversible absorption
of the aerosol by the water surface. These conclusions
were tested by comparing Sr~o and other radio-nuclides
in surface air taken over land and sea areas. The result
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65. Strontium-90 observations in deep oceans, though

in conflict with CH and I-J:3 findings, suggest that
between 1.5 and three times more Sr90 has been
deposited per unit area over oceans than measured over
land. This enhanced oceanic fall-out helps explain the
disparity between changes in atmospheric content and
global fall-out derived from land stations.

66. Carbon-La and tritium, Table VI shows the
changes in the globa1 inventory of excess CH since July

1963~~~ {g~ Values in the Tho'rJ:re:~--n s~tD'S{)hcer-c ~--+rITe£l
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stratosphere. ~o ITle:2surem;En±s of ITiriu:n coac:E&"T"a:::l:J:El5
!:TI tl1:C 2h':nC5{:Jhere have been nepcK:rro ~~"~,.~-h-

67. The principal factors which control the entry
of Sr90 into human diet were reviewed in the earlier
reports of the Committee. More recent information
supports the general conclusions advanced therein.
However, as is shown in a subsequent section, because
of the larger body of survey data which is now available,
quantitative relationships between the deposition of Sr90
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nOR =observed ratio =

and dietary levels can now be predicted somewhat
more confidently.

J,1etabolism 11t man

68. Attempts have been made to explain in kinetic
terms the discrimination between strontium and calcium
in metabolic processes. The experiments of Walser
and Robinson-v and of Marcus and \iVasscrrnanlP
show that the degree of discrimination against strontium
during its tubular re-absorption from the glomerular
ultra-filtrate is inversely related to the efficiency of
calcium re-absorption. A similar relationship holds with
regard to absorption of both elements from the gastro
intestinal tract. Quantitative analysis of the data sug
gests that the ion transfer across the relevant biological
membrane is in both cases a first order process and that
a constant ratio obtains between the rates of absorption
of calcium and strontium.

69. It follows from these experiments and from
theoretical considerations that the body/diet OR" must
vary slightly with the efficiency of calcium absorption
in the gastro-intestinal tract and be higher when a
greater fraction of calcium is absorbed. In early in
fancy, however, the limited discrimination between
calcium and strontium is due not only to high absorption
efficiency but also to the lack of difference in the ab
sorption rates of both elements in the gut.

70. Average values, however, are little affected by
individual variations and an average OR of 0.25 will
still be used in this report, since:

(a.) Recent stlldies,143.1-14 carried out in apparent
metabolic steady-state (using stable Sr/Ca ratios in
bone and diet) have yielded OR values very close
to 0.25;

(b) Higher OR values in the first year of life14 5 are
offset by additional discrimination at the placental
barrier during foetal life and by a very rapid turnover
of bone mineral in early infancy (1964 report, annex A,
paragraphs 94-97).

71. Investigations of the metabolism of strontium in
children and adolescents (one to nineteen years old)
are in progress. Preliminary results indicate that no
changes in the over-all estimate of the bone/diet OR
used to calculate dose commitments from Sr90 are
warranted.

72. Analysis of recent data from various countries
On the empirical relationship

Sr90/Ca infant bone (0-1 year)
- Sr"?/Ca milk

shows that the values reported cluster around one
quarter (tables VIII and X).

73. Marei et al.14o on the basis of extensive in
vestigations established a relationship between the
Sroo/ea ratios in human teeth and in the skeleton in
all age groups. The

SrOO/Ca teeth
Sroo/Ca skeleton

ratio was higher in infancy and childhood than in
adults (table VII), and remained relatively constant
over a period of two to three years. The authors con
cluded that teeth may be used for monitoring Sr\lO
levels in man, if the ratios between dental and skeletal
values are corrected for age and changes in time.

Sr/Ca sample

Sr/Ca precursor

58

74. The distribution of Sro o and calcium in skeletons
of adults in 1963 was re-examined in a recent study.l4r

The

SrOO/Ca single bone
Sr90/Ca total skeleton

ratios were as follows: vertebrae/skeleton = 1.7;
rib/skeleton = 1.0; femur shaft/skeleton = 0.4. These
results are in essential agreement with data reported
earlier,1AB-l~O showing that changes in these ratios over
the last three to four years did not exceed some 20
per cent.

Levels of strontium-90 £n foods

75. The levels of Sroo in milk in the period 1963
1965 are presented in table VIII. In the northern
hemisphere the Sroo/Ca ratios in milk in 1964 remained
roughly at the level of 1963, when yearly mean values
are compared. In 1965 a significant decline was observed
which amounted, on the average, to about 20-30 per cent
of the 1964 values (based on results of widespread,
systematic studies). Time trends in milk concentrations
of Sr90 in a few countries are shown in figure 24.

76. In the temperate zone of the southern hemisphere
(Argentina, Australia, New Zealand), the absolute
levels of Sroo in milk were lower by a factor of three
to four than those in the northern temperate zone. They
were similar, however, to the levels reported from
equatorial regions, reflecting roughly the latitudinal
distribution of past fall-out levels in both hemispheres.
The time trends in the two hemispheres were somewhat
different: the increase in concentrations in the southern
hemisphere continued from 1963 to 1964, but the yearly
average levels remained unchanged in 1965.

77. In some areas, such as the Farce Islands,
Iceland, western Norway and the mountainous regions
of many countries, the levels of Sr90 in milk were
significantly higher than the average values typical for
most of the northern temperate ZOne. As already in
dicated in previous reports, these elevated concen tra
tions of Sroo in milk are mainly due to high rainfall
and poor pastures.

78. The levels of Sr8g in milk declined in 1964
below detection limits. In the summer of 1965, transient
levels of this nuclide in milk were reported1l11 • 162 from
some countries of the northern hemisphere following
the atmospheric nuclear test conducted in May of that
year. As the levels declined again below detection
limits within three to four months, Sr8 0 will not be
further considered in this report.

79. Information on the average Sroo/Ca ratios of
total diets is more limited than for milk but seems
t? disclose similar time trends and geographical distribu
non. The available information is presented in table IX.

80. New information on Sr90 levels in total diet and
in milk shows that the

Sr90/Ca total diet
Srllo/Ca milk

ratio has remained at about 1.5 in the United States,
western Europe, Argentina and Australia (tables VIII
and IX). Information now available from the USSR
indicates that this ratio ranged from 2 to 3 in 1963 and
1964; this result is similar to that found in Poland
from 1961 to 1963. These higher ratios found in the
USSR and in Poland are due to greater consumption
of whole-meal cereal products.
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New Zealand

S irontium-vt) m hurnan bone

81. The relative constancy of the ratio Geographical distribution and time trends

86. In the northern hemisphere, bone levels were
higher by a factor of two to four than those reported
from Argentina and Australia. There was a tendency
for a marked increase in bone levels in all age groups
from 1963 to 1964, the highest relative increase being
in youngest infants. In the zero to one-year-old age
group, the increase amounted on the average to some
30 per cent over the 1963 values, as compared to the
factor of two or three by which the latter rose above
the 1962 values. Although only limited results are
available for 1965, it may be provisionally concluded
that, in the zero to one-year-old age group, levels may
have reached their peak in 1964 and started decreasing
in 1965. In the one-year-old age group, bone levels in
1965 seemed either the same as or slightly higher than
in 1964. As expected, levels in adults are still increasing.

87. On the basis of available data, it seems that in
the southern hemisphere, in the period under review,
the time trends of Srao levels in human bone were not
markedly different from those in the northern temperate
zone.

88. The frequency distribution of the Sr90/Ca ratios
in adult bone-where levels are age-independent-has
been repeatedly studied and recent data156. 157 confirmed
earlier findings,158. 159 indicating that the distribution
was positively skewed and might be described as log
normal. If data from individual locations are considered,
the probability that the Sr9 0lea ratio in a single sample
will exceed the mean value by a factor of three is of
the order of 1 per cent.

Quantitative relationships between deposition. of
strontium-90 and dietary levels

89. In earlier reports of the Committee, fall-out
rates and accumulated soil deposits of Srao were related
to the concentrations of this nuclide in foodstuffs to

Norway

United Kingdom

United States

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

Fiqure 24. Srao in milk (time trends). Quarterly averages from country-wide surveys, 1960-1965
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at least for a few years, supports the conclusion reached
in the 1962 report that in many areas the Sroo/Ca ratio
in total diet can be reasonably inferred from analyses
of milk.

82. Studies in Argentina.U" Austria.P" the United
States1 54 and the United Kingdom155 have shown that
the Sroo/Ca ratio in the diets of infants who were
not breast-fed in the first year of life falls between the
values determined for milk and those for a typical
adult's diet. As the ratio of Srao/Ca in human milk
equals about one-tenth of the adult diet, the effective
contamination of infant food depends very much on the
extent of breast feeding.

Srag/Ca diet
Sroo/Ca milk'

83. Levels of ST90 in human bone in 1963, 1964 and
1965 are presented in table X.

84. The age distribution of the Sroo/Ca ratios in
human bone remained essentially unaltered from that
previously reviewed. The highest levels are still en
countered in the zero to one or in the one-year-old age
group (figure 25).

8S. The data for adults are reported in table X,
both in original values and as normalized skeletal
averages, calculated by applying the normalization
factors given in paragraph 74. In the years of high
fall-out rate, the average skeletal levels in adults were
lower by a factor of four to ten than the highest values
in young infants. This difference is expected to diminish
with decreasing dietary levels of Sr9 0 , because the
skeletal contaminations in infants will change faster than
in adults, and trends in these two age categories may
be in opposite directions.
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predict future levels of contamination. The basic equa
tion applied with respect to milk was:

C = PdFiJ + PrFr,
where

C = yearly average SrDO/Ca ratio m milk,

Fa = total accumulated deposit of Sr90 in soil III
mCijkm2,

60

F, = yearly fall-out rate of 5ro o in mCi/krn2 in given
year,

Pd and pr = proportionality factors also called "soi I"
and "rate" factors.

Although data from many parts of the world remain
meagre, it is now possible in a number of countries to
derive soil and rate factors for milk by appropriate
regression analysis.



90. In some extensive regions, factors such as stored
fodder for cattle justify the introduction of a third term
in the equation which takes into account the contribution
to milk levels of Sr?" which was deposited when crops
and grass were growing in the second half of the
previous year. The inclusion of this "lag-rate factor"
may lead to a significant improvement in the prediction
of year to year trends, especially when the rate of
fall-out is changing markedly.P> 100 However, the
separate evaluation of rate and lag-rate factors is not
necessary for the calculation of dose-commitment.

91. An analysis of survey results from Argentina,
Australia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Japan, New
Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States
indicates that the averages of the rate and soil factors
for milk fall within the range of 0.8 to 1.0 and 0.2 to 0.3,
respectively. These values do not differ sufficiently from
those formerly estimated (0.8 and 0.3) to necessitate a
revision of the proportionality factors previously adopted
for milk nor for the three major types of total diets
consumed by the world's population (1962 report,
annex F, paragraphs 108-119).

92. In a number of countries, the annual average
levels of Srvo in diet, and especially in milk, have
hitherto agreed satisfactorily with those predicted from
the proportionality factors. While this encourages con
fidence in the use of this procedure, it must be borne
in mind that assessments of the situation many years
hence is subj ect to considerable uncertainty. This is
so largely because absorption by plant roots is usually
greater from the upper layers of soil where so far the
levels of Srvo have been highest. When downward
penetration of Sroo leads to its more uniform distribu
tion throughout the rooting zone, lower values of the
soil factors are to be expected. However, there is at
present no basis for predicting how the soil factors
will change with time in the majority of areas.

93. Because at the present time Sroo is more con
centrated in the upper layers of soil in permanent
pastures than in the ploughed land on which other
crops are grown, the decrease in the soil factor for
milk is expected to be larger than for other foodstuffs.
This should lead to a gradual increase in the ratio of

SrooICa diet
SrooICa milk

which will approach the relationship obtaining for stable
strontium and calcium.

94. A further problem in predicting absorption from
the soil in the distant future arises from uncertainties
as to the fraction of the total Sroo in the soil which
wili be removed annually by crops or lost from the
rooting zone by leaching. The Committee previously
assumed that those processes might decrease the con
tent of the soil by about 2 per cent per annum, leading
to a total decrease of 4.5 per cent per year when radio
active decay is taken into account. It is recognized
that this figure will lead to an under-estimate of the
losses in many countries, but the data are insufficient
to justify its revision.

95. Because it is expected that the soil factor for
total diet will decrease with time and that the rate of
loss of Sroo from the soil may be greater than 2 per cent
per year. estimates of the integrated quantities of Sroo
which will enter diet over long periods, based upon
the methods adopted here, should be regarded as upper
limits.

61

CAESIUM-137

Food chain mechanisms
96. CS1B7 which is deposited from the atmosphere

is retained on vegetation in a manner similar to Sroo,
but the two nuclides contrast markedly in their be
haviour in soil. In mineral soils which contain appre
ciable quantities of clay and moderate or low quantities
of organic matter, the entrapment of CS137 in the clay
lattice structure causes it to be little absorbed by
plants.l a1 The process of fixation may not be complete
until several years have passed; thereafter, CS137 may
be absorbed to not more than about one-fortieth of
the extent of Sr00.l02 In contrast, when soils contain
much organic matter, and especially when their clay
content is low, CS137 enters plants considerably more
freely.loB'loo

97. Soils in which organic matter is present in large
concentrations throughout the entire rooting depth are
mainly important in moist, temperate regions; this cir
cumstance appears to explain, at least partially, why
the average levels of CS137 in diet from northern re
gions, e.g. Scandinavia, exceed those in lower lati
tudes.'?' A more transient effect of organic matters
occurs commonly in the permanent pastures of tem
perate regions. Appreciable quantities of organic matter
form in the superficial soil layers, and, until CS137 has
penetrated into the underlying mineral soil, it is readily
absorbed by plants; enhanced uptake due to this cause
has been shown to continue for one to two years in
these circumstances.101.103 In the 1964 report, it was
noted that CSl37 may also readily enter plants when
soils are later itic in type.

98. In its 1964 report, the Committee discussed a
special food chain mechanism, whereby in some popu
lations living in subarctic regions unusually high ac
tivities of CS137 are transferred to man from lichens
through reindeer or caribou meat. Results of a detailed
dietary study of Finnish Lapps which became available
recently-'" show that about 75 per cent of their total
intake of CS137 comes from reindeer meat and meat
products, while fish and milk contribute about 11-12
per cent each. It has since become evident that other
nuclides in fall-out, such as Na22 and Fe55 , or of natural
origin (Pb210 and P 0210), also show unusually hig_h
levels because of similar mechanisms of transfer.107-1; 2

99. Lichens constitute the main fodder of reindeer
and caribou during the winter season. In the summer,
however, almost only grass and herbaceous plants are
consumed. The CS137 body burden of the animals there
fore shows a marked seasonal variation, particularly
some years after the peak deposition, when CSl37 levels
in the grass have decreased while the levels in the
lichens remain high.

100. Lichens On which these animals graze entrap
almost all the CS137 deposited per unit area of ground.
I t has been shown that the levels in grazing animals
have increased up to 1965 in proportion to the lichen
levels which are closely related to accumulated deposit
of CSJ37 (table XI). The levels are expected to decrease
during the coming years when the fall-out rate will not
be suf-ficient to compensate for the CSl37 loss due to
grazing and possible wash-out. A number of estimates
of the total elimination rate have been published,173.175
and although there is a wide divergence between these
estimates, it seems likely that at least some 5-10 per
cent of the CSJ37 is eliminated annually.

101. Other mechanisms have also been shown to
cause elevated levels of CSl37 in foodstuffs in northern



latitudes. Unusually high levels (10 or more nCi Cs1371
kg) have been reported in fresh water fish from some
Scandinavian lakes.170.178 This has been attributed to
the low mineral content of the water which enhances
the absorption of CS137 and other fission products.
Similarly, aquatic plants which are sometimes important
in the diet of cattle in these areas contain higher levels
of CS137 than normal pasture species.'?"

M etabolism in man

102. Investigations of the metabolism of caesium in
pregnant women and in new-born children-''? have
shown that the turnover of this element becomes ac
celerated in the course of pregnancy, with a resulting
biological half-life of the order of about thirty to seventy
days as contrasted with the usual value in adults of
seventy to 140 days. There seems to be no placental
barrier for C5137 in its movement to the foetus, for
new-born children revealed practically the same Cs1371
weight ratio as their mothers.

103. That the CS137 turnover is generally faster in
infants than in adults has been further confirmed, sug
gesting a biological half-life in the first month of life
of only seven to ten days (Wilson and Spiers, quoted
by Vennart181), or twenty-one to twenty-five days.lso
Both the lower intake and the faster turnover of CS137

in children explain that they show lower levels than
adults, as has already been indicated in the 1964 report.
This observation was recently confirmed by radio
chemical analysis of skeletal muscles obtained from
human beings of all age groups.182 The levels of CS137

per gramme of potassium were lowest in still-born and
rose with age, reaching the highest values in adults.

104. Newly reported data on the biological half-life,
characteriz ing the long-term retention of caesium in
adults,183'IS8 fall in line with the information already
reviewed in the 1964 report (table XII). The remark
ably shorter average half-life in the inhabitants of some
Scandinavian countries has been tentatively explained
by elevated potassium intakes180 which may lead to
faster turnover of both caesium and potassium in the
body.

105. The distribution or CS137 in human tissues was
studied by Nay et aI.1UO who showed that concentrations
in compact bone and bone marrow were lower bv a
factor of twenty than in skeletal muscle. This implies
a dose rate from internal CS137 to bone marrow, to
osteocytes and to cells lining the marrow cavities, two
to three times lower than to muscular tissue. Although
the data are preliminary, refer only to compact bone
and may reflect a non-steady-state situation, they sug
gest that the dose commitment to bone marrow and
bone-lining cells due to internal CS137 radiation may
have been somewhat over-estimated in the 1964 report.
However, the evidence is not convincing enough to
warrant a re-evaluation of the dose-rate factors in
estimating dose commitments. The changes would in
any case have a trivial effect on the total dose com
mitment because or the relatively low contribution of
internal CS137 irradiation.

106. The frequency distribution of the CS137 con
centration in human tissues (muscles) was studied by
ElIett and Brownell-v' and appeared to be non-normal
with positive skewness. By fitting a particular form of
gamma function to their data, the authors estimated
that the probability that an individual might exceed
the population average in a given locality by a factor
of three was 1.5 X 10-3.
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107. Static and dynamic distribution studies were
conducted by Yamagata et al.1U2 on caesium in human
blood. When the dietary CS137 levels changed slowly
with time, the concentrations in blood reflected the total
body contents of CS137. \iVhole blood samples c:ollected
from urban areas in the Far East arid the Pacific: region
gave estimates of body burden ranging from 56 pCi/g K
in Rangoon, Burma, to 110 pCi/g K in Manila, the
Philippines, in April 1966.103

Le7JeIs of caesiiom-l S? in food

108. Concentrations of CS137 in milk in the northern
hemisphere (table XIII) in 1964 were essentially the
same or only slightly higher than in 1963. In 1965,
average values were-with only a few exception.s-e
markedly lower. Time trends are presented in figure 26.
In the southern hemisphere, the 1964 yearly' average
levels rose over those observed in 1963 and remained
unchanged in 1965. However, quarterly values in New
Zealand and Australia (figure 26) showed a clear de
crease in concentrations at the end of 1965.

109. Time trends in the total dietary content of
CS137 were basically similar to those for milk, but the
data are more limited, especially with regard to the
1965 levels (table XIV). There is, however, a well
established correlation between the CS137 contents in
beef and milk, the ratio of the concentrations

pCi/kg meat
pCij 1 milk

averaging r-J 4104-10C (figure 27). Since meat and milk
together are the main dietary sources of CS137, it is
evident that trends in dietary contamination can be
adequately inferred from the monitoring of milk alone.

110. CSI3, levels of up to about 100 nCijkg were
measured in reindeer meat during the winter of 1964
and 1965. According to Liclen,l74 the proportionality
factor of CSl.H in fresh lichen to that in fresh reindeer
meat in northern Sweden averaged 4.9 -+ 004.

Le-vels of caesiinn-lS? in man

111. Levels of CS137 in man continued to increase
in the northern hemisphere until mid- or late 1964,
and declined thereafter. In early 1966 the levels were
reduced by about 30-40 per cent as compared to the
peak values in 1964. As shown in table XV and
figure 28, the ratio between the lowest (Japan) and
the highest (France) values reported from the northern
temperate zone was between 1 : 2 and 1 : 3 (with the
exception of Norway where unusually high levels of
rainfall and particular grazing conditions prevail).

112. In the southern hemisphere (southern Aus
tralia), the levels rose until late 1965 and appear to
have been declining since. The hizhest levels reached
in Australia were lower by about a factor of three when
compared with the average 1964 peak levels in normal
areas of the northern temperate zone (figure 28).

1]3, As already discussed in the 1964 report (owing
to the factors mentioned in paragraph 111), the levels
in Norway, in particular on the western coast were
much higher than those usually encountered in these
latitudes.

114. The levels of CS137 in man also rose until 1965
in the majority of those areas where this nuclide follows
the lichen-reindeer-man food chain, e.g. Finnish Lap
land, Swedish Lapland and the far north of the USSR.
Some decrease was, however, reported in Alaska. For
reasons explained in paragraph 100 it was ex-
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pected173, 1 74 that levels in man in those areas in 1966
would be the same as, or slightly lower than, in 1965.
This is supported by the data for Finnish Lapps
(table XV), which show a slight decrease in CSl37 body
levels (by 5-10 per cent) from April 1965 to March
and April 1966.

Quantitative relationships between deposition. of
caesiicm-Ls? and contamination of milk

115. The relationships between fall-out rates and the
cumulative total of CSl37 in soil, on the one hand, and
the contamination of milk on the other, have been
further studied in the United Kingdoml"? and in
Sweden.l'" In the United Kingdom, it has been shown
that levels of CS137 in milk hitherto have depended
predominantly on the current rate of deposition and
on that observed in the last half of the previous year.
Estimates based on tracer experiments indicate that
the cumulative deposit in soil has not so far contributed
more than about 1 per cent of the total CS137 in milk.
Thus, under conditions which have prevailed hitherto,
absorption from the cumulative deposit can be ignored.
In Sweden, it appears that the transfer of CS1S7 to milk
from the deposit in the current and previous years is
about twicellH that estimated in the United Kingdom.P?

Quantitative relationships between deposition of
caesium-ll? and humar: bodjl burden

116. In the 1964 report, an empirical relationship
between rates of deposition of fall-out and CS137 in man
was used in calculating dose commitments. The CSI37/K

ratio (Q) in human beings was related to the current
yearly fall-out and to the deposition over the preceding
two years by a formula:

Q = r.r. +P 2cF 2c,

where

Q = yearly average concentration of CSl37 III man
in pCi Csls7/gK,

F; = fall-out rate of CS1S7 in a given 12-month
period in mCijkm2,

F 2c = total CS137 accumulated over the previous two
years in mCi/km2,

P; and P 2c = proportionality factors.

117. The proportionality factors have been revised,
using the survey results now available from Belgium,
Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United
States. The resulting values P, = 2.5 and P 20 = 4.0
are larger than those used in the 1964 report; this is
due in part to inclusion of data from Sweden,104 where
the factors are approximately twice as high as for the
other countries. Since present evidence suggests that
factors similar to those in Scandinavia may affect only
a small fraction of the world population the above value
of the factors may well lead to an over-estimate of the
world situation. No allowance has been made for the
expected small contribution of the cumulative deposit
of CS1S7 in the soil, as its effect should be very slight
in comparison with other sources of uncertainty.

IODINE-131

118. pSI was detected in rain and in the air in
Japan197. 108 following the atmospheric tests carried out
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in central Asia in 1964 and 1965. Average levels of
the pSI detected in milk in Japan100,200 between 18
October and 12 November 1964· were of the order of
100 pCi/litre and nearly the same during one week of
May 1965. Only traces of PSl were found in milk, at
the end of 1964 in Canarla-P! and in the United Arab
H.epublic,20I and at the end of May and in early June
1965 in the United States152 and in Israel.2U, 2'12 pSI
was also observed in human thyroids (0.02-1.3 pCi/g
fresh tissue)202 and in urine20s in October and No
vember 1964 in Japan.

OTI-JEll. NUCLIDES

119. Fe55 has been detected in foodstuffs, in cattle
and in human beings. IG7. 172 Fe55 is an emitter of low
energy x rays due to electron capture, and at present
levels of contamination the radiation dose Irorn this
nuclide to man is insignificant.

120. Na22 has been measured in rain, in grass and
in focdstuffs.l'": 204,205 This nuclide was also detected
by means of whole body counting in Alaskan Eski
mos.l'" The sources of Na 22 and CS1S7 in human diet
are similar. So far, the activities of the first nuclide
do not exceed a few per cent of the latter.

121. MnM was detected in human food2oo,207 but
no observation was reported on its presence in human
beings, except for possible traces detected in liver at
post mortein..20S The radiation dose from both Na2 2

and Mn54 may be neglected at present.

122. Three recent studies2oo-211 have confirmed that,
as expected, the CH specific activity of plant foodstuffs
and milk follows with a slight delay that of tropo
spheric air. With the exception of adult cartilage, in
which the CH specific activity remained essentially un
altered since the pre-test period, the specific activity
of 'human tissues follows the specific activity of air
with a delay of the order of one to two years. Until
1964, individuals from the southern hemisphere showed
little increase in C14 content as compared with the pre
test levels (before 1952), consistent with the small rise
of 0 4 specific activity in the air in that hemisphere.
Results of CH measurements in biological materials
have been presented in table XVI and figure 29.

RADIO-NUCLIDES IN THE RESPIRATORY TRACT

123. Data subsequent to those reviewed in the 1964
report on the contamination of the human respiratory
tract by fission products from nuclear tests have been
published. Thus, Rundo and N ewton212 reported levels
of 2r0 5 + Nb95 in the range 79-161 pCi in 1962 and
1963 in England, while Wrenn et al.2 1S reported values
of 210-460 pCi in the respiratory system of people de
ceased in the United States in the first half of 1963.
Assuming a homogeneous distribution of the nuclide.
these levels would lead to an annual dose rate of a few
milliracls at a constant level of contamination. However,
the levels of 2r05 + Nb05 in the air decreased in the
period 1963-1965 by two orders of magnitude.

124. A study of the contamination of the human
respiratory tract by Ce l 44 revealed'"" average yearly
lung burdens of 105, 160, 268 and 182 pCi of this
nuclide in 1961, 1962, 1963 and 1964, respectively. The
authors calculated the average annual dose rate to the
whole lung tissue from Ce14 4 and all other fission
products over the period of investigation to be 24 mrad/
year, with 10 per cent of the population exceeding the
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Figllf"~ 29. Time trends m CH in Scandinavia, 1963 and 1964210

value of 43 mradjyear. In view of the author's assump
tions, the dose-rate estimate may be accepted as a
possible upper limit.

125. The concentrations and the closes frorn Ce14 4

in bronchial lymph nodes appear to be higher by one
order of magnitude than those in the respiratory system
as a whole.2 H The same proportionality has been ob
tained for the concentrations, and therefore for the
doses, from other nuclides that are retained in the
respiratory tract and that show similar affinity {or the
lymphatic tissue (e.g. PU2S9

) .

HI. Doses from external and internal
contarnination

INTRODUCTION

126. In this annex, most of the doses are expressed
as dose commitments. For the purpose of this report,
the dose commitment to a given tissue is defined as the
integral over infinite time of the average dose rates
delivered to the world's population as a result of a
specific practice, e.g. a given series of nuclear explosions.
The actual exposures may occur over many years after
the explosions have taken place and may be received
by individuals not yet born at the time of the ex
plosions (1964 report, annex A, paragraph 147).
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127. This concept has been used because it would
permit the calculation of the total expected number of
individuals eventually showing certain radiation effects
as a result of any given test series, if the size of the
population to which the dose commitment applied and
the appropriate proportionality factors character izing a
linear dose-effect relationship with no threshold were
valid and known. The number of affected individuals
would then simply be the product of population size,
proportionality factor and dose commitment. For fur
ther details regarding the general method of compu
tation, see p;Hagraphs 147-155 of annex A of the
1964 report.

128. To estimate dose commitments, the world-wide
cumulative deposition of Sroo uncorrected for decay is
obtained from the annual deposition figures up to the
end of 1965 given in table I and from the cumulative
deposition before 1958 assumed to be 2 MCi. The
results from the United States and from the United
Kingdom networks are weighted according to the num
ber of sampling stations in each network and yield a
total figure of 12 MCi. Estimates of future deposition
are based on the stratospheric inventory of 0.8 :MCi
SI-OD as of January 1966 (table V) and a mean residence
time of fourteen months. Taking into account, as in
earlier reports of the Committee, the area of the earth



between 80 0N and 50° S (448 X 106 km"), in which
over 97 per cent of the deposition takes place, U5 g-ives
an average expected deposit of

12,8 286 C'/l o0.448 = ,I1l 1 cm-.

This figure will be used for the purpose of estimating
the Sr"? dose commitment, The figure differs slightly
from that obtained in the 1964 report (31.7 mCi/
kms ), as a consequence of a revision in the esti
mate of the global inventory of Sr9 0 .

129. CS137 deposition is derived from the deposition
of Srvo by means of a CS137/S r 9 0 ratio of 1,6. This
ratio is representative of measurements carried out at
various sites, as shown in table n. The total integrated
expected deposit of CSl37 is therefore 20.5 :MCi. The ex
pected deposit in each hemisphere is derived from this
figure by using the ratio of the estimated cumulative
deposits in either hemisphere as of January 1966
(table V). This gives integrated CS137 deposits of 16.3
MCi in the northern hemisphere (00-800N ) and 4.2
I\1Ci in the southern hemisphere (0°-50° S), correspond
ing to 64.5 mCijkm2 and 21.4 mCijkm2

, r especively.

EXTERNAL DOSE RATES

130. External dose rates from all deposited fission
products may be determined by means of ionization
chamber measurements, by converting to dose rates
directly from results of gamma-ray spectroscopy ob
tained in the field, or by calculating the rates from
radio-activity measurements in soil cores. I S, 34U, 3·19·304
Reasonable agreement is found when results obtained
by these different methods are compared.

131. Figure 30 shows the external gamma air dose
as measured outdoors 1 m above ground at Grove,
Berkshire, United Kingdom340 and Chiba, Japan.3I

These doses are obtained by subtracting a constant
natural background from the measured dose rates. Thus,
the net fall-out dose rates include an error due to
fluctuations in background. Such fluctuations may be
considerable, particularly where snow cover reduces the
radiation from the ground during the winter. This is
illustrated by figure 31, which shows the total external
exposure rate in central Sweden during the years 1962
1965.348

132. At Argonne, Illinois, United States, the fall-out
doses have been calculated from gamma spectrometric
analyses of soil cores.P": 74. 353 In 1963, the dose rate
from fall-out was as high as 30 per cent of the external
natural radiation.F": 353. 350 Its contribution decreased
in 1964, owing to the decay of 21'05, Ce 144 and Ru10G.

Dose rates during 1965, due mainly to deposited CSI37,

were somewhat lower than the 1964 levels.

133. Be:ck,304 comparing actual field measurements
of dose rates to calculations based on deposition data
at Westwood, New Jersey, United States, concluded
that the best agreement with regard to CSl37 was ob
tained by assuming an exponential decrease of activity
with depth having a 3 cm relaxation length. Measured
soil profiles always reveal some penetration of de
posited fall-out depending on the type of soil, on climatic
conditions and on the fall-out history.305.300 This ex
ponential distribution in soil would imply a gamma-ray
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dose-conversion factor of 0.034 mrad/year per mCijkm2

deposited CS137. A similar study in Japan gave 0.050
mrad/year per mCijkm2•370 For calculation, a value of
0.040 mrad/year per mCijkm2 will be used in this
report.

134. A higher dose-conversion factor (0.12 mrad/
year per mCijkm2 ) was used in the 1962 and 1964 re
ports. Such a value was obtained on the assumption
that CS137 was deposited on an infinite plane. In esti
mating ?-ose commitments, the effect of this higher dose
conversion factor was offset by assuming that CS137
disappeared from the ground with an effective mean
life of fourteen years, whereas calculations based on
the . exp~nential distribution assume disappearance by
radio-active decay alone (mean life forty-three years).
These two approaches, therefore lead to about the same
numerical estimate of the external dose commitment
~rom CS137, but that discussed in the previous paragraph
IS probably more realistic at present and is followed
here.

135. From the expected integrated deposits per unit
area in each hemisphere as given in paragraph 129, a
dose-rate factor of 0.04 mrad/year per mCi Cs137/km2

a ph~sical mean life of forty-three years, and geo~
graphical factors 1.2, and 1.0 (1964 report, annex A,
paragraphs 147-155) the external dose commitments
from CS137 in the northern and southern hemisphere
are 133 and 36.8 mrads, respectively. VVeighting these
figures by the relative size of the populations involved
(91 per cent in the northern hemisphere) gives a
world-wide external dose commitment of 124 mrads.
By applying the same combined reduction factor of 0.2
that ':as. used in previous reports to allow for shielding
by buildings and screening by body tissues, a final esti
mate of the external dose commitment from CS137 of
25 mrads is obtained, as compared to 29 mrads esti
mated in the 1964 report.

136. In the case of short-lived radio-nuclides such
as 2r95, Ru10Gand Ce144, accounting for the roughness
of the ground would involve reducing by a factor of about
two the dose rate estimated from deposition figures
on the assumption that the nuclides constitute an infinite
plane source."?' The factor of about three suggested
for CS137 for the reduction in dose rate over a long
period of time would be too high for short-lived radio
nuclides, since these may decay before substantial re
distribution to deeper layers of soil can occur.

137. In the 1962 report, dose commitments due to
short-lived nuclides were estimated from actual meas
urements of external doses after deduction of an es
timated contribution of CS137. The same approach was
followed in 1964, except for that fraction of the dose
commitment from short-lived nuclides that had not yet
been delivered and which was estimated from deposi
tion figures. The correction factor discussed in the pre
vious paragraph <:<1.11 be applied to this fraction which
amounts, therefore, to 5 instead of 10 mrads. On the
other hand, the measured values of external dose rates
from short-lived nuc1ides must now be somewhat in
creased in the light of the new estimates of CS137 de
position, thus leading to values of 109 instead of 92
mrads, Adding the 5 mrads estimated above gives a
total dose commitment of 114 rnrads instead of 104 as
obtained in the 1964 report. Applying the combined
correction factor for shielding and screening (0.2) leads
to an estimated dose commitment from short-lived radio
active nuclides of 23 mrads that has now been essen
tially delivered in full.
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INTERNAL DOSES

Strontium-90

138. The dose commitment D to the world's popula
tion from SrO() will be calculated by using the formula
as derived by LindelFJ.15 and used in the 1964 report
(annex A, paragraph 171):

where D = dose commitment in mrads; Fm = dose in
crement factor; e= dose-rate constant in bone (rnradyy
per pCi SrO()/g Ca); e(t) = OR X C(t) = Sroo/Ca
ratio in bone mineral deposited at time t (a bone/diet
OR of 0.25 is used here).

139. As in previous reports, the integrated dietary
Sr90/Ca ratio is calculated by taking into account dif
ferences in the contamination patterns for three broad
diet categories. Diet type I is that diet for which the
predominant sources of calcium are milk or other dairy
products. This diet type is generally consumed by
peoples of North and South America, Europe and
Oceania. Diet type II applies to the Middle East and
to India where milk provides less than half of the total
calcium intake. In diet type Ill, which is consumed
predominantly in Japan and the Far East, milk pro
vides only a minor source of the total calcium intake.

j"'C(t)dt = (PaTm + Pr)F, pCi years.
o

of Sr~o per g Ca (3)

C(t) = PdFc1U) + p,Fr(t), pCi Sr90/g Ca (2)

141. The integrated Sr9
{)/Ca ratios in each diet as

calculated from equation (3) must be combined by
means of appropriate weighting factors to take into
account differences in the size of the populations repre
sented in each diet category and differences in fall-out
deposit over the regions where the different types of
diet are consumed. These weighting factors (2) were
calculated in the 1962 report (annex F IIl, table VIII)
and are tabulated below together with the corresponding
Pd and Pr factors used in equation (3).

where Fu( t) = cumulative mean deposit of Sr1)O (rnCij
km 2 ) ; FrU) = mean annual deposition rate (mCi/
km 2 X y) at time t ; Pd and pr = proportionality factors
discussed in paragraphs 89-91. It can be shown (1964
report, annex A, paragraph 167) that the infinite in
tegral of the SrO()/Ca ratio in the total diet can be ex
pressed in terms of the effective mean life of Srl)o in the
soil in years (Tm ) , of the proportionality factors Pa and
Pr and of the integrated deposition of 5rl)0 per unit area,
F, as follows:

140. The estimates of mean Sr90/Ca ratios in diets
are obtained from the relationship,
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(1)f +'"
15 = OFm _ .. c(t)dt
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ality factors P; = 2.5 and P rc = 4.0. The total in
tegrated body burden for the northern hemisphere
(Q n) will therefore be:

Diet type Pd. Pr Z be (as in the 1964 report) twenty-one years. The in
tegrated deposition of 5r90 per unit area (F) is now

I . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 0.4 1.3 0.7 estimated to be 28.6 mCi/km2 (paragraph 128). By
11 - . . . . . . . .. . . 0.6 2.6 O.S substituting successively in equation (3) the values of

III 0.7 2.0 0.7 Pd. and Pr for each diet type and the integrated 5rQO

142. Assuming losses of 5rll0 from the soil of 2 per deposition, and by adding the contributions from in-
cent per year due to leaching etc. (paragraph 94), the dividual diet types weighted by the Z factors, the worId's
effective mean life of 51'90 in the soil (Tm) is taken to average integrated dietary intake is estimated to be

(21 X 0,4 + 1.3) X 28.6 X 0.7 + (21 X 0.6 + 2.6) X 28.6 X 0.5 + (21 X 0.7 + 2.0) X 28.6 X 0.7 = 746 pCi
years of 5r90 per g Ca.

The average integrated dietary intake multiplied by the
observed ratio (0.25) gives the average integrated
bone level

r+··J_.,c(t)dt = 186 pCi years of 5rDO per g Ca.

143. The evidence produced since the last report does
not warrant changes in the parameters Fm and e used
in equation (1) relating the integrated dietary 5r90/Ca
level to dose commitments. The factors applied in the
previous report will therefore be used again (Fm = 0.6;
o= 1.4 and 0.7 mrad/year per pCi 5r90/v: Ca for bone
lining cells and bone marrow, respectively). The dose
commitments from 5rllO are thus
D 1.4 X 0.6 X 186 = 156 mrads to cells lining

bone surfaces
D 0.7 X 0.6 X 186 = 78 mrads to bone marrow

Caesium-l S?

144. The method of calculation of the dose commit
ment from internal irradiation due to CS13 7 is the same
as used in the 1964 report of the Committee. It is
assumed that the yearly 'average CS137/ K ratios in the
body (Qi) can be related to the deposition of CS13 7 by
the formula given in paragraph 116, with proportion-

.. eo

Q" = 2J o, = (Pr + 2Pzc) »t, = (Pr + 2P2C) r.;
j=l i=l

where F cc is the total expected deposit of CS 13 7 (mCi/
krn-) in the northern hemisphere. The total integrated
body burden for the southern hemisphere, Qs, is com
puted in a similar manner. The estimates of total
expected deposition of CS1 3 7 per unit area as obtained
in paragraph 129 were 64.5 and 21.4 mCi/km2 in the
northern and in the southern hemisphere, respectively,
giving Q" = 677 and Qs = 225 pCi years of CS137 per
gK.

145. The world-wide average integrated body bur
den (Q) is obtained by weighting the values for the
northern and southern hemispheres by population (91
and 9 per cent, respectively) and correcting for the
fall-out deposition pattern by means of the geographical
f actors of 1.2 and 1.0

Q = (677 X 0.91 X 1.2) + (225 X 0.09 X 1.0) =
760 pCi years of Cs137 per g K.

Using the same dose-rate factors as in the 1964 report
(0.02 mrad/year per pCi CS1 37/ g K) and assuming
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approximately uniform tissue distribution of CSI37, this
burden corresponds to 15 mrads to gonads, bone mar
row and cells lining the internal surfaces of bone.

Strollt·i1l'JIl-89, bcrunn-l lt) and iodine-131

146. As there has been no appreciable deposition of
Srsv, 13a1-l 0 and pSI since the Committee prepared its
report in 1964, there is no need to increase the esti
mates of closes from these nuclides which were made
at tnat time.

Carboll-14

147. CI1 data have so far followed quite closely
the 1964 report predictions, and no re-evaluation of
the corresponding dose commitment is necessary. By
the year 2000, the closes delivered to bone marrow
and gonads will each be 13 mrads and the close delivered
to cells lining the internal surfaces of bone will be 20
mrads, some 7 peI' cent of the total dose commitment
clue to CH.

CONCLUSIONS

148. The dose commitments to be received by the
world population by the year 2000 from the radio
activity released into the atmosphere as a consequence
of nuclear explosions carried out to the end of 1965
are summarized in table XVII. They are given for
specific tissues for the most important of the radio
active substances released into the environment through
nuclear tests.

149. Differences between the present figures and the
1964 estimates are due to minor modifications in
the numerical factors used in the computations. They
do not reflect any basic change in approach. External
radiation accounts [or about two-thirds of the total
dose to gonads and for only one-fifth of that to cells
lining bone surfaces; in this respect, bone marrow is
intermediate. The contribution of the 1964 and 1965
tests and of tbe burn-up of the Pu23 S power source
[Q the over-all dose commitments of the world popula
tioll has been ncgligib.\e. No information is available to
assess the exposure of populations living in the prox
imity of the test sites.

150. The dose commitments, based as they are 011

a series of assumptions and on measurements which
may not be entirely representative of the whole world
situation, are subject to uncertainties discussed in the
preceding sections of this annex. The values given in
table XVII are considered marc likely to be an aver
rather than an under-estimate of the actual dose com
mitments.

151. An alternative to presenting dose commitments
;JS such is to express them, as in the 1964 report, in
terms of the periods of time during which natural
radiation would have to be doubled to give a dose
increase equal to the dose commitment. For ill! tests
carried out up to the end of 1965. these periods are
approximately three-quarters of a year for the gonads,
two and a half years for the cells lining bone surfaces
and one year and a h:11£ for the bone marrow.

TABLE 1. V.,rORLD-W1DE DE1'OSlTJOX 01' Srno fN MEGACUHrEs17. 03. or" 08

AJlHllal d cposition Cu nnitati-uo d cpo sition»

United Stoics DUlled Kitlfldo1n U1Jj"fcd State s U"itn] Kinudom
Year network network: network lIctwork

1957 066 2.0 2.1

1958 0.90 0.84 2.84 289

1959 1.13 1.46 3.89 4.28

1960 ...... - ... 0,38 0.40 4.17 4.58

1961 0.46 0.56 4.52 5,02

1962 ......... 1.53 2.01 5.93 6.90

1963 259 2.87 8.35 9.61

1964 1.8·1 2.20 9.95 11.58

1965 1.0 1.1 107 12.4

El Corrected for radio-active decay,

TABLE II. Si)~lI~ AVEHIGE Cs I S' / S r 90 RATIOS"

DEFOSITION

Argentina2 1G

1\ ustralia103. 10·1

Canadav"- vn
Finbnd216

]apan31.100

New Zealand-:'
union of Soviet Socialist Republicsv!?
United Arab Rcpubl ic1U3

United Kingdom 17, 7~

United States22• b
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1963

1.8 (144)

1.9

1964 1965

1.7 (2) 1.7(12)
L7
1.7 (288) 1.6 (288)
1.6 (204) 1.6 (204)
1.4 (144) If; (144)
1.7 (14) 1.8 (17)

1.5
1.5
1.S (28) 1.S (14)
1.6 (23) 1.3 (12)



TAilLE TI. SOME AVERAGE Cs137/ S r90 RATIOS" (confinued)

T)'p. of sample

SUIWACE All,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics-!?
United KillgcIo11l 17, 7 2 Chilton, Berkshire
United States nctworkv". O~, 00, 218. 211l

Northcrn hemisphere
Southern h crnis phcre

STRATOSPHEHE

N ortuern hemisphere (15-21 km) 5!1, eo. 02,218

Southern hemisphere (15-21 km)
Northern hemisphere (22-34 km )'19, 02,218,220

64"S (22-34 km)

1963 1964

1.4 1.4
1.7 (12) 1.7 (12)

1.3 (98) 1.4 (107)
1.5 (78) 1.4 (83)

1.7 (38) 1.6 (14)
1.5 (11) 1.5 (8)
1.5 (48) 1 5 (47)
1.5 (35) 14 (37)

1965

1.7 (6)

1.4 (75)
lA (40)

1.4 (8)
1.3 (4)
1.5 (SO)
1.4 (23)

" Figures in parentheses indicate the number of samples.
I> Based on New York City, New York and Wcstwood, New Jersey data only.

TAilLE Ill. Sr 90 IN SURFACE WATERS OF THE WORLD'S OCEANS AND SEAS, 1960-1961

(Based 01} re j erent:e 125)

Avcrauc COHCeJltraJlo11s Ninnbcr of A ucranc conccrurot ions Number of
(pCi/IiI"e) samples (PCi/lit,.) .lam/l]es

South China Sea 0.26 2 Baltic Sea 0.30 5

Sea of Japan .. 0.20 1 Red Sea 0.11 3. .
Sulu Sea ..... 0.20 2

Pacific Ocean
Indian Ocean 0.11 38

Northern hemisphere 0.23 42 Atlantic Ocean
Southern hemisphere 0.08 24 Northern hemisphere 0.07 81

Black Sea . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.26 41 Southern hemisphere 0.01 24

TAilLE IV. Sr90 IN NORTH ATLANTIC SUllFACE WATEH, 1960-1965

Samplil10 year
Averaoe va.1rte Ronce Nurnb er of

( pCi!!;!r.) (PCi/!;lr.) samoles Reierences

1960-1961 0.07 0.03-0.14 81 125
1962 0,\0 0.05-0.15 6 113, 118
1963 . . . . . . . . . . 0,15 0.06-0.30 27 112,115
1964 0.18 0.09-0.26 19 115
1965 (january-}une) 0.14 0.07-0.19 20 115

TAllLE V. GLOBAL INVENTORY OF Sr9 0 (IN MEGACURIES)G1, 62, 65, 8G

May lvEa)" April Ja.tH1O'·Y
Ja't l~ar_.,.

S eptcn~ber I crvuorv ]aH.uQry 1966
1960 1961 1962 1963 1963 1964 1965 (esti'f'..atcd)

SntATOsPHERE

Northern hemisphere 0,50 0.34 2.1 6.2 4.1 3.1 1.10 0.45
Southern hemisphere 0.44 0.38 07 0.8 1.0 0.9 0.54 0.35

TOTAL stratosphere 0.94- 0.72 28 7.0 5.1 4.0 1.64- 0.80

TROPOSPHERE
Northern hemisphere _. 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.24 0.19 0.24 0.08 0.06
Southern hemisphere. om 0.0\ 002 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04

TOTAL t ropcs phcre 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.27 0.22 0.26 012 0.10

C u ],J:UL......TIVE WORLD-WIDE

ns.r-osrrrorae- b, c

Northern hemisphere 3.13 3.25 3.85 4.57 6.39 6.74 8.01 84S
Southern hemisphere _ 0.92 1.04 1.23 1.36 1.54 1.61 1.94 2.20

TOTAL deposition 4.05 4.29 5.08 5.93 7.93 8.35 9.95 10.68

TOTAL ACCOUNTED FOR 5.05 5.06 7.93 13.20 13.25 12.61 11.71 11.58

n Based on continental sampling.
I> Corrected for decay.
e Does not include local fall-out, estimated as 2.6 MCi in 1960.B1
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TAilLE VI. GLOBAL EXC,:SS CH INVENTOllyl12, 04

(1027 atoms)

fa/lllary 1966
fuly 1963 JalluQI'Y 1964 J,rI), 1964 JOllllary 1965 Jul.\I 1965 ( esli",ated)

STRATOSPHERE

Northern hemisphere 24.2 20.3 13.4 10.2 8.8 8.5

Southern hemisphere 5.9 5.3 5.8 5.4 5.5 5.0

TROPOSPHERE ........ , 25.3 27.1 29.9 25.9 28.1 28.5

OCEANIC UPTAKE

Assuming 20 per cent of tropo-
spheric content per year 13.5 17.0 18.9 21.7 24.4 27.2

Assuming ?- per cent of tropo-_J

spheric content per year 16.0 19.3 24.9 26.4 29.8 33.3
TOTAL 68.9-71.4 69.7-72.0 68.0--72.0 63.2-67.9 66.8-72.2 69.2-75.3

TAilLE VII. RATlOS llETWEEN COJ\CENTRATJONS OF S1'90 (SrllO/Ca) IN TEETH AND IN THE
SKELETON (WHOLE SKEI..ETON AVERAGES) IN HUMANS OF DlFFEHENT "'GE IN 1962 AND 19641 .] (1

Age group

1962
1964

Year

0.60

0.47

> 30 years'

0.34b

0.3D

a Values above thirty years were found to be independent of age.
b The values estimated for seven urban areas of the USSR varv between 0.33 and 0.37.

The\ are based on 124 bone samples and 2,390 teeth samples pooled in fifty-four analyses.

TAIlLE VIII. SrOO TO CALCIUM RATIO IN MILK

The values QI'e giVlCll ill- pCi/g Ca alia ,-cp"esenl yearly atreroqes unless otherwise ind icatcd.

Region, area or COllutry

North America

Canada .

United States

contcrmi nous

Alaska
Chicago, Ill. .,
New York City, N.Y.

San Francisco, Ca!.

EflroplC

Austria
Belgium
Czechoslovakia ....
Denmark
Farces
Federal Republic of Germany
l1:;nb~.\..i ..

France

Iceland ..
Ireland
Norway

Switzerland
USSR
United Kingclom

Type of stnd). A - Systematic widespread survey
B - Systematic local survey
C - Irregular sampling

Lotitud e 1963 1964 1965 T:YIU! of study Rcierrnce s

NORTHERN HEMISI'HERE

40-55°N 28n 31n 23- A 151

25-48°N 19b 19b 14b A 221
~62°N 17 13 14 B 221
~40oN 14 16 13 C 222, 223
-40oN 26 23 19 B 222,223
~ 400 N 10 9 9 C 222,223

47-49°N 25-42 d A 153
~ SOON 20" 27 A 224,225
48-51 ~N 21c 200 180 B 226
S5-60oN 24f , g 241, g pr. s: A 206,207,227
6D-70oN 131 154 115 A 227-229
43~S5°N 28t 28[ 211 A. ?3LL
'6v.:6TN 22g 23g I&: A 231
42-50o N 27h 35 29 A 232--234
66-73°N 80" 65n SOn A 235
50-S5°N 41 43 A 155
58-70oN 38n 5(}ll 4lJn A 69,236
4&-4JON 55n 55n A 237,238
32-70oN 3Dn 310 A 239
5D-60oN 26g 281' 199 A 155,240
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TABLE VIII. SrOO TO CALCIUM RATIO IN MILK (continued)

The values are given in pCi/g Ca and represent yearly averages unless otherwise indicated

Type of study A - Systematic widespread survey
B - Systematic local survey
C - Irregular sampling

SOUTHEllN HEMISPHERE

Near East
Israel

Asia
India

Far East
Japan,., , .

Midd!« America and Caribbean
Jamaica .
Panama
United States

Puerto Rico
Venezuela

rl frica.

United Arab Republic

Oceallia.
United States

Hawaii

Oceanic
Australia
New Zealand

So.uh. America
Argentina (littoral area) ..

Latit-a de

~32°N

8--35°N

3D-SO ON

~ 13°N
~7°N

18°N
5-1ZoN

2D-300N

21°N

10-40 -s
35-4rS

35-55°S

1963

9

15

12
4

16J

8

3.7

1964

811

15

10

8.9"
11 a

6.2

1965

3,3

13

8
4k

7

9.2a

12a

6.5

Type oj study

C

A

A

B
B

B
B

A

B

A

A

B

References

241,242

243

244--248

221
221

221
221

201

221

103, 249
87,98,250,251

215,252

u Unweizhted mean for all stations.
lJ Country-wide mean weighted by population.
c Dried milk from several factories, unweighted mean.
d Range of average values reported for three zones of different

rainfall, covering- the country.
e Annual average for three farms and three dairies.
f Dried milk country-wide mean weighted by production.
I; Fresh milk country-wide mean weighted by production.

b January-August, unweighted mean for seven collecting
stations.

j Cairo area only.
J Average for Delta region and Upper Egypt.
k j anuary-August.
I April-December.
UI January-November.
n Means for the European and Asian parts or the USSR.

TABLE IX. 51'00 AJ\'D CALCIUM IN TOTAL DIET AND ITS COMPONENTS

Catcium m grQtllmes per day in parentheses; S,.-90 in pC; per day; Sroo/Ca ratio in total diet in pCi/g Ca in column 10
(all tralues have been rounded ou! to two sionifican; fi.Qu,.-es)

T:>'IJes of stud}': A - Survey of individual foodstuffs
B - Total diet analyses
C - Widespread reg-ular sampling
D - Local regular sampling
E - Irregular sampling

Year

Milk
D1'!d n11"lk
Products

Fruits
and leaf)'

Cercols »eootabies
RODt

1'egrlabh''s
'Afi.rcel
lar-eo-us

Total
T:!?pe of diet ,On Refer-
study pCi.jg Ca ences

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE

United States 25-62°N
Alaska (institutional diet

sampling) .

North America
Greenland ' . >6DoN 1963

1964
1965

1963
1964
1965

75
7.8

73

23
69

0.9
D.7

0.4
0.4

8.0
8.0

AC
Ac

BD
BD
BD

26
56

24
37
210

253
254

221
221
221



TABLE IX. SrOo AND CALCIUM IN TOTAL llIET AND ITS COM PONENTS (colllilll/ed)

Colciusn 111 qrtnmnes rer day 01 pnrentheses : S)'OO 1// pCi per do»; S"oo/Ca. ratio In tnt al diet in !JCi/g Ca in colusnn 10
(all uahres have been rounded 0111 10 1100 suntificnn! fioures}

Tj!pes of s(lId),: A - Survey of individual foodstuffs
B - Total diet analyses
C - Widespread rcgular sampling
D - Local regular sampling
E - Irregular sampling

RegiOlI, area or cOlwtrj' Lctitn dc YC'ar

Milk
and milk
prod ucl s Cereals

PJ'H£ts
o7ld leafy
ueqetoblcs

Root
ueoct abl es

Miscd·
ioncons

Total
T)'pe of ttiot i"
study pO/O Ca

Chicago, IlL .

New York City, N. Y.

San Francisco, Cal. .

1963
1964
1965
1963
1964
1065
1963
1964
1965

(0.64)
8.4
9.7
7.9

18
15
11
6.9
5.5
5.5

(0.16)
6.4
8.4
5.7
6.6
8.5
6.2
3.9
4.7
2.6

(010)
2.0
3.9
3.7
2.6
5.2
4.6
0.9
1.8
1.6

(0.04)
1.1
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.8
1.7
0.7
0.9
1.3

(0.11)
1.5
0.9
0.9

2.8
1.0
1.3
1.6
0.7
0.6

AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD
AD

19
25
19

30
32
24
13
14
11

222
223
223
222
223
223

222
223
223

United States
diet sampling)

(institutional
1963

1964

1965

BC

BC

BC

22
8-41

26
14-54

220

11-430

221

221

221

Europ«

Austria

Denmark

Farces

Federal Republic of Germany

>300N

47-49°N

55-{)OON

6D--700N

43-55"1\'

1963
1964
1965
1963

1964

1965

1963
1964
1965

1963
1964
1965

(0.75)
26

18

19

1.3

54
63
46
14
12

(0.06)
16

28

48

22

28
48
22

9.9
11

(0.05)
4.5

4.4

3.8

2.3

22
1.7
1.0
3.0
5.4

(0.01)
0.7

0.9

0.9

0.8

5.0
5.0
9.0
1.8
2,4

(0.21 )
1.0

2.0

1.8

1.1

7.1
8.9

13.4
0.9

AC

AC
BC
AC
BC
AC
BC
AC
AC
AC
AC
AC

45

31
31
43
39
23
23
58
77
56

153

206
206
207
207
227
227
228
229
227
255
255

AC J4 234
AC 62 239

46-90d

88 239
73-140~

France

USSR (rural population)

USSR (urban population)

42-50"N

35-70 0N

35-70 0N

1965
1963

1964

1965
1963
1964
1965

(0.54) (0.07) (0.08)
15 7.2 1.8

(0.05)
1.3

AC
AC

67
94

239
239

(--D.11--)
'..L9 c U..5' e-

(0.8i!)

2S 241..242

United Kingdom .,

Near East
Israel ...

50-60'N
1963
1964
1965

(0.63)
15
17
12

(0.37)
.J 1

(0.04)
3.4
4.3
2.8

(0.05)
2.2
1.6
1.4

(0.03)
1.3
1.2
lA

(0.35)"
3.2
4.0
1.8

(0.17)
~ ...
~.,J

AC
AC
AC

23
26
18

256
155
257

CI1,..ibbeml
United States

San Juan, P. R.

For East
j apan .. (v~HI5~~ {C3i)bf (Q.01)

1_# 9.'; 3-5
2-1 72 3.0
ts ~tQi 2..3

(023)<
Ct8 BE
2.5 BE
2_9 BE

?SS
?SS:
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TABLE XI. DEPOSITION OF CS1 37 IN FINLAND

AND CS1 3 7 CONTENTS OF LICHEN AND REINDEER MEAT, 1961-65 17 05

Lid/cH. Reindeer meat
Deposition

CSl 1l711lC1'/k m 'J nCi;ko nCi/ilo

Y.ror Anff1tal Dala
dryweioltt Number of [reslv weight Nu mber of

Cmnl~lutruell. (mean ± cr) sa moies Date (nlL"Gn ± u) samples

1960 . . . , . . . . 24.0h, c
1961 1.3c 24.7 8;61 16 ± 3.5 (5) 10/61 15.8 (2)
1962 10.6" 34.7 7/62 22±3 (15) 2/62 17.2 (2)
1963 19.4" 53.3 7/63 37 ± 05 (3) 3/63 48.0 (12)
1964 3/64 50.0 ± 4 (60)

10.2 63.3 7/64 64± 8 (3) 12/64 60.1 ± 5 (6)
1965 . . . . . . . . 4/65 72.3 ± 9 (4)

4.3 66.1 8;65 56 ± 3 (3) 12/65 55.3 ± 9 (4)

"Corrected for dccav to the eml of each year.
b For the 1960 value' (end of year) that of Sr1' 0 for Lenin

grad (15 mCi/km2 ) is used.

c Calculated f rorn Sr~o data using CsIB7/S rHO ratio of 1.6.

TABLE XII. THE VALUES OF lllOLDGrCAL HALF-UFE OF CAESIUM IN ,~D[]LT MAN

Nvmber oi Aoerooe half-life ia days
AUtlroT Localit-y CQ.!t"·S slHdied t ronoe i» parentheses) Rciercnces

Mciaudri Bologna, Italy 1 165 183
Obcrhauscn Landstuhl, Germany 1 144 276
Van Dill" Los Alamos, N. Mex., USA 4 128 184-

(113-150 )
Richmond Los A1amos, N, Mex., USA. 4 126 277

(110-146)
McNeill Chalk Eiver, Canada 3 115 218

(110-119)
Taylor London, UK. 4 109 279

(79-123)
Jeal1l11airc Pari s, France 1 100 ]88
Jordan Bcthesda, Md" U.s.A. 3 99 187

(76-126 )
Colard Mol, Belginm 2 99 280
Rnndo Har well, Berks., u.x, 14 98 281

(58-149)
"diller Chicago, ru, D.S.A. 4 94 282,283

(82-100)
Hcsp Windscalc, \Vest Cumber land, U.K. 2 92 185

(6~1l6)

Naversten Lund, Sweden 6 77 186
(63-89)

Hasancn Helsinki, Finland 6 63 284
(42-93)

TABLE XIII. Cs13T IN MILK

Volues are gn'eJ' 1lt pCi/litre and represent year-ly averages unless otherwise indicated

Type of stud»: A-\Videspread systematic survey
B-Local systematic survey
C-Irrcgu1ar sampling

Type of
Rrniow, ar"i'C Or COHHtr)' 1963 1964 1965 stud)' References

NORTHERN HEMISPHEIU~

/..;ortl« .4 in e rua

CJ.nada ( 40-S5 CN) 17011 Z1lJn 1111" A ]51
United Stales (25-48°N)

(contenninous) 110h l10h 571.> A 221
United States

Alaska (62"N) 120 120 57 B 221

Europe

A ustr ia (47--49° N) . . . . . 1GO-290" A 153
Belgium (~ SOON) 3001; 1l{)il B 224,225
Denmark (55-60 0N) 110d no« 56d A 206,207,227
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TABLE XIII. Cs13T IN MILK (coHtiH1Ud)

Values are giveII 1fI. pC1:/litre and represent yearly aucra qes unless otherunse indicated

Tyf)e of st1ld),: A - Widespread systematic survey
B - Local systematic survey
C - Irregular sampling

Faroes (60-700N)
Federal Republic of

Germany (43-55'N)
Finland (60---67" N) ..
France (42-S(J°N)
Iceland (M-73°N) .
Ireland (50-S5°N) ,
Italy (37-A7°N) .
Norway (SS-700N)

Sweden (SS-70 0 N )
Swi tzer land

Geneva (~46°N)

United Kingdom (SO-600N) "
USSR (3S-70 0N) .

1963

79011, <

130<1
2401

240J
S8()<
190
160b

S40u, e. t

3309,t, r

1801

210m

13011

210"

1964

1.400h , r-

11 Od
2501

220J
870<
170
200
600-. 0, r

4300. f,r

1721

180
150<1
160-

1965

I,lOOb. r

110"
1901

130J
750r

520:1,0, r

360n. r. r

1101

1'j'I'" of
stlldy Raf(!ft!JIces

A 227-229

A 230
A 285
A 232-234
A 235
A 155
A 286,287
A 288
A 69,236
A 289

B 237,238
A 155, 240,256
C 239

A(C) 243

Middle America, South America
and Caribbean

Jamaica (~13°N) '"
Panama (~iON) .
United States

Puerto Rico (l8'N) .
Venezuela (S-12"N) .

Asia

India (8-3S 0N)

Near East

Israel (~32°N)

Far East

Japan (3D-SO ON)

Oceania

United States
Hawaii (21°N)

88
22p

120

73

70
26

IS"

95

77

2801:

401:

42
211.:

51

B
C

B
B

C

Co

B

152
152

221
152

241,242

244-248,290

221

Oceonia

SOUTHERN HE,1>-J15I'HERE

Australia (10-40'S) _ ,.
New Zealand (35-47°S) .

S01llh America

Argentina
(littoral area, 35-55°S) .....

330

569. n

13

49!l
90-

20 20

A
A

B

291,292
98,250

102,215

II Unweighted mean for all milk sheds surveyed.
b Country-wide mean weighted by population.
c Average values for three zones of different yearly rainfall, covering the whole country.
d Country-wide mean weighted by production.
o Unweighted mean fr-om the survey of thirty milksheds.
t Unweighted mean from the survey of ten milksheds.
g Simple average of values obtained from three farms and three dairies.
h Local]v ,nrndllr.l'-d

i Non-weighted average of three milksheds for the period October 1962-July 1963.
j Unweighted mean of representative samples from all departments of France.
K J anuary-August only.
I Country-wide mean weighted by consumption.
ID June-December only.
n July-December only.
oNon-systematic widespread sampling.
p April-December only.
r Unusually high levels due to heavy rainfall and particular grazing conditions.
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TABLE XIV. Cs181 IN TOTAL DIl!T

Yearly average uclwcs are given in pC;;do:)' unless oihertuise indicated! (all ualues
have been rounded owi to two sigHijicollt figures)

TyjJI! of study: A-Survey of individual foodstuffs
B-Total diet analyses
C-Vv'idespread sampling
D-Local sampling
E-Irregular sampling

RegloH, area or COHHtry
Mill, and Type of

Year rJli//t prod-ucts Meat Miscellaneous Total study Remarks Rf!f~r4I1CeJ

North America

Greenland (> 600N) . . . . . . . . . 1963 24 lSOn 95 300 AC Area of poor grazing 253
1964- 24 310n 230 560 AC conditions and high 254
1965 rainfall

United States

Chicago, Ill. (42°N) ...... 1963b 58 34 58 150 AD 293
1963° 88 5 6 99 AD 294
1964b 69 43 90 200 AD 293
1964c 120 9 13 140 AD 294
1965b , ~ 51 38 64 150 AD 294,295
1965b, ~ 82 5 12 99 AD 294,295

United States

conterminous (25-48°N)
( institutional diet sampling) 1963 140 BC 221

(l4-270)f
1964 150 BC 221

(70-300)f
1965 100 BC 221

(40-220) r. I:

Alaska (62°N) (local

institutional diet sampling) . 1963 140 BD 221
1964 160 BD 221
1965 65" BD 221

Europe

Denmark (S0-600N) ..... 1963 50 94 130 270 AC 206
(250) BC 206

1964 53 91 180 320 AC 207
(320) BC 207

1965 26 64 100 190 AC 227
(240) BC 227

Farces (6D-700N) . . . . . . . . . . . 1963 280 570 170 1,000 AC Area of high rainfall 228
1964 430 210 250 890 AC and poor grazing 229
1965 340 290 250 880 AC conditions 227

Federal Republic of Germany

(43-55°N) 1963 50 60 90 200 AC r-
., .. _:J)

1964 62 110 88 260 AC 255
1965 150 AC 296

Sweden (55-70 0N) ....... 1964 90 75 100 260g AC 194

USSR (rural population) (35-
70"N) ...... . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . 1963 250 AC 239

(130-450)J
1964 330 AC 239

(190-550)J
1965

USSR (urban population) 1963 210 AC 239
1964 290 AC 239
1965

United Kingdom (50-60CN) .. 1963 57 70 51 180 AC 256
1964 66 59 36 160 AC 155

Near East

Israel (~32CN) . - ... , ... 1965 92 AE 242
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TADLE XIV. Cs 131 IN TOTAL nIET (conlinued)

Yea.rl3' oueraqc values O/',? given l:n IJeijdG}' link".\" otherwise illdicaled (all -ualues

!JQ7Je been rounded out fa two significant fi!Jllres)

T3,pe of st ud y: A-Survey of individual foodstuffs
B-Total diet analyses
C-vVidespread sampling
D-Local sampling
E-Irrcgular sampling

Far East

Japan

Oceanic

United States
Hawaii (institutional

sarnpling ) (21°N)
diet

1963
1964
1965

1963
1964
1%5

JUt/halld
1Ju'fk prodrtd':'- Meat A11scelltlJl6011S Total

65
64
41

97
120
120l'

Ty!>e of
sf,tui)'

BC
BC
BC

BD
BD
BD

Rcierenccs

297,298
299,3(JO
299,300

221
221
221

n Including eggs and fish,
b Average adults' diet.
C Infants' diet during the first year of life.
d January and April sampling only.
e Widespread dietary su rvey in twenty-one boarding schools

in the United States, based on composite diets of children
and adolescents of six to eighteen years of age.

f Range of yearly averages reported for individual schools.

82

g January 1964 sampling.
h Dairy products, eggs. meat, fish and shellfish.
I Data for 1963 include three series of sampling at four

locations in the period J anuary-} uly.
j Range of values calculated for daily average intake by the

rural population of sixteen republics of tile Soviet Union.
1, J anuary-June only.
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TABLE XVI. Cl1 CONTENT OF SOME FOODSTUFI's AND HUMAN TISSUES COLLECTRD IN VARIOUS PLACES2011-2J1

The values are expressed in per cent increase of CU specific activity above pre-test levels

(Number of samples in parentheses)

Year: 1962 1963 1964

Area or locality Quarter: III IV I 11 III IV II III IV

Foodstuffs

Cereals, Norway 64"N 94

Milk, Norway
(3)

... 64~N 84 71 71 91

Milk,
(1) (2) (I) (3)

United States 30-S0'N 40

Meat,
(1)

poultry and eggs,
United States .. 30-S0oN 28 lu

(4) (2)

Fruits. United Stales 30-S00N 12 18
(1) (3)

Potatoes, United States 30-S0oN 48
(2)

Total diet, United States 30-S0oN 26 33 34
(7) (6) (1)

Huma 11 tissues

Soft tissues and blood
Norway .......... MeN 34 41 43 46 53 53

(2) (3) (3) (4) (2) (2)
United States 30-S00N 24 33 16 38 54

(2) (1) (3) (14) (1)
Australia, Melbourne 38°S 57a' 14-"

a Data for a subject from Melbourne, Australia, who stayed Jll the United States for two weeks prior to death
(a' - plasma; a" - erythrocytes).

TABLE XVII. DOSE COMMlTMENTS FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Ti-J,sUf!

Gonads

Cells lining
bone surfaces

Bone marrow

Dose cDtnltlitments
(mrad)

for period
of testin(l

Source ofradiotion 1954-1965 Poroorapks

External, short-lived 23 137
CS18 7 25 135

Internal, CS 18 7 15 145
CH 0. 13 147

TOTAlb 76

External, short-lived 23 137
Cs 187 25 135

Internal, SrDO .. 1S6 143
CsJ3 7 1.1 145
CH 0. 20 147
Sr8D 0.3 146

TOTALb 240

External, short-lived ?' 137_J

Cs137 ?- 135_J

Internal. SrD{) 7R 143
CsH17 15 145
CH" 13 147
Sr89 0.15 146

TOTM.b 150

a As in the 1964 report, only the doses accumulated up la year 2000 are given for CH; at
;that time, the doses from the other nuclide s will have essentially been delivered in full. The
total dose commitment to the gonads due to CH from tests up to the end of 1965 is about
180 mrads.

b Totals have been rounded off to two significant figures.
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I. Introduction

1. The 1958 1 and 1962 2 reports of the Committee
surveyed in some detail the subject of the genetic effects
of ionizing radiation. The present paper updates those
parts of the earlier reviews that require significant
revision in the light of recent progress, with particular
regard to those results that more or less directly bear
on the estimates of risk from radiation for human
populations.

2. The present annex is not self-contained and should
be read in the context of the earlier reviews made by
the Committee, particularly of that contained in its
1962 report. Many problems that were earlier con
sidered in some detail by the Committee will not be
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reviewed here, since they are not considered to be
directly relevant to the question of risk estimates.

H. The prevalence of naturally-occurring heredi
tary defects and diseases

3. The surveys of naturally-occurring hereditary
defects and diseases made by the Committee in its
1958 and 1962 reports are stili in large part valid. The
present annex will therefore refrain from discussing
again the hereditary factors involved in the general
morbidity of the population or in the occurrence of
congenital malformations, since too little has been
recently added to our knowledge both with regard to
the extent of their genetic component and to the mecha
nisms through which that component acts.



one order of magnitude. If this were so, the
of loci involved would be correspondingly

4. Likewise, no detailed discussion will be made
of those unfavourable traits that are maintained in
human populations by mechanisms which, though rea
sonably well known, are not predominantly mutational.
~posure of a population to radiation is likely only
slightly to affect the prevalence of these traits by corn
pal:ison with those primarily maintained in the popu
lation by recurrent mutations. For the purpose of esti
mating risks, the relevance of a discussion of these
traits is therefore, at most, accessory.

5. Finally, the distribution of quantitative traits in
human populations also will not be discussed in the
present review. Their importance from the point of view
of risk estimates cannot be doubted, but our knowledge
has not sufficiently progressed to warrant a revision
of the rather detailed discussion contained in the 1958
report of the Committee.

1{AJOR DISABILITIES DUE TO SINGLE GENE TRAITS MAIN

TAINED BY RECURRENT MUTATION

6. In earlier reports, the Committee considered as
an individual category those harmful traits whose
mechanism of inheritance was understood and whose
prevalence in the population was mainly determined
by recurrent mutations, excluding those traits that were
due to a cytologically detectable chromosome anomaly.
This category, apparently due to gene mutations, in
cluded autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and
sex-linked traits.

7. In its 1958 report, the Committee accepted a
figure of about 1 per cent as the proportion of all live
born infants falling into this category. Subsequent in
formation suggests that this figure is slightly low. Of
this 1 per cent, about 70 per cent are believed to be
accounted for by approximately fifty dominant traits
determined by autosomal genes. The terms "dominant"
and "recessive" as used here are conventional in human
genetics. Thus the term "dominant" includes traits
usually recognized by the heterozygous expression of
the mutation, although in the great majority of exam
ples the condition of individuals homozygous for such
genes has never been observed.

8. Dominant autosomal traits. The relative frequency
of the fifty dominant autosomal traits referred to in the
previous paragraph is now estimated to be approximately
80 per cent. An analysis of the proportion of sporadic
cases at birth (i.e., cases having no affected relatives)
among all living cases suffering from these disabilities
indicates that about 4 per cent of the cases are due
to new mutations arising in parental gametes." The
frequency of live-born children carrying new dominant
mutations responsible for major disabilities appears
therefore to lie around 3 X 10-4 (0.01 X 0.80 X 0.04).

9. This frequency corresponds to a rate of 1.5 X 10-4

mutations per generation per gamete. The average
mutation frequency of the individual loci responsible
for those traits is not known, estimates at individual
loci heing available only for a few of them which are
rather morc mutablc and not likely to be representative
of the rest. It is a safe assumption. however, that the
fifty traits referred to in paragraph 7 are determined
at fifty loci at least. and, for the purpose of the present
discussion, this will be assumed to be true. With fifty
loci the average mutation rate per locus per generation
would be around 3 X 10- 0• This rate is an upper limit
to the average mutation rate at all loci at which
dominant visible mutations occur, but it seems unlikely
that the average mutation rate can be lower than by,
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at most,
number
higher.

10. Other limitations may result from the possible
inclusion of phenocopies and of recessives mimicking
dominant phenotypes. Again, however, the cumulative
frequency of traits here considered is unlikely to be
more than slightly over-estimated by ignoring these
complications.

11. Finally, the frequency of sporadic cases among
all cases of the traits considered here, though justified
by the need to obtain an over-all mutation rate, may be
misleading in as much as it may suggest that the traits
involved confer a rather small reduction in fitness. It
must be realized, however, that the traits on which the
estimate rests span the whole range of severity, from
epiloia where the mean fitness is very low, to ichthyosis
and alopecia areata in which it is almost unimpaired,
even though the latter two diseases may be a cause for
serious physical or social hardship to some affected
individuals.

12. Sex-tin/led traits. The category of traits that can
be confidently attributed to mutations at loci lying on
the X chromosome includes, according to a recent
survey of the literature," some sixty different disabili
ties. Another study" indicates that the number of clearly
sex-linked harmful traits that are maintained in the
population by recurrent mutation is forty-nine, most
of them with very severe effects.

13. A tentative analysis of the distribution of fre
quencies of these forty-nine traits suggests that the
corresponding over-all mutation frequency is approxi
mately 1.3 X 10-4 mutations per gamete per generation.
Assuming that each trait is determined at a single
locus, the rate per locus per generation is therefore
2.7 X 10-0, in reasonable agreement with the upper
limit of the estimate obtained independently in para- .
graph 9 for autosomal dominants.

14. It is important to note, however, that only six
teen of the forty-nine sex-linked traits occur at a rate
higher than 10-6• While it is likely that our inventory
of relatively common traits maintained by high spon
taneous mutation rates is almost complete, it is to be
expected that we shall continue to recognize an increas
ingly large number of very rare traits caused by X
linked mutations. It follows, therefore, that, as in the
case of autosomal dominants, the average rate per locus
here obtained applies only to those loci that have been
sampled so far, and 'that it would be misleading to
assume that they are representative of the spontaneous
rates per locus over the rest of the genome.

1S. Autosomal recessive traits. Recessive traits in
man are usuallv much more severe in their effects
(homozygous expressions) than those due to dominant
genes where, in general, only the heterozygous expres
sions are observed. Special methods are now available
by means of which it is possible to recognize with a
high degree of probability individuals heterozygous for
recessive genes, at least when the corresponding gene
frequencies in the population are sufficiently high. Many
recessive gene traits, probably the great majority, are
so uncommon that they are very seldom seen or their
genesis recognized. Finally, although recessive detri
mental traits are less common, the corresponding gene
frequencies. on the average, must be very much higher
than those of genes whose expression is easily recog
nizable in heterozygotes.



OVER-ALL RATE OF Sl'ONTANEOUS MUTATION

16. The estimation of the rate of spontaneous muta
tion over the whole genome in man can be approached
in several independent ways. Most of them make use of
in formation obtained from studies of the sex-ratio and
are based on the hypothesis that differences in the values
of the ratio at birth and during various stages of intra
uterine life may result from the elimination of various
stages of development of males hemizygous for recessive
letlials on the X chromosome. The assumption is ob
viously very crude, as it ignores the physiological factors
involved in the differential survival of foetuses of either
sex, and the complications due to non-disjunction, to
loss or to structural rearrangements of sex chrome
somes which are now well documented in man. The
sex-ratio might also be affected to some extent by
sex-limited autosomal mutations. Accepting the assump
tion that the sex-ratio is lnrgely controlled by the
occurrence of sex-linked recessive mutations and using
data on the sex-ratio of dead foetuses, the rate of
mutation over the whole X chromosome has been
estimated to be 6.8 X 10-3 per generation for mutations
expressed between the twenty-eighth week of pregnancy
and birth.? The same method applied to different data
yields similar estimates.": s

17. Other data were analysed by a more refined
method? based on the assumption that lethal recessive
mutations on the X chromosome accumulate with the
age of the mother. A negative correlation between the
sex-ratio of live-born children and maternal age is
therefore expected and makes it possible to estimate
the rate of accumulation of mutants with time. This
study also presents several limitations, because the
effect of birth order and paternal age cannot in these
data be separated from that of the age of mothers, and
because maternal age may be correlated with maternal
factors differentially affecting foetuses of either sex.
The method also f~ils to remove the bias due to the
possible con-elation between maternal age and the oc
currence of chromosome losses that might alter the
sex-ratio at birth. Besides, very large samples are
needed to achieve a sufficient resolving power, because
the rate of accumulation of mutations in oocytes is ex
pected to be low if at least part of the mutations that
occur spontaneously are due to copying errors, whose
frequency of occurrence is more dependent on the rate
of cell multiplication than on time alone.

18. The study yielded an estimate of (2 ± 0.75)
X 10-3 mutations per generation per X chromosome in
female gamete.s. Neglecting the theoretical limitations
tl:at were olltlI?ed above, the estimate applies to reces
srve lethals acting between conception and birth.

19. Some of the limitations that weaken the validity
of tl:e pr~vious methods are removed by studying the
relationship between the sex-ratio and the age of the
maternal grandfather at the birth of the mother.l? The
relationship is believed to be determined by the accu
mulation with age of recessive 1ethals that arise during
'Tnt COI1[Il1UcCt mutttplica ban of spermatogonia. X
chromosomes carrying mutations wiJl be transmitted to
daughters, and, from them, to SO per cent of the male
offspring that will thus be eliminated. The age of the
n:aterna1 grandfather is therefore expected to he posi
tively correlated with male mortality in utero and there
fore with the sex-ratio of aborted foetuses and still
born, and negatively correlated with the sex-ratio of
live-born children.
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20. Although it is not possible even with this method
to allow for the occurrence of mutations with sex
limited expression and for structural rea rrangernents of
the sex-chromosomes, the three-generation approach
has the advantage that the correlation between time and
sex-ratio is unlikely to be obscured by maternal
physiological factors or by the occurrence of chromo
some losses.

21. The method has been applied to a sample of
live-born children with inconclusive resul ts. ll . 12 V/hen
applied to a sample of some 7,000 dead foetuses;" the
method showed a significant positive correlation of
grandpaternal age with the sex-ratio, once the con
founding effects of other concomitant variables, such
as the age of the parents, age of the maternal grand
1110Hler, birth order and so on were eliminated. It was
thus possible to estimate a rate per generation in male
gametes of (3.6 ± 0.9) X 10-q sex-linked recessive
lethals acting between twenty weeks after conception
and birth. An earlier survey of the same size based on
still-born gave an estimate of 2.5 X 10-3 , in good
agreement with the previous one.

22. The rate thus obtained is probably an under
estimate of the total rate of mutation, since, judging
from Drosophila data,H,w sex-linked Iethal s, as opposed
to autosomal 1ethals, are strongly selected against in
spermatogonia, most studies indicating a reduction of
around 50 per cent. If the same severe selection holds
in man, the rate of sex-linked recessive lethals per
generation in the viable male gametes is only half that
in the genome before meiosis.

23. A certain number of sex-linked mutants must
also be acting later in life. Their rate of induction must
be lower, however, since the excess male mortality
attributable to genetic causes is certainly very small.
H, on the other hand, the rate of spontaneous mutation
?n th.e X chromosome is higher in spermatogonia than
111 oocytes, the estimate of the spontaneous mutation
rate over the whole genome will over-estimate the over
all rate representative of both sexes, but not by a factor
of more than two. Although not all the reservations that
may be advanced have been reviewed here, as a first
approxirnation the estimate just given, corrected for
germinal selection, may be taken as the total rate of
induc~ion of sex-linked rec~ssive lethals. Assuming that
the X chromosome comprises about 5 per cent of the
~1l1man genome and that its mutability per unit length
IS the same as that of the rest of the genome, the total
rate DE. recessi ve mu ta tions over the whole genome is
approximately 14 per cent per gamete per generation.

24. The total rate of mutation as estimated above
divided by th.e rate of mutation per locus per generation:
gives an estimate of the size of the genome in terms
of number of loci at which detectable mutations may
arise. The average rate of recessive mutations per locus
per generation is not known but is likely to lie between
2 X 10-5 and 0.2 X 10-5 , indicating- that the genome
may contain anywhere between 7,000 and 70,000 loci.
A figure that has frenuentlv I)('('n llf'P[l~11) (Y1Q 1m'j~

wa~ derived from DrosoPh~la data by considering the
ratio between the over-an rate of induction of sex
linked lethals by radiation and the averaze rate per
lOCllS.17 For purposes of computation, th~ fiO'ure of
20.000 loci in man will be used in the rest of this'"'review.

25. The significance of an over-all mutation rate in
terms of individual or collective hardship is very diffi
cult to assess. While sex-linked recessive lethal zenes
are promptly eliminated in the hemizygous state in
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utero, fully recessive mutations arrsing on autcsomes
are eliminated mainly in homozygotes and these, because
of the low levels of inbreeding prevailing in most human
populations, are rarely observed. As was mentioned in
an earlier section, strictly recessive mutations that occur
spontaneously in man have usually a very severe effect
in the homozygote.

26. Evidence from Drosophila,18-21 however, sug
gests that newly arising mutations on the average are
not completely recessive but find a varying measure
of phenotypic expression in heterozygotes as well and,
in fact, range from fully dominant to completely reces
sive. Their phenotype is usually harmful, and the
mutations are thus eliminated at a rate between 1 and
7 per cent per generation. No such figures are avail
able for any other species, and the Drosophila estimate
can only be applied to man with the greatest caution.

27. The manner in which mutants are eliminated
through heterozygotes in man is also unknown. A num
ber of mechanisrns-" can be thought of, such as loss
of embryos and foetuses 'in utero, premature deaths
and reduction of fecundity due to physical or mental
defects of all shacles of severity, and that ill-defined
but significant entity known as the genetic component
of morbidity. At present, it is not possible to determine
to what extent any of these mechanisms contributes to
the elimination; in particular, it is unknown what frac
tion of the elimination takes place through losses assess
able in socially meaningful terms.

28. On the other hand, the very concept of uncon
ditional harmfulness entailed by the assumption that
mutant genes are eliminated in the heterozygous state
has been questioned." because a number of genes, both
in man and in experimental animals, are blown to be
advantageous in the heterozygous state, at least in some
environments, even though they are detrimental or
lethal in homozygores. The existence of such genes is
a matter of experimental observation, but it seems
unlikely that they represent more than a small fraction
of the newly arisen mutants.

29. Since the phenotypic expression of any gene
depends on the expression of the other components of
the genome, it could also be argued that, with such a
large number of mutants as arise spontaneously in each
generation, their interactions with the rest of the
genome should be taken into account before reaching
conclusions regarding how and when they are elim
inated. This cannot at present be done with the avail
able experimental data. Until evidence to the contrary
accumulates, however, it is reasonable to assume that
the net effect can be neglected, as positive and negative
interactions presumably tend to cancel each other.

30. If the rate of elimination observed in Drosophila
is accepted as valid for man-and there is no denying
the tentativeness of such an assumption-and if, as a
first approximation, the rate of elimination of new
mutations is assumed to be between 1 and 7 per cent
pr, gt'nera t ion, the intal number of detrimental genes
carried, on the average, by human gametes can be
estimated to be between two and fourteen (0.14/0.07
= 2; 0.14/0.01 = 14).

31. Some indirect support for this estimate comes
from the study of the offspring of consanguineous mar
riages in man.24 Consanguinity of the parents increases
the likelihood of their offspring being homozygous for
a fraction of the genome, including lethal and detri
mental genes. The amount of detriment thus observed
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in the offspring is directly related to the number of
detrimental genes carried by the parents on the one
hand, and on the degree of consanguinity on the other.
As discussed in earlier reports of the Committee, the
relationship between detriment and degree of con
sanguinity, when established on an adequate sample of
consanguineous marriages, makes it possible to estimate
the number of genes, or rather of lethal equivalents, in
the population which, in the homozygous state, give
rise to the type of detriment that is being studied. The
estimates vary from one sample to another. A recent
review 25 of the available data sets three as a likely
upper limit to the mean number of lethal equivalents
per gamete acting after birth.

32. The estimate based on the three-generation
approach refers to the whole of the newly arisen muta
tional detriment. The estimate derived from consan
guinity studies, on the other hand, is a measure of the
detriment carried by the population, as expressed in
homozygotes after birth. Estimates of the corresponding
damage expressed before birth have so far been so
erratic25 , 26 as to preclude conclusions regarding the
importance of its contribution to the total detriment,
although there is reason to believe from results of
animal experiments that it may be far from negligible.
Considering that, as discussed in the previous para
graph, the damage estimated on the basis of consan
guinity data and the damage quite independently
assessed through sex-linked letha1s are not entirely
the same, and taking into account the errors involved
in either estimate, the two approaches appear to lead
to reasonably consistent results. Too much weight
should not be attached to their closeness, however,
because the estimates in both cases are dependent, in
different ways, on a large number of assumptions.

33. It must also be mentioned that the damage
estimated through consanguinity studies may only in
part be due to balance between recurrent mutation and
selective elimination through heterozygotes. Even if,
as was mentioned in paragraph 28, mutations conferring
selective advantage to heterozygotes were much rarer
in the population than the others, the)' could contribute
more to the detriment expressed in the homozygous
state.??

34. The method of assessment of genetic detriment
through consanguinity studies was originally expected
to yield Quantitative information on the respective role
of -either~ mechanism in maintaining the detriment in
human popularions, So far, however, the results of
human surveys have been inconsistent. Besides, the
approach through which the role of the alternative
mechanism can be assessed has recently been challenged
on the ground that some or the assumptions on which
it rests are uniustified.28 The estimate based on the
three-generation approach can only be regarded as
applying- to mutational damage. Comparison with that
obtained from consanguinity studies suggests that the
latter may include a large mutational component.

35. Even consanguinity studies do not provide In

formation about the manner in which genes are elimi
nated at the levels of inbreeding commonly prevailing
in human populations. The damage revealed by these
studies is, by definition, due to detrimental genes acting
in the homozygous state. There is no way at present to
guess at what period of life this damage is being
expressed, although it seems unlikely that it can be
expressed earlier than in homo zygotes.



36. This section has shown that estimates of the
over-all spontaneous mutation frequency in man may
be derived mainly from human sources, but the degree
of confidence in these is still limited by deficiencies
both of theory and of the empirical delta. However,
there is merit in making as much use of human informa
tion as possible, and the methods themselves are poten
tially capable of improvement. It may be noted that the
only figure obtained in this section which is used
in estimating risks is the estimate of the total number
of mutable gene loci in the human genome. Although
this figure is based on human data alone, the uncertainty
of the assumptions that are used in obtaining it must
be clearly borne in mind.

CONSTITUTIONAL CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES

Introduction

37. Despite the considerable advances that have
been made in recent years in the field of human cyto
genetics and that require a revision of the points dis
cussed by the Committee in its 1962 report, it is still
too early to achieve a balanced inventory of the
chromosomal anomalies prevailing in the human species.
This is not only due to the fact that it is often im
possible to establish a close correlation between a
clinical pattern and the chromosome anomaly that is
observed, but also to the fact that it is difficult to iden
ti fy certain pairs of chromosomes" and that still
relatively few subjects have been studied. Nevertheless,
several specific syndromes can now be characterized by
the chromosome anomalies associated with them.

38. It is customary to consider separately autosomal
and sex-chromosome anomalies and, within each of
these, changes in the number of chromosomes and
structural rearrangements. Among the autosomal
anomalies, four syndromes are especially frequent.
These are trisomy 21 (i.e., Down's syndrome asso
ciated with trisomy of one of the two pairs of chromo
somes of the G group which is conventionally called
No. 21); trisomy 18 (i.e., of a No. 18 chromosome
in the E group) and trisomy 13 (i.e., of one of the
13-15 or D group chromosomes. Conventionally the
extra chromosome is assumed to be a No. 13). The
fourth syndrome is due to deletion of part of the short
ann of chromosome 5 (cri du chat syndrome)."

a The international conferences' held at Denver and London-"
defined the characteristics of the normal human karyotype and
the relevant terminology. At the London conference it was
agreed that chromosomes could be classified according to two
systems, alphabetical and numerical, as follows:
1-3 (A), 4-5 (B), 6-12 and X (C), 13-15 (D), 16-18 (E), 19-20
(F), 21-22 and Y (G).

b The syndromes due to these autosomal anomalies consist of
serious mental retardation associated with a constellation of mal
formations that makes possible the clinical diagnosis of each
syndrome. The most frequent malformations arc, schernatically :
Trisomy 21: Peculiar facial features with palpebral fissures

slanted upwards and outwards, epicanthus, short nose with
h,,=~"2.0~ ~'b'C, +..TJ.:r.:.'fi. 1t.i1.J!J. , ~TI'ra.\'l ardi TrrdtivrrIlea. ears, smar. ana
spherical skull, hands and feet short and broad, muscular
hypotonism.

Trisomy 13: Microcephaly, microphthalmia, harelip, ear and
heart malformations, polydactyly, characteristic foot deformity,
arrhinencephaly.

Trisomy 18: Ear and skull malformations, abnormal position of
hands and fingers, cardiac malformations.

Cri du chai syndrome: roundish face, 'hypoplasia of the lower
jaw, hypertelorisrn and highly characteristic cry, particularly
in the first years of life.

39. In addition to these four common anomalies,
the occurrence of other types of autosomal alterations
has been described :30-lJ.1

(a) An extra chromosome (e.g. 21) from which a
portion is deleted, so that a completely trisomic state
is not present.

(b) Deletions, particularly involving the short arm
or the long arm of chromosome 18.

(c) lsochromosomes.
(d) Ring chromosomes.
(e) Translocations of two general types:

(i) Those in which essentially all of one chromo
some is exchanged to another, with no
identifiable reciprocal product. This pro
duces a chromosome number of 45 in the
individual, without pheuotypic change. This
type of translocation always involves one
acrocentric chromosome (groups D and G).

(ii ) Trunslocations in which parts of two chro
mosomes arc reciprocally translocated. This
does not produce phenotypic changes in the
balanced state, but results in severe damage
in the unbalanced condition.

(f) Mosaicism-a mixture of two cell lines in the
same individual. These may include various combina
tions of monosomic, disomic and trisomic cells (e.g.
involving chromosome 21) ; a mixture of diploid and
triploid cells; or a mixture involving any of the types
of abnormalities described above.

40. Am()I1g sex-chromosome anomalies,so-32.3:;-37
three types are particularly frequent, the XO (Turner's
syndrome"), the XXV (Klinefelter's syndrome") and
the XXX· complements. The other complements that
have been described-XXYY, XYY, XXXV,
XXXXY, XXXX, XXXXX-are much rarer. Struc
tural anomalies are also known: ring X (XR), iso
chromosome X involving the long or the short arm
of the X chromosomes, deletion of the short (Xns)
or of the long arm (XDrJ of the X chromosome.

41. Several different types of mosaics, associating,
for instance, an XO with an XX line or an XY with
an XXV line, have been described. Sometimes struc
tural anomalies of the X chromosome are involved,
such as XO/XXR, XO/XIHOX, etc. (table I). Each
type of mosaic determines different phenotypes depend
ing on which line is preponderant. In true herrnaphrodi
tism, karyotypes vary from one case to another; both
XX and mosaics are known, the latter of the types
XX/XXV, XX/XV and XO/XY.

Prevalence of constitutional Chr01J1.0Somal anomalies
rluiosomal anomalies

42. Trisomy 21. Most autosomal anomalies have
been too recently known to make it possible to estimate
accurately their individual rates of occurrence. Several
investigations, however, have dealt with trisomy 21, the
earliest among the anomalies to be defined as a syn
drome. The frequency of tr isomv 21 <;"f"J'..J:D& fJ1- lY'_ Qf.
the same order of magnitude in ~11 areas where it has
been estimated,st!.39 approximately 1.5 per 1,000 live

c Turner's syndrome: gonadal agenesis, absence of secondary
sex-characters, small stature and various malformations in
phenotypic females with amoenorrhea.

d Klinefelter's syndrome: phcnotypic males with high stature,
gynecornastia, gonadal hypoplasia and sterility.

e The XXX syndrome is a chromosomal rather than ;l: clinical
entity that has been observed both in seemingly normal and in
feeble-minded women without serious genital disorders.
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bir-ths. Not all cases of trisomy 21 are regular but the
frequency of translocated trisomies 21 is difficult to
assess because the samples that have been studied in
different laboratories (table II) are usually biased,
since karyotype analyses are carried out in most cases
in children from mothers under thirty years of age when
the chances of detecting a translocation are highest.
Based on these selected cases, the frequency of D ,...., G
and G ,...., G translocations is 7-12 per cent,ao, 40, 41 but
the most reliable estimates cluster around 2 per cent
of all trisomies 21. 42, 43, 1-1 These translocations are
usually of the type D,....., G and G,....., G, other types
being exceptional. It should be noted that only in one
third of the families where two or more sibs are
affected is trisomy 21 accompanied by a detectable
translocation.t" Translocations involving chromosome
21 have recently been estimated to arise at an approxi
mate rate between 2.1 X 10-5 and 2.7 X 10-5 per
chromosome 21 per gamete per generation. The ex
pected frequency of translocated chromosome 21 among
live-born children would then be approximately
5.4 X 1O-5,4{1

43. Among these translocations, only a minority is
inherited from parents carrying the translocations
themselves. Only one in four (3/12) is found when
data from several authorsv' are pooled. According to
a recent survey.t? 49 per cent of D ,....., 21 translocations
and 5.6 per cent only of G,...., 21 translocations are
inherited from parents. It can be estimated on the basis
of current knowledge that de novo translocaticns in
tr.isorny 21 represent from one-half to three-quarters
of all these translocations. The frequency of mosaics
of which one cellular line at least is trisomic 21 is low,
probably less than 1 per cent.!" and partial trisomy
with deletion of part of a chromosome 21 is excep
tional.t"

44. Trisomies 18 and 13. Few statistical data on
autosomal trisomies 18 and 13 are available. The first
estimates for trisomy 18 give frequencies ranging from
0.2 to 1.6 per 1,000 births.P'': 49·51 For still unknown
reasons, a clear predominance of females is apparent
forty-five females as against thirteen males according
to a recent survey.52 Out of sixty-five cases of trisomy
18, sixty regular trisomies have been observed, two
translocation trisomies and three mosaics.P but the
relative proportions of the different chromosomal com
plements are probably not representative of the actual
population frequencies, inasmuch as a bias occurs in
the selection of published observations. The same is
true for trisomy 1353 where, out of forty-eight cases,
two mosaics, three partial trisomies and three trans
location trisomies have been observed. The frequency
of trisomy 13 at birth appears to be lower than that
of trisomy 18.5 1

45, Cri du chat svntlrome. No data are yet available
on the frequency or' this anomaly of which some fifty
cases are now known and which consists of deletion of
part or the short arm of chromosome 5. Seven cases
(;nc\uding two sibs) hn.ve been observed in a popula
tion of 1,562 feeble-minded subjects. 54 The fr equency
of the syndrome is probably higher than that of
trisomy 13. The association of the anomaly with a
translocation has been described in one case.55

46. Translocations. It is also dif-ficult to assess the
frequency of translocations in the general population,
since balanced translocarions are phenotypically unde
tectable and are usually identified through anomalies
occurring among the descendants of carrier individuals.
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Thus, only systematic surveys can give an idea of the
frequencies involved. A recent investigation on 438
adults-'': ~7 yielded a frequency of five per 1,000 for
reciprocal translocations and possibly pericentric inver
sions, which represent major karyotypic anomalies,
Minor variations affecting the size of the short arm
of group D and G chromosomes or the location of the
centromere of a chromosome 16 are probably fairly
frequent (2-3 per cent). It is not proved, however, that
those anomalies are associated with any detectable mal
formation.

Sex-chromosome anomalies

47. The frequencies of sex-chromosome anomalies
are better known than those involving autosomes since
the number of special stainable bodies (Ban bodies
or sex-chromatin) in interphase nuclei makes it pos
sible to know how many X chromosomes are present
in a cell. In general, as many bodies are observed in
the interphase nucleus as there are X chromosomes
less one, Normal male individuals have no sex-chro
matin and their cells are called sex-chromatin negative.
Cells of normal females have one Barr body which is
visible only in a certain percentage (from 20 per cent
upwards) of cells called sex-chromatin positive. Cells
with three X chromosomes have two Barr bodies and
are called double-positive.

48. Sex-chromatin tests therefore make it possible
to recognize anomalies involving the number of X
chromosomes (XXX, XXY, etc.) and certain mosaics
in which normal cells are in sufficient proportion to
be detected in a relatively small sample of cells. If the
abnormal cell population is a small minority, the mosaic
situation will be detected by this means only with great
difficulty.

49. In samples from certain selected populations
the frequency of sex-chromosome anomalies is higher
than in the general population. This is the case with
feeble-minded subjects.V: 56 with sterile subjects.r"
with criminals'P- 60 and with females with stature
below normal/" (table Ill).

50. A number of surveys have dealt with the fre
quencies of sex-chromosome anomalies among live
born children. By pooling the data from five of these
surveys62'66 involving altogether over 25,000 children,
the following frequencies of subj ects with abnormal
sex-chromatin are observed: 1.5 per 1,000 females, of
whom three-fourths, or 1.2 per 1,000, were double
positive (XXX), 0.3 per 1,000 negative, and 1.7 per
1,000 chromatin-positive males. In eighteen of the
10,725 males who underwent a chromosome examina
tion, twelve were XXV, one was XXXV and five were
mosaics XXjXXY,64 In twelve girls among 10,000 that
were investigated, nine proved to be XXX, two were
XO, and one was a mosaic XO!XnLX (deletion of
part of the long arm). Those figures show the high
frequency of mosaics among individuals with sex
chromosome anomalies, a frequency which has been
estimated to be about 18 per cent of these anomalies.P"
Finally, V-chromosome polymorphism is known in
man'" as it is in other organisms, but its significance
is not clear.

Cone lusions

51. Although more information is needed, it is
generally agreed that chromosome anomalies are ob
served in about ten per 1,000 live new-born infants.
Autosomal trisomies and sex-chromosome anomalies



account for about 3.5 per 1,000 each, the rest being
accounted for by tr anslocations (table IV). It must be
borne in mind, however, that only relatively major
anomalies of the karyotype are detectable through
present techniques. A sizable number of chromosome
anomalies escape cytological diagnosis. On the other
hand, attention has recently been drawn?" to the ex
istence in man of complex structural changes, for
example insertions, which can produce genetic imbal
ance in the children of carriers (duplications, deficien
cies). These events do not seem always to be accom
panied by detectable morphological differences between
the chromosomes of children and those of their parents.
Their frequency cannot at present be assessed,

Chromosome anomalies in miscarried foetuses

52. A certain number of spontaneous abortions are
associated with chromosome anomalies. Sometimes it
is the abnormal chromosome constitution of one of the
parents that is responsibleGs·71-mosaics or structural
rearrangernents, particularly translocations, More fre
quently, the anomaly concerns the foetus alone-s
monosornies and trisomies, triploidies-i-with no ap
parent anomaly detected in the parents.P'?" The pro
portion of chromosome anomalies observed in a number
of studies of spontaneous abortions is large: thirty cases
out of eighty-two.76•so The largest homogeneous survey
includes 200 cases.S l •52 Chromosome anomalies were
obtained forty-four times: 11 XO, 9 tripioids, 7 E
trisomies, 6 D-trisomics, 5 G-trisomics, 2 C-trisomics,
2 tetraploids, 1 B-trisomic and 1 A-trisomic.

53. About one-fourth of all spontaneous abortions
therefore appear to be associated with chromosome
anomalies, particularly anomalies of the number of
chromosomes. The high pre-natal lethality of XO in
dividuals probably explains why the proportion of XO
new-born children is much lower than that of XXX
or XXY new-born children. Assuming that 15 per
cent of all pregnancies result in spontaneous abortions, S3
chromosome anomalies would be responsible for the
interruption of about 4 per cent of the pregnancies. The
over-all burden of chromosome anomalies would there
fore be 5 per cent per generation.

Factors affecting the prevalence of chromosome
anomalies in human populations

M odes of transmission

54. Many individuals with constitutional chromo
some anomalies have no descendants owing to sterility
related to a sex-chromosome anomaly or to some
debility associated with an autosomal anomaly. The
viability of trisomic subjects, particularly with regard
to chromosomes 18 and 13, :is severely reduced, so that
it must be assumed that the frequency of these anomalies
is maintained in the population almost exclusively
through recu rren t ch romosome mutation. Nevertheless,
XXX females have been reported to have children;
thus, eleven women have had thirty-one children, about
half of whom were examined and in whom no anomaly
was detecred.s" Recently.f" two children with Kline
felter's syndrome (XXY) were observed, who were
born respectively of an XXX and of an XX/XXX
mother, and an XX/XXX girl born of a mother also
XX/XXX.S5 This confirms the possibility that sex
chromosome anomalies can be transmitted as has been
shown in other organisms, including mice. Among the
few children of XXV/XY mosaics, no anomaly related
to the parental mosaicism has been observed.8o, 87
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55. Diplo-triplo-Zl mosaics have also been observed
in six families among the parents of children who were
regular trisomies 21. The risk of recurrence of trisomy
21 is all the more difficult to assess in these cases as
the respective proportions of the different cell lines
are not necessarily the same in the germ line cells as
in -i'he somatic cells where they are detected.

56. Another problem regards the transmission of
translocations to the descendants of the carriers. The
most accurately studied cases are those concerning
D r-' 21 translocations, According to certain authors,
when the mother carries the anomaly, on the average
one-third of her children are normal, one-third carry
the balanced translocation and one-third are trisomies
21. 30 Other authors believe that the latter proportion
is between one-third and one-tenth.t'' The inconsistency
may be due to the different statistical methods em
ployed. When the father is the carrier, on the other
hand, the frequency of trisomies 21 among the offspring
is much lower, certainly less than 5 per cent,30 the
reason for such a difference in transmission with the
sex of the carrier being unknown.

57. In the case of G r-' 21 translocations, the sex
of the transmitting parent does not seem to play a
role. Therefore 21 r-' 22 translocations will give rise
to one-third, one-third, one-third proportions, whereas
the offspring of 21 r-' 21 translocations will be trisomies
21 since the lethality of hap10-21 zygotes is probably
very high.

58. The frequency of transmission of other types
of translocations is less known. A familial observation
of a D r-' D translocation showed a 1:1 segregation of
the anomaly in the course of three generations. 80 It is
not unlikely that the size of the chromosomes involved
in the translocation may influence the frequencies of
abnormal?" segregation, but the available data are still
insufficient. Interchrornosomal effects'" are an additional
cause of aneuploidy among the descendants: the
presence of an anomaly, e.g. a translocation, may in
crease the likelihood of an anomaly of a different type
in the offspring; several observations of regular
trisomies 21 have been reported in children born of
parents carrying translocations of the D r-' D type and
sex-chromosome anomalies in children of a parent
carrying an autosomal translocation have also been
observed.

M echanisms of induction

59. Still relatively little is known on the mechanisms
of induction of chromosome anomalies in man. Anoma
lies involving the number of chromosomes may he due
to non-disjunction or to loss of Cl chromosome during
meiosis. But both loss and non-disjunction may also
take place in the zygote.

60. VI/hen abnormal segregation or losses of chromo
somes occur at the blastcmeric stage, they give rise
to mosaics consisting of two or more cell lines. The
existence of monozygotic twins with different karyo
types argues in favour of such a mechanism."? If one
of the cells resulting from non-disjunction is unviable
(e.g. YO), the complementary cell (XXY) only will
give rise to an anomalous homogeneous line.

61. Abnormal gametes may arise at meiosis in
translocation carriers. Certain structural anomalies may
also take place during meiosis (production of X iso
chromosomes) but not necessarily so. Other mechanisms
have been suggested to account for certain aneuploidies:
asynchronous duplication of a single chromosorne.P



or double fertilization, of which several
been recently described in the case of

mosaics.o3·oo The frequency of those accidents,
is still wholly unknown,

62. In certain cases it is possible to identify the
stage at which the accident has occurred. Thus, an
Xlii XI' Y complement" is due to a non-disjunction dur
ing the first meiotic division in the male, whereas
XM X" X" and XYY are believed to result from n011
disj unction at the second division.35 13y means of the
markers located on the X chromosome (colour blind
ness, g-lucose-6-phosphate-dehydrogenase deficiency, Xg
blood group), it is occasionally possible to deter
mine the paternal Or maternal origin of an X chromo
some. Thus, among the XO subjects studied in onc
series, the maternal origin of the X chromosome has
been ascertained twenty times and its paternal origin
once.?" but because of the difficult)' of the technique
this cannot be taken as a reliable estimate. Likewise,
XXY subjects are known to have arisen as a conse
quence or" non-disjunction occurring during gameto
genesis in either parent.s''- 30, 97, 98 Finally, an XXYY
subject has been reported to originate from two sue
cessi ve non-disjunctions.09

Possible aetioloqic factors

63. A certain number of factors are known to in
duce chromosome anomalies, but their actual effect
in man can only be indirectly inferred, since few
cytogenetic data on human gametogenesis and the early
stages of development of the human embryo are
available.

64. J,;[aiernal age is positively correlated with the
occurrence of ancuploic1s. This is clearly proved in
the case of trisomy 21,38. 30 and is observed also with
trisomies 13 and 18 though to a lesser degree,30 and
perhaps in the case of Klinefelter's syndrome
(XXY) 100 as well, but apparently not with Turner's
syndrome (XO).101

65. Cert ain viruses may be responsible for chromo
some or chromatid breaks, both in vivo and in vitro,
and also for cases of aneuploidy, sometimes preferen
tially involving certain chromosome pairs.102 Atten~ion

has been drawn to time fluctuations of certain consntu
tional chromosome anomalies and to their accumulation
in certain limited areas. BB. 103. 101 A correlation has
been suggested between an increased frequency of
X-chromosome anomalies and of trisomy 21 on the
one hand, and an epidemic of rubella in the preceding
months on the other, as well as between an increased
frequency of trisomy 21 and an outbreak of infectious
hcpati tiS. 105, 100

66. Ionizing radiation s, particularly x rays, have
been suspected of inducing aneuploidy in man. It does
not seem, however, that exposure to radiation is actually
recalled more frequently among mothers of trisomies
21 than among mothers of normal children,"?" 108 as
had earlier been he!d,loO although the results of a
recent survey-?" reopen the problem once more. The
possible role of parental radiation before conception
has again been suggested recently with regard to one
case of trisomy 13111 and in several cases of trisomy
18. 1 12

67. Very few cases of chromosome anomalies in
human somatic cells have so far been observed after

t XM and Xl' indicate X chromosomes of maternal and paternal
origin, respectively.
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pre-natal irradiation. In a recent observation the an
omaly consisted of a mosaic of minute chromosomes,
with no apparent structural rearrangements, in a child
who had been exposed to radiation in the first weeks
of intra-uterine life.J13 Additional studies have also
been made in recent years on the effects of both x rays
and internally-deposited radio-active isotopes (PB\
P32) on chromosomes of human somatic cells. The
studies were carried out on blood, skin or aponeurotic
cells drawn from subj ects exposed to radiation ac
cidentallylloJ-I17 or occupationally.I!": )]8-123 or exposed
for therapeutic or diagnostic reasons. JlS. 111. 121, 12·1-119

68. These in vivo studies have yielded information
on the types of anomalies observed and on their persis
tence in the organism. Both aneuploidies and polyploi
dies, frequently due to endo-reduplications, and also
structural anomalies have been observed: chromatid
and chromosome breaks, acentric fragments, minute
chromosomes, di- and polycentric chromosomes, and
ring chromosomes. Some of these changes persist f01
years. Observations have been reported in which the
irradiation had taken place more than twenty or thirty
years prior to the observation.

69. In other studies, human somatic cells were ex
posed to radiation in vitro.HO-160 In vitro irradiation
makes it possible to select the quality of the radiation,
to estimate more accurately the doses and dose rates
received by cultured cells, and to evaluate the number
of various types of chromosome rearrangements as a
function of the dose. The frequency of deletions has
thus been shown to be linearly related to the dose of
both x rays and neutrons.IG3-1G7 The frequency of two
hit events (dicentric and ring chromosomes) bears a
quadratic relationship with the x-ray dose and a
linear relationship with the dose of neutrons (table
V).153, 101, 162

70. Conclusion. The respective role of each of these
factors cannot at present be assessed, especially as stil1
other factors that are not mutagenic stricto sensu may
also play a role. The association of several different
chromosome anomalies in certain families or in certain
subjects suggests the existence of factors predisposing to
these anomalies. An interchromosome effect (paragraph
58) may enter into play in certain cases, while others
have been attributed by some authors to the effect of
a gene similar to those already known to be responsible
for non-disjunction in Drosophila. The role of a gene
responsible for familial mosaicisms has also been sug
gested.85, 163

m. Experimental data on radio-sensitivity of
germ cells in vivo

CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF CHROMOSOMES

Changes of ploidy

71. Several attempts have been made to induce
changes of entire sets of chromosomes in mammals.
Where radiation was used as the inducing agent the
attempts have not been successful. Experiments not
involving radiation showed that triploid embryos can
survive. They were observed at nine and one-half and
twelve days gestation in mice and rats, respectively,
and at five months of age in human foetuses.i": 164 In
experimental animals, embryos of higher ploidy are
eliminated before implantation. If the same phenomenon



obtained in man, these embryos would be eliminated
during the first week after conception.s

72. In contr-ast to what has been observed in mam
malian species, viable triploid animals have been de
scribed in Drosophila, the parasitic wasp Habrobra
COll,lG5 the land isopod Trichoniscus and the salamander
'Trtt ur us uiridescensF'" Polyploidy has been observed
in the silkworm 1301llb]'-1' 11101'; and the butterfly Sole
nobic t-riqltetiel/a.1Q7-17~

Loss or addition of individual chromosomes

73. Animals monosomic for one of the autosornes
have rarely been observed. The best known example
is that of the fruit fly which can survive the loss of one
of the fourth chromosomes, representing a few per
cent of the total genome. Mammals monosomic for
one of the autosomes have never been observed, and
several lines of evidence suggest that monoscmics are
always lethal before birth, although mosaics may
survive.U"

74. Instances of trisomy have been studied ex
tensively in plants for a quarter of a century.V" They
are known for the fourth chromosome of Drosophila
and have recently been reported in the mouse by Griffen
and BunkerU'' who described three different autosomal
trisomies by analysing the male offspring of males, the
spermatogonia of which had been irradiated with 350
and 700 R of x rays. Two of the trisomies were sterile
and the third semi-sterile. In each case, the extra
chromosome was a member of the smaller chromosome
classes, and none of the males showed external devia
tions from the normal phenotype. A phenotypically
normal but sterile male trisomic for one of the smallest
chromosomes has also been fonnd by Cattanach.U''

75. Anomalies involving sex-chromosomes are much
better known than those involving autosomes, In
formation on the spontaneous occurrence of the sex
chromosome anomalies in mammals has been reviewed
extensively by Russell.F" The spontaneous occurrence
of these anomalies in mice and in Drosophila was
discussed in the 1962 report (annex C, paragraphs 71
and 72).

76. In experimental animals, the most commonly
observed anomalies are of the XO and XXV type,
irrespective of whether male or female germ cell stages
have been irradiated. XO individuals are observed
more frequently than XXV individuals, the reverse
being true in man (paragraph 53), because, in addition
to non-disjunction, XO individuals can arise through
loss of the paternal X or Y chromosome or the ma
ternal X chromosome during germ cell formation as
well as during or before the first cleavage of the zygote.
By contrast, it is likely that the majority of XXV
individuals arise from non-disjunction.

77. Experiments with mice have demonstrated that
a considerable increase above the spontaneous frequency
of XO and XXV individuals can be obtained by
irradiating various germ cell stages as well as early
zygotes.177, 178, 179 Table VI summarizes the data.

78. With regard to the induction of se..x-chromosome
losses (XO individuals) in mice, the sensitivity is
highest in the early zygotes, namely, shortly after
sperm entry (completion of second meiotic division)

Mouse
Man .. _

Prc.ivnoton talion
pcriod 1"'1 days

0-5
0-8

,"'{ajar
OTOO1IO[Jcnens
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and also in the early pronucleus stage, Sensitivity then
becomes relatively low in the mid-pronucleus stage
(probably post-DNA synthesis). Male and female
germ cells at all stages are much less sensitive than are
early zygote stages. Spermatids appear to be the most
sensitive germ cells in males.

79. In females, the early prophase stages of the
primary oocyte, which are only present in the ovaries
of foetuses and new-born children, are about as sensitive
as early spermatocytes. From the point of view of
~enetjc risks, it is the dictyate stage of the oocyte that
IS most important. Dictyate oocytcs in various develop
mental phases are present in the ovaries from shortly
a.fter birth until about eight hours before each ovula
non. In man, ceJls at that stage therefore absorb more
natural and man-made radiation by several orders of
magnitude than any other female cell stage.

80. Oocytes in the early phases of the dictyate stage
are easily killed by exposures as low as 8 R.180 Genetic
effects have therefore not yet been studied for this
early stage. Preliminary results on later phases of
the dictyate stage (table VI) have shown that the
sensitivity of these cells with regard to sex-chromo
some losses is on the average of the same order as that
of the male germ cell stages.

81. Studies on the induction of sex-chromosome loss
in the metaphase of the first meiotic division of the
oocyte are in progress. In view of the results of the
induction of dominant lethals (paragraph 108), it is
to be expected that radiation-induced sex-chromosome
loss in this stage will be high compared to other female
germ cell stages.

82. In adult Drosophila males, several independent
attempts have been made to determine the rate of in
duction of XO animals.1Sl-186 The absolute frequencies,
however, are dependent upon the age of the males at
the time of irradiation and the type of X chromosome
carried. ?Y. the irradiated males. In decreasing order
of sensmvity, male germ cells rank as follows: sperrna
tocytes> sperrnatids > spermatozoa > spermatogonia.
Below 1,000 R, the results for spermatocytes are con
sistent wi~h a linear dose-effect relationship and suggest
that the induced rate of XO animals per R is about
2.3 X 10-5

. This figure is remarkably close to that
obtained for spermatocytes in mice (table VI).

83. Information on the induction of sex-chromo
some loss in spermatogonia of Drosophila. is scanty. The
induced frequencies observed are close to those of the
controls. Sensitivity would therefore seem to be much
lower than for other stages.

8:1-. \Yit~ regard to the induction of non-disjunction
by irradiation, the peak sensitivity for XO and XXV
animals is found in the same stage (s) of sperrnato
genesis.181. 186, 187

8S. Experiments with oocytes in different develop
mental stages have clearly shown that XO and XXV
animals can result from the irradiation of Drosophila
oocytes in the prophase of the first meiotic divi
sion.188,18D The most recent study provides good
evidence that the frequency of XO animals increases
faster than linearly with dose in the exposure range
500-5,000 R. The dose-effect relationship for the
production of XXV animals is more complicated and
difficult to interpret.

86. The induced frequency of occurrence of XM
(maternal X) loss in Drosophila is 0.58 X 10-5 per
roentgen (calculated by taking account of the fact
that YO is lethal) at an exposure of 500 R.



87. The evidence presented in the preceding para
graphs demonstrates that loss of sex-chromosomes (and
most probably of other chromosomes as well) and non
disjunction of these chromosomes can be induced by
ionizing radiation in experimental animals. There are
110 reasons to doubt that chromosome changes of this
type can also be induced by radiation in the germ cells
of man. In fact, there is already some evidence that
this is the case. 11 0 It is perhaps not coincidental that a
similar frequency of induction of sex-chromosome loss
is observed in the spermatocytes of Drosophila and of
the mouse. Results for dictyate oiicytes of the mouse are
of the same order of magnitude. Information on the
induction of sex-chromosome loss and non-disj unction
in dictyate stage cocytes and spermatogonia is still far
from complete. In view of the results obtained with
Drosophila, one can surmise that the rate of induction
of sex-chromosome losses in the spermatogonia of mice
and man may also be much lower than the correspond
ing frequencies obtaining at other stages of sperma
togenesis. Special emphasis needs to be given to the
fact that the early zygote stages in mice have proved
to be extremely sensitive to the induction of chromo
some loss by irradiation.

DOMINANT LETHALS

Jntroduciion

88. For the purpose of this section "dominant
letha1s" are defined as those genetic changes, irrespective
of their exact nature, that cause embryonic death and
early post-natal death in heterozygotes. However, the
term has more specifically come to be applied to those
embryonic deaths that result from point mutations or
chromosome breaks in parental germ cells. All induced
changes that affect the germ cells themselves or render
the gametes incapable of participating in fertilization
are excluded from the dominant lethal category.I'"

89. There should be a clear distinction between
dominant let hals arising in mature gametes as compared
to those in immature germ cells. In post-meiotic male
germ cells, the frequency of dominant lethals rises
linearly with dose at low x-ray doses. The damage
primarily results from chromosome losses due to single
chromosome breaks. If the broken ends of chromosomes
remain un restituted and form acentric fragments and
dicentric chromosomes during the development of the
zygote, they cause death. At higher doses of irradia
tion. two-break events lead to structural chromosome
anomalies which may also result in zygotic death.
However, the main contribution to zygotic mortality
is probably from single chromosome breaks.

90. In pre-rneiotic male germ cells, most, if not
all, of the chromosome breaks which yield acentric and
dicentr ic chromosome combinations will be expected
to lead to death of the descendant cells and therefore
to be selectively eliminated prior to becoming mature
germ cells, On the other hand, most dominant 1ethals
induced by treatment of pre-meiotic cells are the con
sequence of multiple (two or more) chromosome breaks
leading to simple translocations, inversions, etc. In
their original form, such changes frequently do not
kill either the germ cells carrying them or the resultant
zygotes. However, as a result of events at meiosis, th~y
may give rise to genetically unbalanced gametes still
capable of fertilization but eventually leading to unviable
zygotes.

91. In the mouse, two methods are available to
estimate the dominant lethality induced by radiation.
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The first method measures changes in litter-size of
irradiated animals. The second method takes into ac
count the components of pre-natal mortality as ob
served by dissecting pregnant females about twelve
to eighteen days after mating, and counting the number
of corpora lutea and of dead and living implanted em
bryos, thus making it possible to estimate the proportion
of pre-natal deaths that occur before or after implanta
tion. Not all pre-implantation losses can be attributed
to zygotic deaths. They can also be due to (rr) lack
of fertilization; (b) lack of fertility of the egg. Similarly,
not all zygotic deaths result from dominant lethal
action. They may also be due to maternal factors, such
as failure of the uterus to respond to the appropriate
endocrine stimulus, thus precluding implantation of
fertilized eggs.

92. Both methods have been in use since 1932.
Litter-size, however, has proved to be an extremely
variable character, so that more reliance is now placed
on estimates based on pre-natal death data. Litter-size
can be affected by many factors, such as the number
of implanted embryos in the uterus and the lactation
stimulus which in turn is also dependent on the number
of sibs in a litter. In experiments with highly inbred
animals, litter-size data can be misleading, because
the death of an embryo may increase the chances of
survival of the remaining embryos by reducing intra
uterine competition.

Mole germ cells

93. Spermatoqonui. As early as 1956, it was found
that the irradiation of mouse spermatogonia led to a
significant decrease in mean litter-size as measured
three weeks after birth.1DO.191 These reductions were
observed following acute exposures of 600 and 1,000
R Even after a single exposure of 300 R, a reduction
in litter-size of about 3-4 per cent was found.

94. In more recent years, most data have been ob
tained through the pre-natal death method. There is,
however, no common opinion as to how the measure
ments of pre-natal death should be used to estimate
dominant lethal damage. Therefore in this review,
comparing results obtained by different authors192-1D7
made it necessary to recalculate their data, as the figures
given in their tables were such that comparisons could
otherwise only be made for post-implantation deaths.
Table VII gives the results of the recalculations and
shows that the total rate of induction of dominant
lethals increases significantly when spermatogonia are
irradiated with acute x-ray exposures of 300 Rand
higher.

95. The data obtained by the various authors are
conflicting with respect to the question whether pre
natal death occurs predominantly before or after im
plantation.

96. There is evidence that the induction of dominant
lethals is dose-rate dependcnt.P'v 198 Results presented
in table VII show that irradiation at 600 R + 600 R
acute x rays increases the frequency of dominant Iethals
significantly,198 whereas a single dose or chronic radia
tion does not.194

97. With regard to the question of the persistence
of irradiation-induced dominant lethal damage in
spermatogonia, the results obtained by Sheridan'P" are
of particular importance. His data showed that the
frequency of dominant lethaIs, as measured by the
proportion of dead implants among total implants,
remained constant over a period of at least twenty-four
weeks. These results indicate that dominant letha1s



once induced in primary spermatogonia may be in
definitely transmitted to the more mature germ cells
that originate from these spermatogonia.

98. It is not unlikely that the dominant lethality
which is observed over the twenty-four-week period
can at least partly be accounted for by translocations
induced in primary spermatogonia. Trarislocations will
be dealt with in the section on translocations (para
graphs 114-129).

99. Other germ cell stages. The most recent in
formation on sensitivity with regard to the induction
of dominant Iethals in the male germ cells of mice at
other stages is presented in table VIII. Older data
have recently been rcviewed.l'" In interpreting the data
in tables VII and VIII, it must be borne in mind that
part of the sperrnatocytes and spermatogonia could have
been killed almost instantaneously by the x-r:lY doses
that were employed, thus leading to sperm depletion.
As a consequence, an unknown fraction of the non
implanted eggs may be accounted for by lack of fertiliza
tion rather than by the induction of dominant lethals.1 G-l

I t is therefore more appropriate to base estimates of
dominant lethal damage on post-implantation data.

100. The post-implantation data in table VIII show
that sperrnatids are the most sensitive cells. Sperma
tozoa in the vas deferens and in the epididymis are
more sensitive than those in the testis tubules, whereas
part of the spermatocytes are probably as sensitive
as spermatozoa, others being less sensitive. Finally,
spermatogonia appear to be somewhat less sensitive
than spermatocytes.

101. The changes in sensitivity in maturing male
germ cells of Drosophila are very similar to those
observed in mice199-205 Dominant lethal induction is
highest in sperrnatids and sperrnatocytes. Spermatozoa
are roughly half as sensitive as spermatirls, and. finally,
spermatogonia are about half as sensitive as sperma
tozoa. The pattern of response of male germ cells of
the silkworm to the induction of dominant lethals,
although less well known, follows essentially the same
pattern as observed with Droso philo.F" Studies on
various species of insects have provided a powerful tool
in programmes to control insect pests by means of
radiation-induced sterilization.F'"

102. Induction of dominant lethals in post-meiotic
cells has not only been studied in the mouse, but also
in guinea pigs, rats and rabbits. The data, summarized
in table IX, indicate the variability in sensitivity be
tween mature spermatozoa of different species. It was
calculated that the LD50's due to induced dominant
lethals in these species are 730, 430, 380 and 305 R,
respectively.208,200 However, general conclusions on
the relative sensitivity of these species cannot be made
since it varies with dose.

103. Dominant lethal induction has also been
studied in swine.2l0-2H Since in these experiments only
the effects on spermatogonia have been studied, these
data cannot be compared with those of the species
mentioned in the preceding paragraphs.

Hf'4:f1ie objective of" the studies with swine was
to measure the effects of paternal irradiation (300 R x
rays) on the first generation offspring. Changes in
litter-size at birth, mortality between birth and weaning,
and increase of weight within the first 152 days of life
were some of the criteria which were used to detect
the genetic effects. In these experiments, two different
breeds of pigs were used-Duroc and Hampshire. Thus
far, 2,315 litters have been examined. In the Duroc
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breed, radiation caused a slightly significant
(4.2 per cent) in the litter-size at birth and a
the sex-ratio. On the other hand, irradiated H,1I11psI1iJil-e
males sired srnal 1er litters than their unexposed h,.,;I-h'nI'l-~

though the difference was not significant. At prcseent
the discrepancy between the two breeds cannot •be
adequately explained.

105. The mortality of new-born pigs was analyssed
during three periods (0-1 clay; 2-6 days; 7-4-2 dayrs)
between birth and weaning. In each of these perionds
the mortality rate in Duroc pigs was higher in tlhe
irradiated than in the non-irradiated series. The irrra
diated gronp of the Hampshire breed showed high'ner
mortality only in the first period. I n the Duroc brceed,
total mortality at forty-two clays was significantly highner
(P < 0.05) in the irradiated tha n in the non-irradiatced
series. The total mo r ta lity rate in the control arnd
irradiated series of the Hampshire breed was nnot
significantly different.

106. In general, mortality was greater in largge
litters than in small ones. Furthermore, male pigs haad
higher mortality rates than females, the relationshrip
between sex and mortality being more pronounced i in
the Duroc than in the Hampshire breed. All data takeen
together indicate that the results obtained with tlhe
Duroc breed are inconsistent with those obtained witth
the Hampshire breed and make it premature to gcneraal
izc on the consequences of irradiation of sires in swime.

F emal.e germ cells

107. Information on dominant lethal induction iin
the different stages of oogenesis in mice arid otheer
species is not as extensive as that for sperrnatogenesiis.
The earlier data on various mammalian species havve
been extensively reviewetl'P'' and show that stagees
which possibly correspond to the diakinesis stage DJr
to the metaphase stage of the first meiotic division arre
much more sensitive than those between the carrly
dictyate and the diakinesis stages. In more recernt
years, the relative sensitivity of mouse oocytes at diff
ferent stages has been studied by using the techniquce
of induced ovulation, by means of which it is possiblde
to irradiate oocytes at different stages throughout thue
meiotic divisions.F"

108. The results of these studies are summarizecd
in table X and show that the total rate of induction 0)£
dominant lethals reaches its largest values in oocyrees
irradiated during the metaphase of the first meioticc
division. Anaphase I and metaphase II arc less scnsitivce
than metaphase I oocytes, but still considerably rnorce
sensitive than the dictyate and pro-nucleus stages, Thee
same pattern of sensitivity can be demonstrated fosr
induced post-implantation death. For induced pre-
implantation death, as defined in table VII, no clearr
sensitivity pattern can be observed. In practically am
stages, pre-natal death occurs predominantly after im4
plantation; in particular, this is evident in the seriess
in which the females had been exposed to 200 R.

109. The data obtained with oocytes lend thcrnselvess
to a c0I11na.:i.'ti111 .,,,Ltb Jhp.Ji!" 01htnil1..'li1 .i r il1ml::-gc:rllrceJlk

The best possible comparison is that between the data
of Ba teman-P" (table VIII) and those of Edwards and
Searle2.15 (table X), since both experiments were
performed at the Same exposure of 200 R. Although
it is realized that these experiments were carried out
by different authors, and that the total rates of in
duction of dominant lethals can vary because of dif
ferences in experimental technique, it seems justified
to conclude that metaphase I oocytes seem decidedly



more sensitive than sperrnatids. From a comparison
between oocytes in the dictyate stage and spermatogonia,
it may be presumed that oocytes in the dictyate stage are
more sensitive than spermatogonia by a factor of ten
to twenty. However, this has only been observed at
200 R. At other doses this factor may be completely
different, since sensitivity to cell killing and to the
induction of genetic damage can vary widely among
cells of the spermatogonial population and among cel1s
in the dictyate stage.

110. In insect species, as in mice, it has repeatedly
been observed that oocytes in metaphase I are much
mare sensitive to dominant lethal induction than dur
ing prophase stages (Drosophila,21C'Z18 H abrobraconP"
C ochlionryia h01ninivom220) . Similarly, studies with
the silkworm (Bomby:c 11Ion:) have shown that the
frequency of dominant lethals observed after irradiation
of oocytes immediately before metaphase is twenty times
higher than the frequency observed after irradiation
of oogonia when only lethals which act in the embryonic
stage are taken into account. Most lethals induced in
the oocytes were found to be eliminated during em
bryonic and larval stages, whereas death caused by
lethals induced in oogonia was evenly spread over all
developmental stages.221

Sumnwry and conclusions

111. 'With regard to dominant lethal induction, it
is clear that the sensitivity pattern for the various
stages of gametogenesis is strikingly similar in widely
different species. In all species studied, the highest
frequencies of dominant lethals are observed in sperma
tids and the lowest frequencies in spermatogonia.
Among female germ cell stages, the highest frequencies
are found in metaphase oocytes in the first meiotic
division, whereas the lowest frequencies are encountered
in dictyate stage oocytes of mammals and in oi:igonia
of insects. Induced frequencies of dominant lethals in
spermatogonia vary widely among species, even within
mammals.

112. Experiments with mice, rats and guinea pigs
have shown that death due to dominant lethality occurs
mainly at about the time of implantation or shortly
thereafter. In rabbits, however, dominant lethals act
predominantly before implantation of the embryo.
Predictions concerning the time of action of dominant
lethals in man are difficult to make on the basis of
results obtained with other mammals. This is so
because man is monotocous, whereas the other mam
mals are polytocous.» Furthermore, there exist dif
ferences in nidation and placentation between man and
primates on the one hand, and other mammalian species
on the other.

113. Results of studies with mice indicated that
dominant lethals induced in primary (predefinitive )
spermatogonia of the mouse can be transmitted to the
immediate offspring of the carriers of these sperma
togonia for over a period of at least twenty weeks and
possibly much longer.

TRANSLOCATlONS

1f1ale germ cells

114. In mice, the presence of translocations is usually
ascertained by analysing the F 1 progeny of treated and
control animals for heritable semi-sterility. In practice,

b Monotocous and polytocous mammals produce respectively
one and many young at a birth.
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semi-sterile animals are recognized as those animals of
the F 1 progeny which have considerably less than the
normal number of F 2 offspring. In addition to the
criterion of semi-sterility, most authors confirm the
presence of translocatioris by examining cytological1y
pre-rneiotic and meiotic germ cells of presumed trans
location carriers. Table XI surveys the data presently
available on translocation induction in spermatogonia
of mice.

115. It is highly probable that translocation in
duction in spermatogonia is an important cause of
dominant lethality in zygotes descended from those
cells, since ill the mouse each spermatocyte (division
product of spermatogonia) heterozygous for a trans
location will produce one gamete carrying tile trans
location, one gamete with the normal chromosome
complement and two unbalanced gametes carrying
duplications and deficiencies. Unbalanced gametes,
upon fertilization, give rise to zygotes which usual1y
die at about the time of implantation. However, some
zygotes die between implantation and birth, while a
few apparently survive to maturity.222

116. Experiment 1 in the table shows that irradia
tion of spermatogonia with two acute exposures of
600 R each results in a significant increase in the
percentage of transloca tions in both female and male
F 1 progeny. The pooled data from experiment 1 show
that about 4 per cent of mature offspring of the
irradiated males carry induced reciprocal translocations.
From this percentage it was calculated that the fre
quency of translocation beterozygotes among sperma
togonia was 14.8 per cent.223 Since radiation was given
in two fractions to prevent substantial kil1ing of sperma
togonia, the translocation frequency might have been
different if the total had been given in one single
exposure instead of two.

117. The experiment mentioned above was not only
performed to obtain an estimate of the rate of induction
of translocations but also to provide information on
the total rate of induction of dominant letha1s. By
studying data both on translocation induction and on
dominant lethal induction, it is possible to estimate that
about 67 per cent of the total amount of dominant
lethality (total amount of pre-natal death) in the 1,200
R experiment can be attributed to translocations,
whereas the remaining dominant lethality is thought
to be caused by "primary dominant lethal mutations".198
The situation is different when the haploid post-meiotic
germ cells are irradiated. In that case, the contribution
of tr anslocations to dominant lethality is much smaller,
because in these cells translocations of the aneucentric'
type will cause death of the zygotes, whereas eucentric
tr anslocations will be tolerated.

118. Experiments 1 and 2 in table XI are the only
ones that provide information on the effect of dose rate
on translocation induction in spermatogonia of mice.
As expected, the dose-rate effect is very pro
nounced-Pv 108 (see also paragraph 124).

119. Experiment 3 provides information on trans-
location induction in spermatog-onia following ir radia

llJil~\Hl[i'k,,~!"'-Q[Cc''e''fOL9Qf'ur-t'.of.ZOU.R.224 The frequency
of translocations in' this experiment is significantly .
lower than the frequency in experiment 1, even when
the difference in dose is taken into account. Differences
i:1 the experimental procedure and in the strains used
are mentioned 2S the possible factors which might
account for the observed discrepancy.

I Aneuccntric translocation s involve the centromere so that
there results an acentric and a dicentric chromosome,



120. Results obtained from experiment 6 do not
provide evidence in favour of or against the validity
of the estimates derived from experiments 1 and 3.
The percentages of semi-sterility obtained at the three
different doses in experiment 6 do not differ signifi
cantly; neither do they differ significantly from the
percentage of semi-sterility (4.14) observed in ex
periment 1. The data of experiment 6, however, must
be interpreted with some care, because only an unknown
percentage of the semi-sterile F 1 individuals has been
analysed cytologically. Since it can be deduced Irom
experiment 6 that not all semi-sterile F 1 animals had
cytologically detectable translocations, it might well
be that the frequencies obtained from this experiment
lead to over-estimates of the rate of induction of trans
locations by a factor which is unknown and that
probably varies with dose.

121. Experiments 4, 5 and 7 in table XI were not
primarily designed to detect translocations.U''': 107.225
The results of these experiments seem to be consistent
with those of experiment 1, but accurate estimates of
the rate of induction of translocations cannot be ob
tained from them because of the fairly small number
of animals involved and because cytological analyses
were not performed.

122. The experiments summarized in the previous
paragraphs have shown conclusively that transloca
tions can be induced in pre-rneiotic male germ cells.
The rate of induction being low, as had already been
noted in the 1962 report on the basis of much more
limited information, translocations have been recovered
only at high doses and dose rates. It must be pointed
out that the rates of induction thus obtained refer to
those translocations alone that are recoverable through
semi-sterility. This procedure may lead to an under
estimate of the total rate of induction of translocations,

123. Older data on translocation induction in other
stages of spermatogenesis have been reviewed by L. B.
Russell.l'" These data, together with the more recent
data of Griffen,22o show that post-meiotic cells are much
more sensitive than pro-meiotic cells, and that among
the post-meiotic stages the spermatid stage is the most
sensitive one. Pooling the data reviewed by Russell and
those of Griffen indicates that approximately 25 per
cent of the offspring are semi-sterile when post-meiotic
cells are irradiated with a dose of about 700 R. It thus
seems that post-meiotic cells are about six times as
sensitive to the induction of translocation as sperrna
togoniaF" On the basis of theoretical considerations,
Auerbach and Slizynska-e? conclude that post-meiotic
cells are twelve times more sensitive than spermatogonia.

124. Besides genetic studies, cytological studies also
have been performed on the induction of translocations.
Arsenieva and Bochkara--" discovered that, when
primary spermatocytes are irradiated with 50 R or
less, both balanced and unbalanced translocations occur
twice as frequently in monkeys t Mocaca ?1111Iatta) as in
mice. Other cytological studies provided information
on the effect of close rate on translocation induction in
spermatogonia of mice which were exposed to 600 R of
x or gamma ra)'s.202 Frequencies of multivalent con
figurations (indicative of heterozygosity tor reciprocal
translocations) in spermatocytes at dose rates of 913,
89 and 9.7 R per minute did not differ significantly, all
being 12-13 per cent. At lower dose rates, however,
frequencies were much lower, being about 5 per cent at.
0.86 R per minute, and falling to only 1.5 per cent at
0.02 R per minute. It therefore seems that, with regard
to translocation induction in type A spermatogonia at
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the dose level of 600 R, high dose-rate irradiation is
about eight times as effective as low dose-rate
irradiation.

125. The application of the cytological technique
has also revealed a marked discrepancy between the
translocation frequency in spermatogonia as found in
the genetic experiment (600 R + 600 R, paragraph
116), and that observed cytologically in sperrna
tocytes.P": 200-202 The observed frequency of transloca
tions in the genetic experiment is about half that
observed cytologically. It is thought that the observed
discrepancy does not result from a failure of transloca
tion heterozygotes to show semi-sterility, but rather
from a selective process between meiotic metaphase
and fertilization.

126. As far as the genetic experiments are con
cerned, it is remarkable that the sensitivity pattern
for translocation induction in the different stages of
spermatogenesis in mice is very similar to that observed
in Drosophila. Information on the latter species is,
however, much more detailed.205, 230-233 Drosophila
spermatogonia appear to be less sensitive to transloca
tion induction than mice. For the F I male progeny,
the frequency of induction of autosomal trans1ocations
is around 0.5 per cent (3,280 tested gametes) .231 No
translocations were found in an experiment by aster
(2,000 R, 813 tested gametes)230 and only one in the
experiment of McCarthy and N afei (400 R, 901 tested
gametes) .232

F em-ale germ cells

127. Information on translocation induction in
cocytes of the mouse is very scanty. Irradiation of late
oocytes with 400 R acute x rays, resulted in a frequency
of induced heritable partial sterility of about 2 per
cent,IO; This figure is not far removed from the figure
of 4 per cent semi-sterility which has been obtained for
spermatogonia irradiated with 600 R + 600 R (para
graph 116),

128. The observations on the induction of transloca
tioris in female germ cells of mice confirm the findings
in Drosophila, where it has also been found that the
frequency of radiation-induced reciprocal tr anslocations
in female germ cells is very low.234-230

129. The preceding paragraphs on the induction of
translocations in germ cells of experimental animals
have shown that these anomalies are induced in both
male and female germ cells. The studies indicate that
the frequency of radiation-induced translocations is
higher in spermatogonia than in dictyate oocytes. At
present, only results obtained with spermatogonial
irradiation can be used to estimate the rate of induction
of translocations in man.

POINT MUTATIONS

Specific locus mutations

130. In its 1962 report, the Committee reviewed
extensive data on the induction of recessive mutations
at seven specific loci in the mouse. Since then, more
data have become available. Both old and new data
are listed in table XII. They only refer to specific locus
mutations induced in spermatogonia and oocytes. Ignor
ing variability between loci, the spontaneous mutation
rate at the seven specific loci in male germ cells lies
between 0.46 X 10- 5 and 1.0 X 10-5 mutations per locus
per generation (95 per cent confidence limits).

131. In spermatogonia the rate of induction of spe
cific locus mutations rises linearly with acute exposures



up to 600 R. At higher doses, the yield of mutations
falls off. This has been attributed to "selective elimina
tion at high doses of the more mutationally sensitive
cells in the spermatogonial population't.F'" In sper
matogonia, the rate of induction is about 2.2 X 10- 7

mutations per locus per roentgen. Owing to the sampling
variability of the data and to variations in mutability
between loci, the rate of induction may lie anywhere
between 0.75 X 10- 7 and 5.5 X 10-7 (95 per cent con
fidence limits). These data were obtained from the
mutation rates observed after exposure of spermatogonia
to 600 R of acute x rays.

132. Recently, results have been published of a study
on mutation rates at a set of six specific loci in the
mouse.2 3 8 Only one locus in the new set is common
to both sets. So far, only three mutations have been
recovered in the new stock, yielding a rate of induction
of about 0.5 X 10- 7 mutations per locus per roentgen.
Because of the small numbers involved, this estimate
is affected by a large error. As it stands, the estimate
lies below the mean of 2.2 X 10- 7 obtained with the
seven specific loci stock, but two of those loci had even
lower rates.

133. A joint estimate is difficult to obtain, but the
data taken together suggest that it may be around
1 X 10-7 mutations per locus per roentgen, with pre
sumable confidence limits (P = 0.95) one order of
magnitude apart.

134. The spontaneous mutation rate in female germ
cells is not wen known. With one mutation observed
in 98,828 offspring, the confidence limits are very wide.
Data on the induction of mutations at seven specific
loci are also much scantier in mouse oocytes than in
spermatogonia. The data from high doses of acute
x rays lead to an estimate of 4.8 X 10- 7 mutations per
locus per roentgen with 95 per cent confidence limits
2.5 X 10-7 and 7.7 X 10-7, suggesting that acute irra
diation of oocytes might yield more mutations than
irradiation of spermatogonia. Oocyte data have not yet
been obtained for the new set of six specific loci.

135. The results of experiments on the induction of
recessive mutations at specific loci in the mouse and
in other species are summarized in table XIII. It is
apparent that Drosophila stands out as the species least
susceptible to mutation induction by radiation, even
though the comparison of species can be based only on
very small samples of loci.

Over-all rates of mutation

Recessive lethal mutations

136. Drosophila. Abrahamson exposed spermato
gonia of Drosophila males to 8,500 R gamma rays from
a caesium source and analysed the induction of second
and X-chromosome lethals in these cells.l" The rate of
induction of recessive lethals in the second chromosome
turned out to be 12.01 per cent, whereas in the X chromo
some it was 2.17 per cent. Since the number of muta
tions in the very small fourth chromosome is negligible
and the third chromosome contains as much genetic
material as the second chromosome, it can be estimated
that the over-all rate of induction of recessive lethals
in the whole genome is equal to 26.19 per cent at an
exposure of 8,550 R. From this it follows that the ovel:
all rate of recessive lethals per gamete per roentgen 1S

3.1 X 10-5 •

137. In Abrahamsori's data, the ratio of second
chromosome lethals to X-chromosome lethals is 5.5.
The second chromosome contains about twice as much
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genetic material as the X chromosome; therefore it
would be expected that the ratio between second and
X-chromosome lethals would be roughly 2 instead of
5.5. That the ratio is 5.5 and not about 2 is explained
by germinal selection, whereby about half the lethal
carrying spermatogonia are killed by the action of these
lethals on the cell's own metabolism. Germinal selection
does not occur in post-meiotic cells, because in these
cells the ratio of second to X-chromosome lethals is in
accordance with what one would expect on the basis
of the length of the respective chromosomes.14-1 6 , 23D

138. In experiments of McSheehy,240 spermatogonia
of larvae Or adult males received gamma fay doses in
the range 200-800 rads. The dose-effect curve for sec
ond chromosome lethals proved to be linear. Taking
into account germinal selection and the relative length
of the chromosomes, it is possible to derive from
McSheehy's data an estimate of the over-all rate of
induction of recessive lethals per gamete per rad that
is equal to 2.9 X 10-5• This value is close to that ob
tained by Abraharnson. The induction of second chromo
some lethals in spermatogonia has also been studied
by Ytterborn.v'! The over-all frequency of recessive
lethals in his experiment is 3.4 X 10-5 per gamete per
roentgen. Because of the absence of data for non
irradiated controls, it is not possible to estimate the
over-all rate of induction of recessive lethals. The over
all rates obtained by Abrahamson and McSheehy are
consistent with the rate of induction of recessive visible
mutation at specific loci in the same species.

139 The 11101lSe. In 1959, a first attempt was made
to calculate the rate of induction of autosomal recessive
lethals in mouse spermatogonia by following a method
proposed by Haldane.242 It was found that the efficiency
of the method was rather disappointing.v" The same
method has also been used by other authors.2H, 245 The
results, however, were inconclusive. In 1961, another
method was used to estimate the frequency of recessive
lethals per gamete.P" This attempt was also unsuc
cessful because, among other things, the presence of
inbreeding depression made a proper evaluation of the
amount of induced recessive lethals impossible.

140. In an experiment by Lyon et a1.I 98 inbreeding
was avoided, and, furthermore, the scale of the experi
ment as well as the doses were increased. Hybrid F 1

males were given two exposures of 600 R high intensity
x rays eight weeks apart. Twelve weeks after the ap
plication of the second dose, the males were outcrossed
to females from a different stock. F I males free of
translocations and of other factors likely to interfere
with tests for recessive lethality were mated to females
derived from a stock different from that used for F 1

females F 0 females were then backcrossed to F 1 males.
The offspring from father-daughter matings was used
to analvse the presence of recessive lethais (and visibles)
which had originally been induced in the spermatogonia
of PI males. A control experiment was also carried
out in which the males were not irradiated.

141. Evidence on the rate of induction of recessive
lethals was obtained from three different sets of data:
(a) embryonic lethality at fourteen days gestation in
first litters of F 2 daughters backcrossed to their sires;
(b) litter-size at birth and weaning of litters from F 2

dauzhters allowed to produce three litters; (c) fourth
litte~ dissection data of daughters having already pro
duced three litters.

142. The final estimate of the radiation-induced re
cessive lethality was derived exclusively from the first



Recessive uisible mutations

147. The over-all spontaneous rate of mutation to
recessive visibles in mice has been estimated to be
7.04 X 10-3 per generation. The confidence limits of
this figure are very wide since only one mutation has
been observed in 142 testecl gametes.l'" The over-all
rate of induction of recessive visibles in the same ex
periment was estimated to be 1.8 X 10-0 mutations
per gamete per roentgen. At first sight, such an estimate
seems inconsistent with the rates observed at specific
loci and with the presumable size of the mouse genome,
even 'when account is taken of the fact that only about
25 per cent of the induced mutations at specific loci
are viable. It must be observed, however, that the re
sults of comparisons of the over-all frequency of visible
mutations with the frequency of mutations at specific
loci are difficult to assess, since ascertainment is prac
tically complete in the case of specific loci and incom
plete to an unknown extent in the other.

Dominant visible mutations

148. The over-all spontaneous rate of mutation to
dominant visibles in mice appears to be 1.7 X 10-5 per
generation with 95 per cent confidence limits of 2 X 10-0

and 6 X 10-5•2 -17 The estimate is lower than the spon
taneous rate observed in man, but it would be unwise
to draw conclusions regarding the mutability of the
two species with respect to dominant visibles, as too
many traits that would require intensive investigation
in the mouse are easily detected in man.

14-9. The over-all rate of induction of dominant
visibles by acute radiation can be estimated on the
basis of one experiment to be 4.6 X 10-7 mutations per
gamete per roentgen.I'" The over-all rate of induction
of recessive visibles as estimated by the same observers
(1.8 X 10-5 ) appears to be considerably higher, the
ratio between the two rates being about 40. Such a
ratio is based on few mutations only, but it is highly
significant, with approximately 95 per cent confidence
limits of 7 and 250.

150. Two extreme hypotheses may be advanced to
account for that ratio. According to one hypothesis,
the ratio would indicate that the genome is made up
of two groups of loci, a smaller one where only dominant
mutations arise and Cl larger one where only recessive
mutations arise, and that the average rates of induction
per locus are the same in the two groups. Alternatively,
one could assume that most or all of the loci can mutate
both to dominants and to recessives though at different
rates, the rates of induction of dominants being forty
times lower than those for recessives. The true ex
planation probably lies somewhere between these two
extreme hypotheses, but both theory and empirical data
are inadequate to provide a satisfactory interpretation
of the results. The ratio between induced recessive
and dominant mutations in Drosophila is known to be
about 5,248 a value significantly lower than in the mouse.
A larger proportion of the induced mutations appears
therefore to be recessive in the mouse than is known
in Drosophila. The reason for the difference between
the two species is not known.

151. In the past few years, Ehling2.j O,2 52 has shown
that irradiation of pre- and post-mei.otic male germ
cells of mice can lead to the induction of mutations
that give rise to skeletal abnormalities. Since these
mutations become manifest in the first generation off
spring of the irradiated male parents, it is thought that
they represent a type of dominant visible mutation.
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and third sets of data. These data showed that em
bryonic survival in the irradiated series was 96.8 per
cent of that in the controls. From this figure, it could
be estimated that the rate of induction of recessive
lethal mutations was about 29.5 X 10-2 per gamete, or
2.46 X 10-.1 per gamete per roentgen. The estimate has
a large standard error and only makes it possible to
establish an upper 95 per cent confidence limit of
4.3 X 10-'1 mutations per gamete per roentgen.

143, A different experirnental procedure to estimate
the rate of induction of recessive lethals per genome
was followed by Liining.2'10 Llining exposed males of
a mouse population to 276 E acute x rays in each of
seven consecutive generations and prevented inbreeding
by starting every generation with a sufficient number
of different pairs. A similar experiment was performed
in which the males were not irradiated. The presence
of recessive lethals in the third and following genera
tions was analysed by making sib matings in each
generation. Any induced recessive lethal was thus ex
pected to become manifest in the offspring of those
matings. The analysis was similar to that made by
Lyon et al.108 on the progeny of father-daughter matings,
information being obtained on embryonic death and on
litter-size at birth and at weaning.

144. As in Lyon's experiments, data on embryonic
deaths were regarded to be the most reliable. They
were obtained from the offspring of the fourth to eighth
generation of sib matings. The data were then pooled,
making allowance for the different doses of radiation
that individual generations had received. To evaluate
what percentage of deaths among the offspring' of sib
matings between control and irradiated individuals could
be attributed to dominant mutations, Liining performed
an additional experiment using non-sib crosses in the
irradiated and control series. The ratio of embryonic
death among the offspring of irradiated sibs and
irradiated non-sib crosses, once corrected for the rate
of spontaneous recessive lethals, indicated that the
embryonic survival in the irradiated population was 98.9
per cent of that in a standard population. Such a
survival ratio leads to an estimate of the rate of induc
tion of 0.8-2.0 X 10-4 per roentgen per gamete, a
figure remarkably close to that obtained by Lyon et al.
Here also the error is large, but the upper limit to the
rate is 6.4 X 1O~1 mutations per gamete per roentgen.

145. Despite their large error, the observed rates
of induction of recessive lethals per gamete are, at first
sight, apparently lower than might be expected from
the estimated average rate of induction at the seven
specific loci most extensively studied, if it is assumed
that the number of mutable loci in the mouse is the
same as information in man and Drosophila leads us to
expect. However, allowance must be made for only
75 per cent of the mutations induced at the seven loci
being lethal. Furthermore, it must be noted that radia
tion-induced lethality was scored £11 utero in the studies
of over-all induction, whereas in the investigation at
the seven loci the scoring included lethals acting peri
natally and post-natally. Allowing for these two factors
alone narrows the gap between the two sets of estimates
to the extent that, rather than being inconsistent, they
may support each other.

146. If the recent data on five additional loci are
taken into account as was done in paragraph 133, where
an estimate per locus per roentgen of 1 X 10-7 muta
tions was suggested, the apparent discrepancy between
over-all rates and rates per locus is reduced even further.



. 152. A rather large number of skeletal malforrna
tiorrs were observed, and .it was considered quite likely
that only a sma!l propornon of the abnormalities were
due to freshly. induced mutations. To distinguish be
t:veen the po:s~ble causes of abnormality, the malforrna
nons were ?Ivlded. according to whether they occurred
onl~ once 111 particular experiments (class 1 abnor
mality) or more frequently (class 2 abnormality). Most
of the ~lass 1 abnormalities were considered to be due
to dominant point mutations. In view of what is gen
era.ll~ . known about mutation frequencies at specific
lOCI, It was thought that under the conditions of these
experil~nents a specific dominant mutation would have
been likely to Occur at most once in the testinz of
3,000 to 4,000 gametes. b

153. In experiments in which pr e- and post-meiotic
~en:ns cells were irradiated with 600 R acute exposure,
Ehhng. <;Jbserved a significant increase of class 1 ab
normalities (scored at four weeks of age). The excess
over control of class 1 abnormalities per gamete per
roentgen was 3.5 X lCr5 for post-meiotic stages and
2.3 X 10- 5 for pre-rneiotic stages.

154. Excluding the portion of class 1 abnormalities
that m.ay not be mutational in origin, the frequency
of domlllan~ mutations affecting the skeleton after single
exposure WIth 600 R is 2.9 X 10-5 mutations per gamete
per ro.entgen for post-meiotic germ cells and 1.1 X 10-5

mutations p~r gamete per roentgen for pre-meiotic germ
cells. ~ddltl?nal data were obtained from two experi
ments 111 which spermatogonial cells had been irradiated
with ~ split dose. A total of twenty-three dominant
?1ura~lOns was observed in 1,968 offspring derived from
Irradiated males, and one mutation was observed in
1,739 offspring derived from unirradiated control males.

155. The ratio between dominant skeletal mutations
induced. in. spermatogonial and post-spermatogonial
stages IS SImIlar. to that found in the specific locus
c-xp.enrnents. T~IS observation indirectly supports the
notion that a SIzable proportion of the skeletal abnor
malities may result from point mutations. If they had
been predominantly chromosomal aberrations, one
would have expected a larger difference between the
frequencies in spermatogonial and post-spermatogonial
stages. The question whether these dominant mutations
are transmissible to the second and later generations
after irradiation is still open but under investigation.

DOSE-RATE EFFECT ON SPECIFIC LOCUS AND RECESSIVE

LETHAL MUTAnONS

Mia
156_ S pernuitoqonia; Table XII shows that most of

the information On dose-rate effects in the spermato
gonia of mice was reviewed by the Committee in its
1962 report. The final results of experiments which
had not been fully completed when the 1962 report
was adopted do not significantly alter the results avail
able at that time and largely confirm the following con
clusions arrived at by the Committee:

(a) When spermatogonia are given C:XPI)"YIH~'5 (){

3~0 to 600 R gamma radiation at a rate of 0.009 R per
11l1l111te (90 R per week), the frequency of induced
specific locus mutations is lower by a factor of about
three than when the same doses of x rays are delivered
at a rate of 90 R per minute.

(b) At 0.8 R per minute (gamma rays) most of the
dose-rate effect has already occurred, and the yield
does not differ significantly from that observed at
0.009 R per minute (gamma rays).
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(c) At. t~1e rate of 9 R per minute (x rays) the
respon.se IS intermediate between the responses at 90 R
per mmute (x rays) and 0.8 R per minute (gamma
rays) .

.(d) A reduction of the rate from 0.009 R per
~1mute (gamma rays~ to 9.001 R per minute (gamma
1~ys) does not result 111 a further lowering of the muta
tion frequency.

157. Oocyt.es. Data on dose-rate effects in oocytes
are fewer tlla~l those obtained in spermatogonia because
the early follicle stages of the oocyte development are
easI1?, destroyed at those doses that are necessary to
obtain adequate mutation frequencies. The data collected
thus far lead to the following conclusions:

. (a). The dose-rate effect in oocytes is in the same
direction as 111 spermatogonia but considerably larger.
At compar~ble exposures, the mutation frequency for
99 R per minute x irradiation in oocytes is substantially
hIgher than for spermatogonia irradiated at the same
r.ate. At a rate of 0.009 R per minute gamma irradia
tion .the oPP?site is true, the mutation frequency
for oocyres bell1g lower than for spermatogonia.

(b) The mutation frequency at 0.8 R per minute
(gamma rays) is intermediate between the frequencies
~t ~.OO9 ~gaml:na rays) and 90 R per minute (x rays).
[hIS findmg ?Iffers from the results for spermatogonia
w~lere mutation frequencies at rates of 0.8 R per
nunute and 0.009 R per minute are not significantly
different.

158. In the course of studies on dose-rate effects
in oiicytes,253 it was shown that the genetic response
of old. females to irradiation (six to nine months old)
was different from that of young females (two to four
months old), the mutation frequency after exposure of
400 R (0.8 R per minute) in second litters of old
~emales bei.ng considerably higher than the frequency
111 second litters of young females. No such difference
l:as been found for first litters. No satisfactory explana
non for this age effect in females (which has also
been observed at a rate of 0.009 R per minute) has
yet been given.

159. Since the publication of the 1962 report, the
interpretation of the dose-rate effect has not chanzed.
It is believed that the dose-rate response is a di~ect
intracellular effect on the mutation process, although
it may be influenced to some extent, and particularly
at high doses, by secondary processes such as cell selec
tion or change in cell stage during irradiation. Accept
ing the evidence that the dose effect operates at the
intracellular level, it can be explained in terms of repair
of pre-mutational damage. Russell suggests two alterna
tive ways in which the dose rate might affect repair
of pre-mutational damage. 'Firstly, there is more damage
to the repair system at high than at low dose-rate irra
diation. Secondly, the repair system is saturated by
high dose irradiation, because its capacity for repair
is limited and it has only a limited time in which it
can act. Whatever the correct interpretation of the dose
rate effect may be, it seems evident that there is a
t11resh~]d dose rate below wh,id.' .the .renair system is
not affected. This threshold is somewhat higher in
spermatogonia than in oocytes,

Drosophila

160. S pcrnuitoqonio, In a series of experiments with
Drosophila, Purdom et al.254-250 investigated the dose
rate effect in spermatogonia. The data indicate the
presence of an effect at very low dose rates in a single



experiment, but not in others, .a~d the jnve~tigat?rs do
not interpret their data as providing concl1!slve evidence
for such an effect at the dose levels studied,

161. Although different dose rates were used !n ex
periments of Oftedal,257.25D th~l-e i~ no clear eVlden.ce
of a dose-rate effect for mutation induction, There. IS,
however stronz evidence of a total dose effect at h1gh

'b n 11'>37' 1 _doses similar to that reported by .L\.usse - WIt I X rays
I "GO . It·and neutrons and by Batchelor et tu.: \~lt I neu IOns.

In experiments with Drosophila (ta~le XIV) Oftedal
reported a linear increase in mutatIOn. frequency at
low doses, while the frequency of mutations decreased
at his-her doses. These results suggest that spermato
gonial mutation. rates .in D1-o.wfhila may be severe!y
biased by the irradiation technique us~d.. Ofte?al, ;n
fact suczests that acute doses of radiation WIll kill
mo:e ott'he sensitive cells (that is, the mo:'e mutable
component) of a heterogeneous sperma tO~'~l1Ial popula
tion thus allowina sampling of a less sensitive cell type.

, b "(;1 I "1 SI I °40The data of Abraharnson et al.- anr 1\ c lee :y,-
measuring recessive lethal induction at. doses. higher
than those used by Oftedal, showed a linear Increase
in mutation frequency as a function of dose. Th~se

results indicate that the less sensitive spermatogonial
cells were sampled.

162. Ooqonui, In adult Dro soph..ila f~ma!es, the
ooconial staae is the only one that IS maintained for
a time long ~nough to permit the application of chronic
radiation doses that extend over several weeks. Results
of a pilot study of dose-rate effects in oogon!al cells~02

were mentioned in the 1962 report, where It was In

dicated that 4.000 R CoGO zamrna rays given at the
rate of 7,333 R per minute

b

were significantly m?re
mutagenic by a factor of 2.~ than the same dose applied
at the rate of 0.2 R per mm ute.

163. In subsequent large scale experiments.s'" sum
marized in table XV, it was found that the results
obtained were different depending on (1) the ex
perimental conditions under which the acute. 0: chronic
radiation was ziven and (2) whether the radiation doses
were measured physically or biologically. On the basis
of more recent results264.2G5 which have not yet been
published, Muller favours the view ~hat in Drosophi~a
there is no significant difference lTI the mutagenic
effectiveness of gamma rays over the approximate sixty
fold range of rates (0.016 to 1 R per minute)
used. It was observed, however, that at high dose
rates there was a reduction of effectiveness of about
50 per cent as compared to that at low dose rates.

164. Oocytes. The effect of changes in dose rate on
the induction of sex-linked lethals in stage seven
oocytes of Drosophila is now being studied by
Himoe.40 2 Preliminary results show that the yield of
mutations is the same whether the oocytes are irradiated
at 330 R/min or 9.4 R/min.

Siltnoorm. (Bombyx mori)

165. Two types of dose-rate effec-ts have been dis
covered in the silkworm, one being the reverse of the
other.20o, 206 In one type (type 1) which occurs in the
primordial germ cells (spermatogonia and oogonia ) in
the gonads of newly hatched larvae, the yield after
chronic irradiation (0.1 R per minute) is lower than
that after acute irradiation (lOO to 300 R per minute).
In the other type (type 2), where the effect is found
in larvae about eight days old in which the gonial cells
are in later developmenral stages, the mutagenic effec
tiveness is higber for chronic irradiation than for acute
irradiation. After extensive cytological studies and dose-
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fractionation investigations (paragraph 176) and neu
tron studies (paragraph 200), t1:e aL1thor~ proposed
the following hypothesis for the l11terpretat.lOn of .the
complicated features of the ?ose-rate ~ffects 111 the SIlk
worm. At least two mechanisms are involvcd :

(a) A certain part of the radia~ion-induced pre
mutational damage is subject to repaly, an? the. ext~nt
to which this damage will be repaired IS p1'l1:lanly
dose-rate dependent. This resul ts .in the pr~duct~o~ of
hioher mutation frequencies following acute irradiation.

b(b) Because the genial cell .popul~tion is changing
with time from exclusively primordial germ cells .to
a mixture of primordial and primary spermatogom~1

cells, and because the metabolic cycle of many cell.s. In

the population is blocked by :adia.tion at. a sensitive
stage, chronic irradiation can ~Ive ~IS~ to h:fher muta
tion frequencies than acute irradiation. 1. r.esumably,
the degree and extent of the occurrence of ~Ither pl~e
nomenon depend largely upon the metabolic actrvity
of the irradiated cells.

The cheloid wasp (Dahlbominus)

166. In contrast to what was mentioned in the 1962
report more recent information indicates that a small

, . cl d in oo . f D J lb . 267dose-rate effect IS etecte 111 oogoma O' al. 011111lUS.

Significantly more eye colour mutations are in~uced
with 1000 R acute irradiation (1,000 R per minute
of 2 i1Vp or 300 kV x rays) than with chronic
irradiation (0.08 to 0.17 R per minute ~an1l1:a .rays!.
The muta.tional yield following acute irradiation :s
about one and one-half times that obtained after chrome
irradiation. Although these results could be explained
as a dose-rate effect, other explanations ar~ possible,
for example, differences in radiation quality (para
graph 199).

Conclusions

167. Dose-rate effects have been and are being
studied in widely different organisms and in various
stages of germ cell development. The above survey
is not comprehensive, because it has dealt only with
the induced genetic damage that most probably fir;ds
its origin in one-hit events (specific locus and recessive
lethal mutations) and with the germ cell stages th~t
are most important in the consideration of genetic
radiation hazards.

168. Among the several species studied, the mouse
is the most closely related to man. In this species, we
now have exhaustive and indisputable evidence of
a dose-rate effect in spermatogonia and oocytes. The
dose-rate effect is more pronounced in oocytes than
in spermatogonia (see table XII).

169. Dose-rate effects have been reported also in
Bombyx mori, Drosophila and Dahlbo111inus. These
effects are not only less pronounced than those obtained
in the mouse but also conf icting in nature, and more
work is necessary to clarify the situation.

EFFECTS OF LOW DOSES

170. As early as 1958, on the basis of the dose-rate
effect observed in mouse spermatogonia and oocytes,
it was suggested that repair of pre-mutational damage
might be affected not only by the dose rate at which
the radiation was given but also by the dose itself, it
being argued that acute high doses might hamper the
repair of pre-mutationn] damage to a larger extent
than would acute low doses. Preliminary results26B.200
now indicate that in oocytes the mutation yield after



50 R acute x rays (table XII) is significantly lower
than would be expected from the results of irradiation
at 400 R, if the dose-effect curve on which the frequency
at 400 R lay was a straight line through the origin,
This finding is supported by the results of new fractiona
tion experiments in which the total exposure is parti
tioned into small acute exposures of 50 R separated by
inter.vals of time presumably long enough for the
repair process to recover (paragraph 175). These ex
periments now in progress yield mutation frequencies
below those obtained with single, unfractionated ex
posures.

171. These resuits from smal1 doses and small dose
fractions indicate that the saturation of the repair
system or the damage to that system is dose-dependent.
It appears that the repair of pre-rnutational damage
that takes place at low dose rates can also occur to an
appreciable extent with acute exposures as high as
50 R.

172. Additional evidence on the effects of smal1
doses on repair mechanisms is provided by the ex
periments with primary cultures of human and monkey
(111acaca 1mtlatta) cells in tissue culture.27o-272 Although
these data concern chromosome damage rather than
point mutations, and somatic cells rather than germ
cells, they may be pertinent. Dubinin found that chemi
cals like cysteamine were able to protect the cel1s
against chromosome damage (most probably due to
two or more hit events) resulting from exposures to
25 and 50 R x rays or 50 and 100 E. gamma rays. The
same chemicals had no protective effect at 12.5 R x
rays or at 25 E. gamma rays. More evidence that the
effectiveness of the repair system is dose-dependent
has recently been obtained for the early spermatids
of Drosophila. (paragraph 219).

173. There is now evidence to support what had
already been anticipated as soon as the dose-rate
effect was discovered, namely that, when acute irradia
tion is delivered in very small doses, the induced muta
tion frequency may be as low as that occurring with
low dose-rate irradiation. The finding that a substantial
repair effect of this kind is occurring in the mouse with
acute exposures as high as 50 E indicates that the
principle may apply to 1110st of the range of doses usual1y
encountered in human genetic hazards.

THE EFFECT OF DOSE FRACTlONATION ON THE

INDUCTION OF POINT MUTATIONS

174. Several lines of evidence indicate that fractiona
tion of the radiation dose sometimes results in a rate
of mutation induction that is different from that
observed after Cl single dose. In experiments with
spermatogonia of mice, it was observed that the most
striking effect of fractionation was found when a total
dose of 1,000 R x rays (90 R per minute) was given
in two 500 R fractions separated by twenty-four hours
(table XVI).273.274 Under these circumstances, the
mutation frequency in the fractionatcd series proved
to be approximately five times as large as that obtained
from the unfractionated series. Some of the other frac
tionation procedures listed in table XVI also resulted in
some increase of the mutation frequency.

175. This effect is presently explained partly in
terms of cell-stage synchronization and partly by cell
selection. On the other hand. an effect of dose fractiona
tion working in the opposite direction was expected
under certain conditions. Thus, since small doses of
radiation are now known to produce fewer mutations
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than would be predicted on the basis of results at
large doses (paragraph 170), it was anticipated that
a reduced mutation frequency might be obtained when
large doses were fractionated into small doses separated
by intervals of time sufficiently long for the repair
process to recover. There is already some evidence
that this is occurring in mice. 2011

176. Fracticnation effects similar to those observed
in the mouse were reported for spermatogonia and
oogonia of the silkworm.2oo. 275·277 When a total ex
posure of 1,000 R was delivered in two or three
!ractions separated by twelve- or twenty-four-hour
intervals, a striking increase in the induced frequency
of specific locus mutations was observed in comparison
with the unfractionated exposure. The mutation fre
quencies in the fractionated series were about two times
or four to eight times as high as in the unfractionated
series, depending on whether the spermatogonia and
oogonia were sampled immediately after the hatching
of the larvae or seven to nine days later. As in the
fractionation experiments with mice, other fractiona
tion procedures increased the mutation frequencies to
a lesser extent. The results of the most recent ex
periments indicate that the depression of repair is
due to post-radiation blocking of the cell cycle at the
G2 and/or G1 phases, in which the amount of repair
of the pre-mutational damage is assumed to be small.

177. In Drosophila, the effect of dose fractionation
has been studied for pre- and post-meiotic male germ
cells. Purdorn's results of a study on the effect of dose
fractionation in spermatogonia were inconcl usive.256

178. Alexander and Bergendah1278 reported a frac
tionation effect for sex-linked recessive lethals in
spermatids when irradiation was carried out in the
absence of oxygen. Glembodsky et 01.279 investigated
the effect of acute and fractionated doses of radiation
on the induction of sex-linked recessive lethals in
spermatids, and no differences were observed. Tates,28o
however, has reported a significant decrease in the
frequency of sex-linked recessive lethal mutations in
germ cell stages that probably correspond to young
sperrnatids and late sperrnatocytes when the dose is
delivered in five equal fractions, each separated by two
hour intervals, instead of being acute unfractionated.

179. A number of investigators281.283 have reported
that the sex-linked recessive lethal mutation frequency
induced in mature sperm of Drosophila is the same
whether the dose is given in a single exposure or in
fractions separated by intervals of days or weeks.

Con elu sions

180. The increased mutation frequency observed as
a result of dose fractionation occurred only in ex
periments in which the dose in each fraction was quite
high. Therefore, these results would probably apply
only to very rare conditions in the exposure of man
to ionizing radiation. However, the preliminary evi
dence on the reduced mutation frequency obtained when
a dose is delivered in small fractions may well have
many applications in estimating the genetic effects of
radiation in man. Quantitative information is needed
before these estimates can be made.

THE EFFECT OF THE INTERVAL BETWEEN IRR..\DIATION

AND CONCEPTION

181. In the male mouse, extensive data on sperma
togonia have shown no evidence of any significant
change in mutation frequency with time after irradiation.



This holds true even to the end of the animal's reproduc
tive life. 237

182. In contrast to these findings in the male, re
cently published results from irradiation of female mice
with fission neutrons clearly show that the interval
between irradiation and conception has a very pro
nounced effect on the mutation frequency observed
in the offspring.281 In the first seven weeks after
irradiation, a period in which two litters are usually
conceived, the mutation frequency is high. 'With a
dose of approximately 63 rads, a total of 59 specific
locus mutations was observed in 89,301 offspring
conceived in that period. After that, no mutations
were found in a total of 120,483 offspring. Of all the
other biological factors affecting mutation frequency
that have been studied, none has produced such a
striking effect. There is pre.iminary evidence (table
XII) that the same effect occurs with x rays.

183. The low mutation frequency in the later period
comes from oocytes that were irradiated in immature
follicle stages. I t is not yet known whether the marked
difference in mutation frequencies in the two time
intervals is due to a low mutational sensitivity of
oocytes in early follicle stages, to an efficient repair
mechanism in these stages, or to cell selection.

184. The extreme lowness of the mutation frequency
in the later period is worth emphasizing. In the neutron
experiment, the dose was high enough to be highly
mutagenic in the early interval after irradiation. Yet
in the later period the observed value of the mutation
frequency was zero, and even the upper 99 per cent
confidence limit of this zero figure was below the
spontaneous mutation rate in male mice. (A reliable
value for the spontaneous rate in females is not available,
although it appears to be lower than that in males).

Concluslons

185. The mutation Frequency in female mice is
markedly dependent on the interval between irradiation
and conception. The frequency is high in the first few
weeks after irradiation but then plunges rapidly to
an extremely low value. Caution should be used in ap
plying the results to the human female, because the
oocyte stages involved in the two species may not be
comparable in their responses. However, there is cer
tainly a possibility of a similar effect and, therefore, an
indication that the genetic hazard from the exposure of
women may, on the average, be much less than that
calculated on the basis of female mouse mutation rates
observed after irradiation.

THE RELATIVE nIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (RBE)
OF RADIATIONS OF DIFFERENT QUALITIES

186. In 1963, the RBE Committee set up by the
International Commission on Radiological Protection
and the International Commission on Radiation Units
and Measurcments-P? reviewed the information available
at that time on the relative biological effectiveness of
different types of radiation with regard to the induction

v,, 5"-'"CdL. u2dlldgC. in general" terms, the conclusions
of the RBE Committee were that neutrons of various
energies were about 2.3 to 7.3 times more effective than
x or gamma rays in inducing dominant lethal mutations
in spermatozoa of Drosophila and the mouse. The
actual values depended on the doses and dose rates
at which they were determined. RBE values for the
induction of sex-linked recessive lethal mutations were
of the order of 1.1 to 1.6. The following paragraphs
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update these conclusions, but the main emphasis .is
on the recent results obtained with mice, since they
have a more direct bearing on the problem of estimation
of human risks.

The mouse

Pro-meiotic male germ cells

187. Studies of Rllssc1j237 showed that the rate
of induction of specific locus mutations increases with
dose when spermatogonia are irradiated with high
close-rate (79 rads per minute) fission neutrons. At
doses higher than approximately 100 rarls, the muta
tion frequency is lower than the actual value at 100
rads (table XII). The mutagenic effect of high dose
rate neutrons was compared with that of low dose-rate
(0.17 and 0.79 rarls per minute) fission neutrons. It
was found that there was 110 dose-rate effect at about
60 rnds. However, above 100 rads, high dose-rate
irradiation was mu tagenically less effective than low
dose-rate irradia tion. Such a reverse type of dose-rate
effect can be explained by assuming that there is a
difference in the degree of cell selection under high
and low dose-rate irradiation.

188. Comparison of the results of 60 rad neutron
irradiation with x irradiation at 90 R per minute in
dicated an RBE of 5.8 for specific locus mutations.
Since the mutagenic effect of 300 l{ high dose-rate x
rays is about 3.3 times larger than the effect of 300
R low dose-rate gamma rays (0.009 R per minute),
it follows that an RBE of 19.1 is obtained when the
mutagenic effectiveness of neutron ir radinrion is corn
pared with that of low dose-rate gamma irradiation.
Russell arrived at a closely similar RBE value (18.1)
on the basis of results of another experiment in which
he compared the mutagenic effects of 100 rads of low
dose-rate neutron irradiation (0.14 rads per minute),
with that of 600 R low dose-rate gamma irradiation
(0.13 R per minute).

189. Searle and Phillips reached essentially the
same conclusions as Russell with respect to a reversed
dose-rate effect at doses above 100 rads (table
XII) .200, 280. 288

190. An analysis of the dose-mutation relationship
for very low dose-rate neutron irradiation revealed
that it was linear between 0 and 307 rads, The relation
ship applies to both specific locus mutations and
dominant visible mutations. Comparison of the muta
genic effectiveness of 307 rads very low dose-rate
neutron radiation with that of 608 r ads very low dose
rate gamma radiation led to an estimated RBE of
about twenty-three for specific locus mutations and
to a figure of twenty for dominant visible mutations.288

191. There is little information on the induction
in spermatogonia of mutations resulting in dominant
lethality. Comparison of litter-size at birth after 307
rads of chronic neutrons compared to 608 rads of
chronic gamma rays showed a significantly smaller
litter-size in the forl11e1'. 288

192. "R erpnt cvtnl~fY~L"I.'='" _,<:tH....~.;..c ......lC;."y·...::.~ ,::uJu."..".il 1.110.... •

about 21 per cent of the sperrnatocytes derived from
irradiated A type spermatogonia showed multivalent
configurations (indicative of translocation heterozy
gosity) when the spermatogonia were irradiated with
307 rads of low dose-rate neutrons. A percentage of
3.5 was obtained when similar cells were irradiated
with 207 rads of higher dose-rate neutrons.289, 290 If
the data obtained for low dose-rate neutron irradiation
are compared with those for low dose-rate gamma



(paragraph 124), and if it is, furthermore,
that the dose-mutation relationship for low

rtr,<:p-r:ll·p neutron and gamma induction of transloca-
is linear, then fast neutrons may be as much as

forty times as effective as gamma rays from this point
of view.

Post-meiotic male germ cells

193. Recently Searle et al.2 8f> obtained some in
formation on the induction of dominant lethal muta
tions in spermatozoa which had been exposed to 0.7
MeV neutrons at 0.01 rads per minute. The biological
effectiveness of these neutrons was calculated by com
paring them with x rays on the basis of induced
dominant lethality as estimated through live embryos/
C01'lJ01'a. lutea ratios in the control and in the irradiated
series. At about 50 per cent induced dominant lethality
(lOO rads for neutrons, 600 R for x rays), neutrons
turned out to be 5.8 times more effective than x rays.
Searle's results confirm the results of Russell's studies2 93

on the relative effectiveness of neutrons from a nuclear
detonation and from a cyclotron. Both Searle and
Russell observed that neutron irradiation induced more
mutations in sper matids than in spermatozoa. This had
been found in earlier studies with x irradiation.

194. The RBE values obtained by Searle and Rus
sell are fairly close to those published by Porner
antseva.2D·1• 20:; The post-meiotic germ cells in her ex
periments were irradiated with fast neutron (1 Me V)
doses from 17 to 228 rads (4.3 to 11.6 rads per minute).
Using pre- and post-implantation death as criteria for
dominant lethal induction, Pomerantseva estimated that
fast neutrons were five to six times more effective than
CoGO gamma irradiation and four times more so than
x rays.

195. Pomerantseva also studied the RBE of 660
MeV protons and observed that this type of radiation
was about half as effective as x rays and 0.65 times
as effective as CoGO gamma irradiation. As a result
of studies with rats, Plotnikova et a.l.20lJ found that the
RBE of 500 Me V protons for dominant lethals in
spermatozoa was 0.6 to 0.7 when compared to 180
KeV x rays.

Female germ cells
196. Comparison of the effects of high and low dose

rate neutron irradiation of oocytes with a dose of
approximately 60 rads showed that hi~h dose-rate
irradiation is significantly more mutagenic than low
dose-rate irradiation 2 8 4 However, the dose-rate effect
for neutrons is smaller than that for gamma rays.
At high dose rates, the published data. O~l mutation
frequency in oocytes indicate an RBE Sl11111ar to that
obtained for spermatogcnia.i'"

Drosophila

197. Abeleva and Lapkirr'?": 208 irradiated sper
matozoa and spermatids of Drosophila with doses of
600, 1,200 anl1. 2,400 ';l.ch, fast neutrons (SS rads per
minute), on the one hand, and 1,200 a~d 2,490 r~ds
acute x ravs on the other. The relative biological
effectivenes; of neutrons, compared to x rays, as
measured by the induction of dominant lethals, was
2.4 to 2.8 for spermatozoa and 1.3 to 1.5 for spermatids.
If one takes into account the fact that RBE values vary
with dose, dose rate and energy spectrum of the net,l
trons the RBE values obtained by Abeleva and Lapkin
are in good agreement with those mentioned in the

review of the RBE Committee. The same applies to the
results of Abeleva and Lapkin's studies on the in
duction by neutrons of sex-linked recessive lethals in
spermatozoa and spermatids. For this category of
genetic effects, the RBE for neutrons compared to
gamma rays is 1 to 1.5.

198. The finding that the RBE value for sperrnatids
is lower than for spermatozoa is presumably due to
the fact that sperrnatids have a higher sensitivity than
spermatozoa to the induction of genetic damage by
x rays in the presence of oxygen.2DD Dauch et al.30o

observed that, for spermatozoa sampled on the second
day after irradiation, the RBE for fast neutrons, as
measured by the induction of both recessive lethals
and translocations, was considerably higher than in
sperm sampled during the first day after radiation ex
posure. This difference can be ascribed to a difference
in oxygen tension between the two stages, because
Sobels3 0 1 was able to show that the higher sensitivity
to x irradiation of fully mature spermatozoa compared
to that of almost mature sperm cells is a consequence
of a higher degree of oxygenation in fully mature
spermatozoa.

199. With 660 Me V protons, Rappoport et aP02
obtained a linear yield of sex-linked recessive lethals
in spermatozoa at doses between 500 and 12,000 rads
and a rate of induction of 2 X 10-5 mutations per rad.
The data suggest that the RBE of 660 Me V protons
compared with gamma rays is approximately one. The
early studies of Edingtori-?" and Edington and Ran
dolph3 01 on the induction of sex-linked recessive lethals
in spermatozoa had shown that the RBE of x rays
compared to gamma rays was appr.oxiJ:nate]y 1.1. or 1.4
depending on the dose level at which 11' was estm~ated.
The fact that high dose-rate x rays are mutagenically
more effective than hish dose-rate gamma rays has more
recently been confinl1~d by Seeley et al.30

:; for sex-linked
recessive lethals in spermatozoa and by Purdom and
McSheehv2 G5 for IInd chromosome lethals in sper
matozoa ;nd spermatogonia.

Sillnoorni

200. The relative biological effectiveness of 14 MeV
neutrons, fission neutrons and gamma rays was deter
mined for specific locus mutations i:,duced in early
(type 1 dose-rate effect) and lat~ gonia (typ~ 2 dose
rate effect) .3DlJ.309 Since mutation frequencies were
found to increase faster than linearly with dose regard
less of the type of radiation applied, it is impossible to
describe the difference in mutagenicity of these types
of radiation by one single RBE value over the whole
dose range. Therefore the authors estimated the RBE
values at a fixed mutation frequency. The RBE values
of 14 Me V neutrons in comparison to gamma rays are
the following: early spermatogonia (0.8 pe-locu.s; 1:0
re-locus) ; late spermatogonia (3.2; 2.1) ; early oogoma
(1.2; 1.2) and late oogonia (1.7; 2.8). For 1.5 Mey
fission neutrons, these values are: early spermatogonia
(1.7; 1.9); late spermatog?nia. (4.2; 3.5); early
oogonia (2.1 ; 2.4) and lat.e oogorua (3.8; 3.0). These
RBE values make it possible to rank the three types
of radiation according to their relative efficiency of
mutation induction as follows: gamma rays, ]4 Me V
neutrons and fission neutrons.

Dahlborninus and Morrnoniella

201. In experiments on the induction of specifi..c
locus mutations in early and late oocytes of Dohlbomi
1lUS by 750 rads of 14 MeV neutrons and 750 rads
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of gamma rays, Baldwin'"? observed that high dose
rate neutrons vvere mutagenically more effective than
high dose-rate gamma rays, but not significantly so. The
relative mutagenic effect of neutrons and gamma rays
in early and late oocytes was the same.

202. The induction of specific locus mutations in
oocytes of 111ormoniella has been studied by Kayhart"!'
who compared the relative mutagenic effectiveness of
thermal neutrons, fast neutrons and x rays. The RBE
for thermal neutrons could not be estimated, but the
RBE for fast neutrons was seventeen to twenty-one in
the low dose range (45 to 70 rads) and two to four
at higher dose levels (240 to 1,400 rads).

Conclusions

203. All evidence confirms that neutron irradiation
is mutagenically more effective than x or gamma irra
diation. There are indications that the relative mutagenic
effectiveness of neutrons increases with their linear
energy transfer. Results of studies with such widely
different species as the mouse and the silkworm in
dicate that RBE values for neutrons are almost always
in the range of one to SLX. An RBE value for the
mouse of about twenty was obtained when the mutagenic
effects of low dose-rate neutrons or of low doses (60
rads) of high dose-rate neutrons were compared with
low dose-rate gamma radiation. It has been established
that RBE values can change with doses and dose rates,
and it is also known that the RBE values may be
different for germ cell stages and types of genetic
damage.

REPAIR OF PRE-l\fUTATIONAL DAAfAGE

204. Since dose-rate effects and some fractionation
effects are usually interpreted on the basis of repair
of mutational damage, it seems appropriate to review
some of the recent advances in this field.

Paramecium

205. Kimball's extensive studies312-3H with Para
mecucm showed (a) that various post-irradiation treat
ments can reduce the amount of x-ray induced mutation
but only when applied before the first chromosome
duplication that follows irradiation, thus demonstrat
ing the existence of reparable pre-mutational damage;
(b) that the mutation yield is inversely related to the
length of the interval between irradiation and chromo
some duplication. By sufficiently prolonging the time
interval between irradiation and DNA synthesis, up
to 60 per cent of the maximum mutation yield can be
eliminated. Irradiation damage produced during post
duplication (G 2 phase) and early prophase is subject
to most effective repair, and probably almost £111 of
the initial lesions produced during these phases are
potentially reparable : (c) that the reduction in muta
tion yield, and therefore the amount of repair, depends
on growth conditions and on the presence of metabolic
inhibitors, suggesting that an enzymatic process is re
sponsible for the observed reduction,

~L1J6.-The hypothesis that enzymes are involved in
repair of pre-rnutational damage in Paramccncm is
made probable by the observation that the mutation
yield is increased when the time between irradiation
and DNA synthesis is decreased. If there is little time
between irradiation and DNA synthesis, there is less
opportunity for repair to OCC,lr, and, as a consequence,
most of the pre-mutational damage will be irreversibly
fixed at the time of chromosome duplication.

207. Kimball's investigations into the nature of of the
initial radiation damage led him to conclude that rh.there
were at least two different kinds of pre-rnutatiotional
damag-e, one producing permanent alterations (i (i.e.,
mutations) through misrepair, the other through m mis
replication. The results obtained with Parameciecium
suggest that misrepair is less efficient than misrepljplica
tion, sra since the longer the time between irradiatiation
and replication, the lower the yield of mutations. Thf'hus,
potential mutagenic lesions tend to disappear withnhout
producing mutations prior to replication hut tend to to be'
converted to mutation at replication. Studies of (f the
pre-mutational lesions that cause mutations by m rnis
replication revealed that these lesions usually affedected
both conserved strands of the DNA and therefore re all
progeny of such cells. BI B, BIG

208. R.epair processes have also been observed i1 for
mutations induced by 2,537A ultra-violet radiation, n, by
alpha particles,SlG,1l17 by nitrogen mustard, and d by
tri-ethylene melamine (TEM) .1l1R At least with THEM
mutations, however, the pre-rnuta tional damage tl that
is repaired differs from that due to x rays, since rncmost
TEM-induced mutations, unlike those induced by by x
<rays, affect only a half or a quarter of the progeny ly of
the cell in which a mutation has been induced. Fr8rom
observations on the repair of x-ray and TEM-indllc1uced'
mutations, it appears that Puronteciurn: aurelia :« is
capable of repairing more than one kind of pre-mnnuta
tional damage. The two mutagens, furthermore, diffliffer
in that the x-ray damage incurred in the G2 phase se is
almost completely repaired,sw whereas a cornparativeively
high yield of mutations is still obtained after TE['EM
treatment of G2 cells. 3 18

Bacteria

209. Studies of repair in bacteria deal mainly wiwith
damage affecting the survival or the growth of tl the
treated cells and, therefore, would not seem to b be
strictly relevant to the problem of repair of pr'pre
mutational damage. The reason for mentioning sorsorne
of these studies in this report is that they have throwown
considerable light on the molecular and enzyrnanatic
mechanisms of repair of ultra-violet or chernicalcally
induced damage in the DNA. Since no comparab'able
information is available with regarcl to ionizing radiadia
tion, these results may help us to understand tl- the
phenomena resulting from x irradiation.

210. Part of the damage affecting the survival 11 of
ultra-violet-irradiated bacteria (or bacteriaphages ) corcon
sists in the formation of thymine dirners and can b be
repaired through the intervention of two groups G of
enzymes. The photo-reactivating enzymes have beeieen
shown320, 321 to split the ultra-violet-induced thymimine
dimers in the DNA into the original separate thymimine
r esidues in the presence of light with wave-lengtlgths
ranging from about 320 to 450 mJL. Dark-repaipair
enzymes, on the other hand, excise the ultra-violenlet
induced thymine dimersH22-s25 The excision of dimeriers
is followed by restitutio ad intcqrurn of the originainal
DNA molecule throuzha process of reuajative rcnlicaica-

tion that fills the gaps with new material. Unlike the
photo-reactivating enzymes, the dark-repair enzymes
do not require visible light.

211. Both enzymatic systems are genetically con
trolled and many radio-sensitive mutants, Jacking
either the photo-reactivating or the dark-reactivating
enzymes, have been isolated. On one occasion, an
enzyme capable of initiating dark-repair in vib'o has
been isolated from M icrococcus lysodeikticus.s26-328
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212. Investigations into the action of the difunctional
alkylating agent mustard gas on the growth and sur
vival of E. coli strains, with and without dark-reactivat
~ng enzyme.s, have provided evidence that chemically
induced lesions III the DNA can also be repaired.329

The strain carrying the dark-reactivating enzymes was
able to excise (i.e. repair) the inter-strand cross-I inks
between guanine moieties that are induced by mustard
gas. The strain which did not have the dark-reactivat
ing enzymes could not remove these inter-strand cross
links in the DNA.

213. Less is known with regard to repair of pre
mutational damage. \iVitkin et al.3 30 studied mutation
induction in three cli fferent strains of bacteria. The
first strain (H/r) was used to study the induction of
mutations to streptomycin resistance. The second strain
(H/dO) was an arginine requiring substrain of the
first and was used to study mutations to prototrophy.
N either of these strains carried the photo-reactivating
enzyme, whereas the third strain (B/r) did. The muta
tions studied in the B/r strain were mutations to strep
tomycin resistance. Mutation induction by ultra-violet
in all strains was studied in the absence or presence
of post-treatment with photo-reactivating light (wave
length 320 to 450 mu}.

214. It was found that the H/r strain was not
capable of repairing potential mutations to strepto
mycin resistance in the presence of photo-reactivating
light. The H/r30 strain, on the other hand, was able
to repair potential mutations to prototrophy in the
presence of photo-reactivating light. The B/r strain
which has the photo-reactivating enzyme was capable
of repairing potential mutations to streptomycin
resistance in the presence of photo-reactivating light.
From these results, it was concluded that ultra-violet
light induces two kinds of pre-rnutational damage.
Repair of the first kind of damage (i.e., potential
mutations to streptomycin resistance) can only take
place in the presence of the photo-reactivating enzyme
and photo-reactivating light. The second type of damage
(i.e., potential rnuta tion to phototrophy) requires only
photo-reactivating light for its repair.

215. The mechanism of repair of pr e-mutational
damage in bacterial strains which have or lack the
photo-reactivating enzyme is not yet well understood.
This applies even more to our knowledge concerning
the process of repair of ultra-violet-induced mutations
in bacterial strains having or lacking the dark-reactivat
ing enzymes.

216. The examples given above have shown striking
parallelism between the error-correcting mechanisms for
such different lesions in the genetic material as those
induced by ultra-violet and mustard gas. There is no
such detailed evidence for the mechanism of the repair
processes in bacteria exposed to ionizing radiation.
However, it has been demonstrated that bacterial
strains show a difference in sensitivity to ionizing
radiation depending on whether they are equipped with
repair enzymes or not. These results seem to suggest
that damage from ionizing radiation may be repaired
in a way similar to that observed with ultra-violet or
chemically treated bacteria.

.M.etaeoan germ cells

217. In the sections on dose-rate and dose-fractiona
tion effects, it was shown that results of dose rate and
dose fractionation on mutation induction could be
explained by assuming that the mutation process 111

metazoan germ cells was subject to repair. The possi
bility of interfering with repair processes in metazoan
germ cells by means of pre- or post-irradiation treat
ments with metabolic inhibitors has been amply demon
strated in the past decade. The details of the evidence
are comprehensively analysed in recent reviews.3B.331
The main conclusions only will therefore be outlined
in this report.

218. Evidence for the operation of repair processes
in early sperrnatids and mature spermatozoa of Droso
phila has been obtained in studies on the effects of
different post-treatments by Sobels et 01. 229 , 3 0 1. 331·337

It is remarkable that early sperrnatids and spermatozoa
give an opposite response to the same treatments. This
suggests that the metabolic pathways involved in the
mutational event are essentially different in these two
different stages of sperm development.

219. For early sperrnatids, post-treatment with
cyanide or nitrogen following radiation exposure in air
leads to an increase of the frequency of recessive sex
linked lethals in a ring X chr01l10some.331-335 Since the
formation of peroxides could be ruled out in the cyanide
experiments-'" it was concluded that inhibition of
respiratory enzymes enhanced the mutation frequency
by inhibiting a repair process. Further evidence for
the oxygen-dependence of the repair system in early
sperrnatids was provided by the observation that, after
inhibition of the repair process by anoxia before and
during irradiation, the mutation frequency was mark
edly lowered by post-treatment with O 2 , as compared
to that observed with N 2 .20 9 By applying the same treat
ments (pre-treatment with N 2 , followed by post-treat
ment with either N 2 or O 2 ) at three dose levels (1,250,
2,500 and 3,750 R), Watson3:18 observed that the
absolute reduction of the mutation frequencies in the
O2 post-treated series was the same at all three closes.
These results suggest that the repair system can only
cope with a limited amount of damage, because at the
low dose level repair is considerably more effective than
at the high dose level where the system apparently
becomes saturated. The repair process in early Droso
phila sperrnatids therefore shows a remarkable similar
ity to that postulated by Russell to explain the effect of
dose (paragraph 171) and dose rate (paragraph 159)
in the mouse.

220. In contrast to the findings in early spermatids,
post-treatment with O 2 of mature spermatozoa irradi
ated under anoxia, increases the frequency of mutations
as compared to that observed after post-treatment with
N ?299, 336 Post-radiation interaction of radicals with
0; cannot explain this effect.301 As in spermatids, the
post-radiation reduction of the genetic damage in sper
matozoa by N 2 is thought to be mediated by an enzyma
tic repair process which derives its energy from
O'lycolysis. The modification by O2 versus that by N 2

;hows a remarkable similarity to glycolysis, which is
also adversely affected by oxygen, but favoured by
anoxic conditions. This idea is supported by the finding
that pre-treatment with two specific inhibitors of the
glycolytic pathway, i.e. sodium fluoride and io~o
acetamide, leads to a considerable increase of the radia
tion-induced mutation frequency in spermatozoa.B01

, 339

221. A contrasting response of early sperrnatids and
spermatozoa has also been observed after inhibition of
protein and/or RNA synthesis, since pre-treatments
with chloramphenicol, ribonuclease or actinomycin-D
all result in an increase of the radiation-induced muta
tion frequency in sperm, but in a decrease in early
sperrnatids.P'P: 331, 337 It is clear therefore that protein
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and/or H.NA synthesis also play a part in the mutation
process in Drosophila. It is not yet possible, however,
to state more precisely which specific steps are involved
from the induction of prernutational damage to muta
tion fixation.

222. Several lines of evidence indicate that the
observed post-radiation modifications in early sperrna
tids and mature spermatozoa cannot be explained by:

(a) Shifts in the sampling of germ cells with dif
ferent radio-sensitivities among groups of flies
(or pupae) having received different post-treat
ments,301, 336, 33S nor by

(b) Selective elimination of cells with recessive
lethal mutations or with translocations.P": 33V

223. Experiments of Tazima et Op·IQ with silkworm
showed that it was possible to increase the yield of
specific locus mutations in spermatogonia and oogonia
by subjecting these cells to post-irradiation treatments
with cyanide, chloramphenicol, nitrogen gas and low
tempera ture.

QUANTITATIVE TRAITS

224. The general problems associated with radiation
induced changes in quantitative traits were discussed
in great detail by the Committee in its 1958 report. In
particular, the Committee analysed the implications of
induced changes of the variance and the mean of such
traits as birth-weight, intelligence, life span and fertility.
The discussion was largely based on data collected in
Drosophila and in plant material. Further experimental
results were reviewed more briefly in the 1962 r eport.

225. Although more data on Drosophila have been
obtained in recent years,S41.S.j5 in this report attention
will only be given to recent results obtained with
vertebrates, on which almost no data were available for
inclusion in earlier reports. While the information
available on the induced changes in quantitative traits
in vertebrates is much less complete than in Drosophila
and plants, the results reviewed here may have a far
greater relevance to the situations likely to obtain in
man.

226. Body-weight. Touchberry and Verley31 6 ob
tained evidence that body-weight at thirty-two clays
was increased and growth rate speeded up in the
offspring of mice whose ancestors had been irradiated
during six generations with doses from 10 to 240 R.
N ewcombe and McGregOl·M 7 studied radiation-induced
changes in body-weight in the offspring of rats whose
male ancestors had received gonadal exposures of 600
R of x rays over thirteen successive generations. It
was found that rats in the irradiated series tended to
be heavier than their controls. The relative incidence
of "heavy" as compared with "light" animals (defined
as those in the upper and lower halves of the weight
distribution for irradiated and control groups com
bined) was significantly higher in the irradiated than
in the control group by factors of 3.4 for males and
2.2 for females. It could be demonstrated that the
radiation-induced changes in body-weight were pri
marily associated with induced hereditary changes and
not merely a secondary effect of the radiation-induced
reductions in litter-size.

227. NIaze-perjonnillg ability was studied in rats
which descended from a population in which males
(in one experiment both males and females had been
irradiated) had been exposed to 400 to 1,000 R acute
x rays during twelve consecutive generations. New
combe and IvIcGregor ,348 who performed these studies,
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observed a decline in maze-performing ability in the
irradiated series. In the same series, they noticed a
70 per cent increase in "dull" animals (animals with
error scores that exceeded the mean by more than one
standard deviation) and a 30 per cent decrease in
"bright" animals (animals with scores lower than the
mean by more than one standard deviation). Contrary
to expectations, analysis of the variability of error
scores revealed a decreased variability in the irradiated
series. By analogy with the author's findings with
regard to radiation-induced changes in body-weight,
it is assumed that radiation-induced reduction in maze
learning ability could also be explained as being due
to hereditary changes and not to differences in litter
size between control and irradiated series. At present,
it is difficult to evaluate to what extent maze-perform
ing ability in rats can be equated to a clearly defined
component of human intelligence.

228. Lije span, As early as 1957, 1<.nsselFl1O obtained
evidence of a 'reduction in life span in the offspring of
male mice that had been exposed to 30 to 80 rads of
detonation neutrons. Since then, several other workers
became interested in this subject, because radiation
induced life-shortening represented a genetic hazard
for the human population that had been hitherto unfore
seen. Spalding"? irradiated male mice with 30 to 180
rads acute fission neutrons in one experiment and with
60 to 300 rads gamma rays in another. His results did
not indicate any reduction m life span in the offspring
from irradiated sires or grandsires. On the contrary,
the average life span of all control females was shorter
than that of the female offspring from irradiated sires
or grandsires. The effect was even more pronounced
in the male progeny. The results for neutrons and
gamma rays were the same.

229. Frolen351 observed no shortening of the life
span in the first generation offspring of male mice ex
posed to 500 R acute x rays. The results were the
same when the irradiated males received a pre-treat
ment with cysteamine. The life span of the female off
spring of irradiated males was not analysed.

230. Studies were also made concerning the life
span of descendants of mice populations which had re
ceived irradiation during five or more generations.
Spalding and Strang35 2 failed to demonstrate any
reduction of life span attributable to ancestral irradia
tion in male and female mice from sires exposed for
five, ten and fifteen generations, to 200 1<. acute x rays
per generation. Gowen and Stadler353 exposed mice to
gamma irradiation from mating to death. Each follow
ing generation was maintained in the irradiation field
from conception to death. Extensive analyses of the
life span were made when the strains of mice had
completed lives through the sixth generation. The aver
age ancestral radiation doses for each generation were,
in order of generartion, 370, 680, 820, 980, 1,180 and
I ,290 R The results of these experiments indicated
that ancestral irradiations over six generations had
little effect.

231. A1I studies listed above, with the exception of
that of Russell, have shown that irradiation has little
or no effect on life span in offspring from mice irradi
ated during one or more generations. Russell's
experiment was the only one in which fission neutrons
were used to irradiate the most sensitive of the post
meiotic male germ cell stages, these conditions being
chosen as likely to increase the probability of obtaining
an effect.



2.32: Reproductive life and its modification by ir
radiation have been studied by Spalding et al.3~2 They
observed that the average period of fertility was longer
in the offspring of mice that had been irradiated with
2.00 R per generation during twenty successive genera-
tions than m controls. .

233. Skeletal abnormalities. Searle3 5-1 studied con
tinuous and quasi-continuous skeletal variation in
descendants of sublines of an inbred strain of mice
which had been kept in a radiation field for about nine
generations, receiving 1 R per night and about 80 R
per generation. The study has not yet produced a clear
picture, and further studies are indicated.

234. The only other vertebrate species in which the
effect of irradiation on a quantitative trait has been
studied is the chicken. In these experiments.P'' cocks
were irradiated to induce genetic variability in stocks
which would otherwise no longer respond to selection
for high egg numbers. Irradiation of cocks with 1,000
to 1,500 R acute x rays per generation over a period
of seven generations, followed by selection for high
egg numbers during six generations, led to a negative
result; namely, the response to selection was no differ
ent, or perhaps slightly less, in the irradiated lines than
in controls.

235. In conclusion, studies on radiation-induced
changes of quantitative traits in vertebrates have yielded
results that must be considered as still fragmentary.
The information available does not make it possible
to evaluate how the means and variances of these
traits are changed by radiation. It must, however, be
noted that the only experiment concerning an intellec
tual function reveals a decrease in the mean without
an increase in the variance. Estimates of risk of in
duced changes of q uan tita tive traits in man must wai t
until further results are obtained with vertebrates, par
ticularly with mammals.

MISCELLANEOUS GENETIC EFFECTS

Space-flight results

236. In the. context of the present report, results
of genetic experiments performed in orbiting space
craft are not of immediate relevance to risk estimates,
since the doses received by man and experimental
animals have thus far been extremely low and mostly
of the order of tens of millirads. It seems, however,
appropriate to mention this subject, because some re
sults suggest that genetic damage is induced during
space flights even if the detectable amount of ambient
radiation in the spacecraft has been small, indicating
that other space-flight parameters, such as vibration,
weightlessness and acceleration. may induce genetic
effects either by themselves or in combination with the
ambient radiatlon.85o.so7

237. Two lines of research have been followed in
stlldying the influence of space-flight parameters. Firstly,
several attempts have and are being made to simulate
these parameters in ground tests. Thus far, these model
experiments on the ground have mainly focussed on
the action of vibration alone and in combination with
acceleration or with irradiation. The results have been
found to be dependent on the type of vibration, the
duration of the treatment, the type of genetic damage
under study and on whether the vibration was applied
before or after the irradiation. 3o,8 .1I71

238. In the second line of research, the biological
material (human blood cells) was treated by irradiation
from a man-made radiation source during the orbital

phase of .the spaceship mission.372.373 The frequencies
of single and multiple-break aberrations induced in the
blood cells were compared with the frequencies in non
irradiated cells aboard the spaceship and with the
frequencies in irradiated and non-irradiated cells that
remained On the ground. The in-flight control gave the
same result as the control on the ground, indicating
that the space flight by itself did not induce aberrations.
Comparison of in-flight irradiated cells with those
irradiated on the ground on the other hand revealed
that, while there was no significant difference with
regard to yields of multiple-break aberrations, the fre
quency of single-break aberrations was significantly
higher in the samples irradiated in flight. Apparently,
synergism exists for the production of human chromo
some aberration between radiation and some space
flight parameters.

239. It is still too early to obtain a complete pioture
of the interaction of irradiation with space-flight factors,
and, so far, there is no common opinion as to whether
space-flight factors by themselves are able to induce
some kinds of genetic damage. The current findings
are important, because they lead us to realize that the
magnitude of the genetic and somatic risks encoun
tered in space flights is not only determined by dose,
dose rate and quality of the radiation received in those
circumstances but also by parameters that are peculiar
to space-flight situations.

Effects ot internally-deposited radio-active isotopes

240. Increased rates of dominant lethals in male
mice have been observed by Liining et al. after injec
tion with Sr90. New and extensive data indicate that
the increase of dominant lethals is not observed in
matings within the first three weeks after inj ection,
but only from the fourth week onwards. This corres
ponds to effects on spermatocyte.s and sperrnato
gonia.3H-37G

241. The genetic effects of C14 incorporated into
Drosophila have been studied by Purdom. Preliminary
results suggest that the recessive lethals induced by C14
are largely due to the emitted beta radiation and
probably not, or to a much lesser extent, to transmu
tation."?"

242. Tritiated thymidine and deoxycytidine have
been studied for their capability to induce sex-linked
recessive lethals in Drosophila males.378.379 The
distribution of the lethals along the X chromosome was
different for the two types of radio-active chemicals.
Two regional differences have been noted, one of high
mutability after tritiated thymidine and one of high
mutability after tritiated deoxycytidine.

243. Olivieri and Olivieri380 studied the mutagenic
effect of tritiated thymidine and uridine in Drosophila
males and found that tritiated nridine increased sig
nificantly the frequency of sex-linked recessive lethals
in spermatocytes. The mutagenic effect of tritiated
uridine was even more pronounced when applied in
combination with actinomycin D.

IV. Risk estimates

244. Risk estimates express a probable quantitative
relationship between doses of radiation and frequencies
of certain effects. In this report, risks of genetic
effects will be expressed in terms of expected fre
quencies of genetic changes (point or chromosome
mutations) induced per unit dose or function (e.g.
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power) of dose. In earlier reviews of genetic effects by
the Committee, risks were expressed in terms of
doubling doses, these being the doses required to
produce a number of mutations equal to those occur
ring naturally in one generation. DOll bling doses can
easily be computed when both the natural incidence
and the rate of induction of a certain category of muta
tions are known. \iVhen both figures are available, the
doubling dose is a compact way of summarizing the
information regarding a given effect in given circum
stances. The use of the doubling close, however, is not
necessary in arriving at risk estimates, and for that
reason the more direct approach is employed in this
report.

245. Risk estimates as defined in paragraph 244
have the advantage that they can be obtained in the
non-linear case in which a single doubling dose would
have little meaning. They are also absolute estimates
which give at once the risk in terms of effects, whereas
this type of information is less directly obtained from
the doubling dose and involves unnecessary assump
tions regarding the proportionality between spontane
ous and induced rates. Finally, risk estimates as
expressed in this report arc consistent with the prac
tice followed by the Committee with regard to the
risk of induction of malignancies.

246. It may be pointed out that, while estimates
of risks of induction of malignancies in man can be
derived from the results of irradiated human popula
tions, this is not possible with regard to genetic risks.
As will be discussed below, in vivo human data are
inadequate to provide estimates of genetic risks. These
must be based 011 results of experiments with animals
-mainlv mice-and with human somatic cells in vitro.
While there appears to be no alternative at present to
the use of such experimental material, its limitations
must be clearly borne in mind and will be stressed
throughout the following paragraphs. Because of un
avoidable inferences from one species to another or
from one type of cell to another, the estimates thus
obtained are less reliable than the data from which
they are derived.

247. An additional difficulty with genetic risks is
encountered in expressing them in meaningful terms.
The eventual result of the great majority of genetic
changes is, sooner or later, the failure of cells carry
ing those changes to be transmitted to the following
generations. Only in a minority of cases-such as
certain dominant traits and certain chromosome ano
malies that occur frequently in the population and that
are easily detected-can we make assumptions as to
the manner in which the damage will be expressed.
For most genetic changes even conjectures are not
permissible regarding the actual manifestation of the
damage throughout generations in terms of individual
or collective hardship.

248. The estimates reviewed in the following para
graphs were obtained for acute irradiation of sperma
togonia by low LET radiation at high single doses.
The consequences of irradiation of oocytes, and those

v'lf ~"pmrLIl'e' lis raul~n.1(JlrOTe uiiferent' quaiiry at aluerent
doses and dose rates, will be considered separately.

POINT MUTATIONS

Total risk oj induction

249. Much as the total rate of spontaneous mutation
can be derived from an analysis of the excess of female
over male new-born children, so the total risk of
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induction could, in principle, be obtained from
shift of the sex-ratio to be expected in the nH~nl';lln<T

of irradiated mothers as a consequence of the inductiom
of sex-linked recessive lethal mutations. Such a shiift
has, in fact, been observed and was used by the COI111
mittee in its 1958 report to obtain risk estimatces,
Further observations were summarized and discusseed
in the 1962 report, in which the Committee diss
carded estimates of risk of point mutations based on tlise
sex-ratio shift, because, while the shift undoubtedl)y
was largely due to genetic damage and might hawe
reflected a point mutational component, it was ncot
possible to rule out or separate the possible confound:!
ing effect of induced chromosome anomalies, the higth
frequency of which was not known in 1958.

250. Such a reservation is still valid now, dcspitte
new data3S1.382 on the offspring of irradiated motherrs
which confirm earlier observations, and although nco
increase in the frequcncy of sex-chromosome anomaliess
was noted in a survey3S3 of the female offspring ojf
irradiated mothers. The size of the survey was tom
limited, however, to exclude the possibility that inducecd
anomalies of the sex-chromosomes may account for att
least part of the effect on the sex-ratio.

251. A further reason why risk estimates basedl
on the sex-ratio shift are not being made in this reportt
lies in the limitation of the data themselves. The largestt
and dosimetrically best known material is still thatt
collected among the irradiated pcpulations of Hiroshimaa
and Nagasaki.V" Doses in the pm-ental populationss
were between 0 and 200 r ads, however, and the ob-
served shift was not significant.

252. Some effect on the sex-ratio may also be ex-
pected after paternal irradiation, primarily as a con-
sequence of the induction of sex-linked dominantt
letbals. The expectation has not been conclusively borne
out by observations in man, and experimental studies>
have shown that in mice the results of paternal irradia-
tion cannot be explained on the sole basis of the in-·
ducticn of sex-linked dominant lethals.3 IH,385

253. No other human data are yet available that:
would make it possible to obtain risk estimates for the'
induction of point mutations. As in the 1962 report, it:
will therefore be necessary to base risk estimates in,
man on rates of induction observed in the mouse.
However, it is no more possible now than it was in
1962 to assess how close the rates of induction in man
and in the mouse might be. For want of better data,
it will be assumed that rates of induction of mutations
are the same in man and in mice, but the arbitrary
nature of such an assumption needs to be underlined.
The possibility that rates of induction may be higher in
man than in mice should not be overlooked.

254. The average rate of induction of mutations at
twelve specific loci in mouse spermatogonia exposed
in the range 300-600 R acute x rays is estimated to be
about 1 X 10-7 per locus per roentgen (paragraph 133).
The confidence limits, when this figure is used as an
estimate of the average rate for all loci in the mouse,
&l~ P'"t..o:.1.11rn:U' rtr lie auour one oruer orrnagrntude apart.

255. The size of the human genome in terms of
loci at which detectable mutations arise was estimated
in paragraph 24 to be between 7,000 and 70,000. As
mentioned earlier, the estimate, although very crude,
is in agreement with similar but more precise estimates
valid for Drosophila. It also agrees with a number of
other published estimates of the number of mutable
loci in man.



256. If the rate of induction of specific locus muta
tions assumed to apply to man (paragraph 254), is
multiplied by the estimated size of the human genome,
the resulting estimate of total risk of point mutation
in man is 2 X 10-3 mutations per gamete per roentgen.
Taking into account the variability of the data on which
it is based, it can be assumed that the approximate
confidence limits of .the estimates are between one and
two orders of magnitude apart. While this range reflects
the sampling variability of the estimate, the dubious
ness of some of the underlying assumptions must also
be borne in mind.

257. It will be recalled that direct estimates of the
total rates of induction of lethal recessives in mice have
been obtained from two independent sets of experi
ments and are remarkably close (paragraphs 143, 144).
Allowing for the fact that these estimates measure only
a known part of the damage measured by experiments
at specific loci makes it passible to compare direct
estimates of the rate of induction over the whole
genome with those obtained indirectly. The direct
method gives a lower estimate (~0.5 X 10-3 ) than
the indirect method. The upper confidence limit of the
direct estimate (1.6 X IQ-3) , however, is well within
the range of the indirect one. Such an agreement gives
strong support to the estimate discussed in paragraph
256, especially as the direct estimate is based on a
smaller number of assumptions.

258. The nature of the damage measured by the
total rates of induction is as difficult to assess as is
that measured by the total rate of spontaneous mutation
which was discussed in paragraphs 25-27. The total
rate of induction includes all mutations of every degree
of dominance and harmfulness. They will all eventually
he eliminated from the population. -

259. The mechanisms through which the sponta
neous mutational damage could be eliminated were
mentioned in paragraph 27. These mechanisms also
apply to the induced damage, but the relative con
tribution of any mechanism to the process of elimination
cannot in the current state of our knowledge be as
sessed. It is therefore not possible to express damage,
as measured by the total rate of induction, in terms
of individual 01- collective hardship.

260. If observations made in Drosophila. can be used
as a model for the situation obtaining in man, the in
duced damage will initially be eliminated at the rate
of 4-7 per cent per generation. The rate will, after a
few generations, taper off into a rate between 1 and 2
per cent that will persist approximately at the same
level until all the induced damage has been removed.
Genes will persist in the population for periods of time
inverselv proportional to their rate of elimination and
therefor"e dependent upon the severity of their ex
pression in heterozyg-otes. If a population was steadily
exposed to a constant amount of radiation per generat!On
for a number of p-enerations, the rate of elimination of
the damagc would tend to become equal to the rate of
induction.

Risk: of induction oj doinmani 711J.!,a.T'z.v'liS'·-

261. The difficulty of evaluating the total mutational
damage in socially meaningful terms justifies attempts
to obtain independent estimates of that part of the
damage that can be expected to find its expression in
an indisputably injurious way. Experimental data th~t
lead to high estimates of dominant skeletal damage lI1

the mouse were discussed in paragraphs 151-155. While
it is too early to evaluate from these data the effects
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at low doses, the Committee wishes to emphasize that
this type of observation may in the future offer a clue
to the estimation of risks of induction of dominant
mutations in man. In the meantime, dominant damage
in man can only be estimated for that portion of the
genome that is responsible for a selected group of
dominant traits (paragraphs 8-11).

262. When the Committee reviewed genetic effects
in 1958 and 1962, it gave estimates of the expected
frequency that these traits would reach in the popula
tion at equilibrium under conditions of steady irradia
tion. It is, however, more informative and more con
sistent with the approach adopted for estimating the
over-all mutation rate if the rates of induction after a
single exposure are obtained, and this approach will
be followed here.

263. For that purpose, the rate of induction per
locus per roentgen (1 X 10-7 ) as observed at specific
loci in the mouse will be used. The rate, however,
applies to recessive mutations. It will be recalled (para
graphs 149, 150) that limited mouse data show that
the over-all rate of induction of dominant visibles is
considerably lower than that of recessive visibles. The
interpretation of that phenomenon is difficult, but it
cannot be excluded that it may in part reflect a lower
average rate of induction of dominant mutations. The
rate of induction used therefore can only be considered
as an upper limit, for it probably over-estimates the
rate of induction of dominants, though by not more
than two orders of magnitude (paragraphs 149, 150).

264. As discussed in paragraph 9, the part of the
human genome under discussion, namely that respon
sible for some fifty dominant traits most commonly
observed and easily detected, consists of at least fifty
loci and is unlikely to consist of as many as 500.
Multiplying the assumed number of loci by the rate
of induction discussed in the previous paragraph gives
a total rate of induction ranging from 5 X 10-5 to
5 X 10-B mutations per gamete per roentgen depending
upon the assumptions concerning the numher of loci in
volved and the proportion of dominant mutations
induced.

265. Assuming full penetrance, the damage thus
estimated will become apparent in the offspring of
irradiated subjects and, because of the reduction of
fitness that it entails (paragraph 11), will, on the
average, persist in the population for some twenty-five
generations. The genes responsible for those traits
that more drastically impair fitness will be eliminated
in the first generation, whereas the mildest ones will
persist for a very long time. Under conditions of steady
irradiation for several generations, the frequency of
the induced traits in the population would build up to
a value equal to the rate of induction.

Effects of cell stage and type of irradiation

266. As mentioned in paragraph 248, all mouse
data used for numerical estimates have been derived
from experiments in which mouse spermatogonia were
irradiated with high, unfractionated doses of acute, .Iow

Ln TTaOlatiuti~'''u_J1R_'~'e~;pr:_ it., nercls, to be ~!11phaslzed

that the final yield of mutations has proved to be
different when the germ cells of mice are irradiat~d
'with (a.) low doses, (b) fractionatecl doses, (c) chronic
radiation, and (d) high LET radiation.

267. As has been discussed in part III of this
annex, expcr imental results in a number of species
show that matters may differ considerably when other
germ cells are irradiated. On the basis of results ob-



tained at seven specific loci in the mouse, acute x-I'ay
irradiation of oocytes at high doses yields more muta
tions per unit dose than acute irradiation of sper
matogonia. Although the rate of induction in oocytes
is known with little precision, data suggest that it may
be twice as high as in spermatogonia. When individuals
of both sexes are irradiated, the total number of muta
tions induced will therefore be about 50 per cent higher
than if oocytes had the same sensitivity to radiation
as spermatogonia.

268. Preliminary results indicate that in oocytes the
yield of specific locus mutations per emit dose after
50 R acute x rays (paragraph 170) is significantly
lower than would be expected from results of irradia
tion at higher doses. It seems therefore that low doses
of radiation are relatively less mutagenic than high
doses of radiation, at least in oocytes, Since human
populations are more commonly exposed to low than
to high radiation doses, it might wel1 be that the esti
mates of genetic risks which are presently made will
eventually prove to be too high.

269. Experiments with spermatogonia and oocytes
have shown tha t chronic radiation is mutagenically less
effective than acute radiation. Under conditions of
chronic irradiation of spermatogonia the yield of muta
tions per unit dose at rates of about I R per minute
or less is about one-fourth of that at 90 R per minute
(paragraph 156). With oocytes, the reduction of the
mutation yield is even more pronounced (paragraph
157). When both sexes are exposed to low dose-rate
x or gamma radiation, the over-all yield of mutations
can therefore be expected to be between one-eighth and
one-fourth of that expected when the same population
is exposed to high dose-rate radiation. Preliminary
data indicate that a small dose-rate effect obtains with
low doses of neutrons in mice oocytes but not in
spermatogonia (paragraphs 187, 196). More detailed
information is needed before this close-rate phenomenon
with neutrons can be taken into account.

270. Results of new fractionation experiments (para
graph 175), in which the total radiation exposure is
partitioned into s111al1 acute exposures of 50 R, indicate
that this type of fractionation procedure yields mutation
frequencies which are below those obtained with single,
unfractionated procedures. Although mutation frequen
cies in the fractionated and unfractionated series differ
by less than one order of magnitude, it is thought that
this effect may be of importance for the estimation
of human genetic hazards, because the fractionation
procedures used are similar to those used in some
medical practices.

271. Results of investigations at seven specific loci
in spermatogonia show that low doses (up to about
100 rads) of acute or chronic fast fission neutrons are
mutagenically more effective than x and gamma rays,
suggesting an RBE of five for acute irradiation and
of twenty for chronic irradiation (paragraph 188).
Since human populatioris are usually exposed to low
doses given at low dose rates, it seems that in spermato
gonia the rate of induction of mutations per unit dose
of neutrons may be some twenty times higher than
the corresponding rate for x or gamma rays.

272. The final yield of mutations is not only affected
by factors associated with radiation procedures but also
by biological factors. One of the latter factors has
recently been discovered and may have an important
bearing on the estimation of genetic risks from irradia
tion of germ cells of females, Experiments with female
mice have shown that the interval between irradiation
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and conception has a very pronounced effect on the
mutation frequency observed in the offspring (para;
graph 182). The frequency obtained after irradiation
of females with low doses of neutrons is high in the
first few weeks after irradiation, but, after that period.
drops to a very low value, in fact zero in the sample
size studied so far. Similar results have been obtained
with x rays. There is a possibility of a similar effect
in man and, therefore, an indication that the genetic
radiation hazard from the exposure of women may.
on the average, be less than that calculated on the basis
of female mouse mutation rates obtained in the early
time interval after irradiation.

CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES

273. The estimation of risks of induction of
chromosome mutations can only be made On grounds
as tenuous as those on which the estimates of risks of
induced point mutations are based. While with regard
to the induction of point mutations detailed and reliable
quantitative information from Drosophila and from the
mouse can be used, no comparable amount of data is
available concerning the induction of chromosome
anomalies. But the induction of point mutation is not
borne out by direct observations in man, and the
corresponding quantitative relationships between dose
and effect are unknown. To estimate risks of induction
of point mutations in man, a very major step is therefore
necessarily involved in extrapolating from the experi
mental animals to our own species.

274. With regard to the induction of chromosome
anomalies, on the other hand, there is clear evidence
that a number of them can be induced by radiation
in human cel1s in uitro, Preliminary observations suggest
that some can be radiation-induced in vivo in germ
cells. However, information on rates of induction in vivo
in man is absen t, and that obtained from human
peripheral blood cells irradiated in vitro must be sup
plemented with observations in experimental animals,

275. Inferences regarding the induction of chromo
some anomalies in our species based on animal material
are especially open to criticism, inasmuch as the radia
tion sensitivity of chromosomes is known to change
from one species to another. Thus, there is some
evidence that human somatic cel1s might be more
sensitive to the induction of chromosome anomalies by
radiation than those of mice. Likewise, extrapolations
from in vitro studies of human cel1s can also be quite
misleading because of the known dependency of chromo
some sensitivity on a number of factors associated
with the stage and metabolism of the irradiated cells.

276. It was shown in part II of the present review
that constitutional chromosome anomalies are respon
sible for a large part of the defects of genetic origin
carried by human pcpulations. Most of the anomalies
are eliminated either pre- or post-natally in the
generation immediately following the one in which
they have arisen, and are associated with very severe
hardship. Some, however, notably translocations. can
be transmitted for a number of generations and are also
the cause of serious harm to those who carry them
in the unbalanced state. .

277. Only for some types of chromosome anomalies
can tentative risk estimates be obtained. These will be
discussed in the following paragraphs. The estimates
apply to a minor fraction of the total spontaneous
chromosome damage detectable in the population. No
estimate of the over-all risk of induction of chromosome



anomalies can be obtained 111 the current stage of our
knowledge.

Changes m chromosome numbers

278. Experimental results indicate that in Drosophila
the frequency of sex-chromosome loss rises linearly with
dose below 1,000 R (paragraph 82). The rate of in
duced loss per pre-meiotic cell is very close to that
obtained from irradiation of mouse spermatocytes at
200 R-between one and four chromosomes per
100,000 cells per roentgen. A comparable figure for
non-disjunction cannot be obtained, because in that case
the dose-effect relationship as observed in Drosophila
is more complicated.

279. The possible importance of the induced sex
chromosome loss in man becomes apparent when It IS
recalled that XO karyotypes have been identified in
5 per cent of a sample of aborted foetuses and may
therefore be responsible for a sizable proportion of
spontaneous miscarriages. However, the possibility that
at least part of the observed losses may have occurred
after fertilization cannot be excluded.

280. No estimate of risk can, in the present stage
of our knowledge, be obtained for the induction of
losses or additions of autosomes. Some still inconclusive
evidence, indicating that they may be induced by
radiation in man, was mentioned in paragraph 66.

Transloca tions

281. Translocations in experimental animals are
associated with, and frequently recognized through, the
incidence of semi-sterility. In man, semi-sterility is a
hardly applicable criterion, since the family-size usually
falls very short of the natural fecundity of the species.
The importance of translocations in human populations
lies, therefore, much more in the suffering that they
involve for those who receive them in the unbalanced
state than in the effect they may have on the fertility
of carriers of balanced translocations.

282. The estimation of risks of induction of trans
locations in man may be approached either from results
obtained in mice or from results obtained in human
cells in vitro. As discussed in part HI (paragraph 116),
from the incidence of semi-sterility in mice irradiated
with 1,200 R of x rays, the number of induced trans
locations has been estimated to be approximately 14.8
X 10-2 per pre-meiotic cell. The estimate is based on
the assumption that translocations are not further trans
mi tted unless they are balanced, that no ~election takes
place between normal cells and cells carryrng a balanc.ed
translocation, and that non-disjunction d.oes not bias
the observed frequencies of the translocations that are
recovered.

283. I n this conncxion, it must be borne in mind
that some of these assumptions may not strictly apply
to man, since in our species the associ~tion of trans
locations with trisomies 21 does occur WIth a frequency
of about 5 X 10-5 of all Eve-born children (paragraph
42) and the viability of cells carrying balanced trans
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techniques would not make it possible to detect those
translocations that involved small quantities of chromo
some material or fragments of equal size. Finally, in
vitro observations are available only on somatic cells,
and ·it does not necessarily follow that, if the anomalies
that were observed in vitro occurred in pre-meiotic
cells in vivo, they would be transmitted to a viable
gamete, as is indicated by the fact that haplo-21 zygotes
~ppear not to be viable, whereas haplo-21 somatic cells
are.us

285. Rather than determine the frequency of trans
locations in vitro, most authors have therefore assessed
the frequency of breaks, dicentrics and ring chromo
somes. Breaks are events whose frequency rises linearly
with dose, whereas the frequency of dicentrics and ring
chromosomes, like that of translocations, at least when
induced by x rays, is proportional to the square of the
dose at low doses and to its 1.5th power at high doses.
At very low doses, the effect may be proportional to
the first power of the dose.

286. The number of dicentrics and of ring chromo
somes obtained through irradiation of blood cells at
exposures between 50 and 200 R is 0.52 X 10-5 per
cell per roentgen squared of which 0.45.X 1~-5 are
dicentrics.t'" The rate of 0.27 X 10-5 dicentrics per

b . d 380 b itcell per roentzen squared was also 0 tame , ut 1

is perhaps les~ relevant because it is based on observa
tions at exposures ranging between limits too far apart
(25 to 1,200 R).

287. If it is assumed that translocations on one side
and rings and dicentrics on the other are induced at
the same rate, and that rates at high doses increase
with the 1.5th power rather than with the square of
the dose, the expected translocatior; rate after 1,200 ~

based on in vitro data is approximately 21 X 10-
translocations per cell (or J8 ::< 10-2 if only t~e

results on dicentrics are taken into account). ThIS
rate is fairly close to that deduced from semi-sterility
data in mouse spermatogonia. Under the same reserva
tions as were formulated for that case, the rate of
transmission of translocations through the gametes
would be four to six times less.

288. The rate of induction of translocations is known
to be highly dependent on the rate of d.elivery of radi~

tion. The estimates of rates of induction discussed 111

the previous paragraphs refer to acute irradiation.. The
actual rates under chronic irradiation may be consider
ably lower, as indicated by the mouse data discussed
in paragraphs 118 and 124.

Deletions

289. Estimates of rates of induction of deletions in
human germ cells are not a:'ailable: but ~n idea of t~e
possible magnitude of the. risk of mductlO~ of certain
clinically significant deletions can be. obtained o~ ~he

basis of the rates of induction of deletions by radiation
in human cells in vitro. Induced rates i1l vitro are
probably reliable, since they are consister;t witl? sca~tier

.o.hsf:rvatinns on .nerjnheral cells of subjects irradiated
2£GcL:!:?tzLY ;';1;: 1J~iE!: ~S4
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291. To obtain estimates of the risk of induction of
given syndromes due to terminal deletions, it is nec
essary to know the size of the fragments whose loss
is responsible for each syndrome. As mentioned in para
graphs 39 and 40, the following terminal deletions are
known to be associated with clinical syndromes severely
detrimental but compatible with survival: deletion of
part of the short arm of chromosome 5 (cl'i du. chat
syndrome), of the short arm and of the long arm of 18,
and of the short and of the long arm of the X chromo
some. It is not known whether any other cleletion, be it
terminal or interstitial, is compatible with survival nor
to what sort of detriment it may be associated.

292. In the cri du chat syndrome, the size of the
target, i.e., the length of the segment of chromosome 5
where a break must occur to produce the required dele
tion, amounts to over SO per cent of the short arm of
this chromosome or to about 1 per cent of the length
of the diploid chromosome complement. This has been
estimated3 87 by studying the variations in length of
the residual fragment of the short arm of chromosome 5
in the known cases of cri du chat syndrome.

293. ObservationSI 57 on blood cells irradiated in
uitro have shown that x rays induce 1.1 X 10-3 dele
tions per cell per roentgen. If a single break were
enough to bring about the cri du chat syndrome, the
deletion would be expected to occur with a frequency of
1.1 X 10-3 X 10-2 = 1.1 X 10-5 per cell per roentgen.
If two breaks were required, the expected frequency
would be lower than the square of this (i.e., 1.2 X IQ-10

per cell per roentgen squared).

294. Similar estimates can be obtained for the other
deletions mentioned previously. Deletions of part of the
short and of the long arm of chromosome 18 compatible
with survival involve 025 and 1 per cent of the length
of the diploid chromosome complement, respectively,
leading to estimates of 0.3 X 10-5 and 1.1 X IQ-5 dele
tions per cell per roentgen in the case of single events,
and of 0.8 X 1O-1G and 1.2 X 10-10 deletions if two
breaks are required. Likewise, deletions of the short
and of the long arm of the X chromosome, involving
3 and 4 per cent of the complement length, respectively,
would occur with probabilities of 3.3 X 10-5 and
4.4 X 10-5 deletions per cell per roentgen if one break
was required, and 11.0 X 10-10 and 19.0 X IQ-ID dele
tions per cell per roentgen squared otherwise.

295. Nothing is known about the selection that dele
tions arising in germ cells might undergo. It is con
ceivable that a fraction of those that radiation may
induce would be eliminated sometime before birth or
perhaps before fertilization. Neither human nor ex
perimental data are available which would make it pos
sible to assess the extent of the elimination.

v. Conclusions

296. The estimates given in the preceding paragraphs
must be examined in the light of the practical value they
have in assessing the detriment that will result from
exposure of human populations to any source of radia
tion. For that purpose, risk estimates must, ideally,
be comprehensive, therefore taking into account all
major genetic effects of social, rather than merely
biological, import. If this did not prove possible, it
would still be valuable to know the range in which the
over-all risk estimate lay or even an upper limit to the
estimate.
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297. Even taken together, the estimates given earlier
do not meet these requirements. The risk of induction
of dominant mutations (paragraphs 261-265) applies
to those major and easily recognizable traits that are
clearly undesirable from the individual and social points
of view. These traits are frequently observed in all
known populations, That damage would always be a
minor fraction of the over-all damage due to point
mutations, though a particularly conspicuous one, both
because of its immediate manifestation and its persist
ence for a number of generations, and because of the
nature of the detriment to which the risk estimate
applied.

298. An approach to the estimation of damage from
induced dominant mutations could in the future result
from the application to man of the observed frequencies
of skeletal defects in first generation irradiated mice
(paragraphs 151-155). However, it is not certain that
comparable rates of induction apply at low doses.

299. The over-all risk of induction of all point muta
tions, which are all assumed to have some degree of
dominance and to be eliminated predominantly in het
erozygotes (paragraphs 253-260), includes the risk of
induction of dominant mutations discussed in para
graph 297. One major practical limitation of the over
all risk estimate is due to the fact that the damage
that is thus assessed is expressed in terms of loss of
mutants through generations. This loss has a clear
biological meaning, and has an undesirable character
for the individual and for society. However, we do not
know how many of the harmful mutations induced by
radiation will at some point be eliminated through, say,
loss of a zygote before implantation-an event which
is not usually detectable in man-rather than through
drastic reduction of fertility, miscarriages or serious
genetic defects. But the estimate does, at any rate,
provide the required upper limit to the damage due
to point mutations.

300. This is, however, only part of the induced
damage, since it does not include that due to chromo
some anomalies. At present, we have no way of esti
mating the over-all risk of induction of chromosome
anomalies. Their high frequency in human pcpulations
makes it likely that such a risk may not be negligible.
We only have estimates of the induction of sex
chromosome loss (paragraphs 278-280), of transloca
tions (paragraphs 281-288) and of those deletions that
are known to be associated with severe clinical syn
dromes (paragraphs 289-295). The total damage from
induced chromosome anomalies is likely to be higher,
but our present knowledge is inadequate even to guess
its possible magnitude, while such partial estimates as
we have discussed are based on assumptions that make
conclusions conjectural or, at best, very tentative indeed.

301. In considering the significance of radiation
damage to the genetic material, it may be of interest to
compare it with the rate of naturally-occurring genetic
changes. It was estimated in the report that, on the
average, a total of 140 point mutations arose spon
taneously in 1,000 gametes in each genera tion and that
under conditions of acute irradiation at high doses one
rad induced a total of two mutations per 1,000 gametes.
Thus a dose of one rad per generation would add about
one-seventieth to the total number of mutations arising
spontaneously per generation. To this point mutational
damage must be added that due to chromosome anoma
lies which occur spontaneously in 1 per cent of live
born children. It is not possible at present to estimate



the over-all rate of induction of these anomalies by
radiation, but the rate is expected to be very low at
low doses.

302. Since neither a comprehensive estimate of the
genetic risk, nor an upper limit to that estimate is
available, the assessment of genetic damage from main
sources of radiation must still be made by means of

comparative risks. This is possible only at low doses
and dose rates, in so far as linearity of the dose-effect
relationship can be accepted as a computational approxi
mation even for those effects that take place as a con
sequence of more than one event. No such approxima
tion is allowed at high doses and dose rates, and even
comparative risks cannot be determined for them.

TABLE 1. IvflllN TYPES ,iF SEX-CHRO~1OS0ME MOSAICS ObSERVED
IN Jo,IAN~w-a:;, Sr.i-:·n

T,\BLE n. FHEQUENCY OF THAKSLOCATlONS AMOKG

TiHSOMICS 21

8.77 2
9.51 2
4.46 2
0.37 2

20 59
35 60

30 2

280 2

62 58

73 61

Frc qucncies
per 1,000 References

Observed
cases

(8/130)

(15/760)
(i j197)

(29/3,306)
(70/7,358)
(12/2.689)

(1/2,689)

Observed Per cel1t
cases /1'eqlle'1c~/ References

Heavily biased samples .. (13/110) 11.8 30
(18/227) 7.9 40

(3/41) 7 41
Less biased samples (5/101 ) 5 389

(25/652) 4 30
Samples with little bias (1/58) 1.7 43

(4/203) 2 390
(2/96) 2.1 44
(6/127) 4.7 388

Double-positive females
Chromatin-negative females

Criminals
Chromatin-positive males ..
Xyy males .

Sterile subj ccts
Chromatin-positive males ..
Females with sex-chromo

some anomalies ....
Childless males with sex

chromosome anomalies ..
Females with small stature

Chrornatin-positi ve females

Feeble-minded
Chromatin-positive males.

TABLE Ill. FHEQl,;ENCY OF ANOMALIES IN SEX-CHROMOSOME

NUMBER IN SELECTED POPULATIONS

XV/XXV
XX/XXV
XXXY/XXXXY
XXXX/XXXXY
XXV/XXXXY/XXXXXY
XO/XY/XXY

XO;XX
XO/XXX
XO/XX/XXX
XO/XYY

XX/XXX

XO/XY
XV/XXXV
XX/XXY/XXYYY
XX/XY

XO/XX OL
XX/XX OL
XX/XXos
XO/XXos
XO/XXR and XO/XXRlXXRX R
XO/Xi.oX and XO/XisoX /XisoXI.OX
XO/Xi.oY/XI.OY/Y OL
XO/XYOL/XXYOL
XO/XY/XYOL
XjsoX/X1&OXi.oY

(3) In the XXX syndrome

(4) In other syndromes

IVith s iruc t ural sex-chromosome anomalies

(2) In Turner's and related
syndromes .

B.

A. With ou! structural anomalies of J!Jc X chromosome

(1) In Klinefelter's and
related syndromes

TABLE IV. FREQUENCY OF SOME COMMOK CHHOMOSOME ANOMALIES

Observed F reqw!,;c)'
cases per 1,000 Rci erences

A. Individual anomalies among live-
born children

Trisomy 21 ] ,522/1,022,042 1.5 2,39

Trisomy 13 2/10,345 0.2 51
(0.021-0.69)'

Trisomy 18 3/10,345 0.3 51
(0.058-0.85)

Cri dlt c ho t syndrome .... > 0.2b

Kli nefeltcr 's and related syn-
dromes ......... 31/18,147 1.7 62---66

( 1.16-2.98)
XXX syndrome 12/10,000 1.2 64

(0.62-2.1 )
Turner's syndrome 5/16,920 0.29 62---66

(O.095-Q.69)
B. Over-all frequency of anomalies

in spontaneous abortions . . . . . . . . 44/200 220 82
(165-284)

C. Frequency of structural changes
111 an unsclected adult population 5 56,57

n 95 per cent confidence limits. b Higher than frequency of trisomy 13.
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T:\BLE V. RATES OF INDUCTJON OF CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES BY ACUTE IRRADIATION

OF BLOOD CELLS

Refernnces

X rays
Chromatid breaks per cell per roentgen ...
Chromosome breaks per cell per roentgen

Deletions per cell per roentgen .

Diceutrics pCI' cell PCI' roentgen squared .

Dicentrics pe,- cell pCI' rad squared _ .

14 MeV neutrons
Deletions per cell per rad _ .
Ring and diccntrics per cell per rad squared .

25 MeV neutrons
Deletions per cell per rad

Fission neutrons
Deletions per cell per rad

0.26 X 10-2

0.24 X 10-2

0.39 X 10-2

0.69 X 10-2

0.11 X 1O-2:±: 0.012
0.45 X 10'r, :!: 0.07
0.27 X 1O..r, :±:0.014
0.09 X 1O~

0.23 X 10-2 :±: 0.022
0.81 X 10.2 :±: 0.06

0.26 X 10-2

0.45 X 10-2

154
154
155
156
157
157
.186
156

161
161

162

162

TABLE VI. FREQUENCY OF SPONTANEOUS AND Rl\DIATION-INDUCED SEX-CHROMOSOME ANOMALIES IN MALE AND FEMALE GEIlM CELL
STAGES IN THE MOUSE

Al.ljHsted b illducad
[r equ-enc y pcr R pc/·10·

A

I rradicted germ cell stage

FEMALE GERM CELLS

Prophase primary oocyte (irradiated
foetuses and newborn, 13Y,-20Y, days
post-conception) .

CONTROLS ..... _ .................•...

Dicryate (irradiated adults; ovulations
1-32 days post-irradiation) .

MALE GERM CELLS

Spcr matocytcs (mating 36-42 days post-
irradiation) .

Spcrrnatocytes (mating 29-35 days post-
irradiation) . _ .

Spermatocytes (post-pachytene, 22-28
days post-irradiation)

CONTROLS _. _ .

Sperrnatids (mating IS-21 days post-
irradiation) . .

COKTROLS .

Spermatozoa (vas and epididymis)
CONTROLS

PRONUCLEUS STAGES

'? and i!i early pronucleus

'? and i!i mid-pronucleus

CONTROLS

Expos-tire
(R)

150-250
(weighted mean,

220.5)

100-400
( weighted mean,

342.0)

200

200

201)

200

600

100
JOD
100
ZOO

A~limaJs

classified

2,402

785

331

1,508

2,370

1,752
3,059

1,656
1,299

1,112
1,285

422
22J
193

70
822
196

Spotlfalle01l.J
frel}tl(!1Icy
(Pe>' cClIt)
X~IU"

0.0

0.06

0.13

0.14

0.97
0.51

Losss of
XM

1.51

3.34

19.0
17.6
o
o

Loss of
XP or Y

1.6

3.6

0.7

5.7

2.0

23.2
12.5
o
2.1

XXY

o

o

o

0.4

o

o
o
o
o

179

177

177

177

177
178
178
177
177
178

a X~[O was the only spontaneous sex-chromosome ab
normality observed in controls. OX!' and XXX occur
spontaneously with very low frequencies.Us

b Irradiated minus control frequency. In the case of X!I
loss, frequency is calculated by taking account of the fact that
OY is lethal.

c Loss of entire chromosome as well as a few cases of
deficiency.
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TABLE VII. DOMINANT LETHALS IN SI'EHMATOGONIA OF MICE

Exposure
Rote of Iwduced pre- 1ndnced post- Total rate of
delivery £mpJa-ntatioH 1"mjJJaHtCLtiotl 1'tl ductiow of

(R) (R/m;,,) tosses- los sesv dmll1·fla.Jlt leth.alss Rcierence

0 196
550 69 0.02 0.02

0 391, 392
300 100 0.0611 0 0.04d

0 195
2oo 100 0.01 0 0.0]

0 198
600+ 600 2]7 001 0.11
8 weeks
apart

() 194
1,200 0.017 0.02 0.02

0 197
275 75 0.04

55 X 50 75

implanted embryos/corpora lutea in irradiated series
"1- . ..

Implanted cmbryos/corpora lutea 1Il control serres
live embryos/total number of implants in irradiated series

b 1 - live embryos/total number of implants in control series
live embryos/corpora hrlea in irradiated series

c 1 - Jive embryos/corpora liuea in control series
d Significantly higher than controls.
e 5 R per day for fifty-five consecutive days.

TABLE VIII. INDUCTION OF DOMINANT LETHALS IN GERM CELLS OF MALE MICE

Exposure
(R) Wcclss after irrruiiation 2 3 6 8 References

300 Total rate of induction of domi-
nant lcthals« .......... 0.21 0.15 0.38 0.28 0.23 0.24 0.05 0.04 391,392

300 Post-implantation deathb ........ 0.19 0.01 0.27 0.08 0.05
200 Total rate of induction of dorui-

nant Icthal sn .. . . . . . . . . . . 0.23 0.13 0.42 0.30 0.40 0.55 0.44 0.01 195
200 Post-implantation death> 0.20 0.12 0.32 0.13 0.21 0.09 0.13

nI_live embryos/corpora IJI/ea in irradiated series
live embryos/corpora luteti in control series

b I _live embryos/total number of implants in irradiated series
live embryos/total number of implants in control series

TABLE IX. RATE OF INDUCTION 01' DOMINANT l.ETHALS
IN POST-MEIOTlC CELl.S OF VARIOUS MAMMALS

Per cent Per ccwt
induced vre- lndHced PO$t~ Total rate of

Exooswre Corpora hnplontatio1l 1"mplantat i-01~ -induction. of
Jfammal (R) tuteo losses IOJSes domiHlJHt lethais Re[cren cc s

Mouse» 0 387 208
400 248 13 40 48
670 178 28 51 65.6

Mouse> 0 1,244 391.392
400 1,029 15 21 33
500 1,052 16.6 35 45
600 1,120 18 41 51
700 1,165 23 45 58

RatS ...... , .... 0 758 203
400 419 13 49 55
670 403 29 61 72

Guinea pigc 0 59 393
500 95 2 43 44

Guinea pig· 0 69 209
300 47 13 10
450 4Q 28 25
700 40 50 45

Rabbit" 0 203 208
450 214 65 18 71
600 195 63 17 69

Rabbitc 0 32 393
500 105 49 16 57

11 Mating's within 3 days after irradiation.
b Mating's within 4 weeks after irraciauon.
C Mating's immediately after irradiation.
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217

274

Q43
(lJ7
R2Y

0..38
0.14
0.69
0.57
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0.35
02!)
022
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1,200

Rese -of

tR7~i!;

217
427
427

216
214

02
3..5

(1.7-5)"

O~O

(L9

F!
F~~..ci'i:r,

PiJ.."'$'C~
~

ti~k

536 Q;2
4.R

Yes

5 __ . __ ... '. 1,092

6

7

o
700

Cl
550

o
3...'4

1,000

o
275

SS X 510

1,010 OS
(CfjJ2-1.6)

00 GJJ 25 11O
69 ro IlO 25 OLl)

.;.A..ct!oie ! IQ 2~7

(fjh-b~7)

..~cme

Acute

Acute

112 0.0
75 112 0.0
75 112 0.9

238

(1-1-4)9)
32

(1.4-4.8)
2.5

(0.9-5.4)

Partly

Partly

No

197

.. 95 per cent confidence limits.
b.5 R per day for fifty-five consecutive days.
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TAIlLE XII. NATURAL AND I "DUCED MUTATION RArES AT SEVEI-: SP1~ClFIC I_OCI IN ADULT !>WUS" SPEHMATOGCJNIA AND OOCYTES

Tofal Rate of Number of

Source
crbosscre delivery Nwmber of mutations A1utQtio11S per 10c1/s(R) (R/",;,,) offspri1lo tested observed per gamete X lOt. Rcjerence

SPERMATOGONIA

X ray 300 80-90 65,548 (40,408)c 40 (25) 8.7 (8.8) 237
X ray 600 80-90 119,326 111 13.3 237
X ray 1,000 80-90 31,815 23 10.3 394
X ray 600 60-70 10,761 11 14.6 395
CoUO x ray 600 24 44,352 33 10.6 396
X ray 600 9 40,326 (28,339)0 23 (14) 8.1 (7.1) 237
C s137 600 0.8 28,059 (27,840)e 10 (10) 5.1 (5.1) 237
C S137 300 0.009 58,457 10 2.4 237
CSI37 516 0.009 26,325 5 2.7 237
C SI37 861 0.009 24,281 12 7.1 237
CoGO 603 0.007-0.009 10,763 2 2.7 395
Co GO ......... 609 0.005 58,795 16 3.Y 288
CoGO and radium 37.5 0.0011-0.0078 63,322 6 1.4 247
CSI37 86 0.001 59,810 (56,993)" 6 (6) 1.4(1.5) 237
CS137 ......... 300 0.001 49,569 f 15 4.3 237
C sI37 .............. 600 0.001 31,652 f 13 5.9 237

Fission neutrons» 307 0002-0.003 41,875 f 67 22.9 288

Fission neutrons 207 55-60 39,028 f 8 2.9 287,397

Fission neutrons 104 0.001 39,083 f 27 9.9 287,397

Fission neutrons 101 0.13 19,506 f 20 14.6 237

Fission neutrons 63 0.17 18,194 f 13 10.2 237

Fission neutrons 59 0.79 17,041 t 12 10.1 237

Fission neutrons 59 79 16,758 f 10 8.5 237

CoNTROL . . . . . . . . . 531,500 (544,897)0 28 (32) 0.8 (0.8) 237

OOCYTES

X ray 400 90 11,124 (12,853) b, 0 15 (16) 19.3 (17.8) 237

Cs1 37 400 0.8 20,827 (36,083)0 7 (13) 4.8 (5.2) 237

CoGO .. 600 0.05 10,117 1 1.4 401

CSI37 400 0.009 37,049 f 2 0.8 237

C Sl37 258 0.009 27)74 1 0.5 237

CoGO 450 0.004 1l,225 f 0 0 397

X ray 50 81 127,39]<' t 10 1.1 268, 269

X ray 50 81 54.621d, t 0 0 268,269

Fission neutrons 63 79 43,000c, r 37 12.2 ZS4

Fission neutrons 63 79 40,092d, t 0 0 284

Fission neutrons 63 0.17 46,301c, f 22 6.8 ZS4

Fission neutrons 63 0.17 80,391d. t 0 0 284

Fission neutrons 104 0.001 12,058 f 1 1.2 397

CoNTROL 98,828 1 0.14 396

CoNTROL 13,402 0 0 397

"Ncutmn doses in rads (gamma component is included).
b Includes data from an old experiment, which was later

excluded.
c Oocytes sampled lip to first seven weeks after irradiation.
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d Oocytes sampled more than seven weeks after irradiation.
o Revised from the 1962 r epcrt.s
f New data.237



TABLE XIII. SPECIFIC LOCUS MUTATIONS IN EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS

Species
Nwinber of loci

tested

Rate of
delivet')'
(RI",i,,)

Spollta'leOIIS mutatioH rates at individual loci
"Cl' f)(!l11watiml X 108 1·H(/.Jfced muJ.atioli rotes

pe,. locus f'{1r gamete jJ(JY R X 108-

SpermatagOUt'(l OO!JoJlia Oocyfes References

111ormoniella .' 5

Dchlbosninus 4

Re-locuss

B01llbJ"~' Pc-locuss

311

2

238

267, 399

400

266

398

717
14

552
30
45
65

144
48

599
9

9,200
28
12
18

8,800
24
5

12

1.5

o
5

22

752

8,900
65
23
28
o

32
9
6

90
60-90

35

854

88

1,000

100
100
100

60-100
60-100
60-100

60-100
60-100
60-100

o
400
600

o
600

o
900

o
1,000

o
1,000b
1,000
1,000

o
1,000
1,000
1,000

o
1,000
1,000
1,000

o
1,136

8

6

7

Drosophila ... ,

Mouse

Mouse .. " ....

a Cells irradiated on the seventh, eighth or ninth day after hatching of the larvae.
b Progressively older stages of oocyte development.

TABLE XIV. SEX-LINKED RECESSIVE U-:TI-IALS IN

SPERMATOGONIA OF Drosophila LARVAE257.258

Tota!
exoos-ure

(R)

o
56

109
163

o
307

o
144
267
300
400
542

Rate of
dcl1'verj.' Nwnsbcr of offsprinG
(R/"",,; tested

ACUTE RADJATJ(lN

25,650
25 21,538
25 21,154
25 20,860

8,405
7" 8,330_J

CHIlONIC HADIATION

25,738
0.30 9,583
0.55 8,310

. . . . . . . . . 0.60 5,705
0,83 5,793
1.13 7,641

A1utation ireouencv
per CCtlt

0.30 (0.24-0.37)&
0.40 (0.33-0.49)
0.42 (0.34--0.52)
0.43 (0.53-0.36)
0.26 (0.18-0.3\))
0.26 (0.13-0,39)

0.31 (0.25-0,39)
0.50 (0.38-0.66)
0.66 (0,51-0.86)
0.75
0.40 (0.27-0.60)
0.38 (0.27-0.55)

u 95 per cent confidence limits.
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TABLE XV. INDUCTION OF SEX-LINKED llliCESSIVE: LETHALS IN OOGONI.\ OF Drosophila
mclanoqastcr BY "4,000" R

(Motlified from Muller et a1.2 03 )

Rate of
delivf!r:y Room· of
(Rh"in) irrodiotiow A B

7,333 ................. Hot 1.6 ± 0.2 1.67 ± 0.23n

7,333 ............ Hot 1.7 ± 0.1$ 2.07 ± 0.16

7,333 .......... ........... . Hot 2.0 ± 0.15 2.21 ± 0.17

2' 1 ......... Hot 1.7 ± 0.17 1.44 ± 0.18,
1.7; 1 ................ Dilution 1.0 ± 0.09 1.23 ± 0.11
0.2 .. . . . . . . . . . . Hot 0.86 ± 0.11 0.68 ± 0.09
0.2 . . ................. Hot 1.0 ± 0.15 0.9 ± 0.14
0.1-0.2 . . . . . . . . . . . Dilution 1.08 ± 0.11 1.28 ± 0.13
0.1-0.2 .................. Dilution 1.4 ± 0.11 1.5 ± 0.11
0.1 ; 0.05 ; 0.02 ......... Dilution 1.25 ± 0.15 1.42 ± 0.17
0.05 ; 0.02 ... , .......... Dilution 1.5 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.6

A - Percentage observed minus spontaneous lethals.
B - Percentage after correcting for results of sperm irradiation in females.
It Spermatid instead of spermatozoan frequency was used for obtaining correction factor.

TAilLE XVI. 1iUTATlON FREQUENCY IN THE MOUSE FROM SINGLE AND FRACTIONATED IRRADIATION

Mea11.1mmber
Intl'I'va-1 of IDlltation.s

Totat exposure Iix posnre iJI each between Nsimber of JJCr' locus per Refer-
Cell stage (R) [roctiow (R) [rcctiows off spri"g t"aentgenfl. X 10 8 en cas

0 531,500 274
300 65,548 26.6 274
600 119,326 20.9 274

1,000 44,649 8.5 274

Spermatogonia 600 100 and 500 24 hours 24,811 39.1 274
1,000 600 and 400 >15 weeks 4,904 28.4 274
1,000 500 2 hours 14,879 10.8 253
1,000 500 24 hours 11,164 49.2 274
1,000 200 24 hours 8,588 25.9 253
1,000 200 1 week 10,968 18.8 274

{ 200 37,297 40.2 274

Oo cytes 400 12,853 44.5 274
400 200 24 hours 6,086 52.8 274

n Mutation rate in cocytcs is not adj ust ed for the control value. Spontaneous mutation
rate in females is not accurately known.
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n MHpOJ30M oneane.
Gcnoanae 'lepTlil: l'J106aJlhTIOrO pacnpene
JIeUHJI CTPOIlII,lIJI-90 ua nOnepXHOCTH Ml!
pOTIOrO oxeaaa (1960-1961 1'1'.).
110CTYlTJIellUe llPO)(YItTOn HClllilTallrrJ1 anep
aoro 0pY"ltHJI nacenennro Coaercnorc Coro
aa C lHllI(813hIM pannonoa IT 130p,ol1 B 1963
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C01(eplIWmr8 c'rpOllIJ,IIH-90 n xocrnott rna
nn naC8Jlel1HJI CCCP (MaT8pna.UJ 1964
rona) .
R nonpocy 0 co,n;epllmrllm U;83HJI-137 n
nocrrrof TRi),r:IH QeJI0138rw-,
It norrpocy 0 pac111l8,n;8JIC'nHH CTIlOnU;IIJI-90
n cxexere B3pOCJIOrO 'IeJIOn8I{a.
Hccxenonarrae 8ItCTparHpOnanTIhTX 3y6013
Ka,r( 1181'0)]; MaCCOnOro ItOllTJ.lOMr sa conep
jI;annel1 CTpOHIWJI-90 II oprarnraue JrrO,ll,etl.
Henoropne THfl1eHIPleCImc arnexru rrpo
6JIe~lhr pal~rur-226.

Henoropsro lJ.anIIT:ile 0 saIlHCIBrOCTH MelI,AY
co;n:eplliaIIHBM CTpOITJJ;HJI-90 H rr,e3IrJI-137 13
ortJlYlJtarolJ~eti cpene J{ opraauexe llIOll:elL
n013el~enIIO anrmrx oprannauon II rrOMIX
HS.lly-qenHtl.
K 13011p0c.y 0 c.e30FIllhIX aonetiaunar pa;n:HO
'ry13cTBIlTeJlhllOCTIl nporanon,
R nonpocy 06 o6IIJ;HX np05JleMaX panno
lJY13CTllllTCJlhllOCTIT oprannaxa.
o rrocrymeuan cTpOnU;HJI-90 13 pn.cTOnUJI.
I{ BOUPOCY 06 HSy'IenlIn (IlOpM nocryrrze
llHn nenoropux npOl~YKTOB ,n;eJIOBHJI as
aeimyro nonepxnocrs.
OC06eEBOc.TU pacnpenexenna .cTPOITu;nJI-90

13 pa:MUqUI>lX rnnax UOlIB enponeticnoa
qa,CTH CCCP TI 1961 rops.
o rrOJl,llHjlmOCTl1 H cllOpllla.x naXOiKJI,enHJI
CTpom~llJI-90, crafimsnoro cTponJJ;UJI H
KaJI1JJ;HJI 13 nepnono-noaaomcroa II lJepno
aeMnoti no-mar.
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Radiological Health Data and Reports,
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Assay of strontium-90 in human bone in
the United Kingdom; Results for 1965,
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and 1964. MRC report No. 12.
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Dr. N. Yamagata

MEXICO

Dr. M. Martinez-Baez (Representative)
Dr. F. Alba Andrade
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Dr. A. L Garay
Dr. C. R. Gonzalcz

SWEDEN

Professor B. Lindell (Ref)resentative)
Professor R. M. Sievert (Representative)
Professor T. Caspcrsson
Professor K. G. Liining
Dr. A. Nelson

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST l{EPUBLICS

Professor A. M. Kuzin (Ref)resentative)
1\1r. G. Apollonov
Professor N. P. Dubinin
Dr. 1. L Karol
Dr. A. 1. Kulak

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

Dr. M. E. A. El-Kharadly (Ref)resentative)
Dr. S. E. Hashish

UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN

AND NORTHERN IRELAND

Dr. E. E. Po chin (Represenl.alive)
Dr. W. G. Marley
Professor \V. V. Mayneord
Dr. R. S. Russell
Professor A. C. Stevenson

UN ITED STATES OF AMERICA

Dr. R. H. Chamberlain (Representative)
Dr. S. Abraharnson
Dr. A. M. Brues
Dr. D. Chadwick
Mr. J. VV. Clifforcl
Dr. C. Dunham
Dr. C. W. Eclington
Dr. ]. H. Harley
Dr. P. C. Nowel!
Dr. r. Rivera
Dr. \V. L Russell
Dr. P. C. Tornpkins
Dr. S. Warren
Dr. M. R. Zelle



ApPENDIX 11

LIST OF SCIENTIFIC EXPERTS WHO HAVE CO·OPERATED WITH THE COMMITTEE
IN THE PREPARATION OF TIlE REPORT

Dr. R. Berger
Dr. Y. Feige
Dr. S. Hajdukovic
Dr. J. Liniecki

Dr. F. Sella
Dr. A. D. Tates
Dr. A. B. Tsypin
Dr. H. Volchok
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